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Abstract

This thesis is an ethnography of Chinese popular fiction readership which presents an

integrated exploration of contemporary readers' tastes and patterns of reading behaviour.

However, in order to understand the genres and particular texts that contemporary readers

designate as " popular : ' especially within the context ofChinese popular cul ture which has

long been the site of an active exchange between written and oral traditions . it is necessary

[0 examine the historical audiences and generic antecedents. the traditions of texts and

contexts, that provide modem readers with reference points of continuity and change within

the larger landscape of Chinese popular literature.

To this end , this study suggests that reading patterns. like othe r kinds of exp ressive

behaviour in everyday life . can be thought of in term s of repertoires of aesthetic

discrimination which may have inactive as well as active dimensions. The inactive facets of

a reader's repertoire, it is argued . may still exert important influences on the shaping and

articulation of preferences and assoc iations .

Related to issue s of methodological design . including the use of printed and electronic

Chinese and English language questionnaires, face-to-face interviews and e-mail

correspondence. the readership samp le is comprised primarily of men and women who

have achieved or are pursuing some level of post-secondary or postgrad uate education.

Trends in readers' affinities and /or aversions to particular gen res . as well as their uses of

fiction -whether they read for escape or instruction. for example- are considered. as are

such co ncepts as fan culture, reader identification with characters or other aspects of the

narrative and tbe phenomenon of addictive read ing styles. This patte rn of consumption is

exp lored with particular reference to Chinese martial arts fiction. which as a genre is given



the most detailed treatme nt. followed by romance and detective fiction. In addition to

readers ' conceptions of the proce ss of reading itself and their perceptions of the various

traditions which inform their favourite contemporary novels, this work also looks at the

importance of conversation in readers ' experie nces, as well as some of the interactions

between gender and genre. especial ly with regard to tbe intentional transgression and

renegotiationof the boundaries of traditionally 'tmasculine'' or "feminine" fiction.
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A Note on Romanization

This thesis uses the pinyin system of romanization. For readers unfamiliar with Chinese.

some of the more problematic sounds represe nted in this system as follows:

C is pronounced is as in " C3 lS " but appears as an initial consonant (as in cal.

rhyming witb " my.")

Q is pronounced ch (as in qing. which so unds like dzi r.o• rhyming with " wing.")

X is pronounced sy, as in a palatalized "sb." (E g.•x i sounds a little like a dra wn

out "s he" with a sligh t stress on the initial "s" before it becomes "s h",)

Z is like ds in " rods."

Zh is similar to the "]" in "James," but differs from the sound represented bY"r in

pinyin. Zh bas 3 slightl y " rolled" qualit y. ( Zhi . chi. shi sound like zher, char. sher, all

rhyming with "ber." The "i" sound is like a shwa, but the lips are slightly closed .)

However. Beijing is Bei-j ing. not Bei-zhing ,

Other romanizations appear on('v· if used by a particular author or speaker in a quotation.
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Introduction

If I can " read. I may fee/chat something is missing in my life

...ir-tf· 'N ltliHl<Il'J$ .

.•.that would be likel y. Novels are my destin y.

·.·i!iil3iiJM 'l1r01i i!!l;~.
...my looks are bateful, and my words 'tas teless .

.. .1t7ff'i1'lJlIift.

...too little nourishmen t.

...~mz:~.

.. . [like ('m ' '' begging for a taste of language." !

A book bolds a thou sand stories. and the way in whi ch a reader responds to a text is as

individ ual as taste preferences for food. Although the metaphor of consumption as a way of

exploring peop le ' s expe riences of popular culture bas man y limitations (Redway (996.

244 ), I found it inte resti ng that the most freque ntly employed and descrip tiv e phrase used

by the Chinese read ers who part icipated in th is st udy to descri be intense readin g

experiences was ".yi kou qi duw an " (-O:iimi7'e). "to read all in one breath or

mouthful." I ret urn to this phrase and the pract ices it signifies thro ughout this wor k

because l think it succi nctly capture s tbe essence of reading as a source of both profo und

pleasure and sustenance.

To put this ano ther way. in popular cu lture and cultura l s tudies sc ho larsh ip.

consumption and ( re jproducti on are two co mmonly emp loyed metaphors used to discuss

audience respon ses to popul ar enterta inments.' In Postmodemism and Popular Culture .

Angela McRobbi e argues that attention must be given to the ethnographic ana lysis of

I Responses from four readers (QP-OI. QRH -02. QRH-I5 and QRH- 16 respectively)
to tbe final q uestion on both the pi lot (Q P-xx) and revised handwri tten (Q RH-xx)
readership survey s. See Chapter Two for further d iscussi on of questionn aire types and
analysis.



consumption as necessary reproduction, that is. as work.rather than -or in addition to

leisure (1994. 32 ). In this thesis . I interviewed male and female Chinese readers and

concentrated primarily on readers' experiences with and aesthetic attitudes toward popular

fiction. generally referred to as longsu xiaoshuo (ii{i'J\1¢t). As I discuss later in this

Introduction and particularly in Chapter Two. most of the nearly eighty readers surveyed in

this work are highly educated individuals who are in some way associated with universities

and who consume and often produce a wide range of texts in their everyda y lives. Some of

these readers could be called "passi ve tradition bearers" or readers with an "i nactive

repertoire" (Goldstein 1971 ) because, as they readily and rather wistfully admit, the texts

they now "work with" often deman d their undivided attention to the exclusion of those

texts that they formerly associat ed with relaxation or play, which often took the fonn of

popular novels. However. such novels. even if not actively read. still trigger memories.

associations and, more often than not , topics for current discussion and debate .

As with my experiences of the incisive -and undeniablyecnvec- analytical abilitiesof

so-ca lled "passive tradition bearers " in other contexts of narrative research. ( was struck by

the depth of readers' insights. recollections and even emotional attachments to stories they

had not read for long periods. someti mes several years. Just as those who can teUstories

may often prefer to let the ta le speak for itself while those who are not recognized

performers may be anxious to explain how a tale either speaks to them or even speaks for

the larger community. l suggest that sometimes the reflective reader who deliberates on past

experiences has insights that are just as valid for ethnographic investigatio n as the avid

reader who is actively engaged with texts. Certainly. consumption may or may not proceed

in rapidly experience d momen ts - in breaths or mouthful s of text s and meanings.



Neverthe less. production and reproduction. as the inclusive inscription or reconstitut ion of

the self in relation to what was read , may take considerably longer .

Furthermore, not iofrequentIy,l think that the realization of these processes occurs in

conversation, both in the evanescent dialog ues between friends and associate s. as well as in

responses to the deliberate queries of the researcher . Thi s work. then . represents readers '

stories about the books they read . told again. as all ethnographi es are to a greater or lesser

extent , through the observations of one who asked and listened and constructed a reading

comprised of others ' readings which inevitably shaped and guided her own. In this

Introduc tion, [ outline the questions I initially bad, those I came to ask , who responded ,

and how those answers and the additi onal questions they often inspired were organized into

the various chapters which follow .

Prelimin ary Th oughts ou a n Ethnography of Reading

As I explain in a later chap ter, I happened upon the ethnographic import of this subject

almost by accident: I was recording Chinese folktales, and I knocked over a bag containing

the cherished finds of a student's recent foray into the Chinese language section of the local

library. He had come to telt me the stories he thought I wanted to hear . and I left feeling a

great desire to know more about the tales he loved to read. There were other incidents by

which this topic worked its way into my bones -most memorably perhaps a collision with

a student in a busy hall way . his nose buried in a book adorned with a painting of a

mounted swordsman sweeping acros s the covers. The books that were the object of these

intense moments of concentra tion , l later learned. belonged to the genre known as martial

arts fiction . or wuxia xiaoshuo (~£;l~/J"a;t) . and the contemporary novels shared a long

themati c tradition in Chinese literatur e, folklore. as well as the performing arts. But. before



[ could comprehend these influences and interactions, I had to understand the place of

"popular" entertainments in relation to elite and folk:practices of written and oral traditions

in China. l also had to understand the ways in which I approached books . whether as

reader or researcher . Clearly. the ways in which my scholarly training had equipped me to

approach and understand myself and others as readers would require further refinement and

critical reflection when applied to Chinese audiences.

Essentially, this thesis addresses three broad questions: l) how western theories and

methodologies can be used to explore reading in Chinese contexts. 2) what the multi

faceted experience of reading means to Chinese readers as a mode of active engagement,

that is. what purpose they think reading presently serves in their lives, and 3) bow they feel

past reading experiences signified in their lives, even if their once regular reading patterns

have become sporadic or their tastes radically altered . At the outset. this work is an

ethnography of non-western reading public s which is of necessity partially grounded in

traditions of western ethnographic and textual popular culture scholarship. To my

knowled ge. no comprehensive study of Chinese readership which attempts a cohesive

discussion of readers. texts. and contexts exists in English. It is in this discursive space

that my work finds both its greatest challenge and potential contribution.

Because I cannot assume that the kinds of theoretical models which can be employed as

frames for western readers' uses and aesthetics also hold for Chinese readers -a point to

which I have already alluded. and to which I return to discuss in more detail later- I have

had to look at the various ways Chinese readers themselves conceive of the activity of

reading. and the meanings and pleasures they associate with it. Where possible . I have tried

to link reading, though a frequently solitary activity in itself. to larger context s of Chinese

communication. such as the importance of chat or gossip and speech play within the



culture. Thi s is especially important because readers ' informal and candid conversations

about books represent co llaborative processes that are at least as important to readers '

aesthetic development and the shaping of personal reading repertoires as individual

deliberations and reflections over time.

In essence, this thesis is an ethnography of Chinese readership which also looks at

conversation as an importan t source of what has been called "oral literary criticis m

(Dundes 1966; Narayan 1995) as culturally conceived and expressed as chat (/iaolian[rl.

-I'x, OxJL) .2. I readily acknowledge the impo rtan t contributio ns made by Hymes '

ethnography ofspeaking (1972, 1986, 1989), as well as other studies which bring the

concerns of folklore and sociolinguistics to bear on the analysis of literacy (Szwed 1981)

and writing (Basso 1989).

However, l have not as yet determined all of the comp lex interactions which must be

considered in a comprehensive socio linguistic analysis of Chinese verbal art. although I

suggest that this wou ld constitute an extre mely worth while avenue of future inquiry,

particularly if focused on a cohesive community of speakers. As I describe in the first two

chapters, the group of readers I surveyed do not consti tute an "audience" in the sense of.

for example. a group of fans who regularly come together [0 talk about their experiences

with particular popular texts. or to construct new expe riences together through collective

viewing or reading.

Though this issue will be discussed more thoroughly in the second chapter, r must

acknowledge that this thesis negotiates another difficult methodological challenge: except in

a few instances. I did not capture readers' spontaneous conversa tions with each other about

books or the process of reading. Even in those rare moments when my ethnographic

2See Link ( 1985) and Cbapter Six for further discussion .
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prese nce or the formal "purpose" of the discussion - as roughl y "scri pted" by readers '

atte mpts to speak to the vari ous issues outlined on the questionnaires. for exam ple, because

they saw this as a well- structured way to proceed thr ough the explication of a co mplex

experience- was eclipsed by the shee r enjoyme nt of chattin g about much -loved books. I

was observing the unfoldin g of a communicative co ntext initi ally framed and motivated by

my inq uiries.

However , as Ives points out, sometimes .....the artifici al co ntext may be the only one in

which you can gather yo ur da ta," and attem pts to record unforgetta ble but unforeseen

eth nographic momen ts, parti cu larl y those that may be shared by members of a gro up,

present myriad technical . not to mention ethical . dilemmas for the researc her ( 1987 , 56-57.

81 ). Also, although many readers' co mments about read ing refer to a time when they read

far more extensively than they are now able to , in man y res pects their responses exhibit

partic ular narrative pattern s that, thou gh no longer representati ve of pre sent habits, do

reveal familiar past ex periences of texts and reading whicb lef t lasting impression s.

To illustrate further. G ree nhi ll noted two distinc t types of narrat ives in her study of

Engl ish immigrant stories, those that were recogn ized as personal experience narrative s,

and others sbe called generalizations. She stated that generali zation narrati ves: .....represent

the telle r's percep tions in s toried term s, which suggest an extensive rather than a spec ific

applicati on....a recognized mode of com munication. particular ly about the past" (1994. 34

35) . In the resea rch I cond ucted , both questionnaire respondents and readers who were

interviewed face- to-face made statements or told stories abou t singula rly memorable book s

or experie nces they had, a nd made mo re general assertions discussing reading as an

activi ty. or consideri ng the place of ficti on in Chinese society. However , most readers

emphas ized the important. if somewhat disco ntinuous. role readin g for pleasure has played
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in their lives. and as such I feel that these accounts of past behaviours and attitudes are an

important sourc e of ethnographic insight into pre sen tly held beliefs and aesthetic

perc eptions. As one woman reader remarked. although she no longer reads once-favourite

authors and genres as intens ively as she used to. these experiences influen ced not only the

person she was at that time . but also had. in her opinion. a profound effect on her late r

personal development .

Readers, Wo rds and th e Construct ion of Sto ries About Reading

As l discu ss in Chapter Tw o. seventy-nine read ers con tribu ted directly to th e

ethno graphic data which infonns this thesis . Som e I intervi ewed face-to-face. others 1

never met directly except through elec tronic or writte n correspondence. The men and

wome n range in age from fif teen to seventy. and mos t are ei the r students of higher

education. or are employed as teachers and rese archers. Thi s study is an ethnograph y

which encompasses the combined influences of class . expatriate culture ) and the effects of

electroni c media on folklore research .

First and forem ost. the word s of readers which appea r throughout this work are my

bas ic ethnograph ic doc ume nts. Th ey a re the oral historie s of read ing in conte mporary

Overs eas Chinese culture which I have been able to gather. In many insta nces. readers did

not provide me with a great deal of background inform ation abou t them selves. even though

I alwa ys began taped interviews with the invitation to do so. Name s. birthplaces. academic

majors. embarrassed laughter and silence characterize the beginnin gs of many of my tapes.

) See Li (1988) and Chan (19831 for discussions of Chinese expatriate culture in a
Canadian context. Oral his torical acco unts include Huang and Jeffe ry ( 1992) and Th e
Women ' s Book Committee ( 1992).
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As interviews proceed, I learn other things: how for this reader the only privacy in her

family was between the pages of a novel. how for that one romances make up in some

small , quiet way for the love he could not experience as a "re-educated youth." These

things are in my thesis. but inevitably. some of the silences remain.

My choice to incorporate questionnaires into my methodology requires some additional

explanation, especially since I collected data from a greater percentage of respondents by

this method than by the face-to-face interview most commonly employed by folklorists.

The use of questionnaires or even more general "calls for participants" as a precursor to

interviews, or as a means of determining a sample of respondents who would be willing to

be interviewed at a later date. has been used successfully in studies of readership (Radway

1987; Bird 1992). I also agree that interviews . particularly recorded ones, represent .....the

best technique we have ever had for reaching out into the great silences and making them

artic ulate" (lves 1987,42), however, there is also a cross-cul tural dimension inherent in

my decision. For many readers . the ques tionnaire fermat provided a structure that they

could work within which was perhap s less daunting than talking in person to a foreign

female researcher about texts that were highly personally valued, although most readers

were pleased with the fact that I presented myself as a student of Chinese popular culture

who was willing to be taught about such things. Furthermore . I suspect that I was able to

reach more readers through the adoption of a combined methodological approach which

allowed interested readers to choose how they wanted to respond than if I had relied on a

single technique.

Often while collect ing oral narratives from Chinese people as pan of my M.A.

fieldwork, I would be told, prior to the interview: "Oh. fet me go and prepare," a statement

which usually meant they wante d to write some notes. Frustrate d by this apparent



formal ity, I would respond that they should just come and talk to me. Many did, however.

some declined and others felt ob viously uncomfortab le -until I "accidentally" provided

one small group with pen and paper during an interview when one individual requested a

clean page in my notebook. The group wrote excitedly in Chinese over every blank space

on the page - and in all directions-e- turning the book round and round and passing the pen

as the conversation shifted. Tbe resul t was an amaz ingly illegi ble web of meaning.

punctuated by the triumphant scribbles of argument when the "rig ht word" proved elusive.

and the tape recorded a cacophony of joy and laughter. ( examined the "notes," though I

confe ss that, for me, the event itself could be read more clearly than the resultant text, I

came to understand that I could not hope to study Chinese culture in a way that honoured

those people who chose to share it with me if I did not first acknowledge the great love

these people have for their written Language, and the fact that , for some at least. this love

and the power it hoLds in the act of read ing is inseparable from reproducti on through

writing as well as conversation.

Questionnaires were anonym ous, ~ however. I included a section where respondents

were asked to a provide additional information about themselves if they wished. With

printed and/o r posted questionnaires. some readers wrote personal notes. but many wrote

nothing. Some readers' notes only apologized for not gett ing back to me sooner, as they

were busy, thanked me for my interest in a subject they loved. or wished me good Luck.

One ..... rote a timely and well-meaning admonition..'i In the case of many electronic surveys.

~See Appendices C-l througb C4 for Chinese questionnaires and translations.

ssee Cbapter Two .
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I had to e-mail people who had returned meticulously co mpleted questionnaires. reaching

into the ether with that timeless question : "Thanks. but ...who are you?"

All of the readers who participated had one thing in com mon ; they all loved certain

kin ds of boo ks. and many had mem ories and ideas about reading tbat tbey not on ly

cherished as signifi can t for themselv es . but also were excited to talk abou t. I learned to see

these people through the window s that they opened for me. through the books and talk and

experiences through which they were constructing and recons tructing readings of their lives

so far. Sometimes. the windows were difficult to see through at first . "l idu shan bo jue hen

000, hen zhongyao !" (. ( i!;!;/lwfaffl) I1Ur . ljt!liJlf ! • ) "Jesus-mounsaln-eari is

very good . ve ry im porta nt!" one reader said repeatedly in a taped interview. f could not

figure out what be meant until I realized that The Count of Monte Cristo was probably the

first piece of translated ficti on he was able to read after the C ultural Revol ution. At the time

I conducted the interview. be would have read that book alm ost twenty years ago .

Also. a key feature of thi s thesis. the importanc e of exami ning readers ' repe rtoires and

habits over time and paying attenti on to what reeders say about past reading e xperiences.

requ ired that I broaden my und erst anding of context . For man y reade rs. the trul y

significan t boo ks were first read some years ago . but the refle ctions deepened and clarified

only mucb later . I return to thi s idea in the Co nc lusio n. but the loudest a nd cl earest

thoughts are those inscribed upon a quiet beart.

Certai nly. the readers in this thesis generally come from the stratum of contemporary

Chine se society wbi cb has a voic e. I do not offe r this the sis as a reflecti on of widespread

Chi nese working-cla ss culture. the popula r trad itions of mode m rural peasa nts . or the las t

word in subversive, unofficial literacy of any particular Chinese community. Basi cally, this

study represents the brin ging togeth er of the o pinions of seventy-nine inte llectuals. all of
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whom are Chinese and all of whom have been away from their respective homelands for

some time . However . as the contemporary discipline has move d well beyond narrow

definitions of "'the folk ." the sample composition does not detract from the potential

contribution of this ethnography. Although these are seventy-nine people who cannot be

said to be representative of all of Chinese society - or indeed . of all or any of the very

diverse Chinese soc ieties through out the world- they are. as far as I have been able to

conclusively discern . al l people who Dever spoke to a wes terner about fiction either written

and/or discussed in their own language before.

Secondly. I wan t to say somet hing abou t the texts about which readers speak .

Th roughout the thes is. I refer to certain genres and someti mes individual works as

" popular" or "ve rnac ular" fiction/literature. or as belonging to " popular" trad itions. A

certain degree of clari fication is required as to what 1 mean by those terms. Concerning

" popular." 1 refer essentially to Williams' s conception of "the culture actually made by

people for themselves" ( 1983 . 237). Indeed. this ethnograph y differs from other studies of

popular audiences (Re dway 1987.20-37; Link 1985. 1981. 79-118) because I do not deal

with publishing or esti mated sales . Essentially. the people wbc participated in my study

relied on informal di stribut ion channels which are very difficult to document. In the

majority of instances. readers stated that they obtained novels from the following sources.

in desce ndi ng orde r of freque~cy and importance : fri ends . family. classmates or

colleagues. librarie s. book rental shops (these appear to be more common in Taiwan ).

online sites and bookstores.

Furthe rmore . I suspect that these channe ls are not restricted to this grou p. but

reproduce. to some extent. more general patterns within Chinese readership. While I would

not say that the sharing of books and magazines carries the same connota tions as the
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sharin g of food in Chinese culture. I suggest that it can be anoth er way for people to

reinforce relationships and share points of mutual interest. The issue of borrowing. and the

social connections and opportunities for talk:about novels that this practic e implies. is

addressed later in the thes is. Paradoxically perhap s. many of the expatriate Mainland

Chinese readers discussed in these chapters probably have a grea ter diversity of potential

circulation channels for popular fiction . as well as greater access to the various means of

distribution than their counterparts in China. although readers in China would likely have

more access to other types of materials published in Chinese.

Thirdly , my use of the word "vernacular" follows Hanan's (198L, 5 , 15-16,20-21)

asse rtion that the vernacu lar as language and model for authors of ficti on subsumes a

number of styles and mediates between Classical Chinese and ora l storytelling models,

combining and reworking elements of elite and folk culture in a new synthesis of written

fonn and content. In some respects. "vernacular literature" reflec ts some of the nuances

attached to "popular" in terms of composite styles which can have widespread audience

appeal. "Vernacular literature" as a label may be applied to traditional novels such as Water

Margin (Shuihu zhuan, ( *~1lJ » . as well as contemporary novels which are written

with similar attention to such features as episodic, "chapter-driven" structure and the use of

everyda y speech styles in charac ter dialogue. Chinese vernacular fiction is discussed later.

howev er. the essential point to remember, accordi ng to Hanan is that "the Classical is

concise and the vernacular expa nsive. specifying relationships that are merely understood

in the Classical" (16).

Aside from the definitions used in Chinese literary studies . I think that tbe distinction

put forward by Narvaez of vemacularsong as"a sector of aesthetic development and social

practice" which incorpo rates the concept of a "culture of place" is also useful for this
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ethnography (1995. 215) . Although many of the novels readers discuss are so widely

known they cannot be said to belong to any regional culture. people often find familiar

landscapes which contribute not only to their personal enjoyment of a book. but also to the

stories they later tell about it,

Finally, I should outline the process by which I constructed readers ' texts. First, these

are literal texts, either from questionnaires or transcribed from taped interv iews. Chapter

Two gives a more detai led description of the stages of analysis , but I should perhaps

mention here that most readers ' responses were in Chinese. I therefore present excerpts in

both languages. Because most Overseas Chinese expatriates are familiar with at least one of

the two character script systems currently in use in various countries.e I consistently

represent written responses in the same script as the original. In keeping with convention . I

render book titles and prope r names in tradi tional script.

Speech excerpts are most often presented in simplified text. a choice which primarily

reflects certain technical ities of the in-text Chinese word processing system I use. On a

related note. Chinese quotes and translations essentially cover the same spoken excerpts,

except in cases where this poses considerable technical difficulty in presentation. such as

display and printing problems which are associated with multiple language-font changes.

With some long Chinese quotes, I summarize the content of elided speech in square

brackets and elaborate in the English excerpt. Also, the transcript notation tingdun « ~

~jf > ) signifies a pause in speech . and bu qingchu « ~tR~ > ) means simply "unclear,"

In the interests of both Clari ty for scholars outside Chinese studies and concern for the

integrity of readers' comments , 1use underlined text in square brackets to indicate material

6Tb.ese are known as traditional and simplified. Their featu res and distribution are
explained more fully in CbajxerTwc and Appeodix A.



added to clarify a referent. or to marie places where I asked questions which initiated a

change or elaborati on of the precedi ng topic. Underlined letters not in brackets are my own

inserti ons in order to clarify certain orthographic errors which occur in English respon ses

on handw ritten or electronic questionnaires. 1use this method over the options of either [he

more intrusive [sic 1or leaving such oversights intact when they might be unnecessarily

visually disconcerting for the reader. Finally. unless respondents specified a Westernized

nam e as [heir preference. Chi nese readers ' names ace given with the last nam e firs t. in

ca pitals.'

Chapter Overview

Thi s thesis is concerned with a hol istic synchronic and diachronic anal ysis of texts and

people and the social and historical tradition s in which they are located and throu gh which

they meaningfull y interact. That is. I am concerned not only with contemporary genre s

-mart ial arts. romance and detective fiction. for exampl e - but also with the earl ier

ge neric antecedents from suc h sources as classical lite rature and folklore which may obtain

in these popular texts at a particu lar point in history. or in the mind of a particu lar reader.

A lso. I am interested in the ways people relate the acti vity of reading and the associations it

prod uces at any given momen t to their larger belief systems and repertoires of expressive

behaviour.

It should be underst ood . however. that expressive behaviour as I in tend it here doe s

not only refer to demonstrabl e performances. such as whe n friends use texts they consume

Tfapes numbers used in the thesis refer to my own class ificati on system. My collectio n
of tapes and questionnair es will be deposited in the Memorial University of Newfo undland
Folklore and Language Ar chive pendin g the succe ssfu l completion of this thesis. Ce rtai n
access restrictions will apply.



as structural frames and subjects for conversation and play (Bacon-Smith 1992, 152-57). It

also signifies. like the sometimes disco ntinuous relationship between consumption and

production. an impressiv e or inscriptive dimension as well . One male reader. talking

about his early "'addiction" to the experience of reading fiction as a young boy during the

Cu ltura l Revolution (1966- 1976) and the regret that he felt when he real ized there was

much in life he had not experienced. a loss he attrib uted in part to a belief that he had not

read as widely as he should have. or would have liked. put it this way:

HVB: I think. to app ear [discover! the society. to begin with you have to read
nove ls. just like you read his tory, read history . I feel any novel is partially true,
there must be some truth . must be something useful . And most important thing is: if
you don't feel the Dovel is particularly good or helpf ul. that doesn't mean it is not
helpful . You may fee l Iater. you may feel later .a

Essentially, I think that for many of the Chinese readers who took part in this study ,

reading for pleasure is more than a solita ry activit y from which a few moments of diversion

are derived. Rather. it represents a complex. conrarual relationship between readers .

writte n and incipient o r potential verbal texts. both spoken and unspoken . which fonn s an

integral part of each reade r 's reality. How that reality changes over time -e-whicb parts are

shared, with whom , and in wha t ways - also inform s the scope and intent of this work .

The specific topics addressed in each chapter arc outlined in the descriptions which follow.

C hapte r One prese nts a dis cu ssion of Chinese popula r culture. with emphasis on

Chinese popular literatu re and ficti on . The long-standing, dynamic interchange between

oral and written. eli te and fol k traditions is considered. as is the historical importance of the

vernacular language as a med ium for popul ar print ed tex ts . Also. thi s chapter conside rs

"genre" as a potentially flu id construct which signifies not only an identifiable fiction al

SHE Yubiu, interview. 24 Aug 1995. Tape T95HYBa...()9.
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form which has a particular plot content" structure and range of character-types , but also a

medium that is capable of borrowing from other genres, as well as responding to readers'

uses and modes of distribution. Furthermore, just as any historical. diachronic study of

Chinese audiences must consider such factors as levels of literacy, so too any synchronic

study of contemporary readership must consider individual readers' levels of expertise with

specific kinds of texts. Essentially, a concern with oral and written forms. receptive literacy

and reading repertoire and genres -traditions. communities. individual readers and texts

provides a kind of broad paradigm which subsumes and structures the remaining chapters.

Chapter Two provides a detailed readership profile and deals with the issues of

methodolo gical constraints and research design. Basic technical questions dealing with

online fie ld research are also addressed.s Chapter Three explores readers ' uses and

aesthetic discriminations regarding their generic preferences and aversions. One of the

specific aesthetic concerns detailed in this chapter is readers' insistence that good fiction,

however fanciful, must maintain a solid connection to plausible reality. This chapter also

examines such complex questions as fan identity among Chine se readers, reading for

escape and instruction, the compensatory aspects of popular literature consumption, as well

as the phenom enon of addictiv e readin g pattern s. Despite the shortc omin gs of

functionalism as a theoretical approach (Oring 1976), I argue in this cbapter that Bascom' s

funct ions of folklore can be used as a framew ork for understanding some of the central

uses and outcomes of the reading process.

Chapters Four and Five consider the specific genres of martial arts, romance and

detective fiction . I must stress that these analyses basically reproduce the quantitative

distribution of reader preferences delineate d in my survey, which showed a predominant

ssee also Appen dix A .



emphasis On martial arts fiction. I do not intend that romance and detective fiction should be

seen as genres of lesser importance to their respective audienc es. My emphases reflect the

proporti ons of various groups of readers . For reasons wbich I discuss in subsequent

chapters. my research design likely encouraged a readersh ip sample which contained a

predominance of martial arts fiction enthusiasts. However . since I am unaware of any

published ethnographie s of Cbinese fiction readers in English. I suggest that tbis study

begins to rectify a larger imbalance in popular culture studies, even though I acknowledge

that there are many issues of relevance and interest to cross-cultural audience studies which

I cannot adequately address in this single work. Some of these key areas , including [he

need for more in-depth ethno graphic study of Chinese romance and mystery readers. are

discussed in the Conclusion.

Chapters Four and fi ve identify earlier popular text and performance tradi tions which

have contribu ted to or significantly influenced the themes andlor character-types found in

the contemporary genres. In addition , I explore important similari ties and differences

between Chinese and western chivalric. rom.ance and detective fiction. noting such things

as the ways in which differences in worldview are expressed in such areas as plot and the

cultural construction of the principal hero or heroine. as well as the importance, particularly

in martial arts fiction. of the subculture and setting -a world of intrig ue and infamy

beyond the borders of ordinary society -c. DOl unlike the "greenwood" of the ballad or

Medieval tale (Keen 1987. 1·2 ).

Chapter Six looks at the phenomenon of "chat" or "gossip" as a communicative fonn

among Chinese popular fiction readers that. in a number of important respects . cuts across

lines of gender and genre in the ways readers use it to enhance and extend the pleasures of

the text. Furthermore. I look at how male and female readers approach and deliberately
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challenge and renegotiate the boundaries of traditiooally gendered notions of " mascul ine"

or "feminine" fiction. that is. how male readers construct read ings of the " inner" world of

rom ance novels, and how women traverse the "outer," or perha ps mo re precisely. the

ove rtly masculine reversible world of the martial arts novel which . as Liu notes. man ifests

its own distinctive internal or inward-focused logic (1967 . 130).

Finally . I wan t to point out a series of Appendices at the end of the main body of this

work. In particular, Appendix A exami nes electronic resources and Internet communities

associated with popular culture in general . an d martial arts fic tion in partic ular. includ ing

texts for reading, nicknaming and humour foun d on newsgro ups and fantasy role-playing

sites. Thi s discu ssion draws on some of my most recent work in progress which was

undertaken concurrently with this thesi s.

Although so me of the SUbtopics in Appendix A appear at first glance tangential to a

discussion of Chinese popular fiction. a number of important contributions are made to the

thesis as a who le. Among othe r things . I expl ore the increasing number of martial a rts

fiction role-playing sites which are being developed by and for fans of th is genre . lu

additio n. I exami ne Chi nese electronic magazi nes pub lishe d in Canada who se exist ence

further highl ights the importan ce of serialization to Chinese reading pub lics. and

dem onstrate s how this longs tanding process of tex tual distribution has been adap ted to the

electronic medi um. Most importantly. my research into aspects of Chinese Internet culture

provided me with context s through which to address so me of the meth odological

challenges and so lutions foregrounded in a thesis 00 this subj ect. Specifically. through my

othe r fie ldwork I was able to develop and refin e onli ne interview techniques as well as

Chi oese lang uage questionnaire distrib ution , two facets of my field research whic h were

extremely signifi cant to the collection of my field data . Add itional Appendices contain lists
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of useful Internet resources . as well as copies of my pilot and revised questionnaires. with

translations.
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Chapte r One: Chinese Audiences and Popular Texts

1.1 Introduction

In this chapter. I examine some key facets of the historical relations hip between

Chinese audien ces and popular te xts and performances. As Bennett bas observed. the very

words "a udience" and " text" are themselves reple te with problematic nuances for cultural

studies scholars. drawing as the y do on notions of hierarchi call y-ordered face-to-face

communication and a residual. but enduring. literary bias in scho larship (1996. 145-46).

Furthermore, he argues that audi enc es can only really be co nfi gured for their particular

momen ts. and tha t the study of " active audiences" must also be unders tood as a form of

peda gogical and political representation designed to demonstrate not so much real readers'

activities as the ways in which people. relative to literary or soc iological constructions of

audi ences "are to be. so to speak . activated " ( 148- 50. italics added) . Along rela ted lines.

Redway maintai~s that whi le tbe y can be powerful media in them selves. especially fer

class room application. gen re-based studies of audience may also present a misleadin g

picture of a "stable subj ect" whose activities are reduced to a strai ghtforward engagement

wit h media in a cycle of prod uctio n and con sum ption whic h risks overly simplist ic

ca tegoriza tion: "Troped too crudely as a kind of corporeal or physical activi ty. whethe r as

passive ingestion or creative labor upon raw materia ls. media use is thereby simplified as a

linear proce ss of reception and respo nse" ( 1996. 244).

While I agree that ..the audience" as a discursi ve construction is necessarily historica lly

deli mited and signifies a certain polit ics of ethnographic and/or theoretical representation .

and that the processes of production and con sumpt ion are neither linear nor adequately



portrayed by physiological metaphors. I think that to postulate "fragmentary ," "nomadic"

or "shifting and unstable- subjects is. in some ways. to confuse the people we study with

the perspectives we adopt and reject in our evolving perception of them. and the kinds of

narratives we may crea te as a result. That is net to say that people are static. or that they

conveniently pose for the ethnographic record. Rather . individuals ' actions. beliefs and

statements. however seemingly contradictory or transitory . c reate a kind of repertoire of

everyday performances whose unity is supplied and reworked by each person in response

to changing needs and contexts . !o For folklorists. understanding these patte rns and

appreciating the historical and social cooditions under which they change is a critical focus

of our ethnographic work. and one that adds an important dimens ion to current research in

cultural studies and popular culture - a point to which J will return later in this thesis.

For the purposes of this discussion . I present an overview of some of the central forces

involved in the shaping of Chinese popular entertainments. and partic ularly popular

literature and its diverse communities of readership . Specificall y. l sugge st that an

understanding of co ntem porary Chinese popular texts and their readers requires a

historically grounded considerati on of three interrelated issues. The first of these is the

iruerp lay otora l and writt en traditions in Chinese popular culture . The second involves a

corresponding appreciation of levels a/ receptive literacyand social access 10 texts. not ani)'

for reading. but also often for the cre ation of written works through various forms of

commentary which may likewise represent an elaboration of verbal texts generated through

formal and informal discussion. Finall y. because as Narvaez observes: "texts..•always

possess the potenti al of being extricated from their social matrices" (1992. 16). I suggest

IOSee Green (1987) , Press (1996 ) and Ang (1996 ) for further discussion of these
ideas.
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that genres should be though t of as not ooly kinds or classes of popular texts with certain

defi nin g fea tures. but also adaptable textual mas ks or fonns wh ich are subject to

transformation by audiences' uses and methods of distribution.

The dynam ic interrelationship between orality. literacy (as a feature of both texts and

audience s) and genres also extends to the synchronic dimension of thi s inqui ry. More

prec isely, the question of exchange between oral and written cultures can be subsumed

into an understanding of "vernacular." as both language (where appropriate ) and dialect use

in novels, I J and in the conce ption of certain aspects of popular literature as a system of

narrative strategies and formulas whicb are employed to create structures which not only

mediate betwe en elite and folk trad ition s. but which also present original. workable

solutions to particu lar needs or questio ns within a communit y at a specific historical

moment. t z

Second ly , " literacy" among con temporary fiction readers can be understood as

individual levels of experience or expertise in reading a parti cular genre , or across a

sampling of several genres. depend ing on reader preferences. Final ly. "genre" can be

thought of not only as the predominan t set of formulas which historically define a fictional

form. for example, Chinese chivalric fiction as an adventure genre. but also as the points at

which defini tions blur. and boundaries cross. that is. "genre" as a network of interrelated

l ilt sho uld be nored that not all popularflction is written in what has co me to be known
as - the vernacular." or baihua (8~) in the strictest sense. In fact. som e popular fiction .
such as romance s published in the early decades of this century in urban centre s such as
Shanghai favoured a more allusive literary style in direct reaction to the proposed reforms
advocat ed by May Fourth writers. See Link (1981 ) and Chow (t99 l) for further
discussion. Also. some reade rs enjoy "departures" from their own usual vernacul ar. in the
forrn of representations of Taiwanese or other dialects in characters' dialog ue. for example.

l2See also Deetz (1m?, 92-93).



fOnDS of communication whic h can share . though not necessari ly duplicate in arran gement

or emphasis. thematic andlor stylistic content . Indeed. Harris suggests that this flexibility

of ope ratio nal defi nition has come to reflect the prevailing view of concept of "genre" as

seen in contemporary folklore studies ( 1995. 509-10).

It is certainly true that a detailed consideration of these factors could not be profita bly

undertak en in any serious attempt to recreate the exact folkloric or literary provenance of a

given class of fiction or to render a precise historical acco unt of the composition. tastes and

attitude s of the forebears of conte mporary audie nces . That proviso notwithstanding,

however. I am of the opinion that researc h of this nature is useful as a mean s of placing

texts and their readers within a larger tradition of story creatio n and transmission. serial

publication and, most importantly . audience reception and participatory culture in China.

1.2 Popular Tradition: Th e Interplay of Orality and Literacy

Because they are freq uentl y both involved in transmi ssion. ma ny fol klori sts have

emph asized the need to consider prin ted as well as oral versions in the analysis of

traditional texts. whether ballads (Duga w 1984) or belief narratives (Danie lson (979). The

study of Chinese popular traditions foregrounds this interaction (0 an even grea ter degree

becau se of the longstand ing influence of the oral and written dom ains on vernac ular

literature. Historically. the site of exchange between folk and eli te worldviews in China. as

with cu ltures elsewhere . is popular culture. Popular media manifes t the ability to negotiate

the two spberes and to transc end. often with considerable though not completely mutual

success . the constraints of literacy. class. gender and geo graphy whic h shape them .

Speaking of vernacular fiction which developed from bianwen (~X). cycles of heroic
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stories which had become established as a written popular genre by the ninth and tenth

centurie s A.D,. Johnson states:

...it was not typicall y intended for a narrow audience of sophisticate s. Moreover. it
combined elite and folk traditions. just as the pien-wen had. and therefore it played
a powerful role in bridging the gap between the rulers and the ruled by bringing
ideas and attitudes of each group into a new form which co uld appeal to both
(1980. 505).

Similarly, in his " Notes 0 0 Chine se Story-Tellers ," Eberhard illustrated the different ways

storytelle rs and pup pet eers in Taiwan used and re-wo rked printed texts in the ir

performances, telling stories drawn from episodes from well-known classical and historical

novels. elaborating or shortening them accord ing to skill level and aesthetic preferences.

perceptions of audience reactions. and other performance related factors (1970),

From a somewhat different angle. there is an enduring debate among literary scholars

as to whether certain literary genres and particular classical works have their origin in some

sort of ancient " promptbook" storytelling tradition . For example. the provenance of both

the vernacular short story or huaben (~*) and the early novel or pinghua (3J!if&)

represent controversial SUbjects for contemporary special ists studying pre-twentieth century

Chinese literature, Specifically. theorists have concerned themselves with the question of to

what extent these gen res can be said to manifest conn ections to Song (960- 1279 A.D .)

storytelling traditions and Yuan ( 1271-1368 A.D.) dramatic cycles. Scholars such as Lu

Xun ( 1976. 131-1.42) and Ch'e n Shou-Yi (196 1. 466-67), support the hypothesis that the

short story derives much of its structure and early them atic content from oral tradition and

the use of promptbooks by storytellers. ta although writers later deliberately ex ploited

certain aspects of storytelling style in their literary works.

13Eberhard also holds this view of the historical function and origin of huaben (1970.
I).
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Conversely. C.T. Hsia 0968,. 7-9.11-12) suggests that after the publication of late

Ming writer Feng Meoglong 's <iI.&Jtft. 1574-1646) principal col1ections of short stories .

oral tradition -with its emphasis on didacticism and retribution and fate as the overriding

mechani sms of causality and explanation in the narratives . likely stemming from an

ancestry shared first with reciters of Buddhist sermo ns and later with performers of

elaborated popular histories (Ch ' en 467: Hsia 11)- had little lasting influence on written

literature. except perhaps as a distant formal trace or model (Hsia 9; Hanan 1981. 5-6. 55) .

In fact, some scholars asse rt that ..the storyteller's manner'lt-t emplcyed by certain authors

such as Feng Menglong, was a conscious ly cultivated literary device almo st from its

adoption, or perhaps I should say inception. into written conven tion (Idema 1974,3. 35

36) , and not proof of the oral and professional origins of the Chinese vernacu lar story at

all. but rather proof against such a lineage.

Iderna further argues that alth ough written stories might borrow from folk cultural

themes. ju st as they mi ght borrow from other classical or colloq uial literary forms (xix),

there is content and formal evidenc e -as well as historical records indicatin g that most

performers during the Song and Yuan periods would have been trained or apprenticed in

the storyte lling profession because blindness would have precluded them from other work,

and illiteracy from other educational opportunities . and also therefore, from preparing their

performances from a text- to suggest that early vernac ular stories were not storyteller's

scripts. Moreover. he finds that the characterization of early vernacular fiction in these

terms detract ed from its assess ment as a "serious genre" not bound by the constraints of

t-tldema summarizes the "storyteller 's manner" as a complex ofliterary conceits used in
the writing of some vernacular fic tion which included such fea tures as: chapter-driven
structure and the use of opening prefaces and suspense endings. presence of "oral" tenn s
such as idioms and proverb ial phrases, use of set desc riptive pieces that were generally
poetic in nature, and the insertion of didactic comment by the author (1974.70).
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oral compositi on and formula and worthy of Iiterary attention (xii-xvi , 77-78, 87). By the

same token, while colloquial fiction 's connec tion to oral literature may oot be as strong as

scholars once believed, Idema acknowl edges that it is likewise not true that there is no

relati onship between the two realms of communi cation, and tha t we really know

comparatively little about the storytellin g profession in ancient China (xi ii-xiv),

As a brief aside to the differing views regarding the source of the open-ended

storyteller ' s closing: " $ .l!• . . !l.PJfl'"@J~fIIIt· ("(n the final analysis ... [u...!2

know what happened to so-and·so J, you'll have to hear the next chapter for the

expianationjlS and its use in written work. Chow cites its convenience as a structuring and

suspense-building device in serialized romance fiction published in newspapers in China in

the early decades of this century. Regardless of exactly which side of the communicative

fence it grew up on, oral or written , she cites its utility as a gambit to hook readers and sell

papers:

The most interesting aspect of such serialization is that it happily coincided with a
. traditional storytelling device which had its origins in a form of Buddhi st sermon
that was popular in the Tang Dynasty (AD 618-907) and which many Butterfly
writerste still used. This devic e was an expression that bad become identified with
the traditional storyteller' s manneri sm in the ' Iiaked-chapter' form•.•: ' If you wish
to know what happens next. you are welcome to hear my next exposition.' Thus a
modem commercial gimmick found its precursor fantasti cally , in an outmoded
cultural practice (1993, 478-79).17

rsfbere are variations to this formula, but basically it reflects the reader's or audience' s
desire to "know what happens next. " and then directs attention to the reading or "hearing"
of the next section.

16Autbors of a popular fonn of romance fiction known as the " Mandari n Duck and
Butterfly Scbool." See Chapter Five for further discussion.

rrl'he italicized insertion in the above quote appears in the author's original text,
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How ever. even though the oral fram e of the storyte ller 's coda. which rese mbles what a

street or market perform er might say in orde r to entice audiences to stick arou nd or rerum

the next day (and pay) for another install me nt of a compelli ng tal e. is now generally

accepted as one of the conventional marke rs of literary practi ce in verna cular novels that

favour a "chapter-driven" ( :./umghui. :JJ: lm), episodi c format. [ think that the asserti on that

Feng Mengl ong marked the end of any significan t influe nce of oral traditions on written

ones could be challenged by citing the subsequent work of certain authors . Specifically. the

seventeenth-century author PuSon gling (mi~It). whose Strange Tales From a Make-Do

Studio (Llao Zhai ZJri Yi. ( IMJiftS:Jt ) ) contains not only a number of tales with motifs

from fo lk rrad ition . te but also was ci ted by several of the readers in my study as a

forerunner of detective and my stery fic tion due to the unde rscoring in many of the

narrati ves of supernatural or fantastic occ urrences or allusions to real -world dec eptio ns and

their explanation. as well as a conce rn with justice and the unjust nature of much of daily

life in human society .

Additi onall y, despite the observa tion that PuSon gling' s supposedly close connection to

..the folk" while collecti ng and shaping the stuff of his stories may indeed be "nothing but a

legend" (Lu 1976. 256), Zeitlin observes thataJ thou gh as the "Historian of the Strange" Pu

Songling was situating himself within a particular literary and historiogra phic tradition. his

writings deal t with matters of " unoffi cial or left-over history," subjects that would have

18See the translatio n by Mair and Mair ( 1989). In particular. the prev alen ce of fox fairy
storie s and their relationship to fo lk belief and narrat ive (see also Ebe rha rd 1986. 117-18:
Jameson 1984.413~14) is worthy of Dote. In addition. as further evidence that oral -literary
borro wing could go both ways.Jderna note s that stories from Pu Songling 's collection had
been worked in to the repertoires of nineteenth century storytellers , espe ciall y aro und
Beijing and Ti anjin (1974. xix).
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been narrative content not only germane to the folklore of his day. but also appropriate and

topical material for such genres as travel-writing (1993. 4, 46) .

Taken together . these issues, while historicall y significant for literary scholars. are less

important to folklorists than an appreciation of the dynamic nature of the exchange of elite

and folk cultural elements in popular literature , since "more often than not, they [oral and

written traditionsI influence and draw on each other," (Wang 1988. 839). Moreover. there

is also textual evidence to suggest that in certain instances. as Mclaren found with the

relationship between early casuefables and the classical novel, TheR011UUlce ofthe Three

Kingdoms (Sanguo :hi yanyi, ( =~;siiirii» , the earliest written versions of some

narratives may have incorporated considerable material from oral tradition. These were later

edited .....to conform with the conventions of historiography" (1985, 162). It should be

noted, however. that Mclaren also suggests that in generic form. these fifteen th centu ry

printed canJefables probably bore a closer resembl ance to broadsides than storytelling

scripts (170). Also, although the first printed examples may have emerged in the fifteenth

century. certain aspects of the story and its principal characters would have circulate d in

oral tradition much earlier.

In sum, Chinese popular culture ' s enduring and apparen tly limitless capacity to bridge

seemi ngly dispara te worlds and borrow from each in the creat ion of new texts and

entertainmen ts also accords with scholars ' descriptions of the transmission and

developmen t of such varied narrat ives in western cultures and periods as conte mporary

legends about familiar consumer products (Smith 1991). and the intertextual reproduction

and subversion of medieval hierarchies in the competitive speecb play and festive spectacle

of Cha ucer's Canterbury Tales (Lindahl 1987). Sometimes. however, the wide appeal of

the popular could be seen as subversive to social hierarchies beyond the text as well . as
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Levine found in his analy sis of Shakespeare in America. Once the popu lar domain ·of

"low"1 working-class audiences (though some periodcommentators describe d in Levine's

study seeme d just barel y incli ned to admit this designation in their descriptions of the

deportment of the general public ), Shakespearean drama, like opera. became a vehicle of

bour geois value s and sensibili ties arou nd which the working-class audi ence co uld be

reconstituted . cultured and ultimate ly excluded from both the middle-class patron's view

- and eventual ly - from the experience of viewing Shakespeare altogether (1988, 3~33 ,

78-79 ).

In a similar ve in, as research into pop ular practices from religious beliefs and

expressive behaviours in pre-industrial Europe (Burke 1978; Brandes 1990, (86-87). to

the dissemination of li terary and print materials in Ming Chi na (Johnson 1985,37-39)

shows. I want to stress that the proc esses of exchange between the "Great" and " little"

traditions which infonned Chinese popular culture - though vigorous- were by no means

entirely and equal ly reciprocal throughout China's long written and oral history. In the next

sectio n, I examine the issues of recept ive literacy and acce ss more closel y. in order to

develop a cleare r idea of who historical ly had access to what texts , what form they took,

and how they were used.

1.3 Reception , Li teracy a nd Access

Prior to the emergence of early mass-publ ishing of newspapers and other serials in

China, a phenomenon which seems to have gathered momentum in the last quarter of the

lSOOsand especi ally j ust before the tum of the century in response to rapidly changing

political and economic realities (Lee and Nathan 1985. 36 1-66). there were a Dumber of

popular print tradi tions which significantly predated the establ ishment of the serial press as
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it is understood today, but which were likewise aimed at particularly constituted or

envisioned target audiences. It is important to remem ber that. although the oral and literate

worlds influenced each other' s traditi ons, levels of literacy and famil iari ty with specific,

regionally and lioguistically delimited bodies of folk knowledge differed across segments

of the population , Specifically, the assumption that literacy was the sol e property and

(perfec ted) object of the scholar ly class and that compl ete illiteracy characterized the

deplorable and undistingui shed fate of almost everyone else bas been chal lenged by recent

researc h. For exam ple. Rawski 's investig ation into the spread of literac y in the Qing

period (1644-1911 A.D.) provides strong evidence that the sons of many more non-elite

households attained a higher level of literacy than previousl y assumed: by the late Qing, a

standa rdized written language and expanded school system allowed for the provision of

instruction in " basic litera cy to between one-third and one-half of the males of school age"

(l98S, 11-13). Furtherm ore , the civil service examination system itself. through which

men achieved power and rank. as recognized members of the literati , had evo lved over

several cent uries as a rigidly patt ern ed select ion proce ss base d on scho larly merit.

Th erefore. theoreticall y at least. it was open to male candidates from aU regions and social

classes in China. with so me exclus ions based on professional and ethni c background

(Ward 1977, 184-85. 198-99).

Caution is required. however. as inquiries into such phenomena as litera cy and mass

culture at any point in China 's pre-Revoluti onary history must ackn owled ge that the

proliferation and reception of mass-medi ated texts is a recent and predaminantL y, though

by no means exclusively, urban . middle- and upper class developmen t. According to Lee

and Nathan, despi te the fact that by the onset of the twentieth century: ...the problems of

mass culture were already being widely discussed. the ' messes ' were not being reached by
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modem media" (1985. 373). These demographic limitations notwithstanding, it is useful to

think of literacy and oral/written con sciousness or worldview in late Imperial China as a

function of many complex. intersec ting (actors. particularly geogra phy and class. It is

apparent that levels of literacy existed in that society which in tum extended the potential

range and numbers of lite rate read ing publics far beyond highly -schooled male literati

(Idema 1974. I-Iii: Johnson 1985.37-39).

Accordi ng to Johnson. literacy in ancient China was tied to class . and therefore to

access to texts. j ust as orality was intimately connected to landscape and the creation of

regional variations in dialect. custom and ritual throughsuch factors as geographic isolation

( 1985. 3'>39). Furthermore . understanding the differential access people had to texts is

also useful for appreciating the diffe rent kinds of consciousness that were shaped by

people 's experiences of class and literacy within Chinese culture. For example, a court

literatus, a minor official or provincial scholar and a former student famil iar with various

primers such as the Trimetrical Classic « =~~ ) } which combined history and

Confucian philosophy within a structure of what we might call "programmed vocabulary"

-though all recipients of some level of formal education- would likely have differing

con ceptions of Chinese written traditio ns and contrasting worldviews . Moreover. a

merchant who kept accounts and inventory records and a peasan t who could recognize

strongly symbolically-laden texts. such as the "lucky characters" which adorned temples

during festivals and domestic paper gods. would also inhabit very different daily worlds

(Rawski 1985.23-24. 29-30; Ward 1977. 189-91).

Additionally. because of the long written tradition, literacy must be understood as a

hierarchy along two interrelated dimensions. reading and writing. Thus. the person who

could read for professional purposes but not write beyond basic requirements would likely
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be reading and responding to different texts than a person who either needed to be read to,

or who had such a command of the class ical idiom that he or she could formulate

comme ntaries or poems in response to what was read. As Johnson puts it:

._ the appropriate figure for thinking about the literate real m is not a network, but a
hierarch y, Comparatively few people were able to read and comprehend everything
excep t the most difficult texts . and so on down through the degrees of difficul ty or
acce ssibility . The result is stron gly remini scent of diagrams of soc ial stratifica tion.
as it should be . since class posit ion and educa tion (w hich were stro ngly
interre lated) largely de termi ned how well a person could read and understand the
texts of the literary tradition. In fact, the most meani ngful subdivisions of the
literate realm were relat ed to class as those of the oral real m were to geo gra phy
(\985,37).

People who did not have access to the standard izing influenc es of a common written

language would also be at a disadvantage when confro nted with a text del ivered orally

which exhibited significant linguistic and regional variation relati ve to the kinds of speech

sty les and content to which they were norm ally accustomed . Differences in such things as

dialect, levels of self-sufficie ncy 19 and regional wortdview must all be bro ught to bearon a

historica l understanding of the wi der picture of lite racy in China. T her efor e. the

development of a vernacular lan guage and genres of fiction and dram a suita ble for the

majorit y of popular audiences and special ists knowledgeable in the rituals and narrati ves

sign ified by those performance texts became important forces thro ug h whi ch the two

traditi ons commu nicat ed with eac h othe r. and also the means thro ug h which Chinese

cultural value s were spread to other group s (Johnson 1985. 38-39,65-68; Ward 1977.

193-95; Hayes 1985. 92. 107).

19Johnson points out that. eve n among mem bers of socie ty whose knowl edge rested
almos t completely within oral trad ition. the folklore of landed and landless peasan ts, for
exam ple, was likely to differ (68) . He refers to this class-based influence on consci ousness
as the "s tructure of domi nance" which was prim arily determined by an ind ivid ual ' s legal
status. education and degree of eco nomic freedom or self-sufficie ncy (56).
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While the factors influencing the spread of female literacy differed in many significan t

respec ts from those governin g educational opportunities for men. exemplifie d perhaps by

the traditional Confucian inj unctio n that a virtuous woman should remain unlettered . there

were popular genres which appealed to and were specificall y geared for women audiences.

Whil e some of these texts . such as the well -known Biographies of [Virruousj Women

(Lie nil zhuan, ( f.!l3(~ ) ).20 which. as part of a kind of "v irtuous woman" narra tive

trad ition "worked by means of public celebration as well as suppression" of female

character and potential (Cho w 199 1. 59). others actively challenged received Confucian

ideals of propri ety and prai sed wome n for reso urce ful and well-considered act ion in

moments of moral. social and personal crisis (Handlin 1975,21, 30-31).

Along these lines . Overmyer's examination of the heav ily Buddhi st-influenced

" precious scro lls," or baojuon ( .~) revealed that not only were literate. pious women

involved in financi ng the publication of these materials . particularly during the late Ming.

when the genre appears to have received a certain degree of official sanction. they were also

involved in the oral tran smission of these tales to other women .21Often, these tracts and

ephemera took the fonn of short, sermon- like exempla. exhortations . or stories of virtuous

peop le who ultimately overcome profound spiritual stru ggles. Despite the expression of

basical ly orthodox Buddh ist precepts. it is interesti ng to note tha t the heroi nes of many

narrati ve baojuan resembl ed stro ng female sa ints who were unconventiona l in the

20As Cho w (199 1. 58 ) note s. the titl e of this work evolved to refer to exemplary
women. rather tha n to biogra phie s of women more generally. and the origina l work
menti ons "noteworthy" women and chronicles not only virtuous female lives. but also
infam ous ones.

210n a like note , Haye s describe s the popularity of wome n' s ballad recitati ons with
listenin g audiences ( 1985 .89).
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expression of their convictions . Overmyer concludes that these texts embrace: "'a duali ty

between Confucianism and Buddhism. with Buddhism providing the theoretical support

for dissent" ( 1985. 228.250.253). Across cultures. centuries. genders and genres. the

possibility for subversive readings has remained an important motivation and source of

attraction for audiences drawn to popular texts.

On the one hand. the overtly didacti c nature of many of the works designe d for

consu mption and emulation by female readers may be looked upon as outwardly

"preaching to the converted" who occupied the inner chambers of traditional Chinese

domestic . social space . On the other. these publications themselves. however traditional

their message, embodied a fundamental contradiction between the possible content properly

suited to the education of women and the impossibility that an educated woman could ever

be deem ed entirely proper by traditional standards (Ko 1994. 55-56). Throughout her

study, Ko asserts that an increasing number of literate women deliberately exploited and

traversed these grey areas in their writings and discussions with other women writers (8-

9) .

Stemming in part from the rapid social and economic changes engendered by specific

patterns of econo mic growth. such as the devel opment of a monetary economy and

regionally-based cash crops like silk as described in Ko's historical examination of

women 's lives in seventeenth century Jiangnan. as well as changing ideas about the

educati on and social position of women, greater opportunit ies developed for women to

respond to literatu re in more lasting ways. It became possible. for example. for women to

publish commentaries and original works. However. this was still frequently undertaken

through private. family-based publishing concerns. Occasionally. as shown perhaps most

notably by works such as The Three Wives ' Commentary on the Peony Pavilion (San fu
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ping Mudan ring :aji ( =.f!tV1F.tf:PJ-~ ) )~ women made their literary marks by

adopting the name of a male family member or publishing under a masculine pen Dame

(1994 ,37, 70-71),

As might be expected, many of the marginal disco urses women engaged in did Dot

enter the formally published record. although they were still of fundamental importance to

their enjoyme nt of reading. Referring to the immensely popular Peony Pavilion (Mudan

ling, ttft.l a play by Tang Xianzu <i1\!1lHID publisbed in the latter part of the Ming

Dynasty , a work.that seems to have been especially favoured by female audiences - as the

aforementioned Three Wives' Commentary further implies- Ko describes bow women

frequently distributed band-copied texts to other femal e reade rs, and inserted their

comments and insights into the margins of person al copies for later discussion and

reflection. This set of common practices gives some indication of the nature of the complex

weave of orality and literacy in women's communicative patterns (1994 , 73). Although

Johnson suggests:that hierarchical organization may be the best way of thinking about the

literate tradition. I suggest that "network" can be applied not only to the oral world. but to

popular traditions and their audiences as well. Accord ingly, in the next section l explore

two facets of the texts and contexts of "borrowing": genres as networks of themes and

readers ' networks of distribution and use.

1.4 Genres and Distribution: "Borrowing" Revisited

As described earlier in this chapter, "genre" can be thought of as both a literary class

whose representative works share common attri bute s and express importan t cultural

dispositio ns and beliefs, and as a set of aesthetic constraints:and potentials which may or

may not transcend the boundaries of accepted class ifications (Cawe lti 1976, 6). With
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......but he [Judge Bao Jhas some people who have martial arts guarded him [who served as

omners and personal guardsJ, and be also encountered some people who was wuxia ~

were knights-errcmtJ.""23

In fact. thi s reader and others were qui ck to po int o ut that. as far as the y were

concerned, The Cases of Judge Baa (Bao Gong an , ( 'PI~~ :» ) and simi lar collections

of tales co uld be considered a secondary, but still important. influence o n the shaping of the

con tempo rary marti al arts novel beca use of that genre ' s frequent emphasis on discov erin g

the underlying reason s behind the hero or heroes" primary vendetta and/or quest, Likewise,

romance novel s can contain knight-errant figures. One sucb example is tbe chivalrous

daugbt erof a martial arts master and performer in Zhang Hensbui's(lIm * > Ftuein'Tears

ond Laughru ( Ti xiaa yinyuan, ( 1Jif~f:§!l) >who demcastrates not onl y consi derable

fightin g prowess, but also a deep sense ofloyalty and unrequited love for the berc.a-

Certainly, the co ncept of "borrowed mat eri al" or indeed . the act of borrowing itself, has

a ve ry literal application to this discussion of Chin ese popular fic tion and readership. For

one thin g, during the late Qing era, with the increas ing availa bility of cheap editions of

boo ks and especi ally the growin g prevalence of serialized fictioo in new spapers and

magazin es. ci rculation of popular print ephemera increased remarkably. How ever, as some

researchers emphas ize. press figure s for this period and later decad es of this centu ry do not

give a true pictu re of audienc e size, beca use the actual readers per copy ratio significantly

exceeded the number of copies bought or subs criptions sold (Lee and Nathan 1985.371 -

23NING Cbanglong , inte rview. 30 August 1995. Tape T9SNCL -14 .

2..ffhis novel was serialized in 1929-30. and publi shed in a co mplete volume in 1930.
See Borthw ick ( 1984 . 255-61 ).
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372; Link 1981, 190-191) . Th e real extent of informal, reader-centred distribution

networks for mass-mediated texts was. and may well remain. much larger.

Moreover, it seems that this phenomenon is neither restricted to a particu lar historical

moment or cultural milieu. In her ethnography of supermarket tablo id reading, Bird

described how women readers would save sections or entire copies of tabloids and make

them available to other famil y memb ers and friends (1992, 143) . In a much different

historical and cultural context. Link traced the widespread distribution of hand-co pied

entertainment fiction among young urban readersand those "sent to the country side" during

the Cultural Revolution, and found that: "lfttuly popular. the story would become a "flying

book' (fei shu, miF) that never found its way home." In the case of ODe hand-copied Dovel

which was published afte r this peri od: "llil eventually "flew' the length and breadth of

China" (1989, 18). 00 a like note, Chapter Two describes one reader' s memories of eight

students sharing the eight volumes of a published martial arts novel . drawing lots to

determine which book each student read first. then swapping them in quick (and often

random) succession in order to have the whole story as quickly as possible . Similarl y,

other readers recalled borrowing books from friends and acquaintance s. and sometimes

these temporary acquisitions. even "directly" from close friends and classmates showed

evidence of much travel and earlier. avid perusal .

Reading as an activi ty also draws on and elabora tes the conce rns of its target

communities , even if those concerns differ from the ones originally expressed by particular

authors. interestingly, reading historical ly fulfilled at least three of Bascom's four functions

of folklore for Chinese audiences: amusem ent. education and cultural validation ( 1965.

290,292-293). At a time when May Fourth writers were advocating a wider acceptance of

western writers . literary styles and ideas, authors of popular "Mandarin Duck and
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Butterfly" fiction adhered to traditional allusions and themes. while also allowing readers to

vicariously experiment with certain aspects of we stern modernity. like new ideas of

womanhood. from a safe remo ve (Link 1981. :ID-21. 146).

As Radway states. howe ver, reading as an activity - even the reading of genres which

ostensib ly perpetuate traditional values and patri archal structure s and ideo logies - tends to

subvert.rather than support cultural norms (19'in, 118). Thi s outcome was simi larly noted .

and lamented, by late nineteenth century reformers in China who sought to use fiction as a

medium of mass education and moral instruction (Lee and Nathan 1985.378-88). Indeed.

similar arguments could be made for many other form s of popular litera ture whic h have

been officially sanctioned or permitted for popular consumption. either before or afte r this

period. It is very likely that stories of Buddhist saints. and their accompanying sinne rs.

remained the stuff of entertaining tales long afte r the generic labe ls for those narratives. as

well as their original fonn and functio n as exempla may have fallen into disu se . or the

dogm a they once ill ustrated into disfavour (Ch ' en 1961, 466 ). Similarly. tradi tional

Chin ese detective fiction. with its plots frequentl y structured around the reversal of

previous verdicts (ping/an• .3ft&>.would have been especially intriguing and resonant for

readers after the Cultural Revolu tion, in the wake of the trials of the Gang of Four (KinkIey

1985 .92). The medium. it seems. reconstitutes the message according to the dictat es of the

popular imagination.

It is also entirely possible for mass media to deliberately borrow from and reproduce

texts from genres not prim ari ly for reaso ns of poli tical ideo logy, though ideo logy may

ce rtainly affect such thing s as access to printing faci lities and circ ulation prospec ts . but for

more commercially immediate ends. Recogn izing the power of fiction as a mean s to sell

copy. if not exactly usher in a new social order , newspapers andjoumals in tum of the
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century China - from their late Qing origins as commercial papers.missionary publications

and political forums - diversified their contents to include popular entertainme nt fiction.

sampling widely from Chinese and translated western genres in an effort to attract and hold

readers (Lee and Nathan 1985.362.364. 382 : Link 198 1. 12l. As 1 discuss in Appendix

A. a concern with the balanced inclusion of fiction. poetry and other kinds of articles along

with news in an effort to appeal to a wider range of readers is also expressed in the format

and regularcontent of a number of Canadian-based Chinese electronic magazines.

As stated earlier in this chapter. I do not intend that these examples should be taken as

any kind of conclusive account of either the provenance or content of contemporary genres.

or indeed. the constitution and complex motivations of their modem audiences. Indeed. to

whatever extent possible. I intend to address those kinds of questi ons -c-and , where

appropriate. to reformulate them and pose new oncs- in the chapters which follow. They

can. however. hopefully go some way to demo nsuating that when and where there are

readers. there are vernacular texts and ways of access ing. sharing. and using them which

will continue to sustai n and transform Chinese popular tradition. The final section of this

chapter recaps the synchronic structure of this thesis and the ways in which oral and written

interchange. generic literacy and expertise and genres as networks of content and reader

interaction comprise a framework.for this ethnogra phy of contemporary readership.

1.S Excha nge, Ex pertise, Texts and Read ers: The Present St udy

The tripartite structure which informs the historical basis of this chapter can also serve

to delineate the basic synchronic framework of this thesis as a study of a part icular cross

section of contemporary readers. The interaction between oral and written fonns in the

creation and transmission of Chinese popular tradi tions. as well as audiences ' levels of
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aesthetic preferences and ideas about the genres to whi ch they are most readily attracted

change and clarify as a resul t.

1.6 Conclusion

This chapter has examined Chin ese pop ular cu lture from a diachronic perspective.

emphas izing popular traditi ons as a primary site of interaetion between the oral and written

worlds. and has also outl ined the synchronic investigation which forms the fundam ental

project of this thesis in subsequent chapters along similar lines. exploring the connec tions

between oral ity.H teracy and genres of popular fiction . Here , literacy is conceived as both a

collective social phenome non subject to various historical and geographical conditions. and

as a metaphor for the level s of generic expertise demonstrated by individual readers.

Genre s are forms of dynami c popular entertainments transmitted. consumed, reproduced

and often connecte d to oth er narrative patte rns by readers ' tastes. associations and

activities, such as discussion and other forms of face -to-face and electronically-m ediated

forms of play.

In the next chapter. I discuss the composition of the " audience " who participated in my

survey , and the techniques used to interview them . As I pointed out in the opening remarks

to this cha pter , " aud ience" can be a problema tic co nstru ction. even when it is defined.

however evane scently. by ethnographic study rather than literary supposition. While I can

call these readers " an audience' to the extent that they form a body of participants who

engage with specific kinds of popu lar texts and who , as a result of this enga gement. have

made defi nite aesthetic decisions about the kinds of pleasure they seek.and ultimately deri ve

from their experiences - as well as what those experiences lack- I cannot necessarily say

that these readers Conned spont aneous collectives before I introduced my study . In fact .
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because of the methodology involved in the field research . I can say with some certainty

that most. though not all. are probab ly unknown to each other. though it is my intention

that as many as possible. at least through thei r words if not the ir actual identiti es as

individual readers, will become known to future readers and researchers throug h this and

subsequent work.
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Chapter Two: Methodology and Readership Profile

2.1 Introducti on

Common to almo st all contempo rary audience studies is a co ncern with the interaction

of individuals with both texts an d the social contexts in which those texts are end owed with

dynamic patterns of meaning by the ir respective publics, from Briti sh and Ameri can science

fiction serials and syndicated reruns (Bacon-Smith 1992) to Chinese soap opera (Rofel

19(5). Studies of readership however. partly because of their focus on the aesthetics of

largely solitary readers. freq ue ntly see m like multip le ethno graphies describing discrete

communities of one.

Th at is Dot to say that ethn ographic rea der research is repetitive in its fi ndin gs. even

though recurring configurations of reading preferences do emerge. particularly within

ce rtain genres, a phenomenon I discuss in later chapters. Rather. I sugges t that, in man y

way s, the fo lklo rist inte res ted in read ing audiences and the researcher loo king at Intern et

communication confront simil ar challenges . Both must find ways to co mprehend the

tradi tio ns and worldvi ew of a gro up which shares a certain repe rtoire of cult ura l

understandin g, but not necessarily any geographical or temporal proximi ty . Whee studying

technologically-med iated aud ienc es . it is important [0 distingu ish between what I refer to as

part icipan ts ' co-prescience -their grasp of possible ran ges of actions. mean ings and

especiall y the locations at which cul tural boundari es intersect orare open to transgre ssion -

an d the co-presence tra ditionally assoc iat ed with man y forms of pop ular cultu ra l

participatioc.as

251discuss these co nce pts as they app ly to joking strategies an d nicknaming on a
Chi nese newsgroup in a forth co min g arti cle (Kozar. in press) , which is also summarized
in the first and third sections of Ap pendi x A.
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Certainly. some forms of Internet discourse. such as Internet Relay Chat (IRe)

channels. Multi-user DomainlDungeon (MUD ) sites -and. to some extent. even high-

traffic newsgmups- depend upon a highe r level of interactivity26 in order to maintain a

sense of topicality and simu ltaneity of exchange. Despite an apparent conc urrence of

activity. however, often the elhnographer is dealing with ephemeral texts and/or inscribed

traces of techno logical artifacts. such as transcripts of role-p laying sessions or spontaneous

expressions of speech play.27 As a folklorist who has cond ucted research in both fields . it

seems to me that these electronic inscriptions are not unlike readers' memories of past

narrative pleasures. In each instance. it may be said that the initial discovery of the text.

either as an act of creation or point of contact. bas more or less passed except that an

unmistakable intertextuaJity remains as a potential influence on future texts.

For example, an ongoing newsgroup debate may retai n only part of the original

message which sparked it , embedded within many replies . Eventually. as participants

develop other. related issues and opposing points of view. the discussion may assume a

very different shape and take a direction only tangentially related to the original posting.

By the same token . a reader may have pleasant memories associated with particular

books . whic h in turn evoke a more general respo nse to previous reading experience s.

26See Rafael! (1996) for a discussion of the relationship of interactiv ity to the other
definitive features of Net-based communication. Similarly, Morris and Ogan propose that
there may be different " critical masses" of adopters needed to sustain different kind s of
computer-mediated interchanges (19lJr6. 45).

21See . for example, Baym's ethnography of a soap opera newsgroup (1993),
Ruedenberg, Danet, and Rosenba urn-Tamari ts analysis of framed speech play on IRC
(1995) , and Turkle's discussion of MUDs as a forum for the creative reworking of players'
identities (199 5, 12). In many cases, researchers ma y actual ly participa te in one or mor e
Internet communities, but records of interactions, like detai led notes or taped interviews.
are necessary for in-depth interpreta tion.
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However, his or her recollections of precise events or characters that may have been crucial

(Q the plot may become vague or mingled with fragme nts remembered from other novels.

While this may decrease the relative accuracy of a reader's quantitative recall of individual

works. these cumulative. reconstructed perceptions may actual ly serve to heighten his or

her qualitativ e expertise within a given genre as a whole . As Roberts asserts: "every story

in every popular genre is referring deliberately or unconsciously to every other story in that

genre. Most of what seems inexcusably unintelligibl e in popular fiction is crystal clear to

the people who have learned how to read it" (1990. 60) .

ln this chapter, I describe the research techniq ues used to gather my field data . which

included taped interviews. ongoing . informal discuss ions . and the distribution of printed

and electronic questionnaires . as well as some of the major methodological challenges and

constraints involved in the design of this kind of inquiry. In addition. I outline a general

readership profile which provides information about certain key features of my sampl e,

such as the total number of respondents and the ratio of male to female reade rs who

participated in my survey, as well as respondents ' average ages and education levels and/ or

mainoccupational cate gories.

Thou gh I do Dot confine the present discussion exclusively to an examination of

readers' aesthetics. the construction of this audience profile also permits me to summarize

and explore in other chapters widespread trends which emerged from the data . These

include readers ' generic preferences. their idea s abo ut what constitutes a satisfying

narrative. and their percep tions of the amount of time and concentration they devote to the

activity of reading. As a corollary of this third topic whic h is connected to aspects of my

research design discussed later in the present chapter, I al so consider how this intensity of

engagement with texts has varied at different points in readers'lives.



Caution is required in this or any analysis which seeks to abstrac t the comm on

elements from complex syste ms such as a set of individual behavioural repertoires. whether

the primary focus is on a single acti vity or not. Even a sing le activi ty, as a singularly

frame d even t, cannot be taken as a simple act contributi ng only and equally to a person's

larger express ive culture. To give but a few examples, craftin g, singing, cookin g, dancing

-and reading - are all multi-faceted expe riences for those who choose them as the

performative media through which to enact the signifying texts of their everyday lives.

There is always a dan ger in takin g the mean as an absolute value, in descri bing the

average instead of the actual;even though it is sometimes a useful and necessary tool for

finding comm on resonances in what may seem a cacop hony of disparate voic es. In the

analysis of my field data. I found it diffi cult to keep track of the opinions and reading

practices of the seventy-n ine individuals who took part in my study without some sort of

statistical abstract of the overall composition of the sample . Indeed. summarizing particular

kinds of data proved extre mely instructi ve.

For exa mple. as l discuss later in Chapter Six. I found th at men and women who

describe themselves primaril y as martial arts or romance fict ion enthu siasts share similar

predilections for reading books "all in one go" if possible , or as the Chinese expression

puts it: "all in one breath." - y i kou qi duwan . -Oi\~jC. I also confirmed. as I bad

suspected. that almost exactly twic e as many men as women participat ed in my research. or

fifty-three compared to twenty-six. The average age of female respo ndents was 28.6 years.

while for male readers the average was 33.4 years. I suspect howe ver. that these averages

may be somewhat low. since in a total of twenty instances. respo ndents did Dot give a firm

statement of how old they were. It is inte resting to note that this was a ques tion that many

Chin ese seemed to have trouble with. not beca use they thou ght it was too personal -and
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in a culture which traditi onall y values age and wisdom I have been assured it is not

considered an impertinent query- but because many readers do not seem to bother keeping

track very closely. With readers in face-to-face interviews. I estimated ages based on

readers' descriptions of academic histories. length of time abroad, and so 00. The youngest

and oldest respondents were both male, fifteen and seventy years old respectively.

Educational levels and occupational groupings were comparable. with the majority of

respondents stating that they were engaged in postgraduate study. A higher percentage of

women lis ted occupations outsid e academia. eve n thou gh they may have had

comprehensive training, such as the woman who described herself as: "an engineer, now

full-time mother."28 Perhaps surpri singly. especially given the seemi ngly exhaustive

generic backgroun d knowledge of many male readers, although men 's and women 's

responses were proportionally simila r on many points of compariso n. incl uding the

mention of their favourite author or authors by name. women were more than twice as

likely to provide additional information about a writer ' s life and career.

It should be understood. however. that I arrived at my comparative synopsis after I

had translated and transcribed all of my taped interview s, a significant number of which

were either completely or primaril y in Mandarin. I did the same with the handwritten and

electronic questionnaires. In the latter case. I also assigned each a numbe r and coded all of

the infonn atioo ~y category and reco rded the responses of each reader onto charts .

Although I realize that the creation of transcriptions and charts implies a certain redundancy

of practice. it helped me to cross-re ference the docum entation of my sample. and the

28QRH-14. The lette rs prefixing the number of the questionnaire denote whether it
belonged to the pilot survey (Pl. or the revised handwritten (RH) or revised electronic (RE)
sets. Numbers do Dot specifical ly relate to the order in which questionnaires were returned.
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presentation methods strengthened my understandi ng of these readers and their diverse

readings.

As might be expected. the nature of most of the taped interviews did not suit this type

of analytical organization . While I bad certain questions in mind, I also wanted to give

respondents the opportunity to discuss their attitudes and reading habits as free ly as

possible. Interviews , even moderatel y guided ones . tend to evolve into moments of

ethnographic significance that are somewhat difficult to chart. Alternatively. I developed a

transcription system WherebyI was able to indicate central topics and transitions. as well as

instances of code-switching between languages. on the transcripts themselves . As I

ultimately put all of the tape transcripts and handwritten surveys into an electronic format

- the electronically distributed questionnaires were already conveniently in this form- 1

could then search for specific SUbjects or more general response emphases among several

readers relatively quickly in order to obtain elabo rated quotations which seemed

representative of particular reader preferenceclusters.

Additionally. J began scripting the results of my fieldwork in hypertext. Hypertext

allows files to be dynamically linked through a series of markers or comman ds. and

represents one of the fundame ntal underlying structuring mecbanisms of webpages. "My

readers" soon articulated themselves separately and collectively through this mode of

investigation as well: I found myself increasingly linking readers to other readers and then

back to themselves in particular ways. I was alerted to the need to consider readers

individually. as constituent members of the entire group I surveyed. but also as perhaps

belonging to interlocking. yet fluid circles of enthusiasts. not entirely dissimilar to the

dynamic structure of women 's Star Trek fan communities explored in Camille Bacon

Smith' s EnterprisingWomen ( 1992. ~30).
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I want to emphasize that the inte rpretive techniques described here were developed as

an attempt to establ ish in my own ethnographic practice systems of analy sis which avoided

th e codification of people into fixe d ca tegori es, but which instead considered their

ex pressive traditions from a variety of angles . At the same time. I had to acknowledge that I

also needed to see where individual readers were situate d in the larg er landscape of my

work. without allowing the people of my study - as can happen in disc ussio ns of popular

tradi tions as mass cultural phenomena - to become undifferentiated masses. the residual

by-prod ucts of an overl y rigid method or ideology.29

In the next sections, I will desc ribe my position as an ethnographer. as well as the

chronology and deve lopme nt of my research method s. Within this context, and indeed.

th roughout this work. I strive to give some insight as to who these readers are. and the

stories they tell about the stories they read. Although I wilt summarize certain aspects of the

info rma tion they provided. my paramount concern is that reade rs ' delibera tions are clearl y

hea rd.

2.1.1 Learning to Read Reading Audiences: Cultural and Linguistic

Literacy

Before proceed ing. I should probably point out that I do not have extensive form al

train ing in Chinese studies . at least not in the convent ional sense. I went to Changchun.

no rtheaste rn China . to study with the Sim on Fraser University Summer Field School in

1990. following the complet ion of a Bachelor of Arts degree in Psychol ogy. After the

29See Williams' reso lute di smissal of the con cepts of " mass c ulture" and " mass
society" (1958; rpl 1963 , 289 . qtd, in Narv aez 1992, 24-25). With specific reference to
recent Chinese political history. and the distinctions between what may be thought of as
"official" populist and basically "unofficial" popular cul ture. see Lee and Nathan (1985.
360-361 .373) and Link (1984. 100-01. 110; 1989. 18-20).
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of my readership questionnaire in the spring of 1995. the distribution and revision of which

is given detai led treatment in a late r secti on. I was able to formulate aU of the questio ns

oral ly. However,. natural ly found the assistance of a native speake r invaluab le for such

things as phrasing the questions in a more formal register, varying the style of questionin g

to maintain respondent interest, and keeping the potential for ambiguity to a minimum as

much as possib le.

Whi le at Edinburgh. I impro ved my reading and tran sla tion ski lls signi fica ntly .

howe ver . I must concede that I was never able to cultivate my ability to physically write

Chinese to any great extent, and the acquisitio n of a clear calligraphic style is of course a

fundam ental component in the attainm ent of well-rounded literacy. I should mention that in

this regard. I labour under a double disadvantage: I am a "so uthpaw" by necessity as a

disability has meant that I have never had even functional use of my right hand . Certainly.

the re are some celebrated left-handed Chin ese calli graphers and painters. but most people

recogn ize that it is easier to maste r Chi nese characters if the stud ent is right-band ed.

Although I bad some success in Chinese composition. a persistent inju ry to my left band

makes any Writing -even in E~glish, or indeed. many fine motor ac tivities for that

matter - quite painful. In an effort to compensate for this. I have developed a proficiency

with several Chinese software packa ges. which require a minimum of keyboard input. as

well as English language dictation software . As a result, I can use my reading recognition

vocabulary to select the characters l want to "write" by choos ing from an on-sc reen

disp lay. These and other technological issues are further addressed in Appendi x A. which

also provides a summary of the scope of my recent research on the Chi nese internet.
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2.2 Creatin g Ways to Talk With Reade rs

2.2.1 Interviewing ~ld Fov": A First Glimpse at Chinese Fiction Fandom

As alluded to in the Introd uction to this work.and described in greater detail in my MA

thesis. my first clue as to the complex and compelling world of Chi nese popular fiction

audien ces emerged as the result of a fortuitous accident. I had arranged to interview Wang

Zhongning. a Chinese graduate student in Chemistry from Memori al University of

Newfoundland who had assured me that he could tell me"a story from every Dynasty." 31

As 1 was then engaged in collec ting stories about Chinese heroines for my thesis. tbe

promi se of such a wealth of tales was too good to pass up. Contrary to his usual

punct uality . my tradition bearer arrived late. breathlessly making his apologies and

burdened -or so it appeared - with more than the weight of either a guilty conscience or

an excessively hectic schedule.

He had been to the library. and retri eved a few books on Chine se folktales that he

wanted me to see. He had also signed out an impressive collection of fairytales for himself.

as he later rather sheepishly referred to them. One of the bulging bags had tipped over,

reveal ing a volume of martial arts fiction. It was one of about twenty. and the total divided

into three or four multi-volume sets, as far as I could make out before my storyteller closed

the bag. telling me I could not possibly be interested in its contents.

As it turned out, I was very intere sted . and although his reperto ire of heroine tales

faltered somewhat after that unintent ional disclosure of his true narra tive expertise, I

conducted follow-up interviews in the autumn of 1993 and the winter of 1994. These taped

discussions covered such things as the contemporary history of the genre. as well as his

3ISee Kozar (1993. 128).
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own preferences for particular novel s and authors. He told me that althou gh his studies

prevented him from devoting as much time as he would like to readin g what he termed

kungfu (gongfu. J1J ;Ic>novels, they were a major sourc e of enjoyment in his life,

especiall y as a university student in China.

He described how, while living with seven other students in a cram ped dormitory. a

new eight volume set of novels by the immensely popular author l in Yang <it.) became

available at the library. Because all of the students were eager to read the new story, they

drew lots to assign each reader 's "first" volume. After completing that book. they were

then free to trade in quick success ion for those they had not read.

Although Chapter Four is devot ed to a detail ed discussion of this genre. one of the

featu res of traditional martial arts fiction is its use of chapter-driven prefaces and episodic

plot structure. Despite having to start with the fourth volume. Wang was able to piece the

story together completely. In fact, in an example of what Dring call s the intimat e dyadic

traditions common to close friends (1984 , 20-21). he talked about how he and a former

classmat e still sometimes address each other by these original volume numb ers. Even

though these avid novel fans are D OW thousands of miles apart. they keep in touch by

electronic mail. and they still remember their shared experience of martial arts fiction:

WZN: Usually the gongfu novel is very long. (more so ] than general novel. They
may give the Volume One. Volume Tw o. Volume Three. Volume Four. even
volum e Eight: And in China when I was a graduate student. in Shangh ai Nuclear
Research Institute , we had eight male graduat e students together. We find lin
Yong's gongfu novel, it 's Volum e One to Volume Eight. We want to read it
immediately. all of us! So we jus t say we can get the paper, do yo u know? And
write - 1.2.3.4. [!!I!J to 8 - people. Then we assign too, say: "You read One first.
you read Two first." My tum is. if J can remember. I should read volume Four
first. Then we exchange it! <laughs > So you see the sequence is confused. but still
we think it 's very interesti ng! •.. For Jin Yon g' s novel. Y; tian tulong ; (Yi ' ian
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tulong ji ( fNx mmrre) "TheHeaven Sword and the Dragon Sabre J.32 I still
remember it! And one of the members. he is in United State s right now . And I give
him an e-mail.just one month ago . I ask.him: "00 you remember the story we just
exchanged? Start from Volume Three and exc hanged. from Volume Four. Volum e
Tw o. then go to Volume One !" You know ! <laughing > And be answered he still
remembers that!33

2 .2.2 Xin L ing: The Secret Women's Distossion Groop

Foll owin g my preliminary int erv iew s with Zhongning . I decided to see k out the

opinio ns of some fem ale readers. Wanting to furth er practice my Chi nes e language and

field researc h skill s. I began a discuss ion gro up for Chinese women to examine imag es of

women in popular media. I felt that this would be an interesti ng way to exp lore Ch inese

women ' s experiences of their own and western popular culture . and mi ght widen my

developing co nce rn with popular fiction to includ e women's percep tion s of other mass

mediated narratives found in film. co mics and perhaps even adverti sing .

We began with weekly mee tings. and topics were partially detenni ned by the Chi nese

members. Althou gh I atte mpted to simply fac ilitate discussio ns as much as possible. I was

rega rded to some extent as a " teacher," possibl y because I was the onLy native EngLish

speaker fro m a western cul tu re. l wa s very conscious at times that I was " lead ing" the

group , a pos ition I tried to avo id, I fo und that simply trying to limi t my co ntrib utions was

not a usefu l approach. The women woul d not permit my voice to be silenced, jus t so I

co uld be tter hear theirs. After all, they were givi ng of their spare time , and expe cted a

32According to Minford (1993. 6 ). this novel was first publi shed in 1963. and revised
in 1977. Th e introd uction to Minford ' s article contain s a comp lete list of all of Jin Yon g's
major novel s. including titles . pub lication da tes and brief synopses of setti ng (6-8).

33WANG Zh ongn in g, interview s. 16 Oc tob er 1993, 26 Janu ary 1994. Ta pes
T93WZN-O I/2 . T94 WZN-03.
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certain return. I was a group member. and. as a Canadian woman interested in their culture.

a cultural resource person through whom they might gain new understandi ngs about their

lives abroa d.

At the end of the sessions. the women ofte n asked me to prepare a brief prese ntation for

the followin g week on a particular subject. and supplement what I would speak: abou t with

articl es or other material . During the group meetings themselv es. they would cooperatively

tak e the floor, offe ring opinions and compari ng their own experiences. Generally , the

mee tings started off in En glish. but excited code-switching into Mandarin. which was the

Chinese dialect common to all participants . wh ethe r they were from Mainland Chi na.

T aiwan or Malaysia, freq uently occurred once the discussion was under way. Mandarin

Chinese is my second language. and as a Ioowai ( ~9i-) -literally, an " old foreigner: ' a

common colloquial term for non-Chi nese- I found the lively discussions an e xce llent

opportunity to practice listening comprehension and learn new vocabulary.

We cam e up with a speci al nam e for the grou p. Xln Ung . The first character, xin (fa)

means " belief : ' the second is an invented "secret word ," a composite of the radi cal for

"woman" ( nii . :9:) frami ng the character yu (~), meaning feather, and pronounced the

same as a word for "agile and clever" ( ling. ~). It looked something like this:

Th e women came up with the seco nd character as an expression of their freedom "to talk

abo ut belie fs abou t language" in our group. a free dom which they felt was much grea ter

than either trad itional society or the lang uage itself afforded their sex. Man y of the wom en

noted, for example, that words like slave (nali, ~a) andjeaJousy (duji, £P .~)coDtain

the word for woman, and so speak negatively about their gender from the outset.
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Of particu lar interest were issues involving women' s balancing of home and career, as

well as cross-cultural gender and social differences. Two articles that I provided which

generated a great deal of anima ted discussion were Carol Mithers " " My Life as a Man,"

(1982) and "Shakespeare in the Bush," hy anthropologist Laura Bohannon (1971).

The latter article detail s a young researcher' s unsuccessful attempt to show that Hamlet

is world literature insofar as the famil y conflic ts are universall y appreciated. Whil e a

traditional Chinese view agrees to a large extent with western reactions -that Hamlet is a

weak son and his mother should not have remarried so soon after her husband' s death. and

eenainJy not wed one of her in- laws - Bohannon ' s amus ing and insightful account

describes the difficulty she had in convincing the elde rs of the African tribe she w as

studying of the validity of this interpretation .

To her dismay. the young anthropo logist's audience expressed a generally complace nt

reaction toward this powerful tale of family intrigu e. Bohannon was unprepared for their

response, and for the very differen t underlying worldview it signified. There was no bas is

for a story here, no confl ict . Sometimes people are killed. sons must mature before they

can accept respons ibili ty and the woman's marria ge to the uncle was a wise move: dowry

land and possessions stay in the family and the dead man 's spirit can rest in peace knowing

that his wife is well looked after (197 1, 15. 17-2 1).

Bohannon ' s article was written like a story. The gro up members quickly pointed this

out , and began to discuss other kinds of popular fic tion which involved travel and exotic

places and people. A biochemistry student in ber mid-twenti es from Beijing spoke excitedl y

of her apprec iation of San Mao' s ( =~) novels. a woman writer whose works highlight

her travel experiences. Anothe r young woman , a Taiwanese comp uting scienc e major ,

described how Jin Yong ' s kungfu novels were exploratio ns through the far-off time and
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space of ancient China, and how he too hied to portray even genuinely fantastic characters

in a consistently logical and realistic way.

With in a few weeks of its inception. Xin Ling had established a fairl y stab le

membership of about seven women . with some occasional visitors. Despite the fact that the

group was created. to some extent. in response to an induced context on my part, as I put

up posters sugge stin g the formati on of a discuss ion group . the women fonned a "folk

group" by most accepted definitions. They had developed and acknowledged an esoteric

identity and were reco gnized exotericall y -mainly by curious male students - as ..the

secret women 's discussion group." They participated in regularl y occurring cultural scenes

and engaged in various kinds of small group interaction.

10the weeks following OUT encounter with "Shakespeare in the Bush." our discussions

turned more and more to popular fiction and fiction -based films . While I found it more

convenient and co nducive to spi rited discus sion if I refrained from tap ing group

meetlags .a- four members of Xln Ling agreed to be interviewed individually about their

read ing habits. Thr ee of the women are from Mainland China. and the other is from

Taiwan. Two are married and in their early thirties. the othe r two are in their mid-twenties

and single. Three are studyi ng compu ter science. and the San Mao fan is in biochemistry,

as I mentioned earlier.

The youngest group member l interviewed, Chen Yuyuan (Jade), is a seaso ned fan of

mart ial arts fiction . She attended high school in Taiw an before she came to Canada to

con tinue her studies at univers ity. And, like Wang, she too described how ber passion for

readin g kungfu novels conflicted with her responsibiliti es as a diligent student. Unable to

a- Because I am physicall y unable to write quickly, and waiting fo r me to "catc h up"
would have greatly impeded the flow of ralk,1 generally took down keywords and wrote or
recorded fuller reflections later.
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confine her reading to a dormitory shared with like-minded devotees. Jade developed

elaborate strategies for engaging in her subversiv e entertainments which. though generally

successful. sometimes backfired:

CYV: Yes . and I kind of gave up studyi ng. I just borrow a book and read it
because it ' s impossible for me to read at home. My family are not used to the idea
of privacy. We don 't close our doors. we are not allowed to. Can seldom read at
borne. So I have to bring them [novelsl to school and then look at them. read them
during in class! <laugh> So. every time I chose a seat, I'm always in the middle
one. last row. And then I can just put the book on my desk because the back of the
front person will [obstruct the teacher 's viewJ.. .. Many people put things in the
desk drawer, and look at the teacher and look.at it. And look at the teacher and back
[at theirbooksl. But I learned very early. it 's unwise to do so! <laugh> Never do
that . put it on the desk .... (Describes how the teacher will sometimes find out but
Dotdo anvthins immediately.] Sometimes the teacher will check your book bag, so
you hav e to bide (your book] everywhere. We have a gathering every morning .
~ go out without your book bag. So sometimes they will just go into the class
and check it. And when you come into the class. is your novel there ? And the
teacher' s there and you canjust kiss your Dovelgoodbye!3S

Both of the married women who permitted taped interview s were computer science

specialists from Mainland China, however, their tastes differed markedly. One stated that

she really enjoye d sitting at home with a bowl of roasted watermelon seedsa s reading a

good.romance Dovel in the evenings:

LZQ: When I came to Canada. when I'm at home <vo ice quiet. people entering
room> I always lie on the sofa. then take some gua::i [roasted waterme lon seeds)
<laughter, SK says: "Only women eat guai i. they're too small!" Zhengqi concurs.
laughing> If I have such kind of evening , it's very enjoyable! A novel and a pack
of guazi..•.[SK asks if she prefers to read strai aht throuah.] Usually I read novel s
from beginning to end, continuously ....[SK asks if she has a certain preferred time
to read .) You know my husband is a medical doctor . so he is very busy.

35CHEN Yuyuan. interview. 19 December 1994. Tape T94YYCb-07.

36A comm on snack in Mainland China. I was told that watermelon seeds are especially
favoured among women as a kind of "comfort food." Men do not appear to share this taste,
and generall y dismiss the rather complica ted process of sbelling and extracting the edible
portion of the small seeds as an effort whicb greatly exceeds its rewards.
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Sometimes he bas to wort: in the evening. He will be Dot at home. this is my special
time 10road! <laughs sofdy>37

Zhengqi acknowledged that few married women and fewer married men seemed to

read. or at least admittedto reading . romances. Th e genre ' s main audience. in her opinion.

consisted of unmarried women and "reflective, introverted (neixiang , ~ io]>young men."

When I asked why she still liked to read them. she replied:

LZQ : Maybe I'm very happy! <laughs> And you know actuall y. when I came to
Canada. it is my first time to left borne. I alwa ys lived together with my paren ts.
and they give man y. many cares [they looked after me well .] So when I graduated
from the univers ity. and met my husband. he is still very caring to me. So l think.l
am very happy. so I still read such kind of novels! <laughs>

By contrast, her contempo rary . a reader of mainl y non-fiction. gave me the distinct

impression that she was unlikely to bother with either gua:;i or romance fiction now, but

-if pressed to make a ch oice- the seeds would defin itely win a higher place in her

affections . Like Zhengqi, Yang Meng described herself as happy. however, she was no

longer particularly happy reading fiction. Although she once enjoyed novels. her response

to the propaganda whic h formed the greater part of her daily experience with official media

when she was growi ng up in Beij ing made her react strongly to any kind of leisure-time

reading that was purportedly untrue . even if it was explicitly framed that way. For Meng.

the act of reading necessitates a comm itment to active reflec tion on what was read. As she

matured, and especi al ly after she married. she found that she was no longer satisfied with

works that discussed love in unreali stic terms. or that masked the nature of relationships

behind indirect language and poetic allusion. altho ugh she still occasionally enjoys romantic

films:

37LU Zhengqi , interv iew. 16 May 1994. Tape T94LZYM-04.
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Yl-l: Commentin on e of '" tic" roman ce novel s : Yes, I would say
that right now it's her tend toward works that ex ress thin s more
directly , I mean saying because I'm married. I don't know. I think
with what you experience , think sometimes you ha ve to more -directly- to
saying something or to doing something. Not always implied, because you can
have many. many interpretatio ns.{SK notes suggestio n that married people don't
tend to keep readin g romances.l Yes. I would say thal. l would say that. Beca use 1
don 't believe it, 1 think if you are married. you know . there are lots of things that
-marriage is not that beautiful. Some part is. but some part is not, Just the normal
things in the relationship, real things is not that bea utiful. Maybe because I don't
believe it, SO 1 don 't like to read iL But sometimes, I really like to see a movi e.
sometimes, have some beautiful things, but not really think about iL38

Speakin g of her enjo ymen t of San Mao' s works. Peibong, an unmarried biochemistry

graduate student, seemed to tak e a positio n intermed iate to those expressed by eithe r

Zhengqi or Meng. For her, San Mao' s novels captured a beau ty that was not situated in

larger romantic ideals. but in the small joys and mishaps of ordinary existence:

ZPH: And the thing (like about San Mao's stories is, too. she writes a lot about
ordinary people. a lot of ordinary things, but she makes me think. these things a re
so interestin g. Like she used to write about the shoes she wears ! <laugh> All the
kinds of shoes she wears. She doesn't like high heels because it's difficu lt to walk .
She likes to wear the shoes [says "'sandals" in Eb ineseJ, the shoes you wear in
summertime beca use it 's so simple and you can go to an ywhere. Not cocktail
parties of course. but you can go anywhere you like. And cue pair of her shoes that
she liked very much were broke n down at last because she wear it too much. And
she jus t take off the - belt[~ <voice quizzical> of the shoe. and tied her hair
with the belt <laugh> and then the shoes falloff at the street, so she had to wear the
broken shoes back to bome. And it 's raining, and it's wet on the stree t, And when
she walked . the shoes made sounds: "Gush. gush." And the faste r she walked. and
the sounds become more : "Gcsb, gush. gush, gush." <laughs. voice quickens to
imitate faster steps> She j ust ron! Because she liked the sound, so she ju st run back
home with that broken down shoes. So <pause> I think the true meanin g of life is
not in romantic love or something like that. It' s in the broken shoe.as

38YANG Meng, interview . 16 May 1994. Tape T94LZY~-04.

39ZHU Peihcng, interview. 16 May 1994. Tape T94ZPH..QS.
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After transcription and analysis. I found that while these five early interviews generated

five distinctly individual reader profiles. as might be expected, they shared numerous

similaritie s which. significantly, would be echoed by many of the other readers I would

later interview on tape and by electronic mail. Most notably, over the course of my

research. respondents indicated that they thought that "good" examples of popular fiction,

regardless of genre, should contain cenain fundamental traits , though these were often not

specified in any fixed order of importance. as all were seen to contribute to read ing

pleasure,

Basically . one of the things a good novel should provide is a realistic portrayal of

characters and relationships. To this end. it should feature aesthetically pleasing language

and an engaging style. and the author , while potentially graphic in descriptive ability .

should avoid lurid or gratuitous depictions of sex and violencer~o The plot may be

potentially fantastic. especially in the case of martial arts and fantasy fiction . but it should

strive for a high degree of plausibility. This means that the narrative should not depend on

sensational elements. such as a reliance on marvellous displays of qigong (1ii(:r}]) -the

focusing of power through martial arts training and mastery of one's life force, orqi- or

overly maudlin exchanges between star-crossed lovers . The frequent use of these conceits

was described as di sgusting or conducive to "chicken skin,"-ll and dismissed as clear

-lOThe female media fans in Bacon-Smith's study (1992, 195-96) and the female
romance readers featured in Radway's work (1987 . 65) expre ssed similar preferences for
more subtle signs of sexual attachment between characters. and a more gradual progression
in the overall development of the romantic n::lationship.

-uln Chinese. the sensation of "goose bumps : ' or "chicken skin," is associated more
with feelings of extreme distaste than either fear or positive excitement. Jade. the
Taiwanese student and kungfu novel reader described above . mentioned melodramatic
dialogue between characters as something that would likely give ber "chicken skin:'
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indications of a lack of talent. The narrative structure should be cohesive. "like rings fitting

together," (y i huan kou yi huan , -i§:O-ill). In the case of serialized stories like many

kungfu novels. cohesivedevices may include traditional folk:Dovelstructural elements such

as the chapter-driven preface I mentioned earlier. orclassica1-style poetry in romances.

2.2. 3 Subs eq uent Research and Summary of Fi ndings

In January 1995.1 arrived at the University of Edinburgh's Departm ent of East Asian

Stud ies to continue my doctoral research and pursue additional Chine se languag e

instruction . Using my preliminary field data as a basis, I designed a pilot questionnaire

with the help of Dai Show-fen, a Taiwanese graduate student in the department who was

studying Chinese children' s literature.

The Chinese language pilot questionnaire was distrib uted to twelve respondents,

equally divided along gender lines. Once a final. edited copy had been prepared. Show-fen

was eager to " try the questionnaire out" on some of her friends. and she helped me to

identify potential respondents from among her acquaintances. As a result. ten of the readers

who participated in this early survey were from Taiwan. and two were from Mainland

China. a ratio that would reverse itself in later runs.

Six readers in the pilot study identified their educational status or present occupation as

that of postgraduate student. Of these, two men and two women were pursuing doctoral

degrees. One woman was a Chinese language instructor in the Departmen t of East Asian

Studie s. and was also completing a Master of Science in Linguistics. The youngest

respondent was a fifteen year old male kungfu fiction fan who normally attended a

residential school in Cheltenham. However , be often came to Edinburgh to visit his father.
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a public prosecutor from Taiwan who was reading Law.42Two of the female respondents

listed their presentoccupations as homemakers.

Once these initial replies bad been collected. Show-fen and I examined the patterns of

response . In order to assist both my accurate translation of the questionnaires. and to

improve my reading skills. I read each survey aloud. in the company of Show-fen or

another native Mandarin speaker. and noted words 1did not immediately recognize. This

approach proved to be an extremely worthwhile exercise. espec ially with those

questionnaires which exhibited rather exuberant but unconventional penmanship . 1 also

followed this procedurewith the revised handwritten questionnaires.

Perhaps because I lacked any traditional sense oC"good form." I became rather good at

reading the sometimes hurriedl y written responses . Show-fen expre ssed her growing

admirati on for my ability to correctly interpret poorly written charact ers according to

context. She once suggested that 1 could come to Taiwan and work. as a "handwriting

analyst for the government,' A bureaucrat perhaps. but I soon realized I would never make

a connoisseur of calligraphy. Although I could often identify words that were obvious

mistakes. these did not constitute any real affront to my cultura l sensibilities. As she

scanned the questionnaires. 1 read in Show-fen' s furrowed brow and disapproving frowns

the quick, profound discernment of countless infractions against a venerable written

tradition.

After going through the pilot set. several aspects of the survey were revised with an eye

to improving questions construed as either unclear or redundant. To give us another

editorial perspective. Show-fen' s husband Ye Chinglong read through the questionnaire

and identified points that he thought merited additional modification. The structure was also

42QP-I 2. His father also later completed a questionnaire. QRH-Ol.
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chan ged to include more multip le-choice questions. in an effort to reduce the overal l

investment of time required on the part of respondents to complete the enti re survey .

Certain key questions. such as readers' opinions about what features consti tuted "a good

book." were left open-ended because I felt that it was important to capture the vocab ulary

with which audien ce members articula ted their preferences. As I discuss later. male and

female readers ..talk novels" rather differently. even when they share similar generic tastes.

Revised questionnaires were distributed in Chinese or Engli sh, depending on

respondents' language choice. in either printed or electronic format. It should be noted that

there was some overlap between electronic and more traditional forms of questionnaire

distribution . I posted a "cal l for readers" to a Chine se Studen ts and Scholars Association

(CSSA) computer bulletin board. Several people saw the posting and confirmed theirdesire

to participate by sendi ng me a message by elec tronic mail . Sometimes. however. eith er

because they were unsure as to whether their respective mail utilities could handle Chinese

encoded text or because of problems with sending lengthy replies of any kind, I was asked

to send printed surveys by post Some local students simply used e-ma il as a means of

initial contac t. Al ternatively. other responde nts reques ted electro nica lly tran smi tted

PostScript (PS) file s in Chinese that they duly print ed off . completed and returned by

internal University mail or regular post,

With most requ ests for printed copies; I either delivered the surveys to prospective

responde nts in per son. or if they lived outs ide of the Edinburgh area . I posted

questionnaires to them with stamped reply envelopes. Some recipients of PS files returned

the questionnaires at their own expense. compl eting them so expediently I was unable to

supply them with postage.
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The majority of th ese PostScri pt and othe r elec tro nically- generated surveys whic h

origi nated fro m files I e-mailed to interested online parti es simply "turned up" in my

university mai lbox. At most. I would be e-mailed about their imminent arrival once already

posted. By my rec ko ning. at least eight such surveys were returned. Most of these were

assi gned to the "han dwri tten" set beca use respondents completed them in wri ting. and

because they origi nated in a form . such as PS fil es. intended for print ing ra ther than

completion by electronic input. In a few situations, readers sent back thro ugh the post

electronically distri but ed questionnaires that were at least partiall y handwritten. often

because they had experienced difficul ty with returning the entire survey in ele ctronic

form - as evinced by the slightly frustrated interim replies from readers which occas ionally

punctuated my field note s. I will briefly address the way I dealt with technological

differences and incompatibilities ina moment. as these considerations were important to the

overall success of the electronic dissemination of my questionnaire.

Including the small"subset of "mixed mod e" returns -those questionnai res which

showed evidence of manual and computer-mediated inscrip tion- the two distrib ution

methods for the revised elec tronic and handw ritten questionnaires yielded fo rty-seven

completed surveys. Tak en together. questionnair e respond ents accounted for almost sixty

perce nt of my total reade rship sample. or rough ly twenty-eight perce nt and thirt y-two

percent respectively.

Initially . my main reas on for separating handwritten from electr onic surveys was to

facili tate analysi s. As I have already explained . it was unnecessary either to translate fully

the electronic questionnai res. as they could be easily displayed and printed either in English

or in a standardized Chinese font, or to convert them to computer ferm at for future search

and sorting. I was able to put the electro nic questio nnai re data into chans with li ttle
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intermediate processin g on my part. Conversely. as explai ned above . the handwritten

questionn aires - as they were exclusively in Chinese- required me to subject them to

several readings. Initially. I revie wed them with direct access to the expert knowledge of a

native speaker. in order to ensure the co rrec t ide ntification of visually ano malo us

characters. Then. I transl ated the entire text into a form that was both computerized and in

English. [f a questio nnaire was especially difficu lt to read . I also created an electronic

Chinese text and compared that against the original. then transla ted from a hard copy of the

Chinese text file.

In some cases. parti cipants requested that we esta blish an informal dialogue abo ut

reading via the medium of electronic mail. In these instances. all replies were logged. To

distinguish these electronic responses from online readers who opted for the questio nnaire.

while they are included in the QRE set, a lowercase Iii fo llows the survey number wh ich

marks the m as " info rmal" responses. Because of the far-flun g circu lation of the

computerized questionnaires - individuals could access the bulletin boards where I posted

the notice about my research from potential ly any electronic site in the world- rep lies

came from a varie ty of locations. While most originate d at universities within the United

Kingdom. responses also came from Europe and North America.

According to my reco rds . most respo nses were returned shortly after I repl ied to

readers ' .preliminary inquiries, gene rally withi n days -especially if respondents were able

to complete and re turn an electronic questio nnaire from the outset- or within a fo rtnight if

relying on the post. If I did not hear back. from peop le who expre ssed a clear desire to

participate within a few weeks . I sent follow-up e-mai l messages to confirm that they were

still interested. Most readers returned their questionnaires soon after I sect a brief reminder.

often apo logizing for thei r delayed respo nses on account of conferences or oth er
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commitments. On very few occasions, I found it necessary to send a second reminder. If

this failed to produce a repl y. I did not send another as I reasoned that the ind ividual ' s

ini tial interest in the proj ect had waned. or tha t his or her atte ntion bad been otherwise

directed.

With regard to the electronical ly distributed questionnaires specifical ly, there were

certain potential co mplications to successful transmi ssion and final receipt of filled surveys

whic h I had to bear in mind and. as much as possi ble , co ntro l at my end. Chiefly, these

bad to do with the diffe ren t encoding formats that are avai lable for Chine se text, Because I

explore this topic in more detail in Appendix A. I will only briefly touch on certain

partic ulars here.-n Western readers unfamiliar wi th eithe r the writt en Chi nese language or

its online prese ntation sho uld be aware of a few points which can crea te proble matic

interactions if ignored .

Firstly, while there are over SO,OOO characters extan t, only a few thousand are used for

the purpo.scsof day -to-day communication. Secondly, while the re are many dialects of

spoke n Chinese, the writt en system remains constant throughout, exce pt that it should be

apprecia ted that there are two diffe rent versions of the script in use among differe nt grou ps

of the Chinese populatio n, a reflection of literacy refo rms ins tituted in MainJand China after

Liberation in 1949. The system used in the modem Peo ple ' s Republic is referred to as

simplified (jiantizi. raJ~~). whereas the character-fo rm most comm only used elsewhere .

with some exce pt ions due to pol itical ~nd soci al ch an ges -suc h as Singa pore, and

increasi ngly. Hong Kong- is known as complex. traditional. orfull-form (fam id. ~e

~).

-l.3Seealso Kozar (in press; 1995b).
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As can be seen from the preceding by using the middle chara cter ti, meaning: "bod y,

part. or form" as an example. the most common simplificati on involved a reduction of the

number of strokes ofi odividual characters . While these scripts are equivalent. there is not a

strict one-to-one correspondence between them in the sense that all characters exist in both

simplified and full -form versions. Th e word a.for example, meaning: "(written Chinese )

character" remains unchanged.

Thirdly. the exi sten ce of differ ent script versions bas direct implicat ions for

computerized Chinese text proce ssing. In essence, the simplified and traditional systems

require different encodin g prot ocols in order to transform an ordinary ASOI file into

Chinese characters . Th e fo rmer require s either bZJzW (hanzitzhangwen. tl~tp:t.

"Chinese language") or guobiao (~~, basically, "national standard") encoding. while the

latter makes use of a system called "Big 5: ' which is sometimes translated as dawuban <X

1L.n&). T hese encod ing and decoding protocols make it possible for people to send and

receive. upload and download what are essentially ordinary text files which they can then

read, print and input as Chinese on the screen.

While each system 's pro tocol s diffe r. the essential function is to delimi t lines or

portions of ASOI code which may be displayed as Chinese charac ters , For exampl e.

consider "bello" (ni hao ) in Chi nese. In characters. this greeting is " ir.if." Converted to

ASCII for posting to the newsgroup alt.chinese.text, which uses the hZJzW environment .

this appears as " - tDc:C- 1" - unless viewed with appropriate software. Converted to OS

format for use in a webpage, the same phrase looks like "f ,J..f' without the aid of a OB

capab le browser.

For the purposes of my researc h, I had to make sure tbat I sent the correctly encoded

forma t to any respondea t who requested a Chinese electronic questionnaire. Most readers
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knew what Dod of me types they could most easily handle , and there were few problems.

Occasionally. however. incompatibilities between our respective mailers became apparent.

which resulted in confused replies because the recipients were unable to extract or-properly

display files . Some Chinese readers did not have the necessary software to interpret

encoded text into Chinesc characters. and may not have realized fully what was involved in

this process. Other readers needed me to encrypt the file before I sent it. due to particular

system configura tions which they themselves could not alter...+.l In cases where it was not

poss ible to transmit an encoded Chinese text me . I either sent PostScript files if the

respondent had access to a compatible printer. sent an English text copy , or resorted to the

Royal Mail. depending on our mutual agreement as to the most feasible solution. Most

interested readers persisted in their desire to participate. and therefore I made every attempt

to fac ilitate their efforts by accommodating "technological differences" to the best of my

ability.

Although survey respondents allowed me to quote their responses in my finisbed work.

anon ymity is maintained unless indiv iduals specifically gave written permi ssion to refer to

them by name . According to my field notes. the rate of return for my readership

questionnaire. based on the number of actual return s compared against total e-mailed

requests. was seventy-nine percent. I realize this rate is high for a research inquiry of this

type . but I think it is indicative of the level of readers ' commitment. not necessarily to my

+rfhis step is generally unnecessary. but helps to prevent certain kinds of data loss or
corruption . such as can occur when sending files with OOS carriage returns to a user with a
Unix platform . In these cases. line breaks are often lost or redefined. resulting in the loss
or incorrect positioning of the encoding protocols. These protocols. as particular character
sequences with a specified placement within the text environment. are requ ired for proper
Chinese text display .
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project for its own sake, but to an activity they perceive as valued and worthy of CfOSS

cultural investigation.

In addition to the readership questionnaires. I conducted approximately rwenry-eight

hours of taped interviews. It is interesting to note that, while only one man agreed to be

interviewed by two methods, note-taking followed by a questionnaire, five female

participants completed questionnaires and gave detailed interviews. Three women readers

agreed to multiple interviews . I was careful not to count these prolific respondents more

than once, however. A total of nineteen readers. or twenty-four percent of my sample,

agreed exclusively to taped interviews, and one man consented to unrecorded interviews on

two separate occasions. Most readers with whom 1 conducted face-to-face interviews

permitted me to quote both their responses and their names in my work. however. one

woman requested that 1call her by a pseudonym which she supplied.

Also, it should be mentioned that there are two responses which I elected to exclude

from my study. One male respondent sent a very laconic reply, telling me only which

authors he read. As subsequent inquirie s did not produce any further elaboration..his brief

contribution was not included in the final total , Also, after I sent a copy of my

questionnaire to one woman, I received a reply which stated that she declined to participate,

and gave her reasons why. This response was also not counted, but her objections are

noted in the next section as they pertain directly to design-based methodological challenges.

2.3 Issues of Representation, Part I: Design

To open this section. 1want to briefly examine the issue of audience composition and

how it influenced both my methods and the outcome of my research . From the foregoing

discussion. it is clear that the readers who chose to participate in my research were highly
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educated. Indeed, many of them demonstrated a comprehensive literacy which

encompassed not only their favourite kinds of popular fiction. but also Chinese and

western classics and different electronic media as well. To some extent. the computer

proficiency can be explained by the fact that many respondents. both male and female . were

working and studying in the pure and applied sciences. and computers would have formed

an integral part. if not the primary focus . of their own research. Such a disciplinary

concentration would also at least help to account for the marked gender bias in my sample

toward male respondents, which is a recognized feature of much of computer-mediated

communication in general . though not necessarily of specific communities (Baym 1993.

147-48) .

Bowden's assertion that "we are all the folk" (1988. 53) succinctly counters past

methodologies that tended to privilege certain forms of tradition over others. like oral over

written or vice versa- or at least, certain traditions through which the traditions of the

"Other " are in tum filtered and refocused, like some positivist notion of the objective

scholar looking intentiyat "the Folk" from a safe remove . However. in many respects.

such statements oversimplify our contemporary grasp of issues of representation. As

Shuman observes, the act of defining "authentic" unmarked categories . such as folk

culture. for example, reinforces the political systems which underlie the very construction

of representation. when we should perhaps phrase our research questions in such a way as

to confront the power relations themselves which foreground particular groups. genres and

performances at the expense of others (1993.347.349-50.354).

As a student of Chinese popular culture. I am mindful of the inevitable disjunctions

between my interpretation of the place of popular cultural texts and performances in the

lives of readers and theirs. In the various chapters of this thesis, I attempt to acknowledge
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some of the contentious ethnographic spaces inherent in my representation, not to glo ss

over or fill them in. but to avoid what Susan Ritchie aptly terms "ventriloquist folklore:"

In terms of representation. fieldwork often assumes that the presentation of the
folklorist 's object of study remains entirely con sistent with the indi vid ual
performer's self-presentation. The resu lt is ventriloquist folkl ore : that which
assumes it is really poss ible to give the folk their own voice within the pages of our
own articles, boo ks and films .._ it is possible to say tha t ventriloquist folklore is
that which ignores the ways in which context medi ates presentation ( 1993 . 367).

In short . the readers who participated in my research are well-educated, articulate

peopl e with thei r own voices . They did not need me to speak for them. However. since my

study identified an area of popular entertainment and an audience whose tastes and practices

are apparentl y not widely known outside the ir own cultural milieu, I think that. as an

ethnographer. I have a respon sibility to both my disc ip line and the readers I surveyed "to

find a way to speak ethical ly on behalf of others" (Shuman 1993. 354) .

By their ve ry nature . the produc ts which result from the enterprise of ethn ographic

interpretation contain certai n fundamental shortcomings. or at least unanswered que stio ns

and unexp lored an gles. Such critici sms also appl y to scholarly investigations in general.

howe ver . Hall note s that the uncertainty principle in physics: "holds that the observ er and

his instrument are inextricably bound up with the phenomena under observation and that

the act of observati on alters the cond itions under obse rvation" ( 1973 . 114). By anal ogy. he

sugg ests tha ti .t'when working with cultural data. one can only be precise on one analytic

level al a time and then only/ora moment " ( 114). [Original emphasi s.)

The design of this study is no less beset by methodological constraints . whi ch likewise

aff ec ted what I was ab le to observe and how I saw it. By focusin g on the reading

preferences of primarily Chinese intellectuals. it can be argued that l effectivel y perpetuated

a traditional bias which pervades not only Chinese popu lar culture scholarship. but also the
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historical record of the domain itsel f (Le e and Nathan. 1985. 373 ). Spe cifically. I

docu mented the aesthetics of an elite . largely middle - and upper -class, urban segme nt of the

popul ation. to the ultimate exclusi on of gro ups whose voices are traditionally muted . but

for whom this aspect of popular culture might hold even greater significance.

Furthermore, within that small cro ss section of the population. I gave the study of one

expressive genre a clear priority over othe rs. As I disc uss in the concluding chapter of this

thesis. the future directions of cross-cultural audience studies should encompass the in-

depth investigation of viewers ' uses of fictio n-o riented films. television serials . animatio n

and printed co mics.

In addi tion. appropriate extension s of the fie ld research undertaken here which would

faci lita te the investigation of another group of readers include the srudy of reading habits

and preferences among middle school students in Taiwan. or hotel workers in Mainland

China . though again these projects would most prob ably have an urban emphasis. I

sugges t these two possibili ties becau se. in most other in situ research si tuatio ns. the

researc he r would likely be furthe r cons trai ned by regulations on the activi ties deemed

acce ptable for foreign national s to engage in. where they co uld live. and the basic need for

a source of self-support.

In eithe r of these scenarios . the researcher could be employed as a language teacher. for

example . and could request voluntary participa tion from students and other associa ted local

staff who were interested in reading. I suspec t that. despite the difference s in policy among

di fferent C hinese-speaki ng countri es. or even the chan ges which have occ urred in

Mainland China since I taught there . simply showing up at a school or on a factory floor

with a note pad, tape recorder. and a sheaf of release forms would not be the wisest move .

Such action wou ld surely invite at least some leve l of offic ial scruti ny and disapp roval
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which would have repercussions beyond the immediate infraction of the rules pertaining to

the local insti tution. Even if these same valiant attem pts simultaneous ly engendered

sufficient unofficial amusement as to suggest a potentially fruitful avenu e of inquiry later.

subsequent pursuit of such leads would probably prove difficul t for the fieldworker and.

more importantly. possib ly detrimental to prospective responden ts.

I was acutely aware of the rather circwnscribed nature of the reading population I chose

to study from the commencement of my research . For vario us reason s, I was unable to

return to China or go to Taiw an to conduct my fieldwork. I could not finance it myself. and

I did not have a situation lined up which would furnish either the professional or academic

j ustification necessary to obtain the appropri ate visa. My decision to study at Edinburgh

was infl uenced by personal factors . but was primari ly determined by the fact that my

research proposal was warmly received at a respected East Asian Studies department with a

recognized popular culture concentration-to

Also. the experiences I had in Newfo undland inte rviewing Chinese mem bers of a

university cornmucity were another positive influence on the final shaping of my research

design . Over the course of my MA thesis fieldwork. I had found that in many ways. it was

less intrusive to interview people whose working schedules were to some exte nt self-

determined on a daily basis.

For example, when I inte rvi ewed Chinese immi grants in central and western

Newfoundland - most of whom ran or worked in family-owned shops and restaurants -

..&SWhile I could have returned to Vancouver and found ample readers to talk with. I
suspect that the logistics of networki ng within the sizable communities of Chinese speakers
would have been daunti ng. to say the least. Also. previous inquiries made to the Asian
Studies Department at the Univers ity of British Columbia suggested research emphases
incompatible with my own. and therefore I would not bave been granted access to the same
level of academic resources in Vancou ver which were made available to me at Edinburgh.
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during the summer of 1992 as part of my MA thesis preparation. [ found that I frequentl y

disrupted the flow of their business day regardless of the time of the interview. which I left

to their specifi cation. Sometimes. these people had to take time out during opening hours to

speak.with me. entrusting their duties. or even the enti re range of business activities. to a

potential ly less experienced family member. On other occasions. in a kind of bustling

backstage region of time and space. interviews were conducted amid empty tables. over the

noise of prepara tion for the full night' s work.ahead.

Every ethnograph er is faced with deci sions that delimit the sco pe of his or her

investigation. but these are also choices which help to clarify the feasibility of projects. and

refine their underlying rationale s and goals. I therefore decided to devise a project along

lines which would allow me to build on past research experiences, and develop new skills

as well. In orde r to help increase the potential breadth of my audience samp le. I chose to

widen the scope of my field techniques to include distributing electronic questio nnaires .

and conducting interviews by electronic mai l. While online interviews do not usual ly entail

the same level of technological comp lexi ty inhere nt in computerized qu estionnai re

circulation.-l 6 interview questions must be phrased with care. especially since opportunities

for clarific ation with gestures. vocal inflections. and verbal "back.ups" are not present to

the same extent

Given these facto rs. it is perhap s not surprising that I anticipated that some readers

would expre ss concern that my projec t would not yield a true picture of readership across

Chinese society . I have neither expressed that as my intention. nor seen its achievement as

an even remotely attainable goal. Taken together , the principal genres favoured by readers

~(t is possible to conduct e-mail interviews in Chinese using the same ASCII encoding
processes already described. However, I did not do this during my docto ral researc h. and
was not so requested by respondents.
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in this study , such as martial arts and romance fiction, enjoy a phenomenal following

among Chinese enthusiasts worldwide. I was therefore not entirely surprised when I

received a handwritten questionnaire from a reader in Glasgow with a strong affection for

classical histories and romances such as A Dream ofRed Mansions (Hanglou meng. « #.[

ti¥ >)which closed with the following well-intended admonition:

KozarJ'e 1; :

Mr. (Ms.) Kozar,

I am a retired Chinese professor. As I have always loved Chinese history and
classical literature , to learn that you have chosen this as the topic of your Ph.D.
thesis makes me very happy indeed. But, I don 't quite understand from the
questionnaire what will be included in your thesis. It seems that you wish to survey
and compile statistics on Chinese readers ' preferences and reading habits. If this is
the case then I suggest you delimit your scope . This is because China has a large
population with significant differences in educatiooal and cultural levels. Too wide
a range may yield an overly scattered result. which will neither yield a
representative sample nor benefit your conclusionvt?

Of course. ethnographers cannot control others' perceptions of the demands of the

research situation, and so it also did not overly astonish me that this reader may have

thought that I could have intended to generalize my findings to China as a whole. What did

impress me was the reader's careful presentation of his ideas, and the meeting of tradition

and technology in the inscription of his efforts . The questionnaire had been printed from an

electronic file. and brought home by a young man to another member of his household, his

. 7QRH·07.
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father- in-law. The reader ' s reply almost literally fills the entire questio nnaire. written in

small . impeccably formed chara cters . The reade r is. as he says . a retired professor who

form erly taught in a university in Nanjin g. in what we might call a Construction/C ivil

Engineering departme nt. And.at the time of his reply. he was seventy years old.

At this time. I want to exami ne some related criticisms of my sampl ing techniques.

Firstly. because J wanted to develop a profile which consisted of a wide range of reading

sty les. J included readers . like the precedin g respondent. who did not chiefly descri be

themselves as consumers of popular fiction. Secondl y. these methods are more suited to

the description of individual reading patterns articulated in an interview setting. and do not

lend themselves easily to the recording of readers' evanescent talk about stories. Thi rdly.

some may contend that J am studying readers' memories. which in effect defines their

experiences with genres and texts as historical moments rathe r than as sites of active .

ongoing participation.

In response to the first point. I have observed over the course of my field research that

the behavio ur of reading enthusias ts is similar to tha t of many other kinds of fans. As

Bacon-Smith observes. alt hough people may identify a part icul ar fandom as their

undisputed favourite through which they express their essential character as fans. they may

participate in several fan communities (1992. 7) . For example. many readers who describe

themselves as devotees of particu lar popular genres also have a deep affection for certain

Chinese classics. such as romance reade rs who acknowledge the place of the late Qing

Dynasty (1644-1911 A.D.) Honglou meng ( << ¥.I:lW¥ >. Dream of rhe Red Chamber or

A Dream of Red Mansions ) as the forerunner of the genre in their opinion. an attribution of

generic lineage I explore further in Chapter Five.
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Similarly, many readers whose main interests are directed toward the classic s,

particularly military romances like Romance of rhe Three Kingdoms (Sanguo zhi yanyi.

( =]~;;!:. ljU' ) ) and WaJerMargin (Shuihu ::huan. ( Jl<liiHfl:» , also read the martial

arts fiction of Jin Yong and/or Gu Long (i5'ft). Such readers found these classical and

popular genres compatible , and perhaps even complementary , because of the popular

authors ' incorporation of historical events, places and personalities into their narratives.

and their sensitive and thorough exploration of the themes of friendship and loyalty,

concerns which are central to the classical novels as we11.~8 In addition, the contemporary

martial arts genre maintains a continuity of form, language and style which contributes to

the popularity of the genre with fans of traditional fiction.

The readers' responses typical ly illustrated this fluid dialectic . One female reader, a

doctoral student in Architecture, compared some of the characters in Jin Yong's ruznlong

ba bu ( ( ~ftJ\ms ), The Demi-gods and the Semi-devils ) to characters in The Three

Kingdoms , with specific reference to the friendship between Zhuge Liang and Liu Bei.

This respondent noted that. while Zhuge Liang does Dot actually appear in kungfu novels,

martial arts fiction is replete with cha racters who resemb le him in personality and

resourcefulness. Alluding to an episode in The Three Kingdoms in which Zhuge Liang

sends reinforcements to Liu Bei. she stated: "Then, in lJln. Yong'sl novel, he wrote with

reference to these real events. He referred to these things, I don't mean that the events lin.

the DoveIl were real. but that he referred to real happenings in history, and to characters'

-,SSee Ban Seng Hoc's discussion of narrative traditions among the Chinese in Quebec
City for further insight into the very importan t place of 1M Three Kingdoms as a story
exemplifying friendshipand solidari ty among people who were related by common cultural
values rather than family ties (1985, 104-06).
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names ."4 9 More generall y. as a male computer research er put it: "The basic understanding

of his [lin Yono ' s] novels is: the back ground (the big events. times and places) is real in

history, while the particular details may be his own crea tions."so

Also, I did not find that reade rs ' occ upations significan tly affected ei the r their

enjoymen t of fic tion, or the depth of their interpre tatio ns. Most readers seemed to see

reading as an activity through which they could pursue informal instruction and achiev e a

degree of freedo m in inte rpretation whic h may not be possible with in the more fixed

analytical requ irements of the ir professional doma ins. The reaso ns beh ind readers'

attractions to texts arc complex. Accordin g to one male respondent, a signifi can t proporti on

of his enjoyment is derived fro m imm ersion in a narra tive con text free of the same

limi tation s as his everyday life. He accedes, howe ver, that return from the story -world

often involve s a kind of culture-shock which. though not an entirely positive experience . is

still an instructive one:

I am a D.PbiI. law student at Oxford, and I am a great fan of martial arts novels of
Jin Ya ng and Gu Long. The reason is simple eno ugh, because som ehow one can
escape from reality by readin g tha t kind of stuff . I wouldn't deny that the novel s
have succeeded in creating an atmosphere which either helps you explain your own
philosoph y and world views or enables you to live a life which is alw ays too far for
you ( to achieve in real lifeJ. The novels are not abo ut the ingenuity or omnipot ence
of thei r charact ers ' kungfu, but about the latter's consiste ncy , blandness.
[probab ly "equanimity'" emotional capacities. kindness. and vulnerabili ty . Th e end
result after one 's reading of these novels may not, however, be enc oura ging : he
becomes more aloof. On the other hand , he will certainl y acquire some satisfaction
if he trie s to be different from othe rs. for the hero in the stories is always lonely ,
content with. or cornpelled to content with communi cating with the inner self or the
wilderne ss (mostly he is not religious and most often he bas to encurej .s r

- s' Jiaug Lingyun' (pseudonym). inte rview. 28 August 1995. Ta pe T95GY a-13.

5OQRE-04.

5 I Responde nt 's prologue to QRE-05.
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Another reader. a student of lit erature rather dian law. also sees val ue in read in g

pop ular fiction which extends beyond any formal educational benefits gleane d f rom a

novel ' s content. For him . peo ple's diffe rent reading preferen ces are akin to d ifferent

occupations. Therefore. no profession -c-whether in the sense of die conscious choice of a

novel as an expres sion of personal tas te or the choice of a vocation- is inferior to any

other.

nYB: [Speaking of martial arts fiction.] But when I read this kind of novel . what
moves me is only the hero ism. Of course there ' s a strong sense of morality and
j ustice. but I don't think. it' s very educatio nal. I don't think you can have suc h a
purpose . to receive education by these things! <laughs> [SK: "Wh y'?"} Because I
think there must be so methi ng better than tha t. Because each kind of novel has a
specific purpose. Tha t's why it's thi s kind of novel. they can 't replace each oth er.
That doesn't mean this kind of novel is inferior. Just because different peo ple have
differe nt jo bs. right'?Just beca use you are a philosopherdoesn ' t mean that you are
superior to a violinist ! <Iaugh$>52

The se issues. the potentially complementary nature of readers ' aesthetics and uses of

reading in the larger contexts of individual worldviews and expressive repertoi res. as well

as the com pell ing . par ado xi cal nature of read in g as an acti vity requiring active

dise ngagement from the text as well as heigh tened involvement. will be discussed in

grea ter detail in the next chap ter. especially in relation to the question of addic tive read ing

patte rns, In addition. topics such as reading for escape. reading fOT instruction and reade rs '

identi fica tion with characters and othe r narrative featu res are also more fully exam ined in

Chapter Three.

Before I consider a dif ferent set of meth odo logical cons traints which - though

admittedly interrelated with research design- are somew hat more close ly associated with

both my position as researcher. as well as the readers and thei r language , I want briefly to

52HE Yubin. interview, 31 August 1995.
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examine two other points. As mentioned earlier, it can be argued that my methods studied

individual readers ' experiences. rather than talk about storie s in natural conte xts, and ,

furthermore, that my stud. samples readers' memori es of past experiences and conditions

that no longer obtain.

Th at my ethnography does not succeed in capturing the most "authentic" moments of

readers' narratives in context is true to the extent that I was able to record few sessions of

people spontan eously discussing either their most recent or singularly memorable reading

experiences. Also, as I said, many who were diehard fiction fans in their youth openly

regretted that they could not devote the same kind of time and concentration to reading that

they used to. Reading is itself a solitary activit y, and talking about books , though a

fundamental aspect of audience reception, is a spontaneous event whose specifical ly framed

time or venue varies with other small group facto rs related to gendered perfo rmance

traditions. In Chapter Six, I look more closely at the relationship between chat and reading .

I canno t say, howeve r. tha t my observation, no matter how unobtrusive , is more

accurate than a reader' s self-presentation. 10 some fas hion. I would have to break the

reader's silent interaction with the text in order "to give a voice" to the answe rs to my

question s. After all . whether I try to ca pt ure another ' s readin g expe riences

contemporaneously through some form of record ing, or enli st prospective respondents in

such a task . I will have irrevocably altere d both the ex perie nce and its possible

interpretations.

In response to the observation that l am exploring readers ' remini scences rather than

current practices , I suggest that it is important to put ethnog raphic investigations in their

proper individual historical contexts. That is, it is worthwhi le to exami ne what people used

to do, providing that they value that information and are willing to share it, Despite my
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attempts to convince her of the contrary, one woman declined to participate in my survey,

sugge sting that. as a meteoro logical software engineer of thirty-seven, she was not the kind

of consistently absorbed reader I was looking for. "1have read your questionnaire a co uple

days ago. I was wondering that 1 wasn 't a right reader you like to answer your quest ions.

My firs t impre ssion after reading yo ur questions was that que stions wer e more for

teenagers than for adults."

Placing ber reacti on into a kind of theoretical perspective, l sugge st that ethnographies

of readi ng share many fundamental points of corre spondence with othe r studies of folklore

and performance repertoire s. According to Gree n, a repertoire reflects a perfo rme r 's

aesthetic system, which as a "set of artistic aims and predispos itions" is subject to change .

The content and sco pe of a repe rtoire are therefore determined by an individual 's conscious

selection, reje ction and reworking of items wi thin a hierarchy of prefe rence. As a

co nsequence, these seemingly " unified traditions" are rarely completely stable at any point

in tim e 0 987 , 105-6 ). Greco also cites the importa nce of song fragments to the

co mprehe nsive study of reperto ire, since these may represent the shaping of an earlier stage

of performance ski ll rather than the process of mere forgetting ( 114) . Similarly, readers'

fragmentary recollecti ons of books they read at earl ier moments in thei r lives may exert a

lasting thoug h residua l influenc e on the way they view the ir p resen t read ing tastes and

habits .

Likewi se. Goldstein (l971) asserts that a repertoire can contai n both active and passive

elements whic h are selected for use - or pe rmitted to fall into disuse - depending on the

context. Consequently , there are a vari ety of reasons which may account for the patterns of

movement and change in the stat us of indiv idu al songs. 1 sugg es t that simila r kinds of

forces may operate in reading repe rtoires , however , although readers ' prefereoces certainly
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change over time. their earli er aesthetic profil es are still important to a co mprehensive

understanding of the place of readin g in their lives. And. readers may sti ll hold particul ar

genres. texts and authors in high esteem. even though the ir contemporary reading habi ts

may now reflect other directions and influences.

2.4 Issues of Representation, Part II: Translation and

Transposition

In this sectio n. I want to explore how my ethnographic representati on of these readers

is mediated by my research and personal experi ences with Chine se and wes tern genres . as

well as readers' ways of talking about and relatin g to books . Speaking of the ways in

which folklo rists describe their relations hips with folk communities . Spitz er advoca ted the

creation of metaphors which "ani mate the relationship most central to our practi ce: the

informed conjo ining of folk aesthetics . expressive patterns. and traditiona l gen res with

appropriate modes of represen tation" (1992 . 81 ). He suggested that. in many ways. despite

the enduring political and ·communal resona nces ascribed to natural metaphors: "cultural

conversation is a stronger unive rsal metaph or for our public practice than conservation. In

representi ng ourselves to commun ities thro ugh talk. we learn thei r meanin gs and they ours-

(Spitz er 99) .

The metaphor which most readily suggests itself in the descripti on of my relationship to

these reade rs and their texts is perhap s that of someone being read to. or learn ing to read

something that has been not only translated but transposed into another cultural key. By

transposition. I mean not only a substitutio n of . for example. a text in one language for the

same one in another. but a quali tative shift in the cultural associations which acco mpany

that text. The text itself may exist in straight translation. in its original language. or indeed.
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have evolved into a completely reworked entity. Elsewhere, [ have writt e n abou t this

concept in relation to the meanings attached to the song"Auld Lang Syne ," and its use as a

graduati on anthem in Taiwan for over thirty years (Kozar 1995a).

For me , this idea of transpo sition was most poignantly expressed by Xu Yinon g. a

thirty- four year old doctoral studen t in Architectur e, whose thesis 0 0 urban planning in

China involves in-depth study of ancie nt Chi nese classical architectural writ ing s and

literature. He has read A Dream of Red Mans ions several times, though as much for the

romance of the scenery and beautifull y cultivated gardens as for the characters themselves.

He is the son of intellectuals and. in answer to my question regarding formative influences

on his reading beha viour. vividly recall ed his early exposure to Chine se folkta les and

trans lated fiction. two genres whic h. at various points in recent Chi nese histo ry, wou ld

come to exem plify extre mes on a con tinuum of thought fall ing far short of offi cial

approval. His father, a professor of classical interpretation, brought great dram a to folktal es

such as Niu/ang :.hinil Ur aEmX The Cowherd and Weaving Maid I. His mother read

him one particular story which. on the eve of the Cultural Revolution , would surely have

echoed forcefully for a family who had cultivat ed a deep love of books and literatu re, an

affec tion that was imparted with care to their children :

XYN: But the influence came, [think, when I was very little, three , four. Because
in my famil y, we had a habit - my pare~ts bad a habit- to read somethi ng for us
when we were in bed. Not every day . but <pause:> say, when I was five , that' s
1966. So that ' s the period, you know in Chin a. all the text books have become that
so rt of thin g [reflecting the precep ts of the C ultural RevolutionJ and the soc ial
env ironm ent has changed. The y, probably out of nostal gic reaso n. I don't know
but they constan tly read old textbooks, and of cou rse for my father for academic
reasons be read all those ancient - beca use he is a professo r of <gives Chi nese
term as somethi ng like xingux ue, ffl' i5"!'¥: , but may mean jieshlxue , "ff~, or
basically. he rme neutic criticism> int erpretat ion an d asse ssme nt of ancient
docum ents and texts. Etymology- [S K: " Hermeneutics'?'"] Oh- I don't know
that. right! <laughs>
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So once they found something that was suitabl e for us to listen. to absorb they
would read them to us. So I think the most- I mean there are two, at least, that I
remember well. One is, do you know <pa use> 1 don't know the English name. In
Chinese. we say Du -de <_ill [Alphogse Daudet] a French writer . writing a
novel. a short novel, "The Last Class," or "The Last Lesson."53 When Prusse
invaded [SK: "Yes Prussia invadina Alsace."J and occupied the area. And they
forced all schools to teach Prussian , rather than French . So that's "The Last
Lesson." and that little guy [in the story] never tried to learn. Always playing.
always- and suddenly find himself in the situation the last chance to learn so little.
That, it' s brilli ant. The translation is brilliant as well. My mother j ust read that
novel, and my mother read. And wept. So it's so strong, I mean the influence is
so strong. I remember it well.s-

It is conceivable that Yinong would neither have grasped fully the reasons behind his

mother's reaction, nor known anything about the historical context in which the story was

originally set. He was careful to convey the sense that he was aware as a child that the

society around bim was undergoing rapid and profound changes. though he was naturally

unable to express his perceptions. Clearly, the story made a strong impression on Yinong,

and. as he says. these early reading experiences positively affected his later behaviour and

selections, even though his reflecti ons now bold a special intensity for him beyond

memories of bedtime stories.

I have not read this story in Chinese, but 1 do remember reading it on my own in

primary school, as well as the associations I attached to it. While I knew almost nothing of

either the Franco-Prussian War or the Cultural Revolution, I did identify with the story for

another reason. As a child , I began my earliest education in special pre-school classes,

from which I was quickly removed when it was discovered that. Dot only could I read at

53Tbe piece is " La demiere classe, " from Daudet' s Conte s du lundi (1873) . The
Chinese name of this well-known translated sbort story is Zuihouyi ke ( ft1t-~>).

~xu Yinong, interview. 6 October 1995.
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age three , but also , with the fi tting of my leg brace, [ had become a standalone source of

revolutionary agitation among my wheelchair-bound cohorts .

I was duly sent to "normal" schoo L I skipped a grade in primary, much to the suspicio n

of my classma tes, who thought that I had simply wandered ove r to the wrong side of my

split-grade class. The tacit threat that I was in the wrong place and would be returned to

special classes once my erro r was discovered loomed over me through most of elementary

school. When I read "The Las t Lesson." I was convinced that it was necessary for me to

learn as much and as fast as possi ble , for fear that I would. like the little boy, one day

forfeit the opportunity.

As [ suggested in my study of "'Auld Lang Sync" in Taiw an, tran sposition involves

adopting and interpreti ng a text according to one's own cultural tradi tions, worldv iew and

understandings of perso nal and collective history . A transposed text may evoke strong

emotional responses, and , furthermore, may arouse complex reactions and identificatio ns

in a variety of very different contexts. In Taiwan , the tune of "Auld Lang Sync" was paired

with new lyrics, the most widel y known of which is perhaps "The Lea ving Song" ("U ge,"

( ..~ ) }. Because of its freq uent use as a soundtrack.for the tragic wartime romance

Water/oo Bridge ( 1940), Taiwanese also identify "Th e Leaving Son g" - though the

anthem itself ostensibly deal s with the need to leave schoo l behin d and come to the aid of

one 's cc untry-e- with the film (Kozar 1995a, 74-77,80-81).

The film' s Chinese name , "HunDuanLanQiao" ( oo.lJT:ftm) is anothe r example of

a text tha t bas been not so mucb tran slated as transposed. The film ' s title is basically

rendered as A Soul Severed on Blue Bridge . While this foreshadows the heroin e' s eventual

decli ne and suicide, it also recal ls a particularly symboli cally laden viaduct in Chin ese

folklore , the Blue Bridge, which was guarded by the moon-goddess Chang'e (~). She
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is bonoured during Mid-Autumn Festival, traditionally a time to recall absent loved ones.

Furthermore. according to Wolfram Eberhard, the Blue Bridge refers to a bridge on the

Wei River: "where wives and friends said good bye to those who were being sent to take

up posts in remote provinces" (1986,49).

The process of cultural transposition of texts and expressive styles is not restricted to

either Taiwanese adaptations of well-known Scottish songs or my particular relationship as

an ethnographer to a certain audience or the popular texts they consume. Mitsui has

explored what may be seen as an analogous phenomenon -the popularity of American

bluegrass among Japanese listeners and performers- and the various ways musicians:

"show in the music they perform that they have digested southern musical tradition in their

own way" (1993, 289). One of the main difficulties I face as a student of Chinese popular

culture is the fact that, in addition to the challenges of translated understanding. I must

recognize the potential for significant differences in transposed meaning. This concept may

be thought of as the distinction between textual and cultural comprehension of a text.

In the first place. while I speak., read and translate Chinese to a level of competence that

is adequate for the interpretation of my collected field data . it is a second language and I am

not a classically trained literary scholar. Many novels. whatever their critical merit . make

use of poetry. Buddhist or Taoist imagery or other classical references and allusions.

Sometimes. little-used characters are employed for their specific nuances and stylis tic effect

on a passage. an apparent source of delight for many readers. while others merely skip

what they perceive to be obscure references or old -fashioned diction . Although I am aware

of certain symbolic commonplaces and devices. I must read with the wary eye of the

student, rather than the delighted gaze of the enraptured reader.
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To illustrate briefly. several readers have expressed how they often came acro ss a

single. archaic character whose meaning they coul d not discern - a mystery that never

seemed to crea te undue distress- but whose visual appearance intrigued them. Similar

discoveries usually sent me scouring etymological dicti onaries to no avail. and inrriguing

does not come imme diately to mind as an apt description of the exercise.

Second ly. besides my role as ethnographer. 1 am also a reader. whose aesthetic

preferences differ markedly from those expresse d by many readers in this study. In her

study of supermarket tabloid readers. Bini stated that: "while I have developed a stron g

appreciation of the importance of tabloids in many people ' s lives. I did not begin my study

as a fan. and I do Dotend it as one" (1992. 5) . On a similar note. Bacon-Smith describe s

her often powerful aversion to some of the subjects treated in science fiction fan writing .

coupled with her emergin g recognition that she needed to confront the stories if she hoped

to understand their place and function in the larger fan culture ( 1992. 268).

I do not think that I must necessarily become a fan of Chinese popular fiction. but it is

necessary for me to appreciate why this small cross section of fans find their favourite

genres so attractive. Because of the comple xity of the langu age and the sheer length of

some of these works. I have found it essential to approach these works through readers '

words. at once reading their readings. and using their observations to guide or perhaps cue

my own interactions with texts. While I cannot say that I make the same connections in my

explorations of their favourite stories. like these readers . 1 make connections which

resonate with my own areas of narrative expert ise. Thro ugh this process. and through the

historical. diachronic study of Chinese popular culture and its audiences. I attempt to

develop some sense of the significance of particular generic traditions for contemporary

readers.
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Before concl uding . I shoul d mention that I have had to look at the contrasting

transpositions in the words which make np my questions and readers' interpretations of

those queries. Concepts suc h as "fan" and " identification" carry different and somew hat

proble matic connotati ons for many Chinese readers. Tha t does not mean that there are no

novel fans, or that they do not identify with narrative events or characters and Locate

them selves in the signifying space of the story-wo rld. Rathe r. it means that the

ethnographer must be prepared to reconsider his or her definitions of those idees, as their

meaning may be culturall y and linguistically keyed in unique ways. Furthermore . readers

who describe unequivocally the ways in which they do no t interact with texts may be

provi ding the research er with examples of what Cothran cal ls "Don-participation in

traditio n" which are as methodological ly significan t as respondents' positive asse rtion s

about their reading habits (1979, 446). These and other issues surrounding readers' uses

and patterns of consumption form the focus of the next chapt er.

2.S Conclnsion

My rationale for undertaking this project found expression through the words of one

reader after we com pleted a taped interv iew. In one of the weekly meetings of the Chinese

women' s discussion group Xln U ng. participants from Mainl and China described bow

during the Cultural Revolution there were eight sanctioned artistic performances. includi ng

dramatic and musical works. which were available to the masses .

Whil e I knew that this figure did Dot reflect the many unofficial performances. scores

and texts rhat wouLd have undoubtedly circulated . I did a little quick.mental arithmeti c.

Eght performances. distributed among a conservatively estimated population at that time of

perhaps eight hundred million. Th e ratio was sta ggering . "How could you possibly stand
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it?" I blurted out, rhetorically posing one of the many " impossible questions" of which

Chinese storytellers and readers alike said I seemed so fond. I did not expect an answer .

Perbaps one did not exist. Or perhaps , as the women's looks told me then, the answer was

beyond words. Later, afte r our interview, Meng said: "'In the group, we talk about things

we never considered before. I don't know how we could 'stan d it.' We've never thought

about it. And until now, nobody ever asked ."

In lhis chapter, I have endeavoured to outline some of the ways I went about asking

questions of readers , who answered, and how I interpreted their responses. 1 also

attempted to examine how my research design and ethnographic stance influenced the final

shape of this study. In the chapters that follow, I look at specific questions dealing with

readers' uses, the characteristics of particular genres, gender differences in reading

behaviour and electronic texts and their audiences.
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Chapter Three: Readers , Uses and Folkloric Connections

3.1 Introdnction

In this chapter . l explore the construction of readers' identities in accordance with

personal articulations of readi ng experiences. By this I refer to their descriptions of

preferred genres and modes ofconsumption . as well as the connections they make between

the act of reading and other aspects of their daily lives. Broadly speaking. I will look at

rea ders' uses of fiction and aesthetics from a folldoristic standpoint. I also examine an issue

which is fundamental to an appreciation of an important dialectic that underlies readers '

critical negotiations as experts. the interplay of tradition and innovation in popular texts . An

ethnographic perspec tive is fundamentally important to the study of readership because the

"question of audience" quickly attenuates ioto a rhetorical fiction when a focus on actual

parti cipants is ne ither so ught from the outset, nor propert y maintained.

It is certainly true , however. that the theoretical interpretations of proponents of reader

response criti cism have done a great deal to give a more active dimension to both the reader

and the reading proce ss by acknowledging tha t readers are not merely correctly applying

st ra te gies or codes to differeot layers of textual stimuli . These contributions

notwithstanding , many of the classical theories rely on a n implie d, or model reade r whose

experie nces of the text closely - and con venie ntly- appear to mirror tbose of the

professional critic (de Beaugrande 1992 . 195). Similarly. although be is not coming from

the angle of a lite rary critic. Roberts " stud y. despite his many valuable ins ights into pop ular

fiction reading. suffers from a kind of " ventri loq uis t theorizing" in which be posits a
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complex hierarchy of acceptance and aversion thresholds and situates the parad igm within

the phenomen ology of the reader (1990. 52. 63 ).

I concur with Roberts ' analys is along certain lines. For example. my own research has

shown that Ch inese readers do inde ed develop dist inc t configurations of generic

preferences and, as I mentioned in the last chapter. firm.ideas about what constitutes a good

or poor example of a genre . Also . his concept of "addiction clusters" as a way of thinkin g

abo ut some kinds of readers' preference cycl es is incisive. Roberts states that ce rtain kinds

of behav iours may be called addi ctions. even if the patterns of consumption involv ed are

shifting. multiple. and discontinuous (75). I will return to this issue in another section. but

man y of the readers who participate d in my study affi rmed that the y co uld become

periodically addicted to particular genres - or even to a specific series of novel s - abandon

them for an extended duration. and then return . "picking up a familiar habit" once again .

However. I suggest that . at least with respect to the people who contributed to my

researc h. reading patterns are socially terlueneed. ss and as such bear a greater resemblance

to dynam ic net works than hierarchies or thresholds . Furth ermore, I pro pose that the

cons truction of these aes theti c networ ks is based on the con tinual refi nemen t and re

evaluation of readers' expe rtise and developing ability to negotiate specifi c types of fiction.

as well as their flexibility and desire to experiment and play. Expe rtise also develops in part

as a result of social interaction: the more readers talk about what they read . the greater

acce ss they then have to others ' insight s as points of reference and comparison . A

will ingness to read across a variety of genres -even ones whose features. chara cter-ty pes

and overall the mes seem inco mme nsura ble- may reflect less a " low aversi on threshold"

(Roberts 1990. 63) than a highly attuned sense of narrative adven ture.

>SSee also Fiske (1989 . 147) .
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It is possible that the aim of Roberts' formulation is to depi ct general trends in the

read ing habits of west ern audiences, and is not nece ssarily mean t for cross-cultural

applicati on. Despite this consideration. I agree with McRobbie's asse rtion that studies of

popular culture would greatly benefi t from a shift in scholarly practice toward :

••.more ethno graphy. more parti cipan t observati on. It woul d also mean turning
away from the temptation to read more and more from the cultural products and
objects of consumption, readings which invariably are of most enjoyment to our
own interpretive communities. Such a turning-away does Dot mean being against
interpretation, rather it means examining all of those processes which accompany
the produc tion of meanin g in culture. not jus t the end-product: from where it is
soc ial ly constructed to where it is socially decon structed and conte sted, in the
institutions, practices and relationships of everyday life around us (1994 . 4 1).

Essentially, I think that Robe rts' work , by its emphasis on disti nctio ns between high

and low forms of literatur e and literary tastes as exempl ified from the beginni ng in its title.

An Aesthetics of Junk Fiction , unfortunately reproduces some of the shortcomi ngs of

cultural analys is that McRobbie is talking about My feeli ng is that his argume nts would

have been enhanced by a greater inclusion of actual readers ' voices and a further emphasis

on the traditions which make up the history of those genres and their audie nces. a point

Narvaez undersco res as a genera l criti cism of cultural studies from the perspective of

folklore ( 1992. 27·28).

Also, l frequently employ the term "aesthetics" when discussing readers' preferences

and discriminations. Aesthetics. like art itse lf. is a central ide a in folklo ristic s, yet. as

Pocius observes: "little of a sys te matic reflexive nature has bee n writt en about such key

concepts and what they cover" (1995. 4 13) . As a discipline. folldoristics recognizes that all

comm unities are capable of aesthetic expression (Hymes 1975). From a Marxi st reading of

cultural studies. Fiske stresses the separation between aesthe tic and popular readings of

culture. highlighting their antithetical political discourses ( 1989 . 130. 138. 147-48).
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In my analysis. I use this term in its earlier connotation of the apprehension of the

qualities of an object by sensory perception, without the class-based connotations which

became attached to notions of"'quality" and "culture" (William s 1983. 31 ). I mean the

grasp of the beautiful by some behol der who may not be a critic, but who is certainly an

expert. Pocius notes that:

A work of art . then. through form and through the association of that fonn to
particular aspects of daily life . succeeds by eliciting some type of emotional
response in the observer.... Because of its cultural association. the work. of art
produces an intense emotional reaction to those exposed to the work.(420).

To many of these novel fans, good books in their preferred genres are not simp ly popular

diversions whose content is unworthy of serious attention. They are works of art that stir

the reader to respond to the narrative . not by moving through it in an orderly fashion like

some idealized. disciplined reader. but by lingering in the text to recognize . to reflect. and

even to dream.

Specificall y, I use the word "aesthetics" because I feel that it captures some sense of

what readers are talking abou t, Referring to the immense ly popular romance novels of

write r Qiong Yao ORJt>. a male professor of biochemistry summarized his aesthe tic

connections to romance fiction in these words:

Her (QionoY ao' s}description about feeling is very touching and beautifu l. I read
one of her books by chance just after the ending of the notorious cultural revolution
during which anything about feeling was considered to be capitalist and unhealthy.
I immediately liked it and have read most of her works till now. Altho ugh the
writing style remains basically the same for all her novels, I seldom get bored. I
don't think.there is any writer in mainland China who is as good as she at writing
romances. There is a huge contrast between the way people choose their partners in
this practical world and that in her book , which makes them more beau tiful. I
would rather stay in her book than come ioto this world .ss

S6QRH - 13i.
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In the next section s. [ examine the experience of reading in greater detail. focusing in

particular on the topic of reader distance or disbelief. and its relationship to concepts such

as "fan" and "identificati on" in the larger discourse of Chinese readership.

3. 1.1 Reader Sa tis fac tion as a Discourse of Plausibility

As Smith notes. most expressive behaviou r sub sumes both cognitive and affective

dimensions. and phenomena that are judged "desirable" by a cultural group -regardless of

either the troth value or perceived pleasantness of the actual events - usually become part

of tradi tion (1972 . 70-7 2). Furthermore . Abrahams ' s taxonom y of folklo re genr es

recognizes that all genres. no matter how simple or informal , possess distinguishing

characteristics of form. content, and context and that performers' involvement varies from

genre to genre and depends in part on past experience (1976) . Througho ut my fieldwork,

readers stressed three facets of reading which combined in varying degrees in their

subjective determination of whether a particular genre or novel satisfied their standards of a

worthwhile read. Two of these . expertise and familiarity with a genre and sustained interest

in a particular text, are self-explanatory. The third element I call the activaiian of readers '

disbelief. This is understood as the challenge that a given bock's reality presents to an

individual's world~iew and concern s especially the moments when the reader traverse s a

landscape that. although admittedly fictitious. is also by turns almost more believable than

his or her own daily experience. None of the readers in this study read what we might call

fant asy for its own sake. However. many readers exp ressed a profound enjoymen t of

novel s which presented the incr edible - whether in love , comba t or detection and

adjudication- in the carefull y studied guise of the feasible .
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The "suspension of disbelief" is a phrase which connotes multiple meanin gs in folkl ore

and literature. It is considered one of the central tene ts of "poe tic faith .. accordi ng to

Colerid ge (Koelb 1984. 15) , as well as an emergent condition of audience reception which

disti nguishes some genres from others. such as Marchen from the tall tale (Thomas 19TT).

Conversely, in some narrative traditi ons. it represents a state whose active solicitation may

cou nter fundame ntal audience aesthetics and tacit performance rules in certain contexts

(Glassie 1982. 111·12. 145-46. 155). The need to suspend academic disbeli ef or judgme nt

bas been acentrallopic to belief studies (Hufford 1982a, 1982b; Bennett l'Jf>1, 15), and an

operating principle which, according to Holbek, was historically too readily assumed as a

basic charac teristic of "unsophistica ted" oral literary publics by early researchers (19frl.

202) .

Some forms of fic tion deliberately summon. rather than suspend, readers' disbeli ef,

whil e others are interpreted humorously as incr edible by the reader . a result which tbe

author may not have intended {Kcelb 1984. 23, 32). Keelb' s analysis is foc used on

narratives which are unquestionably implausible. works be calls alethetlc fictions which

never assume any partic ular truth value and which: "use the readers' disbelief to force the

reade r to look for the hidden kernel of truth promised by traditio n" (34). As such. these

delibera tely unbelievable texts differ from those which meet the condi tions ofTodorov 's

(1975) conce ption of the Janlast~c. By contras t. the fantastic 's generic definition an d

ephemeral existence is predicated on ambi gui ty and the reader 's hesitation between an

attrib ution of causal ity which effects a reconciliation with natural laws. or an accep tance

that the cause of the narrative events is situated in an alternative reality. Todorov Slates:

The fantastic , we have seen, lasts only as long as a certain hesitation: a hesitation
comm on to reader and character, who must dec ide whether what they perceiv e
derives from "reality" as it exists in the co mmon opinio n. At the story 's end. the
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reader makes a decision even if the charac ter does not; be opts for one sol ution or
the other, and thereby eme rges from the fantastic. If he decides tha t the laws of
reality remain intac t and permit an explana tion of the phenomena described, we say
that the work belon gs to another genre : the uncanny . If. on the contrary, he deci des
that new laws of nature must be entertained to acco unt for the phenomena. we ent er
the genre of the marveUous (41).

It is necessary to bear in mind.however, that ambiguity of experience resides at least as

much. if not more, with the researche r as with the reader. According to Holbek, ambiguity

"results from our inab ili ty to transpose a complex arti stic unity into an unequivocal

intellectual description'" (1987 . 216). Readers themselves may have a good idea of what

they are willing to accept or question in a novel. though their precise criteria ma y represent

a kind of unspoken aesthetic that they find difficu lt to put into word s. As I show in a

moment. many read ers see m to focus on specific histo rical eve nts or eve n technical

descriptions as frames fo r their expe rien ce s of involvement and disb eli ef . Th eir

expe riences , however, are actually more like shifting constellations of interco nnected

impressions rather than discrete moments of either outright acceptance or rejection of the

story . Proximity. or engagement with the text, is balanced agai nst readers ' active

estab lishm ent of distance. Scenes and particular referen ces, as I discuss below , prov ide

metaphors which allow readers to move through the cultural space delineated both within a

tex t. and with in the individual reflection s and assoc ia tions tbat the act of reading

engend ers.s?

l sugges t that readers ' disbe lief functions in Chinese popular fict ion not solely as a

response to occurre nces whose causal origi ns seem indeterminate. Rather . disbel ief can be

conceived of as a proc ess which combines as pec ts of questioning or hesitation and

S7See Fernandez (1974) for further disc ussion on the relationship of ritual behaviour
and metap hors.
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disso nance with a kind of emergent recognition of references to people , places. and

historical events . These allusions resonate with the reader's cultural understanding to

transpose the text into a unified narra tive experience that the reader can relate to on a

deeper. personal level (Touponce 1984. 14-15; Bachelard 1965).

Somewhere in the interpretive space between textual dissonance and symbol ic

resonance, active readers confront the story-world as presented by the author and negotiate

its landscapes by means of their own cogniti ve maps and aesthetic expectati ons. For

example, J in Yong 's Tian long ba bu « ~mu\~ ) , The Demi-gods and the Semi

devils ) is an exam ple of a book which readers approach with an attit ude of disbelief .

Furthermore , they construe the adoption of a sceptical stance as a desirable. and usual ly

highly pleasurable facet of the reading process..

I am careful to use the word "usually" as a modifier here because disbe lief as a

construct , as with most complex responses, has more than one side. For some readers , a

refined sense of sceptici sm can have some negative effects , even though it may still be

Important to their overall approach to texts. For examp le, although it rarely happens with

Jin Yong' s work. some readers may feel great disappointment at a novel which does not

answer or disprove their disbelief with any kind of unfolding of a plausible storyline. This

situation exists when readers encounter what the y conceive of as a genuinely poor novel,

and the experience may leave some temporarily disillusioned with an otherwise well-loved

genre. As a specific case, Jade -c-whose innovative strategies for finding times and places

to indulge in popular fiction were described in the last chapte r- has definit e ideas of what

she expects from the genres she enjoys. particu lar ly martial a rts novels. She asserted that

an autho r who did not strive to maintain a coherent plot, or who filled the novel with
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interminable disp lays of martial prowess, somehow let go ofbis side of the bargain, and let

her down at the same time:

CYV: Some gongfu novels are really RIDICULOUS. My sister and I just can 't
imagine how a book which is so badly wri tte n can be published. Just like
sometimes if you see a romance. sometimes you will think: "Thi s is not good, I
don't like it. it' s typical." But it' s always like. it can 't be so bad,because it's based
on real life . But in kuogfu cov et . it bas a different world, the world is totally
diff erent, so you can do whatever you like . I mean the writer. Do wbat ever you
like . So sometimes the y can do it VERY BAD . Manage things very bad ly•..• For
Jin Yong 's novel there is a story line, and the n you find there is lots of things
<pause> well . it' s more logical. And it ' s more like real life . They [the characters]
struggl e and they suffer and the y solve the problem or they didn 't solve the
problem.•.. The most important thing is sti ll the storyline. With bad gongfu
novels. when I don 't like it. I feel the writer is not responsible to what he writes .sa

Also. as described by one reader in the last cha pter . the disbelief appli ed to the novel

during reading may reflect for a time back onto the reader' s everyday life once the book is

fini shed. resulting in a kind of "aloofness" or "culture-s hock." Ona related note. Link

discusses the theme of of " reading as a return trip" in the contex t of city-dw el ling Chi nese

roman ce readers in the early decad es of this century whose responses to ficti on invol ved

temporary departure from thei r own urban real ities and vicario us observation of how

fictional characters confronted the vicissitudes of urban life (198 1. 21. 232-34) .

nan long ba bu wa s described by readers in Ch apter Two as sharing co nsidera ble

common ground with classical works such as The Romance of lhe Three Kingdoms

(Sanguo :hi yanyi, ( '='I!m~iiiifi » . "Jiang Lingy un," an archi tectu re student from

Yunnan Province , sai d that much of her fascination with the novel stemmed from the

auth or 's use of her home region as a backdrop . For her. the story took her 10 plaus ible

vis tas that . thoug h unfamiliar in the co ntext of a ncient time s. were "nearly known "

historical spaces which she felt she cou Ldnavigate with a certain confidence :

SSCHEN'Yuyuan , interview. 19 Decembe r 1994. Tape T94VYCa-06. T94YYCb-Q7.
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JLY: He - used some real name . real place. like in Tian long ba bu. that Nanzhaa
guo. Nanzhao Kingdom. whic h is in Yunnan . It's a real kingdom. and the re are
some Dame of the king. like, Duan Sie ben•••. There have these peop le, it' s a real
people , it' s a real name . So when I read it, I like it very much. <laughs> because
it's in Yunnan ! <laughs>.59

Perhaps. as wi th a well -told folktale . the strange and speci al environmen t of the well 

written martial arts novel is more commonplace than first impressions might indicate. It is

possible tha t Nico laisen' s as tute observation is equally suited to readers' enjoyment of a

good book as to listen ers ' appreci ation of a good tale : "Thi s landscape of otherness is

largely a projection of the landscape of home" (199 1.7).

Furth ermore. it may be possible that there are certain fea tures of t textu re" inherent in

particularnamative genres whic h simultaneo usly invoke disbeliefand destabili ze the ab ility

of involved read ers to maintain a detached vantage point . In her detai led anal ys is, Port er

suggests that the disco urse structu re of verna cu lar works such as Wmer Margin (Shuih u

zhuon. (*mi'J» ,especial ly the repeated use of ass umed subjects and elided referents ,

which is also characteristic of much classical Chinese Poetry : "has the effect of drawing the

reader deeper into the world of the narrati ve by crea ting the illusion that the even ts are being

perc eived but not medi ated by the narrato r" ( 1993, 130-3 1).

Similarly, as I have already discussed, the practice of mixing fact and fiction in classica l

as well contempo rary ve rnac ular fiction may confound so me reade rs ' perceptions of

historical veracity (Lu 1976, 158). By con trast. the fluid boundarie s of storytelling and

historiography may also appeal to other enthusias ts ' larg er comp rehension of truth s whic h

underscore the author 's construction . Nami ng nan long ba bu as his favou rite novel. o nc

male questionnaire respond ent wrote:

sslnterview. 28 Augu st 1995. Tape T9SGY a-13.
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Although the frameworlc of the plot is a blend of fiction and solid historical reality ,
the characters are portrayed very successfully . Good and evil are not distinctly
black and white. Good peop le have a cowardly side. while villains may be
charming . It' s just like an epitome of society.so

Occas ionally, sound technical descripti ons may interfere with readers ' maintenance of

interpretive distance . I do not think that these moments where readers are drawn in to the

rhetorical performance of the narra tive are aversive, how ever. Alth ough it draw s a

compari son with a very different time and genre of popular ente rtainmen t. Harris (1990)

argue s that pan of the immense attraction for audiences to such phenomena as P.T.

Barnum- style shows and exhibitions that were obvious hoax es was not the embarrass ing

implication that. as one of the seemingly transfixed rabble , any member of the audience

was tacitly affirming that now-clich ed observation regarding the gullibility of the general

public. While there may well be "a sucker born every minute," it is possible that many so

called naive observers, however lowly and lately born, derived some additional satisfaction

by re-investing time -and money- to gain re-admittance to the illusion with the expre ss

purpose of finding out bow it was done.

Likewise. readers who real ize that they have been convinced of the likelihood of some

aspect of the story have neither surrendered their disbelief nor forfeited a measure of their

expertise. Instead, they are like specta tors who have witnessed fascinating curiosities and

wonders. and finally spied the trap door in the stage when the display was over. They may

well leave the narrativ e with renewed respect for an author who challenges thei r

perspicacity in a way that clearl y affirms their intelligence as readers. According to Fang
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Jing, a foreign language instru ctor at Edinburgh University. Jin Yong 's dep ictions of

martial arts skill in Tum long ba bu had this kind of effect on her.

ISK asks ifmartiaJ arts are very important to kungfu novels.] FJ: Martial arts - are
necessary . <pause> Often. Chin ese martial arts fiction. if you take the examp le of
Tum long ba bu. then the martial arts in that book are <pause> very uncommon
kungf u, very special martial arts. And when you read it, you really wish. because it
sometimes uses concret e descri ptions. it' s [describing] bow to do martial arts . You
real ly wish. really wish you could do this kungfu, but then sometimes when you
finish reading, you discove r that that kungf u was in the imagination. very perfec t,
but - in reality- impossible.e t

In the next section. I consider readers' understandings of fandom and identifica tion with

the narrative and characters. Later in thisdiscussion. I examine a topic which is also related

to the notion of active disbe lief -the phenomena of reading for escape and addictive

reading styles.

3.1.2 Id entifying Fa ndom a nd Fan Id entification

In an ethnographic ana lysis of popular cultural phenomena. it is impo rtan t to give

ca reful consideration to the interpretations of true fans (Roberts 1990. 86 ). Being a fan

however. may signify enth usiasm 'rather than strict exclusion. Roberts argues tha t most

readers are users, that is. they may have a favourite genre . but like many of the readers

profiled here, they may also read widely in other genres as well. Exclusivists. accord ing to

Roberts. are relatively rare. and the ir focused read ing choices may be a refle ctio n of a

6 IFANG Jing, interview. 31 August 1995. TapeT95FJa-IS .
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particular stage of life (63) . This accords with Jad e ' s descri ption of the widesprea d yet

restricted popularity of leungfufiction and martial arts comics among adolescent boys.

Some readers. however. tend toward the development of a rather specialized repertoire

which is oriented around certain key themes or features. For example. Zhengq i. a membe r

of the discussion group who described in the last chapter how she liked to read on evenings

when her husband was working late. said she was a true fan of Qiong Yaos roman ce

novels . She enjoys this author's use of beautiful poetry and traditional folklo ric allusio ns.

Likewise. the same male respondent who was quoted earlier in this chapter pinpoints the

reasons behind his fandom to two characteristics of her work. The first, as we have seen.

is Qiong Yao's portrayal of relationships. The second. in his opinion. is the contin uity her

books share with an earlier romance genre. known througho ut the Ming ( 13~1644 A.D.)

and Qing periods as caiii-fiaren (:t=rft}...) or scholar -beauty novels. a connection I

explore further in Chapter Five. He stated [hat while he also reads martial arts fiction that

contains some sort of love interest as a sub-plot, he also affirmed that: "I seldom go for

Kung-Fu without romances in.The idealised Chinese Coupling Model is: Hero-Bea uty. It

win certainly~ a pity for me that nobeagry accompanies a hero forj ustice.r ea

Because of their centrality to an investigation of readers' uses and habits. I return to the

complex subjects of "escape reading" and reading addictions shortly . At this time .

however. I would"like to exami ne two related concepts in the context of cross-cultural

audience studies which carry problematic connotatio ns when applied to Chinese readership

without some prior qualification : "fan" and "identification." Indeed. the conce pt of "fan"

also carrie s a number of negative associations in English. For example. Harrin gton and

Bielby note an increasingly selective emphasis in media reportage on bizarre or violent fan

62QRH-13i.
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behaviour in rece nt years which reinforces popul ar ste reotypes of fans as individuals who

cannot easily separat e real- life actors from their ce lebrity personas (1995.2 -3.32).

However . des pite its origins in the wordf anaric, contemporary meanin gs ascri bed to

the words fan and fandom do not only reflec t negative undertones of excess and

obsessio n with specific popul ar cultural events, prod ucts. and personaliti es.eo A fan can

also signify a person who participates creatively and enthusiastically. either individuall y or

in a community of others sharing similar preferences . in popular culture - but who asserts

perso nal control ove r his or her choices. beha viou rs and the levels of inten sity which

charac terize them . Thi s holds even thou gh th ose practices may be in some sense

subversive. and neithe r shared nor fully unde rstood by mem bers of the individualts social

networks which extend outside the fan community itself (Rad way 1987. 107~. 118) .

It is possible th en. that just as amateur has taken on negative nuance s io the English

language - from an individual who undertakes a course of action or inquiry for love to one

who does so as a begin ner without the val idation of having achieve d recognize d

profess ional status-jan has shed some of its more dubious shadings. This does Dot

appear to be true to the same extent in Chinese . however. Alth ough it may be a case of

translated borrowing. a fan is " someone who loves something madly" (kuangre aihao zne,
ff.~jfif:#) or si m ply as mi (it ) "o bsessed . confused. enchanted/fasci nated." Thi s

denotes a state of distrac tion which is additio nally modified by the particular medium that is

the objec t of tbe obsession . whether films . science fictio n novels. or whatever . From

readers. I discerned an overall sense that the wo rd carries an underlying implicat ion tbat

63See the special issue of Culture & Tradition (1987 ) which presents ethnographies of
individual fans across a range of popular media .
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anyone who is obsessed or encbanted by something lacks at least a certain degree of self

control.

Given these lexical col ouring s, it is perhaps little wonder that many readers. even ones

who avidly described a profound and long-standing passion for books . looked askance at

me when I ask.ed if they would describe themselves as fan s. The response of a male

postdoctoral student in physical Chemistry at Heriot-Watt University was fairly typical. He

said that he could not be a fan beca use. for one thing . he did not devote his atte ntion

exclusi vely to a single genre . For another. fans are peopl e who engage in very publ ic

behaviours in order to express their predilecti ons:

NCL: It depend s on -to my view a fan is those guy s. when be watcb c- for
instance. pop star, pop fan. and when they view. went to a concert and wave those
thin gs [banne rs signs and so 00.] And football fans. they wear the special clothes.
and these guys sometim es get crazy . <laughs> And if the definition is this. then I'm
definit ely Dot a fan. [SK asks if a fan can just be an eoth usia st.] No- I think even
it' s a fan. then be would alway s read these books . and always told people that book
or something abo ut thi s thing - books. Or not mis s any opportunities to get
introduced to authors. ask them to signature. Signatures. and this sort of things.
And I' m not close to that.64

I suggest that for a signi fican t proportion of the peop le I sampl ed. fans are equated with

another category of reader . those whose patterns of consumption are marked by what might

be called "fiction addictions." a topic addressed in a later section.

Folklori sts have long recog nized that it is importan t to discern and appreciate the

categories people use to name and class ify their own folkloric performances (Ben-Am os

1969 ; Casey. Rosenb erg and Wareham 1972. 397). Cultural studies scholars. howe ver.

cautio n that to restrict an ana lytical taxonomy to named elements explicitly found in the

cultura l discourse under investigati on is an " impossible intention" which: " makes it

64N1NG Chang long. interv iew . 30 August 1995. Tape T95NCL-14.
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impossible for the theorist to have any critical positio n independent from the people sfbe is

studying" (Barker and Beezer 1992 , 15). Both theoretical viewpoi nts have meri t for

ethn ogra phers of popular culture. To illustrate. I would like to briefly discuss anoth er

conc ept which. like f an, is not of ten given specific mention by readers but which

nonetheless inform s their conceptions and experience s of reading.

Specifically, the co nstruct of class exerts an important influence on the shaping of this

research. Althou gh I have deliberately rejected definitions of aestheti c preferences which

are too narrowl y cl ass -de termi ned - since, as a fo lkl orist . I beli eve that ae sthet ic

expression and discrimination is part of the behavioral repertoires of all individuals in every

community. just as I hold that eve ry reader is a pote ntiall y expe rt read er- I cann ot deny

that class is a contributing facto r in readers ' responses. As I discussed in Chapter Two. the

participants in my study are primarily intellectuals, although the ir cla ss positions are not

necessarily established by purely, or even primarily , economic determinants.

While it can be argu ed that most Chinese intellectuals ab road generally belo ng to the

middle classes of soci ety, ex cept perhaps during their years as students. t did not find tha t

this was ent irel y the case in Be ijing when t was there in 1990-91. Though profound

econ omic shifts have taken place in Mainland China in the last few years especially, when I

taugh t in China t was told that teachers ' salaries were low co mpa red with other sectors

where work ers co uld receive prod uction ince ntives in addition to their basic wages.

Paradoxically , howeve r. several students told me that whi le the teaching profession was

not their first choice as a career as the wages were so low, there was some compensa tion in

the knowledge tha t teac hers occ upie d a higher social status than ordinary workers.es

6SSee also Wong ' s (1996. 377 -90) perspective on the emerging and rapi.dly changing
Chi nese middle-class .
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Furthermore, it should be noted that although I do not deny that class is an important

influ ence in the ultimate pattern of my ethnographic data. these particular Chinese readers

did not often speak of class as a major social signifier. As the caveat from the elderly reader

in the last chapter show s, participants did alert me to potential sources of differences in

interpretation. although these were most frequently attributed to such contributing factors as

rural versus urban backgrounds, education. life experience and even age and gender rather

than class specifical ly.ee

These features of respondents' discourse notwithstanding. I suggest that often it is the

case that eve n if an influence is not specifically delineated. its effects are still present . It is

possible tha t for many of these readers. past experiences with negative connotations

attac hed to class labels and the ir accompanying official redefinitions of social sta tus by

exclusion have stripped the wo rd of much of its critical significance. Because my study

focuses on the reading practices of essentially a single class - even though some of its

members may have different backgrounds- I cannot ethnographically substantiate the

claim . for example . that lin Yong's marti al arts fiction transcends class distincti ons.

although othe r scholars have certainly made this assertion (Minford, 1993, 1), including

some of those I interviewed :

WZN: The people like lin Yon g' s novel. You can find . it's very surprise , the
general people I mean - the worker. the peasant -s- they like lin Yong 's novel.
But in the university, even among the professors . among the high-rank officials,
they like lin Yong's novel too. And even in the Depart men t of Philo sophy.

66fhe rural -urban dichotom y, de spite its significance to scholar ly examination of the
spec ific conditio ns of Chin ese popular and mass culture (Lee and Nathan 1985.394; link
1978 . 178,232-34). is particularly interesting in this context beca use it is not strictly true
that all oftbe readers I studied- o r indeed. all of the tradition bearers who have informed
different facets of my folklore research ove r the past few years - are originally from urban
centres. It is possible for peop le from rural areas in China to achieve a higher education.
howe ver , peop le who have done so have Informed me that they faced difficulties which
the y sensed urban students were not co nfronted with to the same exten t.
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Yeah! And among the monk in the Buddhist temple. they like to read Jin Ycug's .
gongfu novel. So it's quite strange thing! I thinkthere's not that kind of novel
liked by so many people and so different people.e"

One issue I can address through ethnogra phic compari son and a certai n degree of

theoretical reflection. howeve r, is that of a reader' s identification with charact ers or other

aspects of a narrative' s coostnJetion. On the face of it. I would say that most of the readers

in my study, unlike several of Redway's women romance enthusiasts. did not directly

indicate that they identified with a major character. I suggest tha t. while many reasons.

including gendered differences in interpretation and disclosure, may underlie this kind of

declaration. several stand out which have nothing to do with equally likely and certainly

more obvious explanations, such as participants ' reluctance to admit such fancies to an

interested stranger from a very different cultural background.

In common usage . I have been told that identification in Chinese usually carries a

greater sense of the ability to disting uish fr om or between people, objects . or events as

opposed to the capacity to re/aJe them to each other. As well. for many of the Chinese

readers represented in my find ings, the ability or willingnes s to identify or recognize

oneself in a character or in relation to a series of narrative events is inextricably bound up

with the desire to do so. It is certainly true that most male respondents who answered this

question either stated unequ ivocall y, like Zhongning and Yubiu, that they did not see

themselves in the context of the story because their lives differed so markedly from those of

the protagoni st and other principal characters tbat there were DO poin ts of common

correspondence, or - like Yinong- suggested that if they did make such connections they

were unaware of them at the time.

67WANG Zhongning, interview. 16October 1993. Tape T93WZN-OIl2.
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However. even within these affirmations, many male readers acknowledged moments

when their sympathy with a given character's plight was aroused. One male postdoctoral

student in his early forties from Changsha emphatically concurred with a female student

who suggested that our feelings toward literature, like music. were sometimes beyond the

realm of adequa te explanation : "When you read a book, it's not that you decide how you

will feel . it depends on your type of need."68

I am reluctant to attribute basic gender differences in this regard to a theoretica l

fonnulation such as CbOOorow's (1978 ) concept of the different emphases in male versus

female socialization for a vari ety of reasons, although Radway 's analysis of romance

readership cite s Cbodorow 's work and indeed, incorporates it as a unifying theme

throughout her discussion (1987 ,13).69 In the first place, while the notion of the female

self as relationally defined and socially reconstituted certainl y has merit for a western

cultural analysi s, scholars such as Chow have argued that Chinese mascu linity is also

constituted through collective networks that shape identity, even though the locus of these

forces may have shifted in more recent times from the family to the state. Furtherm ore. the

construction of Chinese masculine identity may be just as vigorously subj ect to acts of

passive or "feminine" resistance in contemporary texts ( l993a, 112-14). As she further

argues in her critique of Jameson's postmodern gloss of a particular branc h of romantic

fiction. thc "Mandarin Duck and Butterfl y" school (yuanyang hudie pat, 't'Uil!llil'ltiJill.

western concepts cannot be globally applied to other world literatures whose histories have

yielded differen t, non-linear "metanarra tives" and reactions to them. and whose language

68Male respondent. interview. 12 October 1995. Tape T95VAR-26 .

69Modleski (1984) also make s use of Cbodorow's work and reaches simil ar
conclus ions to those offered by Radway . See Clancy (1992. 126-28).
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conceives of "the unpreseutable" as something which reflects less the subversion of

modernist signifiers than an establisbed classical aesthetic ( l993b. 472, 479.481 ·84) .

Furthermore, it is neither the case that all works or characters inspire the same degree of

compassion 0 0 the part of the reader . nor that people identify most readi ly with the main.

sam e-sex protag onist as presented by a Dovel' s dramar ls personae. As Purd ie finds.

Redw ay' s comprehensive but rather exclusive emphasis on the relevance of Chodorow's

socially reworked psychoanalytic premises to the act of romance reading gave her readers a

potentially narrowed scope for possi ble self-affiliation from the outset ( 1992 . 159-Q(). As

a contrastin g exam ple. although Jing reall y enjoyed Tum long ba bu , the female character

types in that novel did not provoke the same depth of emotional resonance as some of the

women in A Dream of Red Mansions :

FJ: But when I read nan long ba bu- because there were many wom en in it. a
particularly large Dumber of women. I don 't think.as far as I would say. there isn't
one outstanding or exemplary female character . They are all basicall y pretty much
the same . So. as far as I'm co nce rne d. it' s really DOt easy to say that yo u can
iden tify one fro m among the e thers, and be concerned abo ut the ir fee lings.
personalities and destinies. If we are talki ng about reading Dream of the Red
Chamber. even though there are also man y women in that story. yet you can pick
out a few, [think that if you really like the look of one. you can quite easily take on
her role, lthech aracterl or [put yourself in herpJ aceJ <last word unclear> .70

On a similar note. despite her gene ral rejection of fiction now, Meng was quick to

ackno wledge that . in her youth . she was as likely to throw her lot in with a cha racter whose

70FANG Jing. interview. 3 1 Au gust 1995. Tape T95FJa-15.
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fortunes were depressed if this choice reflected her emotional state , or like Jade, to side

with a villain if she was in a bad mood. Likewise, "Lingyun" was mere likely to identify

aspects of herself in someone who was neither the most handsome, nor the most adept, but

who had a sense of humour. Indeed , as Brown suggests with many soap ope ra fa ns,

ideruificaiion may Dot describe the complex and dynamic structurin g of viewers ' reacti ons

to particular characters as aptly as the concept of implication : "where one identifies with

soap opera characters until something happens that causes the audience member to back off

and take a more analytical position " ( 1994, 16) . Perhaps the implication s some Chine se

readers make vary depending upon such factors as character-type. genre, or even indiv idual

authors and particular works.

With certain genres . such as martial arts fiction . the chapter-driven structure may heLp

to fac ilitate read er identifi cation by linking many smaller episodes that the reader may

choose to get into in some depth. in order to see each subplot through to its completion:

CHY: With the same character. <u nclear, speaking a little fast> you have a little
story within another little story, then that little story links to the one after . You need
to finish readin g before you can feeLat peace . Because it's very easy . I think from
seeing kuugfu ficti on peopl e [f!n!J It' S ve ry easy to produ ce a feeling of
identification with the characters in the story. {Switches to English: "Oo you know
what I mean ? They see themselves as part of the story. You know. somebody will
say : ' Oh. Huan g Rocg 'n is as clever as I am. So I can be Huang Roog,' you

71The heroine in J in Yang 's The Eagle-Shooting Heroes (She diao yingxiong zhuan.
C!f 1ll1l<ll£W») .
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know. They- <asks wbat renrong is in English. identify >....They identify
themselves as one of the charac ters.}72

Conversely. some readers may take identification to mean recognition of central issues

in the narrative, rather than locatin g the self in relation -or in opposition - to the strengths

and idiosyncras ies of a particular charac ter. Identifi cation may prov ide an enlarged .

reflexive viewpoint from which the reader can consider difficult challenges and dilemmas

vicariously in order to test possible reactions. As one female undergraduate from Malaysia

wrote concerning romance novels;

I don't really have a favourite book, basicall y I like Yi Shu' s [in Enolish: "' 3 famous
writer from HOng Kong"} books. I feel that she depicts people really well . Each
charact er has a pe rsonality and specia l fea tures . In additi on , the sto ries are
concemed with eve ryday life , people and things. As far as daily life goes . it's quite
realistic . and I oft en find myself co nsidering problems from the view poi nt
presented. I think this is very good. it helps me to understand myself to learn about
life. [in Enolish: "'It helps me lo think or it develops my thinkino."r3

Finally, beca use I think it bears upon the topic of reader identificat ion. most readers

agree that a good Chinese novel bas neithe r an entire ly sad nor happy ending. but an open

one which resists full narra tive closure. Th e almo st serial potential of Chi nese popular

fiction suggests an analogy with western soa p operas. The ir similarly "'always expectin g

but never qu ite ending" structure allows the viewer to become simultaneously subject and

72CHUNG Huiyuan , interview. 25 Aug 95. Tape T95CHY a-12.

73QRH-17.
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spectator- someone who is involved with and objectively distanced from the actions and

passions of characters (Modleski 1990. 193).

However. as the readers ' views in this section demonstrate . identifi cation is a complex.

socialized response . and the prepon derance of replies from women on this issue affect my

reading ofit. Still. I can tentatively conclude that identification may be one facet of reading

that permits both male and female readers the possibility of cross-gende r associ ation as well

as the abil ity to approa ch the text from different vie wpoi nts. a poss ibility that many

theoretically and ethnographically- based studies do not seem to readily admit (C aney 1992.

129). I will return to this iss ue in Cbapter Six. but I suggest that a "fragmented" or

"dispersed" gaze may not only characte rize femal e consumers or " feminized" modes of

consumption. While I did oot encounter any men who said that they actively identified with

the heroine. I did find men who rejected linear reading style s that focu sed on the primary

male lead. as well as women who chose to "stand and delive r" with male heroes or villains.

T o return to the speculation offered by the male reader earlier in this section. identification

may be not so much predi cated on establis hed patt ern s of indivi dual commitment or

decision-making - or on the exigen cies of the textual choices available within the reader ' s

psycholo gical and cultural space - as on spo ntaneo us desir e . Next . this discussion

examines how readers view the dialectic of tradi tion and innovatio n which informs Chinese

popular genres.
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3.2 Shades of Tradition in Contemporary Relief

3.2.1 The Interplay of Invention and Convention Re vi sited

As with the various functions of the act of reading and thei r relation ship to many

fundamental social uses of folklore which I investigate in the final secti on of this chapter.

the central correlation which forms the subject of the present discussion -the dynamic

interplay of tradition and innovation in texts and its influence on expre ssive bebaviour- is

also an established tenet of con temporary theory and practice in folklore (Toe lken 1979 .

10.35). Tradi tion. as it is conceived by folklorists. is "a process, an integrated style of

crea tion," where "history. culture, and the human acto r meet" (Glassie 1995.408-09).

This ongoing engagement occurs despite -or perhaps because of-the seemingl y

dissonant solitudes of meaning connoted by the dynamic itself. such as creativity and

convention. whose semantic improbabilities are, ifanything. enlarged in an ethnography of

.reading, where such loaded words as "ficti on" and even "novel" are admitted as necessary

commonplaces (Will iams 1983 . 80, 82-84. 134-35). The concepts of tradition and

innovation both carry positive and negativ e nuances. depending on the perspectives of

participants (Williams. Keywords 3 19-20; Ben-Amos 1984 . 99). and non-participants

(Cothran 1979).

According to Cawelti, narrati~e pleasu re is produced in response to the intensification

of familiar experiences. which, in the contex t of the reading proces s as a whole. involves

striking the right balance between "invention within convention" ( 1t;116. 10). He explains

this interrelationship in the following terms:

... all cultural products contai n a mixtu re of two things. convent ions and
inventions •..• Convent ion and invention have quite differen t cultural functions.
Conventions represent familiar shared images and meanings and they assert an
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ongoing continuity of values ; inventions confront us with a new perception or
meaning which we have not realized before. Both these functions are important to
culture . Conventions help maintain a culture's stability while inventions help it
respond to changing circumstances (lml, 28).

While I agree in principle with Cawelti's basic premise, I think it is important to

acknowledge that this quintessential equilibrium is culturall y and historically negotiated by

each individual reader and , as such, produ ces qual itatively distinct experiences of

satisfaction. Using several example s of practitioners enacting different worldview s and

personal aestheti cs, Glassie points out that people working within systems of tradition do

not only have the option to reconstitute exac t replicas of a received herita ge: "I n one

dynamic , the whole is repeated. In another, entities are dismembered and essences are

preserved . In a third, what is preserved is a general tone, a sound. a look, a certain spirit"

(1995, 408).

In order to apprecia te the reactions of the Chinese readers who responded to my query

regardi ng the presence and nature of classi cal and folklori c cont ent in their preferred

, fictional genres, it is necessary to consider both the historical implications of folklore, and

specifically of oral traditions. as well as the possible range of respondents' perceived

degrees of freedom in interpretation. While Chinese popular culture has traditi onally been

the site of regular conversation between elite and folk culture (Jo hnson 1980,505), the

choice of sides in the ideolog ical argument -and indeed, at particularly fore grounded

historical moments, the precise separation of the sides themselves- has often seemed

neither fixed nor particularly clear-cut (Link 1984, 108-09). Furthermore, Chinese folklore

and lite rary traditions have shared a long-standing, mutual connection (Wang 1988. 839)

which encompasses the processes of synthesis. borrowing and simulation which may be
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said to characterize the relatiooship between folklore and literature more generally (Taylor

1965.37).

Relating to the second point, readers' answers reflect differences in their perceptioos of

what cert ain que stions demanded. for exa mple. whethe r the focus sugges ted a

concentration 0 0 larger modes or discre te metaphors (Toelken 1979.338-40). Although a

total of flfty-tbree percent of taped interview and survey respondents noted the presence of

folkloric and classical elements in popular fiction . the overwhelming proporti on of these

respon ses -which approached ninety-percent of ques tionnaire replie s and refle cted

conside rable breadth of genre preferences- pointed to the use of traditional folk speech .

such as proverbs. and excerpts of classical poetry . As might be expected. most readers had

difficulty citing specific examples. though they iodicated that such devices were commonl y

used. especially in the martial arts fictio n of Liang Yushen g (~3P)~.>. as well as Qio ng

Yao's romance novels.

By comparison. in answer to related questions posed on the revised1~ questionnai re.

sixty -one percent mentioned the use of traditi onal ep isodic structuring such as chapter

driven prefaces and suspense end ings. and rou ghly nineteen percent described other

eleme nts. such as the use of Buddhist and Taoist imagery and references. Six ty-eight

percent of readers observed that characters in popular fiction bore a certain resemblance to

classical. or folk heroes, like "Lingyuo's " identification of the essential qualitie s of Zhu ge

Liang in a variety of kuogfu fiction characte r-type s. as described earlier. Also. I should

point out that eight readers. one-quarter of those who completed either the handwri nen or

electronic versions of the revised questionnaire and also referred to the occurrence of folk



and classical allusions and structural patterns in popular literature. asserted specifically that

they felt these features detracted from their general enjoyment. and they tended to reject

novels which ex tensi vely employed them.

Th e observ ation regardin g characters is an interesting one. Generall y speaking. while

readers rejected the idea that indi vidual popular characters were outri ght "re makes" of

earl ier ones, man y suggested essential simil arities in perso nas or character -types which

gave them the sense that the contemporary fictional actors were comprehensible and

familiar in a broad sense . Accordin g to Idema, whil e western heroes reflect a world view

which places great emphasi s upon the individual :

Th e heroes of Chi nese fic tion, it is general ly agreed. are much less individual ised,
much more "types" ; the auth or tries to chara cterise them by one or two essential
traits . displaying also little attention for individual psychology, but rather showing
their nature through their actions and conversations ( 1974, 5 1).

As I sta ted above, some readers preferred not to be able to make complete ly positiv e

identifications: they wanted the conventional types inhabitin g a new Dovel to be dressed in

sufficie ntly inn ovative uniform s (Robe rts 1990, 101-02 ) that they appeare d potenti all y

recognizable . but remained personalities with whom the reader was largely unacquainted.

In closing this section. base d on readers' des cript ions - which are highligh ted in more

detai l in the next two cha pters , depending on the respective genre to which they pertain- I

sugge st tha t most reade rs represented in this study appreciate the reconfig uration . rather

than the strict repetition, of traditi on. While writers of Chinese ficti on need not adhere to

the acce pted canon of historiography, a responsib le author. like a reputable oral histo rian .

identifies the indispensable aspec ts of tradition . and merges culture and history in " a

crea tion of the responsible self" which is receive d by the audience as an original tale

(Glassie 1995.399.407).
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3.3 Chinese Popnlar Literature and Some Fnnctions of Fo lklore

At this point. I want to explore so me of the correspondences between certain functions

of folklore and Chinese popular literature. My main purpose in constructing a compari son

of the ways in which genr es are used . both in reading and in oth er aspe cts of expressive

culture in everyda y life . is to propose an alternati ve way of dealing with some of the

weaknesses of the " use s a nd gratifi ca tions" approach . including the different uses which

maybe attributed by diff eren t scholarly takes on the same media iostance (Be rger 199 1. 91-

92 : Decembe r 1996,28-29),75

Also, I want to demonstrate that this chapter, despite its title and some of the issues

raised. does Dot rep resent a strai ghtforward application of this approach. especially since

this methodo logical stance, like reader-response cri ticism. does not actual ly require the

presence of an audience. but can oftcn opera te by mean s of theoretical introspect ion. As I

stated earlier, whi le rigorous theoretical formulation is often insightfu l and may even

produce results which are borne out and comple mented by ethnographic investigation . it

can risk projecting attitudes onto an a udience which does not share them . I see this as an

exerc ise in misreprese nta tion which can surely be avoided in large measure if. in the course

of our theorizing, we lake time to talk to real audience membe rs -and then listen.

For example, whi le I acknowledge its place as an important study which anticipated and

con tributed to ber 1984 mono gra ph, this occ urs . to some exte nt. in Modleslci' s "The

Disappearing Act : A Study of Ha rlequin Romances" (1980). Her ton e, wh ile

understandably cri tical of a medi um which purports the need for wome n to reconc ile the

7S"Media instance" is Decembe r' s term for a tempo rally-defined media object (inked to
media experiences by audience perception. such as a particular program in a specific time
slot that is regularly watched by a group of viewers .
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ideals of true love with the realities ofmale brutali ty, is also tacitly dismissive of the readers

who may use these novels in order to help them negotiate such question s.

I do not believe that these ove rtones can be entirely attributed to Modleski's rejecti on of

ethnographic methods, however. Purdie has also noted this underscoring of scho lar ly

dis tance in Redway's work, in everything fro m her comme nts regarding respondents'

clothes, to her emphasis on her detached relationship to the texts themselves, to the

acknowledgements which preface her book.in which she thanks her husband in such terms

as to suggest that she achieved the romantic ideal which she state s repeatedly elude s her

readers . exce pt between the pages of the books they so cherish (1992, 152-54, 161).

In contrast, I get a clear se ns e of Bacon-Smith 's struggle to ov ercome her

unwillingness to confront certain thematic co mplexes in the various genres of fan fiction

she read , and of her respect for the communities of women she studied ( 1992 . 268 . 270.

279) . In addition, although it is esse ntial ly also a text-based study , and one which profi les

"bal lad women" whose options and tactical repertoires are in man y ways as ci rcumscri bed

as those of romance novel heroines - and who, moreover, rarely if eve r have the formulaic

certainty of the happy ending to fal l back on - Stewart's examination of fema le charac ters

in Child ballads does not slight eithe r the tradition or, by extension, the generations of real

singers for whom the songs held such profound significance (1993, 56-57).

Furthermore. I agree with Narv aez that individuall y-centred audience ethnographies.

that is to say, audience studies undertaken from the perspective of fo lklore, have much to

offe r cultural stud ies. A folkl oristic methodolog y and rationale would he lp widen the

ana lytic sco pe beyond a "consum ption-transformation mod el" of possible audience

response s, as well as consider diachronic aspects of popular trad itions, thereby elucidating

the historical basi s of a gro up's popular cul ture (1992 , 27-29 ). Such investigations are
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neither "apolo gias for mass culture" (ModJeski 1986. xii), nor exercises that fea ture cal y

the posi tive aspects of peop le 's reworkin g of popular cultural prod ucts into persona l

meani ngs to the ultimat e mitigation or denial of the unde rlying bouodari es on viewers '

interpretive options as determined by the genuine ly powerful forces of cultural producti on

(Jancovich 1992. 141-42).

Popul ar culture fans in general , I think . a re ac utely aware of mom ents whe n the

products they have to choo se from fai l to fulfi l the ir expectations (Hegg li 1993. 12;

Radwa y 19'i!:7, 49-50 ). As Bacon-Smith demonstrates. many fans' subseq uent extensions

and revi sions of selected texts fill in gaps or trav erse discurs ive road s not tak en by the

original produ ction (1992 . 66-67) . Alth ough Jenkins' ( 1992) application of de Certea u's

(1984) ideas crea ted a penetrating lens throu gh which to anal yse television faadom. I do

not believe that creativity in popular cultural reproduction is necessaril y alwa ys constituted

from the array of subversive tactics of powerlessness. To maintain sucb an atti tude seems

to me to subscribe to an outloo k which posits ..the folk" as not only silent. but also more or

less hopeless as well . active bearers of popular traditio n-as-surren der (Williams 1983.

3 19). It strike s me that more often than not. peop le like to play games that they can win and

then talk abo ut later. And victory, in the absence of any kind of empirical evidence such as

a final score or the loss of a chance to play agai n. need only be subjectively defined in order

to produce a feeling of satisfaction.

In the final sections of this chapter, I discuss certain key uses of read ing by locatin g

them within the set of folklo ric functions outlined by Bascom: amuse ment. education.

validation, and mainte nance of cult ural nonns (1965 , 290-96). I acknowledge Grin g 's

critique of Bascom ' s application of functionalism to folklore , and note his objec tions that a

functio nal approach can neither explain the origi ns of folklo ric phenomena in c ulture nor
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account fully for processes of stability or change beyond the explanation of observable

patterns (1976, 7Q..74,78) . These objectio ns notwithstanding, Bascom's functions are a

useful tool for organizing and discussing the uses of reading outlined by readers in my

survey because his formulation concurs closely with readers' expressed opinions . First . (

look at the role of reading as entertainment in relation to "'reading as escape" as well as a

degree of uarrarive abandon whicb conceivably takes that function to its limits of excess ,

addictive reading. Second, I examine the important function reading plays in infonnal

instruction. Third , I describe ano ther major facet of the act of reading in juxtaposition with

the roles of cultural sanction and censure, the compensatory nature of popular literature.

3.3. 1 Amusement: Esca pe Readers and "Fic ti on Addictions"

Initially, many people critical of popular fiction equate reading for pleasure with reading

for escape. In everyday usage, popular fiction is ofte n dismissed as "escapist reading." The

interaction between the pleasure derived from a controlled and delimited fonn of escape

such as that provided by reading popular novels deserves further analysis. Roberts points

out that for many readers. "escape" may signify going to an activity that is somehow

intrinsically satisfying, rather tbanfleeingfrom one that is more aversive (19CX>, 96-98 ).

As I stated earlier. for Cawelti , the reader 's delig ht comes from the ability of popular

genres to present a familiar experience . one which intensifies our feelings through a safely

detached fictional frame, in a seemingly new way . This power, he suggests, lies in the

basic formula underlying any particu lar genre. Popula r genres. such as kungfu adventure

novels. far from being simply constructed , are com prised of formulas whicb be defines as :

" .:.a combination or synthe sis of a number of specific cultural conventions with a more

universal story form or archetype" (1976, 6). Thus , a kungfu novel reader's pleasurable
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experi ence may de rive from the expert recognition of a skilled author's introd uction and

manipulation of innovative elem ents within the basic parameters necessary to the definition

of the genre, the harmonious and seam less fusion of " invention within co nven tio n"

(Cawelri. Advenmre 10).

The reasons behind the popularity of formulas are complex. Formulas combine both

ritual and game elements, such that we not only expe rien ce vicariously spectacles which

may incl ude elements of danger or risk from a safe vantage point , but also partic ipa te in

activities in whic h escape -in this instan ce . imagined through the story and enacted

mom entarily through reading- becomes a vital co mponent of amusement (Cawelti 1971.

30-3 2). Regarding the more playful qualities of form ulas, Cawe lti writes: "Th us the game

dim ension offonnula is a cul ture 's way of simultaneously entertaining itself and of creating

an acceptable pattern of temporary escape from the serious restricti ons and limitations of

human life" (Mystique 32 ).

Escape may be seen as one form of pleasurable response which the reader may choose

to intentionally co nstruCl , rather than one which is merely elicited by the form ulai c text .

Radway found that when the romance novel fans she studied spoke of " escape," they were

referrin g to two facets of reading: I) a "free space" where the y could elect to read instead of

performing the other -centered activi ties normally associated with their roles as wives and

moth ers, and 2) vicarious identification with a cherished heroine. By selecti ng stories

which fi t thei r aes the tic req uirements, for example, the need for a happy end ing , the

wom en felt that they were acknowledging, and to some degree fulfilling , a need to nurture

and value them selves. As Redwa y says: "Although the experience is vicarious. the pleasure

it induces is none the les s real" 0 987 , 100).
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In the interviews I conducted. readers spoke of temporarily "escaping" into privacy

throu gh reading, as Jade described in the prev ious chapter. Moreover. the function of

escape itse lf was viewed in very different ways: positively if linked to opportunities for

self-i nstruction. and negati vely if seen as a possible sit e of self-absorption. that is. as a

potentially addictive respon se. In general . women tended to discuss the pleasures inherent

in escape reading -which inclu ded informal instruction- where as men stressed the

edu cational benefits as the primary purpose of the activity. a pattern also manifested in

other studies (Bird 1992. 143-51 ). In a similar vein . Bacon-Smith suggests that while

dominant cultural attitudes are predi sposed to the rrivializatica of women' s activiti es an d

spheres of discourse as "play. " and "gossip." the ability to engage in creative. non-serious

representations of texts which are significant to the participatory community is an important

indi cation of competen ce with the symboli c lex ico n of fandom (1992. 152-57).

Furtherm ore. playful experti se is seen as subversive of mascul ine cultural values (Bacon

Smith, 289-91). As I discuss in Chapter Six, however. " play" or t'gossip" are Dot restricted

to feminine audiences or mode s of response.

To highlight this often marked contrast. compare the foll owing reactions to the topic of

" reading for escape." Che n Meifang. a twenty-five year old femal e reader from Taiwan

who had studied in the United Stat es before coming to Britain to undertake a doctorate in

applied linguistics. noted that while she read widely and generally felt enriched by most of

the genres she chose from. she preferred the quality of playful flight offered by travel

narratives:

eMF: Escape read ing for me will be my favo uri te genr e. the traveling one.
Because thaCs the only way I can pers uade myself these things do exist [exotic
places cultures and customs she bas never seen or expe rienced } in the world . It' s
wai ting for my explorat ion sometime. If I have a IOl of time. if a lot of money. I
will launch forward . 1 think that' s the best place to find escape. When I read
Qiong Yao ' s romances I hardl y can find escape . Be cause. you know j ust by
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looking around. I don 't see a man who is both hum orous. rich. graceful and always
speaks a kind of soft langua ge to you, always writing love poems to you . and say:
06We co uld die for our love tomorrow, if we want." So [ find no escape inside
[rom ance novelsJ. And scie nce fictio n, basically I am quite sceptical about the
power of tecbnology. So although I cou ld have a high dream that maybe someday I
could fly in the sky, fl y to any place 1 want, solve an y prob lem by a certain
equipment -just have to use my brain. don' t have to use my physical power-s- but
1 find that esca pe may be limited to my grand-grand-granddaugbters! <La ugh>
Okay . and what else '? Also say like. a lot of people like wuxia xiaoshuo [martial
arts ficti on £ ftAvWl, because they find a lot of escape and seek justice. The y
say : "The good will always gain the power and the bad will alwa ys be terminated."
Well I thin k. if you rea d more in Ch inese history. this is hard ly the truth!
<laugh.>76

By con trast, a male reader of thirty -one who was in the co urse of co mpleting a doctoral

degree in material science - although he described himself throughout the interview as a

highly motivated reader of a variety of genres . includi ng especially Jin Yong' s martial arts

fiction - did not even acknowledge "escape" as part of his vocabulary. in either English or

Chin ese. Once he grasped the meaning of the concept he stated adamantly in English : "No.

I don 't like this." He went on to distinguish himse lf from rea de rs who might be so

inc lined. for reasons of limited tim e or interest. to allow them selv es to be sed uced by

"shallow" or "easy" readin g:

Mal e reader : T his is to say that the re is a type of person who likes relatively <in
Engli sh: "easy"> books. do you know what I mean '? I don't like this type of book.
I like those that are <pau se> once you finish. you still <Uses Engl ish to explain>
Means- some novel yo u just fin ish last page . then yo u <pause> fo rgot all.
everything this book. after read ! <laughs> <Switches bac k to Chinese> But some

76CHEN Meifang. interview. 5 Sept ember 1995. Tape T9SCMFa-18 .
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book; <says "book" in English> after you read it, you may think of many things,
or you <unclear>. I like these sorts of books .rr

Clearly , for this reader . escape represents a less desirable, or at least tess respec table,

outc om e of reading . Although in the preceding commentary be contrasted escape reading

with the worthy enterprise of reading as instruction, a function I explore more fulty in a

moment, it is interesting to note tha t, on two other occas ions . including an earlier point in

our interview, he related esca pe to addicti ve reading . Echo ing sentiments similar to those

expressed by one of Radw ay ' s key reader-expe rts (1987, 87) -but from a stan dpoint

whic h placed him unequivocally o utside his intended comparison group- he stated that ,

for some people: "boo ks are like drug s" :

Male reader: This is <pause> to read <pause> lin Yan g' s nove ls, martial arts
nove ls, it's like -csays in Engli sh; ..take drugs"> read it to the end , may be there are
five -volumes , right? Read one book, then you want to read the seco nd, don 't eat,
don 't sleep, you j ust want to read . Read the seco nd volume, and you also want to
read the third. you cou ld say that everyone enters the plot of the sto ry, you yourself
ente r the story 's plot , it's impo rtan t to understand this . This is like peop le taking
<literally, "eating"> drugs. <Says "drugs" again in Engl ish> .

From the rest of his inte rv ie w and other similar declaration s. 1 suspec t that his

asse rtions would benefit from some further clarification, however. Specifically , while he

readily admitted to a general fondn ess for reading books "all in one go," he did Dot become

absol ute ly enthrall ed as a rule due to the prope nsity of much of popular fict ion to exhib it a

strong begi nning but a weak finish. In general, chances were good that be would still finish

' ''M ale respon dent, interview. 12 Octo ber 1995. Tape T95XHZ-25.
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sucb a novel . but he quickly becam e disenchanted with books that exhib ited a pattern "of

narrativ e declin e. wbicb be described as "start with a tiger' s bead. but end with a snake 's

tail." thutou shewei. IJf.!k~J!!). It was the likelihood cf'the occurrence of this type of plot

pro gression. or per haps I sbould say, regressio n, that in fact pre vented him from

becoming addicted.

061 really love lrungfu novels . but I'm not an addi ct," was a common response from

many of the readers I surveyed. Most regular consume rs of kun gfu novels are aware of the

possi bility of addiction to the genre . even though they may be unwilling to admit that they

once were . or perhaps still are. "fiction depend ent" in this respect, As might be expected .

readin g is a bighl y indivi dual and rath er numinous experie nce for most people. and

there fore specifying the precise nature of this condition of heightened, almo st obses sive.

involveme nt with the story-world is extremely difficult. In the model outlined earlier in this

chapter, I suggested that a reader who is experienced with the genre , has a high aestheti c

invo lveme nt with a representative tex t within that genre , but who main tain s a minimal

distance or level of disbelief may be predisposed toward at least tem porary addiction,

recalli ng Roberts' concept of cyclical "addictio n clusters" (1990. 75). It is also possible that

for certai n individuals, short-lived or intermittent "kungfu fiction binges" may contribute to

a reader's later developmen t into an enduring fan of the gen re. again showin g that reading

repert oires can change over time.

Many readers suggest that the lived-world of the martial arts novel . the jian ghu (iI.$I)

is construc ted in such a way that mai ntaining one 's ground in relation to the narrative is

diffi cul t Durin g one of our interv iews. Zhongning remarked: ..Ren zaij ianghu, shen bu

yo u ji." <A.-t£iIiIt'I. ~~Wc.) that is, "Once amon g the ' ri vers and lakes: a perso n

can' t contro l bimsel f." It is interesting to note that Zhongnin g 's account of his readi ng
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experiences with a good novel in som e ways mirror the trainin g and philosoph y of a

qigong (&(J}J) practition er, someone who learn s to control and channel vital energy

through such practices as fastin g and breathing exercises. As with many ocher readers, both

male and female. Zhongnin g stated that while reading, he goes without food or sleep. and

literally devours the story all at once, Similarly . Jade declared that although she could often

listen to music while reading roman ces and other genres . the fast pacing of kungfu novels

requ ired her full atten tion. and she did not usually have music on while reading in that

genre because she could not attend to it simultaneously.

In fact, evidence points to the possibility that most readers have experienced something

akin to addiction clusters, even though"these periods of intensified enthu siasm for certain

kinds of texts are often notabl y sporadic depending on how much time an individual has

available for reading. Among questionnaire respcndeats, fo r exam ple. seventy-two percent

of male kungfu and romanc e readers said that they preferred to read a good book.in one

sitting if they had the opportunity. Of these. forty-e ight percent did not take breaks to eat or

sleep. Co mparably. all nine of the female reade rs who indicated a primary inclination

toward martial arts fiction stat ed a preference fo r read ing a book. straig ht through if

possible. Five of these readers also said that they preferred not to interrupt their reading by

eating or sleeping. Finally. a total of fifty-nine percent of male readers of these two genres

stated they felt that "life was missing something" if they could not read at all, as compared

with fifty-three percent of female readers with similar generic preferences.

Apparently, however, j ust as many Chinese can give accounts of young people in their

acquaintance who studied qigong too obsessively. ultimately requiring the interventio n of a

master prac titioner to restore inner balance to over-zeal ous students. there is a tacit

acknowledgme nt that readers too can "go too far" in their consumption of popular fiction.
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Meifang said that while she enjoye d some marti al arts fictio n, particularl y Jin Yong's

stories , the genre had become associated with a tragic mishap in her fami ly:

15 K asks if she likes to read marti al arts fictio n.] CMF <Says yes , bUlc-: It' s such
an issue <laughs> I get a prob lem with my parents and It's never allowed to 
APPEAR IN MY FAMILY! <laughs> Because it's a sad sto ry wi th cousi n in my
mu m' s side, it's the son of my mum ' s eldest sister . He ' s [he only - he was the
only son in the famil y, and he read too much of it. and he reall y did bel ieve by
so me practice you co uld, you know-s- neigong [{8M literally "inner qigong •• l
somethi ng- and he tried to fly from the seco nd Iloor , And get a serious fractu re.
After that he become a kind of cripple. And so. ever since that episode. alm ost all
the relatives. you know . throw all [he wuxia xiaoshuo away .

On [he surface at leas t. compulsive kungfu novel reading does not appear to be linked

to other common comfort addictions. such as those associa ted with certai n snack foods or

speci al places and times for readin g. In my research to date, readers of these novels of ten

state they read an ywhere. anyti me, and, with the exce ption of Zhen gqi ' s description of

eati ng roasted watermelon see ds whi le readin g romances ment ioned in the last chapt er .

general ly do not eat whil e readin g. It is poss ible. however. that trans itory addictions are

conn ec ted to another posit ive so urce of comfort for reade rs- the leve ls of connotative

language used in the stories themselves.

Alth ou gh I discuss the world of the kungf u novel . as well as gende red responses to it.

in greater detail in Chap ters Four and Six,j ianglw as a narra tive construct has as much to

do wi th language and layers of meaning as it does with setting and subculture. Acco rding

to Lob . one of tbe most enjo yable aspects of Chinese popular cultural productions is the

interm ixing of folk and elite eleme nts so that audiences can participate and construct

mean ings on many levels ( 1984. 173 ). For Overseas universi ty students at leas t, addiction

may be partially a function of the subvers ive pleasure of escap ing into level s of one' s own

language. recognizing a proverb. lingering for a moment on the archi tecto nics of a little-

used . but so mehow fi tti ng characte r demanding reme mbrance an d recognit ion , or
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discovering that the cbapte r beadings com prise a poem whicb emulates a classical meter

with considerable skill.78

It is possible that for some readers the expe rience of a mild form of "fi ction addiction"

is a preco ndition for deve loping the sensibilities of a fan. This development of fan identity

naturally includes the individual 's matura tion into an expert . critical reader. Like Bacon

Smith' s recounting of an episod e of spontaneous speec h play withi n a group of female

media fans ci ted above (1992, 152-57) , Jenkins also finds that experienced fans derive

great satisfac tion from the ability to bold the genre at arms length. to use it for performance

and play (1992 , 65) . Linked to thi s emergent mastery are readers ' recognit ion and

exploitation of the information value of their preferred genres . a theme discussed in the next

section.

J.J.Z Education and Instroction

As I have already demonstra ted . related to the function of reading for amusement and

escape reading/or instruction. Radway observes that one of the explanations readers in her

study used to j ustify the time and money spent in the consumption of romance novels was

that the books had instructional valu e. T hrough reading. the romance novel fans gained

information abou t distant places and cultures. depending on the sett ing of the stories.

Radway found the women initial ly defended their reading through arguments which are

central to a consumer society: since the women spent so much time and energy taking care

of others , they too deserved 10 pamper themsel ves occasionally. By then jus tify ing their

behav iour by appeal ing to trad itio nal values like the work ethic - that such reading is a

means of informal education which makes them better informed people- the women were

18As they do in Jin Yang 's Tian long ba bu. See Minford ( 1994. 7) .
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also identifying with a value system which they perceived as socially more acceptable in

keeping with their roles as women. However . because they continued to engage in an

activity which takes away from the central focus on home and family. Radway suggested

that: "In so justifying the act of reading the romance.•.women affirm their adherence to

traditional values. and. at the same time, engag e in a form of behaviour that is itself

subversive of those values" (1987. 118).

Similar arguments were given by the Chinese readers I interviewed. Of particular

importance to readers was the fact that reading the novels helped them stay in touch with

their own written language and culture, and expand their general understanding of the sites

of interaction between their respective cultures . life experiences -and not infrequentl y.

their chosen fields of study- through reflection. However . as l ade' s detailed description

of clandesti ne reading durin g class in the last chapter showed. elemen ts of subversive

delight can certainl y underscore readers' moti vations. Despite the domestic ban on the

genre in ber family, Meifang did take up reading lin Yong 's novels in colle ge in Taiwan

and watching filmed adaptations on television. though apparently not in direct protest of her

parents' interdict ion . She . like many others already descri bed. found Jin Yong' s

historiography both absorbing and highly informative:

eMF: And first. I always insist I must finish reading the first volume because Jin
Yong is such a good writer. He's very truthful to history. and he tries to - not
rewrite- but describe history in a very interesting way. And I learn more about
history facts from his writing. especially in the first volume of every series.

Another student. a history postgraduate also from Ta iwan who enjoys the work of

several Chinese. Japanese and western authors. including especially ltalo Ca lvino and

Umberto Eco. finds in the act of reading a space for the testing of alternat ive historical

scenarios. She feel s that this is a creative exerc ise in hypothesizing which ultimately
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complements her research. even though it subverts the boundaries of bistory as received

truth or canonical fact into history as a frontier of unexplored possibilities.

CDC: Sometime s I think it's very important, also fo r my study. Reading those
novels. tbey're very help ful for me. [SK: "Wh at do you mean bow were the y
belpful"'] I think. in some wa ys I think fiction or novel is. you put people in an
imagined situation, and see what, how they. how they move and how they- well.
it' s just a hypoth esis of a situa tion. And first. so meti mes history is a little bit like
that, isn't it? It' s also a particular situation, and in this situation people . how they
act and react, som ething like tha L._ It just gives you new ideas, and to do history
studies it' s very impo rtant that you always get new ideas. <laugh> You see in these
thiogs that you get out Dew ideas. different ideas . so you can organize historical
things into a - into a thesis ! <laugh> You can organize them and say what you want
to say, and that's what [think. abo ut history study. So I think. sometimes I do learn.
a lot from this. thes e novels-and sometim es it may be bette r than those old
professors at univers ity! <laugh> rSK asks if readino ficti on can be a way of
"playino out history.". It doesn't have to be real thin gs . just imagined. You know,
you j ust imagine a man in a situati on , sometimes very- very <says "abstract" in
Chi nese. chouiiang, 1BIat> abstract situation. yo u kn ow. And you, you- think
abo ut the <pause> poss ibili ties. Yeah, that ' s the word . possibilities. something
thar's very interesting to me .t s .

10 the final sectio n, I want to consider the compensa tory natur e of reading in ligh t of

folklore' s complementary functions of the validation and preserva tion of cultural values and

ucrms.

J.J.J Redressing a Different Balance: Compensation in Tradition

From her ethnographic investigation. Redway concluded that the compensatory aspect

of popular romance consumption recompen sed her fema le audience in two distinct but

interrelated ways: providing personal enrichment through vicarious romantic support. and

supplem entin g each woman's ongoing informal education with informati on about places .

mores. and historical moment s that could be usefully and strategically deployed in eve ryday

life to the general benefi t of her self-e steem (1987, 113-14 ). In this sense , reading

'9CHANG Huichin g, interview. I September 1995. Tape T95H CC-16.
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romances validated the women's emotional and intellectual needs as important and worthy

of male solicitude.

At the same time, how e ver , Radway concluded that th ese readers ' momen tary

subversions of patriarchy, through their insistence on allow ing themsel ves time to read. for

exa mple, did not radically displac e or chal lenge the dominant ideology of male control.

Rathe r. habitual reading seemed to equi p these women with a willingness to acknowledge

its role in their lives and. more significantly perhaps . to facilita te an acceptance of the day

to-da y compromise of their own potential by their tacit agreement to work within. rather

than actively protest.,the boundari es establ ished by the paradigm of mascul ine culture ( '78).

In this regard, it may be said that reading helped maintai n the status quo by helpi ng women

acq uiesce to their disadvantaged positions within the larger social struc ture .

The compensatory function of read ing then. seems to occupy a position intermediate to

the other two functions of fol klore which Basco m identified, and to subs ume aspects of

both. Thi s chap ter as well as the prev iou s one foreground s a mea sure of readers '

cel ebra tion of the vibrant cultural and historical elements found in the genres from which

the y deri ve obvio us pleasure . People maintain a sense of cultural connectio n throu gh

reading. even though they may be acu tely aware that the ir experience of contemporary

social reality may oat measure up to the utop ian - or at least less soc ially co nstrained 

environment of the novel.

Justice and romance pro vide a case in point. E1sewhere,80 I d iscuss the differe nt

con cepts of masculinity as ma nifested in the hero-types and the essential opera ting

princ ip les. or basic philosophical orientations. which are emphasized by romances and

80See " Paperback. Haohan and Other 'Genred Ge nders ' : Negotiated Mascul ini ties
Among Chine se Popular Fiction Rea ders" (Kozar, 1997) .
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martial arts fiction. These are the coizi (:;tT). or talented scholar and qing (m) or

love/s entiment. and the haohan (flTiJi) or "t rue . brav e bero'" and y i ( li) or

righteousness/justi ce respectivel y. Although these ideals are Dot necessarily mutually

exclusive. they demand the hero ' s unwaverin g devotion and are not found in their purest

fOnDSin the real world beyond their generic embodiments.

In his seminal study of the history and popular traditions associated with knight

errantry in China, however. Liu highlights several points of conv ergence and contras t

between the chivalric concern for justice and the views expressed by prevailing political and

phi losophical ideologies throughout Chinese history, and he further suggests that the

right eous ideal could be taken to unnecessarily violent extremes (1967 , 5- 12). These

historically grounded provisos aside, Meifang mentioned earlier in this chapter a possibility

echoed by other readers, that people attracted to kungfu fiction are compelled by the pursuit

of justice. Likewise, Zhongning suggested that readers of kungfu novels found a measure

of redress in an unfair world:

WZN: ... the social system is limiting . so people cannot find the solution in, what
do you call - true, actual world. So they just read that kind of gongfu novel look
for a fair system and fair thin gs in the novel! It' s kind of. what do you call
compensation '? [SK: Compe nsatio n ,] Yeah , compensation. I think it 's a very
important factor for so many people to read that kind of novel.

On a comparable note , some matu re male readers may tum - eith er periodically or

regularly- to romance reading. like their younger counterparts, "to learn something about

love," but for reasons that have less to do with curiosity than a sense of loss. For example.

I interviewed an older male student at Memorial University who was then a postgraduate in

the Chemistry Department. He was close to fifty. and highly respected by younger

colleag ues and associates, who frequen tly sought his advice. He had. however. one habit

that some of his male compatriots found difficult to reconcile with his othe rwise sagacious
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demeanour. He exhibited a curious penchant for reading "books for ladies ." notably the

popular romances of writers like Qiong Yao, whose wor ks were absol utely anathema to

diehard. exclusive martial arts aficionados. Whe n I delica tely asked him abou t his

seemingly unorthodox predilection. be replied: "It's simple . As a young man . I was sent to

the countryside like many others. And we were not allowed /0 fal l in love ." Yubin also

expressed a rather poignant regret at not being able to read as much as he felt he should

have when he was younger. Although he bas remed ied this to some exte nt in later years . he

feels that the reparation, at best. is incomplete:

H Y B: I regret very much I didn't read enough when I was young. And later I read
som e [novels! . and I suddenly realized many things (didn't realize . So I felt it was
a great pity ..••one thing is parti cular. yo u know . I was. (just reckoned I was not
romantic enough. The simp le reason is just ( didn' t read enough nove ls! When I
feel that, that feeli ng was caused by nove ls, just by reading novels. So I just feel
the difference, so I just felt I should have done that. And look what [ missed. the
loss I missed . and it was too late. Yo u know something, you can 't compensate
when you get old! You know you can get a lot of lessons, revelation s from
novels., .. And especial ly when you are young . I think you should read as much as
possible .

For some readers, it appears that the genres they find most appeal ing are those which

sim ultaneously allow them experiences and small victories that the y might otherwise

continue to be denied -the fleeting chance "to live a life which is always too far for you"

as one reader put it in the preceding chapter- within a narrative framework replete with the

historical and literary allusions that im bue them with profo und joy and pride .

Compensation for unredressed wrongs or unrequ ited passion need not be made . it appears.

at the expense of a basic love for cu ltural identity .
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3.4 Conclnsion

Thi s chapter has been concerned with the exploration of the complexities of readers'

aesthetics, their uses of reading - as esca pe. instruction and compensatio n- and the

conn ections betw een these essential purposes and the functions of folklore. I al so attempted

to define the ope ration of readers' disbeli ef and its pivotal importance to an understan ding

of the differences between key readin g patterns which were described by participants in my

study. such as fans and addictive readers . In addition. I examined some of the complex.

associations attached to importan t conce pts and prccesses. Hke"faa" and "identification,"

In the next chapter. I undertake a diachroni c overview of the generic ant ecedents of the

con temporary martial arts Dovel, as well as a synchronic investigation of some of the

signifi cant feature s of the contemporary genre .
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Chapter Four: Chinese Martial Arts Fiction

4.1 Inlrodnction

Try to imagi ne the fasci natio n that might be exercised among English readers
by a (hitherto non-existent ) genre combining the co ntent of good old-fashioned
cloak and dag ger romance (well told- a rattl ing good yam , preferab ly set in
seventeenth-century France . or during the Jacobite uprising. or in the British Navy
during the Napoleonic Wan. or the late Briti sh Empire), with a certain amount of
material from the Occult (the Knights Te mpler , the Ca thar Treasure, Nostradamus.
erc.), and a lot of detai led (indeed fanciful) description of some national sport that
combi ned the exci tement of duel ling and boxin g with the und erlying ' national
philosophy ' of cri cket (Minford 1993. 3) .

The above hypotheti cal description of an English eq uivalent to the popular litera ture

which is the foc us of this chapter. Chinese martial arts fictio n, provid es some idea of the

complexi ty of this genre . Martial arts fiction is the adventure genre most widely read by the

readers who parti cipated in this study. In partic ular, because of the acknowledged mastery

of one of the genre 's best kno wn authors . Mainland-bo rn Hong Kong newspaper editor

Louis Cha (Zha Lian gyo ng, ]!tilll) who is known inte rnatio nal ly to Chinese -spe aking

fans of his novels by his pen name l in Yong (~Mf).81

Briefly, co ntemporary wuxia xiaoshuo (~~/J,i)t) o r Chi nese martial arts fiction can

be thought of as a des cendant of the vernacular fictio n tradi tion whose forebea rs include

espe cially works suc h as WazerMargin (Shuihu zhuan. <*~)).Altho ugh strict

usage of explici t stru cturing devices such as poetical ly fra med chapter title s and chap ter 

driven prefaces and endings (- If you would kno w wha t hap pens next.. ...) seem s to have

fa llen into disuse in modern works and/or their many reprintings, the novels are basically

. IFora brief biography see Micford ( 1993. 4 ).
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episodic in nature, and each may ron to several volumes. Such characteristic organization

also reflects the historical importance of serialization to the development of this genre and

its popular audiences. Many martial arts novels were first published as newspaper and

magazine instal lments . As I disc ussed in an earlier chapter, this formal patterning makes it

possible for readers to read portions of stories out of sequ ence and still ultimat ely develop

and retain a sense of the overall narrative- a useful feature when. for whateve r reaso n, the

volume s of printed or electronic texts arc unavailable in their original order.

Essentiall y, most readers agreed that most martial arts novels foll owed . with some

variation, the basic pattern which I have outlined below:

1. A chivalrous hero, or occasionally

2. A small band of gal la nt knights-errant (one of whom usually is. or becom es,
superior in skill and temperam ent and is acknowledged as leade r by the others) who
islare

3 . Seeking a gifted master or maybe a text or other record of secrets of their martial
discipline(mijut!. Q.1Jc) in orde r to impro ve his/ their skills. possibly in order to

4. Exactrevenge for some wrong done to a family member, brothe r-in-anus or the
figh ting lodge to which the he ro belongs. Alo ng the way

5. There are num erous. vi vid ly described banles and ski rmis hes . Through the se
the hero may meet

6. A martial heroine or perhaps the da ughter or young femal e relative/disciple of a
bitter enemy or rival fighting clan. Th ey may well

7. Become romantical ly involved. Th eir relationship will like ly expe rience man y
stormy momen ts (yi bo san she. -i1:t:=.tfi) .82 Besides romance. the hero ma y
come into riches. which he will likely scorn. Certainly

8. His f ame will be known far and wide throughout the outlaw society. the
"brotherhood of river s and lak es." Somewhere along the way, a mystery may be
solved whic h

9. Sheds light on the reaso ns unde rlying the hero ' s inner motivation. Th e tale may
end

82Basically, "s torm-tossed" or "one wave has three breaks."
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10. Successfully (yuanmanj ieju. Il1I fl!;;,IO:I'3as with traditional dramatic final... .
but with some very skilled writers a bittersweet or open-ended epilogue is also
possible, and often more moving for the reader .

However . as this chapter demonstrat es. readers suggest that there is more to martial am

fiction than these basic elements. Good martial arts fiction must strive. as one male reader

put it, to provide the esse nce of the narra tive. the " nucleus of the descri ption" (miao shu de

zhongjian; tfM:!f<Jt:p~)84 of the tale . Tentatively. I would characterize this central set of

ideas or concerns as rougbly analo gous to the concept of an "emotional core" in a ballad or

a folktale (Evans 1982, 3 15; Toelken 1979 , 106) . A martial arts novel that is true to its

traditi on is one that foreg roun ds certain concerns fundamental to Chinese cultural and

interpersonal interaction. such as loyalty and friend ship that endures despite any

inte rvening bardships or distanc es. Thi s notion of friendship subsumes and enlarges the

sense of soci al connection or guarai (IIJ~) which can be defined as "matters that relate.

andr elations tbat maner. ..

Guaru:i represent a cen tral cohesive force in Chinese world view: relations bind people

to tbe responsibilities and plea sure s enjoin ed in their own existence and identity by

connecting them in a network of meaning to the signifying others around them. Huiyua n

describes tbis as a kind of "energy" which is a key component of the novel. From the

context of Huiyuan' s other comments during.the interview . I developed the impression that

this chivalric energy is intensified not so much through the act of controlling the life force

or qi (g) that comes with martial discipline. but by reinforcing the friendships formed .

tempered and refined through competition and conquest:

83"A satisfactory result for all concerned."

8-'WANG Yongji, interview. 29 September 1995 . Tape T95WY J-23.
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C RY: {Begins in English: "Actually I think the hero or heroine in gongfU fiction
must got a very stro ng mental power. And they have to be very " } they should be
very steadfast and finn . <Unclear, begins speaking quickly> actual ly I think martial
arts, setting , these are all basic things. Others - <pause> it's very hard to say , very
hard to decide . Some would say that in lrungfu novels it's very important, and even
essential , to have gongfu. and knights-errant, the n ongoi ng battles within the
jionghu [subcultu re), "tales and legends ofloyalty and enmity ," [reel 1 don' , know
whether that 's not all there is to it because actually martial arts fiction is just {in
English: it 's kind of-} I would say that martial arts have a kind of energy. and it is
this energy which develops into martial arts fictio n. not some external packagi ng
wbich creates martial arts fiction....[Discusses a book mentioned in her
questio nnaire respo nses abo ut players in a Chinese chess competition which she
feels also fits the fra mework of a martial arts novel.) I feel that martial arts has this
energy and esse ntial ly, you need the martial arts ene rgy regardless of whether or
not you bring in gongfu. or whether the jianghu has this or that going on in the
plot. I think the wrapping is all unimportant, It' s that energy that's important.as

This chapt er focuse s on the three areas most frequently discussed by readers of martial

arts fictio n who informed my ethnographic research: the history . heroic character-types and

their subcu ltural and lingui stic landscape . the "rivers and lakes" Uianghu. iIiNJ). which

provide the setting and potential for the compelling "kungfu novel" story-world. In th is

chapter. I discus s the hero and the narrative setting in comparative terms, in order to

provide some points of reference with certain adventure genres which may be more familiar

to western readers of this work . Also important to my exploratio n of heroic figures is a

consideration of the rang e of expressive behaviours and guises open to the Chinese martial

arts hero. from the stalwart haohan (~iI) -the "brave. true. hero" concerned with justice

8SCHUNG. Huiyuan , interview. 25 August 1995. Tape T95CHYa-l2.
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and rig hteousness - to [he picaresque tri ckster (liumang , fitteR. literally, " rogue,

hoo ligan " ) figure who , as seve ral scholars have noted (Meyer 1980 , 98 .106 : Uysal 1968.

142-43 ; Chi lders 1968 . 116-20). often remains closer to the ideals of folk heroism than the

nobler membe rs of a culture ' s hero ic pantheon .

A division of chara cter-types according [Q the abso lute presence or absence of virtue is

not reco mme nded. however. since the picaro can also embod y a certain noble pathos and

digni ty beneath the facade of wry hum our and trickery which mark his usual strategies for

survi val (Babcock 1978. 99. 107-08; Chi lders 1%8, 118, 120) . Indeed , for some readers

the skilled depiction of a trickster-h ero may stand out particularl y vivi dly against all othe r

character-types. In ber ini tial qu estionn aire answers , Huiyuan responded to a ques tion

abou t typ ical male and femal e characters by co nsidering the very atypical Monk ey King in

the classical novel Journey to the West (Xi you j i , «~i&n2 }» . Monkey, acco mpanying

the monk Tripitaka and a motley ban d ofl ess- tban-perfect aco lytes on ajoumey to retrieve

the true scriptures. is a c leve r immortal who has mas te red man y feats of com bat and

transforma tion, but who - on the surface at least - seems a loog way from enl ightenmen t.

However. his "si~an" humani ty is at once humo rous and deeply spiritual : his actions and

word s freq uen tly seem to ma nifest an essential purity which is lacking in the other

pilgrims. including the monk who is his supposed mentor. although Tripitak a himself can

also be ~en as a kind of comic hero who falls short of his pot ential (Hsia 1968 . 125-29.

135) . Huiyuan touches on one aspect of Monkey's contra dic tory personal ity which for her

makes him such an intriguing character.
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Journey to t~ West 's male charactcr isa Buddhist monk ! The females are all either
very silly almost to the point of foolishness, or they possess great wisdom , none in
the middle. Males. how to reckon {Sun} Wukong [Monkey]? He has very human
shortcomings even though his ways are extre mely clever and resourceful. still there
are some imperfections in his character. I really enjoy this kind of wri ting style.es

Furthermore, scholars and readers alike have cited this Dovel as an impo rtan t influence on

the developm ent of contempo rary martial arts fiction (Chard 1991,7: U u 1967, 82 ). For

some readers. experiences with what they consider the classic al antecedents of toda y' s

" kungfu novels" inform. their interpretations and continued appreciation of the modem

genre. These readers also assert, however. that while contemporary novels may reflect a

rich heritage of influences. they should not.seek.to recreate or rewrite those earl ier works in

modem guise. a point discussed in the previous chapter. Rather , as Shew -fen put it as we

were formulating a question on folkloric and class ical elements in current popul ar ficti on

for the revised questionnaire. the "shadows" of olde r. well-known characters may populate

the narrative . but they should not be brought to life. Although it may see m to a reader that

Zhu ge Liang or some other ancie nt figu re is sighted throughout a narrative. reports ofbis

activities should remain not so much greatly exaggerated as tantalizin gly unconfirmed.

Moreove r. Minford finds that hero ic and picaresq ue elements can meet in the knight 

errant figure. especially since . by defi nition. all members of the brotherhood of " rivers and

lakes " are rogu~s or outlaws in relation to trad itional Confucian society (1993 . 2,10) .

Several readers also rema rked 0 0 the curious mixing of polarities of conduct and outlook

with in tbe com plex persona of the ma rtial hero. From readers ' comments. I sense that

whether a reade r categorizes a character as a rogue or a gallant depends. to a large extent.

on whe ther the characte r upholds or flouts tbe codes of conduct within the outlaw

86QP-Ol.
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community itse lf. These complexities notwithstanding, ifwe take Schofie ld 's assertion that

the course of the heroic myth is consi sten t in that it usual ly involves "a young nobody of

unkn own origins [~ rides in from nowhere and eventual ly turns out to be someone

from somewhere" ( 1990. 18), then I think. tha t it is important to open this discussion with

an investigation of the various genre s of literary and oral tradition which contributed to the

shaping of contemporary Chinese chivalric fiction .

4.2 The Roots of Contemporary Martial Arts Fiction

Th e Chi nese nam e for "kungfu fiction," wuxia xlaoshuo (1Et~/J\~.), prov ides a clear

indicatio n of the genre's main concerns: fighting and prowe ss in tradi tional mil itary or

martial arts ( w « , :lit) and chivalry or conduct exemplifying a chivalrous warri or (xia. !*:).

that is, a concern with righteousness, loyalty and honesty. A knight-errant may be referred

to as a "hero" (yi ngxiong. ~it). or more often as a "chivalrous person/tra veller" txiake.

~~) and, as I menti oned earli er, specific chara cters may be hailed as " brave , true heroes"

or haohan (~lJi). Interestin gly, as Yub in descri bes shortly. haohan literal ly means "good

(Chi nese) man." T he Chi nese conceptio n of the mascu line hero signifies a person who is

la rger than life . so meo ne who embodies the most profound cultural reso nanc es as

expressed in the highest level s of personal discipli ne. As Fang ling remarked: "Ofte n

martial arts fiction tell s readers that while kungfu is important, conduct is more important,"

Yubin elaborated on this idea . concentra ting on the importance of righteousness and virtue

as the organi zin g princi ples which should ideal ly order and direct the hero' s respo nses, not

only in combat. but in every aspect of his life, incl uding his training and any quests he may

elect to undertake:
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HYB: <in English> If someone has de (~ virtue) it 's very important according to
the theory [the ideals of marti al arts fiction J. If yo u don' t have a strong sense of
moral ity probably you can 't get somewh ere in terms of your martial arts. Probabl y
such ideas are still in the novels, and also in practice, that 'sjust a reflection•••. And
those people [characters in lrungfu novelsl val ue yi (it) very much. The
conception of yi I think governs brotherhood, fraternity and friendship in that
spe cifi c sense. They envelope those things because "friendship" in English
someti mes just means "soci ability ," or "acquai ntance." So the eli te of that
community -thejianghu - are called haohan (lf~, " good mao." But it doesn 't
mean " good man " in English. In Engl ish " good man" means a kind person . but
haohan, that means a person who is reall y masculine or heroic. And jiang yiqi, (~

fi~) promoting righ teousness.87

Not surpri singl y perh ap s, most Engli sh tran sla tions do not adequately express the

interdepend ence between skill and behaviour. The term " martial arts " places an almost

excl usive emphasis 0 0 combati ve techniques (Minfo rd 1993,2). while "chival ric" - at

least in tbe minds of many non-Chi nese readers - may connote a correspondence with

western medieval tradi tions associated with the prac tic e of knigh t-erran try that obscures

some very important differences. Whereas western medieval knights were general ly of the

nobility and employed in the service of the king for which fealty they in tum enjoyed his

sanctio n and favour . Chi nese knights-erran t originally came, for the most part . from many

classes of society and fonne d a kind of subcultural class that stood opposed to the cen tral

tenets of Confucian order, and they did not subscribe to any formalized. court-inspired

romantic code such as existed in many western European societies (Ll u 1967, 5. 7-9, 195) .

Still . I use these labels in conj unction with the term " kungfu nove l" or "gongfu (:tJJ ::#C)

87f{E Yubin, interv iew . 31 August 1995 . Tape T95HYBc- 11. It should be understood
howeve r. that Yubin and others went on to point out that upholding " righteousness" as it is
conceived in the outlaw community often requ ires or at least condones behaviour that not
only subverts expect ed patterns within official soc iety . but also may well demonstrate the
extremely violent and subj ective enactment of a narrow and rather paradoxicaJ definition of
"j ustice." See also Liu ( 1967, 5-6).
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novel" because these were the names used by reade rs surveyed in thi s study. fans and non

fans alike .

4.2.1 Chiva lr ic Them es in Early Popo.lar Fic tion

Liu's The Chinese Knigiu-Erraru (1967) remains one of the classi c studies of the xiake

tradi tion in history and literature, indeed. many consider it still the definitive treatment of

the subject. Thi s wo rk, which places the figure of the Chinese chivalric hero in the texts

and contexts of the changing times an d genres in and through which he lived. does not

restrict itself to classifying traditional martial arts fiction strictly in relation to the "serious"

classical military romances like WaIerMargin and Romance of the Three Kingdoms. These

and other thematically related wo rks ce rtainly helped shape later popular manifestations of

the martial hero in fiction. however. as readers suggest in this and previous chapters. the y

should not be thought of as pro viding so me kind of fixed template that su bsequent

examples of the genre merely imperfectly reproduced. As I have already described. a

number of readers have indicated other narrative traditions which contri buted to the

development of martial arts fiction . such as Chi nese detective fiction and tales of fantasy

and the supernatural featuring memorable figures such as the astute Judge 8ao.88 the short

stories of Pu Songling, Journey to t~ West. Sanxia wuyi « '=~1i.ft ) . The Three

Knights and the Five Righte ous Heroes ) and Feng shen yanyi «.t-t~'@ifi >. The

Investiture of the Gods ).

I will return to this point in a moment, however. as I described in Chapter One . it is

importan t to understand that although the first writte n or fully compiled and ed ited version

of a story might emerge in publis hed form in a particular year of a given dynasty. that does

88See Chapte r Five for further discussion.
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not mean that the themes or central character-types of the story did Dot exist in othe r

vers ions in oral and print traditions prior to the first known date of formal publication. For

example , McLaren (1985. 188. 191) notes a broa dside or casuefab le (cihua, ~~)

chara cte r which appeared in late Ming editions of the Three Kingdoms. espec ially popular

"'picrure-strip"(:hizhuan. ;& {!I:) editi ons.,but which was also found less frequently in some

printings of literary, bistoricized yanyi ({';iii).

McLaren further sugg ests that, alth ough this character, a gallant and rathe r rogui sh

figure calle d "[Hua] Guan su" ( ntJH~), is absent from the dramaiis personae of Luc

Guanzhong's (rflttJ:! )89(circa mid-l300s) edition of the story of the Three Kingdoms. he

may have known about it and included"it in an earlier prototype manuscript, the inclusi on

hav ing then been subject to later editing, either by Luo himself or a subsequent editor. It is

not inco nceivable that the chara cter. who likewise undergoes a transformation over the

course of his narrative life fro m a brigand to a filial 5On,90 would have been known to

writers and compilers such as Luo: he appears in a pinghua version also cal led The Three

Kingdoms several decad es earlier and record s from around 1100 cite "'Guansu" as a

popular nickname for band its and entertai ners (162. 181, 191).

89Although authorship of bo th Three Kingdoms an d Warer Margin are generally
attributed to Luc, Hsia suggests that he compiled both works using ear lier sourc e material
(1968. 77) . McLaren ' s essential argument is that this source materia l might well have
drawn on oral tradition to a greater extent than previously assumed.

90This is an interesting process in the evoluti on of many popular tradi tions and folk
heroes : they are often ..tailored" over time, intentionally or inadvertently, to reflect either
dominant cultural value s or chan ging subcultural attitudes. See for example Lais ( 1992)
analy sis of the transformation of the chara cte r of " Lady White Snake " in folklore and
popular media and Roberts' (1983 ) examination of the evolution of "Stackolee" in black
culture.
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This last point is of interest to a discussion of the developm ent of martial arts literature

because "ban dits and entertai ners" are the very sorts of peopl e whose occupations and

outlook are most commonly used to descri be the characters found in the subc ulture of later

martial arts fiction. While I am not suggesting that an ancient broadside or early precursor

of what we migh t toda y call a "chapbook" or even a "comic book" marks the definitive

beginnings of kuagfu fiction . it appears that the "rivers and lakes" adventure setting and its

outlaw heroes , like the " greenwood" of ballads, and much more recently the "frontier;" in

both its "wes tern" and "cosmic" manifestations, bas been a fascinating landscape for

audiences long before such genres were named - and more often than not, dismissed by

those undertaking such classificati ons- as popular entertainments.

Even before the emergence of the Ming dynas ty vernac ular novel s which fans and

scholars most closely associate with the narrative tradition that became cont emporary

Chinese adventure or martial arts fiction . there were bianwen (§!:::>() tales of heroes and

saints from the sixth to the tenth century which also express some of the them es that would

becom e central to the modem genre. These "tales and recitals of the unusual" incorporated

such central kungfu fiction devices as a revenge plot. the development and manife station of

the hero ' s see mingly superhuman martial and strategic powers, and the extrem e violence

with which the hero redresse s the injustice shown to his family (Johnson 1980. 145. 148

49 ). Of ?eater importance than the presence of certai n motifs which might be said to

anticipate later narrative conventions is the fact that . acco rding to Johnson. the beginni ngs

of a written vernacular language allowed the bianwen to extend "be yond the constraints of

narra tive in the literary langua ge to the verge of pop ular fictioo" in which the features of

later vernacular classics. though incipient and roughl y-drawn . were still clearly discernible

(95-96 ).
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Discovered in quantity in the early part of this century in the caves at Dunhuang. the

bianwen texts include a considerable quantity of what we might call popularized exempla

which demonstrate not only that sixth-century Buddhist preachers knew bow to "play to an

audience" in order to get their messages across, incorpora ting material that was decidedly

outside the ortho dox canon, but also - since it is unlikely that these sermons and

illustrative stories were themselv es the scriptss r that the preachers used or the later

recording of the ir oratious-c- that the Tang period (6 18-907 A.D.) saw the rise within

Chinese society of a new type of audience whose members . for the most part. bad achieved

a modest education. and whose position therefore fell somewhere between the orality of the

folk and the clas sical erud ition of the litera ti. It is proba ble. however, that these new

readers would have had strong links to oral culture . and their level of literacy would have

precluded access to the greater part of the classical canon . As such. they would have found

the bianwen ideal ly suited to their tastes, especially since the content of these relatively

short and uncomp licated texts reflected a "system of traditions" that was already an

established part of the popular consciousness by the time a readership developed (Johnson

96.99. 102-03).

The bianwen cycle with which Johnson is specifically concerned relate the adventures

of a hero of the pre-Imperial state of Wu called Wu Zixu (ffi-=r l!i>and are set in the late

sixth- to early fifth century B.C.. which again is much earlier than even the first recorded

historical and narrative accounts of characters who could be described as early prototype s

of the chivalric hero. Prior to the development of a popular literature about his adventures.

the literary and oral traditi ons surrounding his character and deeds remained largel y

91See Chapte r One for further discussion and a summary of this argument . Johnson
also holds that techniques employed by Buddhist preachers in turn affected secular
storytelling ( 1980. 101.)
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separate. and were brought together in this popular written Corm(1980. 93-96). Although

the bianwen's relative literary merits may have paled beside the great works that would

Collowthem. theirvery existence and abundance -some seven thousand documents were

acqu ired by the British Museum alone. to say nothing of sizable French and Chinese

collections- attest to a truly remarkable and enduring written tradition with vibrant

connections to the oral landscape of its day which was produced over the same period that

would become known in western European history as ..the Dark. Ages" (Gile s 1944,7.

46). Just as remarkable perhaps. is the fact that much of the hianwen -unlike the late Ming

baojuan (Jf:ff) that also contained popular Buddhist stories and recitations and were

especially attractiv e to female readeessa-, came before the innovations in woodbl ock.

printing that would allow for cheap mass publication.sa

As can be seen from the foregoing examples, knight-errantry as it is portrayed in

contemporary fiction can be understood as the product. or perhaps the confluence. of long

standing historical and literary traditions. Liu states that historical and fictional chivalric

narratives represent two importan t strands of the genre (1967 . 81). However. although

history and fiction were separated in practice. ju popular tradition they sometimes merged

successfully and seamle sst y, each distinct but integra ted and complementary realms of

wonder:

92See Overmyer (1985) and the summary in Chapter One for further disc ussion.

93Even after the development of movable type. fixed woodblock printing was preferred
becau se of its lower cost, Woodblock printing was preva lent by the ninth century.
however . in Giles' descripti on of the manuscripts held at the British museum, he comments
on the different writing styles and implements that would have likely been used to copy the
bianwen texts by hand , as well as the paper qualities which serve as anoth er indicator of
age ( 1944. 13). See Ko ( 1993 . 34-37) and Wu (1943. 1950) for further discussion.
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In short, chivalric tales occupy an intermediate position between popul arizations of
history on the one hand and tal es of the mirac ulous 0 0 the other . Th ey dwell in a
twilight region where fac t mingles with fanc y and the co mmonplac e wi th the
marvellous (82).

An important facet of Liu' s disc ussion is that it draw s our attention to moments when

de vel opments in history and literature - normally clear ly separa ted in the official

world view of ancient China - 94 coi ncided in ways that came to refle ct to some degree the

progress and decline of the bero and his world. although these events and their texts could

no t in an y way predict the enduri ng popul arity of the chival rous kni ght in the C hinese

imagination . During the Song (960-1279 A.D.), Yuan (1271 - 1368) an d Qing dynasties

( 1644- 19 11) the practice of knight-errantry dec lined for a variety of reasons. Tn the Song a

rise in Confucian ideals and political policies led to a suppress ion of chiv alric activi ties and

principles because they ran counter to many fundamental Confucian precepts, whil e in the

Yuan the free- spirited and thoroughly Chinese figu re of the haohan posed a threa t to the

Mon gol leadership. and by the Qiog systems of offi ci al armed escorts ren dered the

independent knigh ts largely ineffe ctive and obsolete (Liu 1967. 7-9.53. 71).

However. Liu suggests tha t overall the knights sbowed remarka ble tenacity, survi ving

their-fluctuati ng fortunes as both real peop le and popular personas from at least the Western

Han (206-8 B .C. )9Sand possibly even up to the eve of tbeTaiping Rebe llion ([ 1851-1864 )

1967 ,42, 135). Furtherm ore, even d uring periods of repressio n. the gallant brotherhood

enjo yed widespread acceptance as a subj ect for popular litera ture and performance:

s-See Johnson (1980 . ISO) for fu rther disc ussion .

9SSome time lines list the end of this dynasty as the yea r 24 A.D . de pending upon
whether the Wan g Mang Interregn um is conside red.a separate inter-dynas tic reign . Th e
Wang Mang period lasted from ap proxi mately 8 B.C. until the start of th e Western Han in
25 A.D.
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regardless of wheth er their exploits ever made it into the pages of a promptbook or inspi red

a later autho r 's fictio n. Llu states that they were a favo urite topic for Song storytelling and

Yuan drama (72. 81) .

T o summarize the disc ussion up to this po int. it is clear that al though chivalrous

romances were certainly an established prose genre by the early Ming Dynasty. the

narrative them es existed in classical poetry as well as a varie ty of popular forms, such as

legends. ballads. Buddhi st sermons and recitations as well as plays- all of wh ich

significantly predate this era. Some tal es. such as "Tbe Maiden ofYeh" (circa firs t century

A.D.) , which anticipates late r conventions by incl uding such featur es as supernatural

elements and a martial heroine. attest to a provenance conside rably earl ier than eve n the

Tang Dynasty, which is the era to which most of the bianwen belong. Acc ording to Liu,

by the Tang Dynasty tales of chivalry had also evolved into sophisticated literary forms ,

whil e by the Song and Yuan periods which followed. evidence suggests that tales of

knightly valour were much sought after as the stuff of storyt elling and stage performances .

(1967 . 72, 81-86, 99). From the seven teenth century onward , Liu notes that " new types of

chivalric fiction have developed and continued to be popular to the present day" (81) , an

ass ertion borne out by Link 's surveys of reade rship in the 19105 and 19705 (1981, 9:

1985.252).

4.1.2 Placing the Tradition: A Look at Sto r y and Histor y

At this time . I wan t to briefly recap the main stra nds of Chine se martial arts fiction and

review those so urces that readers percei ve as th e central influences on the contemporary

genre . Liu emphasiz es the importance of Shui hu zhuan ( ( *1lf~ ) )or the Water Margin

as a prec ursor of late r chivalric fiction, as well as its historical place as a ficti onalized
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account based on the events of the Fang La Rebellion of 1121 as recorded in historical

accounts (1967, 109). He notes that many stori es about various members of the band of

outlaw heroes who occup ied Uangshan Marsh exi sted as story cycles before the y were put

together by Shi Naian (tiltiJii) and Loa Guanzho ug, although the exact nature of each

writer's clai m to authorship has been the subject of so me debat e, as has the exact dat e of

pub lication. The original edi tion, like the prototyp ical Three Kingdoms by Luo which

Mclaren describes in his stud y of the influences of oral traditi on on that classical novel

discussed earl ier in thi s chapter, is no longer extant. Furthermore, WarerMargin itself was

subj ect to considerable expan sion and re-editing through the Ming Dynas ty until the

revisions of lin Shengtan'a (JiZ:~~, d; 166 1) edition reduced the numbe r of chapters to

seventy-one and removed mucb of the material added in previous revisions (Liu l l~11; Lu

1976. 158. 173). In general. Liu suggests tha t WatuMargin may be seen as a kind of fo lk

epi c in which the characters arc emph asized as heroes of chivalrous tem perament. rather

than brigands (112-13 ).

lt is interesting to note the link between Water Margin and The Three Kingdoms in the

minds of kungfu novel readers. as the latter book was mentioned almost as oft en as the

fa nner when readers discussed the relative infl uences of each work on co ntemporary

adve nture fictio n. Th is tre nd was some what reversed when readers broug ht up specific

chara cters for comparison with modern types. however. In that instance, admirable heroes

-though often depicted in reade rs ' comments as bearin g a likeness to the fiercely loyal but

rather rough-e dged and impetuous Li Kui of Water Margin- were most frequently

describe d as resembling the resourceful mast e r stra tegist Zhuge Liang of the Three

Kingdoms, who is perhaps if not the archetypal culture hero of Cbi nese trad ition . then at
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least a solid candidate for the pos itio n (Ebe rhard 1986,326--27; Loewe 1984, 150).

Commenting on the necessary qualities of mal e characters, for example, one man wro te:

The typical male charaeter bas a complex personality. He bas a sense of humour but
is by no means perfect, His masculinity is reflected in wisd om rathe r than power.
If conditions permit. the best thing is a certain amount of literary tale nt. One
example is Three Kingdom's Zhug e Lieng .se

Altho ugh such obse rvations may pertain more specifically to the next two sections, I

include them here because they illustrate one kind of powerful connection between classical

and contemporary adventure fiction for some readers that I alluded to earlier.: the reflectio n

but not exact reprod uction of specifi c traits or even particularly mem orable character-types

in other ficti onal personas and situa tions. Additionally, Lu mentions that both Water

Margin and Three Kingdoms were printed toge ther in the late Ming (Irr76 , 173), and they

may also retain some residual associati on in the minds of readers because the same person

is credited with the compilation of both works . Also, it is not inconceivabl e that there is

some degree of readers' pride operating amon g the enthusiasts who part icipated in this

study as far as their assertions of gene ric tradition and heritage are co ncerned . Besides their

ackno wledged status as forerunners of the modern kungfu novel . Water Margin. Three

Kingdoms and J OU17Jl!'j to the West have also long been considered hallmarks in the canon

of Chinese fiction.

Although the two novel s bearsome similari ties, there are also important differences in

such thin gs as setting. language and charac terization. Both novels deal with the co ncepts of

loyalty and " sworn brotherhood." however , WaJerMargin is more clearly in the "rivers

96QHR-03 .
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and lakes" tradition. and the language reflects the down-to-earth origins and surroundings

of many of the characters, though both nov els express a variety of registers. depending on

the narrati ve context (Hanan 1981. 1>16). In WarerMargin. acco rding to Hsia:

.•.the more memorable characters inhabit by and large a picaresque world of
military officers and yam en offici als. merchants and innkeepers. th ieves and
prostitutes . Buddh ist monks and Taoist priests . who constitute a far more
divers ified and vibrant landscape than the world of the Three Kingdoms . It is this
bustling and often savage world tha t gives The Water Margin its distinctive aura of
human truth ( 1968. 85) .

Three Kingdoms is set much earl ier than either JOU1'1le'J to the West or Warer Margin.

durin g the period of disunity at the end of the Eastern Han (25-220 A.D.) when China was

divided into the opposing states of Wei (220-265), Wu (222-280) and Shu Han (22 1-263) .

The novel concerns the friendship and exploits of Liu Bel (ill. ) who estab lished rule of

Shu Han. his advisor. the gifted general Zhuge Uang (itll1l:).the virtuous and refined

knight-errant Guan Yu (HJfj) and the warrior Zhang Fei (~m) .97 In his anal ysis. U u

differentiates stories of historical knights-errant in the fonn of chivalric tales from. on the

one hand . historical romances . and on the other. tales of the supernatural. I will return to

the seco nd distinction in a moment. however Uu sta tes that historical romances are more

concerned with "professional warrio rs who lead armies into battle" than with knights who

act independently and arc more concerned with acting on personal courage than maki ng

tactical dec isions (196 7, 81-82) , Three Kingdoms is genera lly described as a histori cal

romanc e. altho ugh Hsia prefers the term " historical narrati ve" as oppose d to novel (1968.

34 ).

97For a translatio n oftbis work into Eng lish. see Brewin-Taylor ( 1995).
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From talking to readers . my sense of thei r overall conception of the underpinnings of

martial arts fiction is that there is an essentially direct line of descent within the chivalric

tradition from WarerMargin to many of the martial arts novels of today, at least to those

that put greate r stress on martial prowess than supernatural power . The genealogy is lent

an even grea ter nobility in its association with Three Kingdoms . Perhap s it would be

appropriate to say that fo r readers , history and fiction are never completely separate in

martial arts fiction: along with a dose of fantas y, mystery or love. the admixture of

historical fancy and fictional truth are all part of the adventure, As I learned while col lecting

Chinese folktales for my M.A. thesis.Three Kingdoms is also a source people refer and

defer to in relation to the tales they tell . as it represents a way of naming cultural truths in

storytelling which resonates more deep ly than even the lure of the "rivers and lakes" as it is

presented in Water Margin. The questio n requires furthe r resear ch. but it strikes me that

for kungfu novel reade rs who also cited both classics -as most did. and with affection

the situati on may be somewhat akin to that faci ng readers of medieval fantas y or mystery

fiction I have spoken to who have also read The Canterbury Tales as well as the many

perspectives and interpretations of Arthurian legend: the one is a highly entertaini ng yam.

or a series of them. that draws on what came before and also presents it in sucb as way as

to serve as a model for later stories whi le the other. for some at least. tells a story of the

greatest love. loyalty and pain ever known.sa

98See also Wu (199 1) for a comparative analysis of the narra tive struct ures of the
Caxton edition of Mal ory ' s u Marte d 'Arthur and Jin Sben gtan' s edi tion of Water
Margin. Although be does not draw to the sam e extent on the comic depiction s in Chauc er.
medie val historian and author P.C. Doherty bas written a series of mystery novels in which
the pilgrim s tell those tales "recorded" by Chauce r during the day and ..tales of gbosts and
murder" at night, The latter are presented. like the daytime narratives . as lively vignettes or
episodes interspersed with dialogue between the listeners.
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As a brief aside.Liu generally characterizes worts such as the late Qing Tales ofHerok:

Young Lovers (Em u yingxiong zhuan, ( 5!3<:'iR:ill:~» as falling into a kind of a

prescriptive scholar- beauty romance trad ition, although the heroine "Thirteenth Sister"

(Shisan mei, +.=~) is a chivalrous fighter intent on aven ging her father' s murder. The

hero is a scholar. and Liu finds weakne sses in what be describes as the inco nsiste nt

characterization of the book. especially in the portrayal of the heroine. He states: ......as

Thirteenth Sister. she is a remarkable character, full of the noble and stem virtues of

chivalry. but as Jade Phoenix. especially after ber marriage, sbe is hardly recogni zable as

the same person" (1967 . 129).

in my own research into the Chinese heroine tradition in folklore, this pattern seems to

be the norm in many respec ts, and the domestica tion of the traditional heroine is perhaps

less the result of a weakl y drawn character than the influence of strong social co nstraints

which come to bear on her ultimate fate. Often. the heroine is ultimatel y bound by filial

duty or other pressure s and her glorious career as soldier or scholar is sometimes. though

not always, cut short. As a result. her story. as we'see in Chapter Six. is often left open

and unfinished. Certainly, "Thi rteenth Sister" may well "start with a tiger's bead and end

with a snake's tail'" at leas t partly because of authorial inconsistency. However. although

none of the readers in this study discussed this book specifically as belongin g to the martial

arts genre. past audiences may have interpreted ber narrati ve journey and final destinati on

as retracin g the steps and fillin g in the textual silences found in the tales of trad itional

warrior women sucb as Hua Mulan.99

99Altemative1y. McMahon suggests that Tales of Heroic Young Lovers may be seen as
"an antidote" to some of the theme s and charac ter-types found in Dream of the Red
Chamber (1995. 265-82) . See Chapter Six of this thesis as well as Koza r ( 1993 ) for
additional discussion about the character of'Hua Mulan and the martial heroine tradition.
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As I have already discussed, Liu distinguishes chivalric tales from historical romances

and stories of the supernatural . He writes:

Chivalric tale s al so differ from tales of purely supernatural events such as
Pilgrimage to the West (Hsi-yu Chi. known to English readers as Monkey ) and
Inveutnae of tM Gods (Fe1lg-shLn yen-#vi) . The forma may contain an element of
the supernatural but most of them do not strain credulousness too far, the latter
make no pretence at credibility, Also the former are concerned with ju stice or
revenge, the latter generally not (1967, 82 ).

Th ese funda mental differences aside, however . several readers cite nove ls such as

Journey to the West as important antecedents of modern martial arts fiction. especially

because Monkey embod ies the paradoxical and yet very human blend of trickste r-hero and

essentially pure-hearted wanderer whose insights are as astute as his exploits are comical.

Withio the classificati on of chivalric tales themse lves, Liu acknowled ges the contributions

of the two principal streams of thematic content which ron through the contemporary genre

which he characterizes as " tales of flying swordsmen" and ..tales emphas izin g physical

feats." However, he also points out that when the ove rriding potential of qi is given

precedence over what any individual can achieve through the cultivation and direction of

personal strengths and resources , that is: "When this metaphys ical element is emphasized at

the expense of phys ical possibili ty. the tales become practically indistinguishable from

those dealing with flying swordsmen" (1967 . 129-30.134-35) . As ( have noted elsewhere.

many readers perceive this duality as a kind of tendency which certain authors emphasize in

one directi on or the other depending upon their preferences and style. However. ma ny

contemporary novel s combine a little of both. though most readers favour l in Yang' s

novels for what they see as his "realistic" grasp of human physical and metaphysical
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capaci ty. The an of qigong . according to Jade. is about control of the body , and the writ er

too mustdisdpline the kinds ofdescriptions he relies OD:

[Says that adept practitioners could destroy a wall or barrier without striking itl
CYY: (f there is a wall , the y don't have to punch it to destroy it, Maybe they can
stand faraway from it, Not too far , if it 's too far , then some- in Jin Yong 's novel
usually it's not too fa r because he is more reali stic . You don't have to touc h it to
des troy iL [ 5K asks whether a novel without qigong would lose something.} Yes.
because they say qigong is not only you practise more , and then you will be good .
Qigong you have to have the talenL. . and this is one factor. And you have to
<pause> have somethi ng in your heart, I don 't know. You have to be quiet . to
think. <pause> I don 't know! <laughs> You have to maste r your qi, control your
body, bow to use it. so mething like that 100

In the next section. I look: at the character of the Chin ese chival ric hero in greate r detai l,

comparing him to some of the famil iar heroic personas found in various western narra tive

trad itions.

4.3 The Chivalric Hero: A Comparative Exploration East and

West

Folk heroes, like villai ns and other archet ypal figures in folkl ore and local history,

pe rso nify some of the bas ic con ce rns of the human co nditio n (Klapp 1949. 20 . 24 ).

However. they often do so in suc h a way as to allow . enco urage. or sometimes even

requi re multiple readings of the heroic tradition by membe rs of the comm unity to which the

bero belongs. especially since part of the folk hero 's appeal often lies in those aspects of

his character and action s tha t leave his heroism. but not his basic and quintesse ntia lly

fallible humanity , open to interpreta tion (Slater 1980, 191). Moreover. a hero need not

behave in a consistently "heroic" or tragically noble fashion in order to claim an hono ured

IOOCHENYUyuan. inte rview. 19 December 1994. Tape T94VYCb-07.
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place in the folklore of a culture: rogues and clowns whose antics typify fundamental follt

ideas or cultural values are often more closely identifi ed with andlor more frequ ently and

fond ly spolten about than figures who are . if not abov e reproach, then at least certainly

larger than life.101

A num ber of studies of the follt hero exist, with parti cu lar emphasi s on Ame rican

legendary and quasi-his tori cal types and the traits and accom pli shme nts attributed to them

through the dynami c proc esse s of popular trad ition- helped along in some cases by

literary license and/o r self-pro motion. or at least carefully controlled modesty 00 the panof

a "living legend" and (his) biographers or popul arize rs (Meyer 1980; Humphrey 1980).102

Som e analyses emphasize the he ro 's masculine embodiment of cultural or sub cul tura l

values (Abraha ms 1966 ; Roberts 1983 ) , while others str ess the hero as a kind of

metaph oric vehicle for the ex pression of dissent by membe rs of social classes without

access to direct fonns of protest or poli tical influence (Coggeshall 1980).

Several studies, inc ludin g a num ber of the foregoing, discuss the bero as a specifically

situa ted cultural folktype , that is, a person , wheth er real or legendary, wbose life. character

and escapades come - throu gh the dynamic process es of transmission in oral and popular

tradition - to reflect or fit a kind of generic pattern. As a struct uri ng conce pt, "pattern't like

10lSee for example Uysal 's (1968) co mparative analy sis of the Tu rkish "Robin Hood"
Kcr oghlu with -stories of the Hodja Nasreddi n. For discussions of parti cularly "creative"
rogue s. from a cosmolo gical as well as a microcosmic , everyday pers pec tive , see Newall ' s
(1984 ) study of Anan si tales and Strau ss ' exp loration of Coyote as a " sacred fool " ( 1996.
96- 103 ).

I02As the literarure is vast and the topic is not directly related to this thesi s, for reasons
of brevity I do not exp lore the pheno menon of ..tall tale" heroes here. However . I think that
such a comparison would be parti cularly useful in a stud y of the kinds of narratives told by
young Chin ese readers about the ir fictio nal he roes. espe cially if readers were famili ar with
Chinese as well as western characters and story line s. such as might well be the case with
comi c boo k audiences. for exam ple .
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"formula" plays an important. but sometimes overly constricting part in our understanding

of the ways in which the signifying elements of heroic identity are organized. For example .

Raglan's well-known delineation of the essential configuration of beroic attributes is

intended to describe the cultural variations of a specific character-type whose life and

identity could be seen as the cumulative product of "ritual incidents in the life of a ritual

personage" (1965. ISO). However. as Jezewski points out , Raglan 's system does not

accommodate the usual patterns which tend to emerge in the creati on of female heroes

(1984 . 70). She provides the foUowing definition of "bero" which avoids an excessive or

misplaced emphasis on characteristics such as "goodness" or "masculinity":

..• a person whose life story is passed on by oral tradition andlor written accounts
and is remembered for exceptional deeds that have as their basis qual ities
exemplified in courage. power or magic . The hero may be a character of folktale ,
legend , myth or history (1984, 55) .

Jezewski 's analysis is useful because she also takes into account folkloric sources in

the scope of possible influences which may contribute to the creation of a hero. In

particular, her observation regarding the potential relationship between folklore and history

in the hero 's formation bas applications for the study of Chinese popular fiction . especially

since many skilled authors. particularly Jin Yang, enlarge minor historical moments and

characters within a fictional frame . much to the delight of readers . She writes:

If. in fact. the pattemofthe life story ofa hero who is "real" is similar to the pattern
of the traditional hero who has not lived, then the question is raised why these
patterns are similar. It may be that the life stories of historica l heroes are alte red to
fit a pattern or that fiction is made to fit life (56)

As I have already discussed. history and fiction often complement each other in the

minds of readers, and many readers state that they prefer to read books which have
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instructional as well as entertainment value. Not surprisingly perhaps. the range of

variables which may contribute to the creation and development of a heroline of popular

fiction often differ significantly from those identified as either essential or likely for the

eme rgence of a mythic champion. Furthermore. the fictional hero 's progre ss will also be

affected by boththe author 's imagination and his desire to confonn to or challenge existing

" templates" of heroic behaviour. as well as readers ' percepti ons of the dialectical emphasi s

of invention versus conventi on which infonns the narrative 's overall rhetorical structure.

In a much earlier article, Klapp also commented on the interplay between legend and

history in the making of heroes. Concentrating on the legends which come to be identified

with historical figures. be cites a comm on repert oire of mythi c character-types. themes and

events which are selectively associated with particu lar individuals. Moreover. he states that:

" Even popularberoes of the present day are subject to a myth-making process" ( 1949. 17).

Therefore, folk heroes are frequently portrayed in story as undergoing tests of various

kinds . participating in contests whic h foreground superior physical and/or stra tegic skills ,

and having to perform fea ts whi ch attest to their special status and. mos t importantl y.

afford them the recogni tion and approv al of their respect ive communities which is

fundam ental to the very definition of the heroic role (18- 20). Several of the hero-types from

KJapp ' s taxonomy are found in marti al arts fic tion, although. as I discus s in Chapter Six.

readers often speak of the invincib ility of the "conquering hero" with certa in reservations if

not outright criticism of his excessively perfect and unreal istic nature .

Still . this hero-type strikes a cho rd in the hearts of many readers as he represe nts a kind

of swashbuckling gallan t untroubled by human emotion and imperfection . Ofte n, he is also

the first hero-type that marti al arts ficti on readers encounter. especial ly when they are

yo ung. Alth ough they may ultimately come to prefer more complica ted an d human
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characters, many readers retain a soft spot for this kind of hero , and use him as the first

reference point in a continuum of character development. whic h Cawelti note s is also

possible with Westerns as a popular genre . With that tradi tion. the outlaw can be see n as

evolving from an unambiguous outcast: to a "lone ranger" who exhibits more nobi lity than

either the town be defends or the undisciplined forces be defends them against. to the tragic

" guns linger" whose inn erconfliets ultimate ly exact his owndesttuction ( 197 1. 47 , 53-56).

As the starting poi nt, many Chines e readers mention Lingbu Chong (-tW~) who

appears in one of Jin Ya ng 's earlier novels. rca TheSmiling. Proud Wanderer (Ktao ao

jianghu; <: ~1tiI.iN.i >). He is frequently co mpare d wi th tbe unl ikel y and reluc tan t

picaresque hero of Jin Yo ng's last novel. TheDeerandthe Cauldron (Lu ding ji, <: Imml

~ »), a prostitute' s son who goes by the decidedly unhero ic name of We i Xiaobao (jit /j \

J!f) or "Trinket," I will re turn to Xiaobao in a moment. however, I would like to take a

clo ser look at the character of the " Smiling, Proud Wanderer." Ling hu Chong. I fi rst

became aware of the contrast between these two heroes during my interview with Jade who

sai d that she liked both types of heroes and both sty les of novel. Th e heroes start out very

differently: Linghu Chong appears to be a conquering hero whose reputation precedes him

wh ile Xiaobao is extremely reluctant to live up to any notoriety . save perhaps that which

acc ompani es the lifestyle of a polygamous scoundrel:

[Jade has bro ugh t two books to compare ] CY Y: In the first book [The SmW ng
Proud Wanderer l-Jin Yong feels that be put many characters in. and he put lots of
plot in. but he didn' t describe much about their thought. what they think. and why

I03Tb.is novel was publ ished in four volumes in 1963. and revi sed in 1980 (Minford
1993, 8) . Since its publication. it has become the basis of a number of pop ular films and
series. His last novel , The Deer and rheCauldron. was publi shed in 1969-72 . and rev ised
in 198 1.
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they act like this.And he thinks it's not so deep into the heart. But for me, I think
it ' s good enough already. I like the main character [Ling HuchonO']. He is very
he is quiet, he is honest, And the only one fault of him is he is too perfect. He is not
like a real person .

Then about this one [The Deer and the Cauldron) the main character is still a child,
about twelve years old or something . He is the son ofa prostitute [SK: "Oh I think
I know thatone ."] Yeah ? He has no character of a traditional hero. But I think it's a
different concept of lin Yong. The national ism is not so important now.~
about how Ie ask the ta ouist to resist the

Where Xiaoba o must come to live up to his destiny , Linghu Chong ' s fame is tarni shed

before he even anives on the scene. The following excerpt from Chapter Three gives some

indication of the seriousness of his alleged infractions. A nUD and a master from two rival

fighting orde rs are reviewing the charges : he is accused of compromi sing the virtue of a

young female novice , he consorts with blackguard s and ruffian s like "Tian Boguang" who

subvert the honour of the chivalrous code , and he is a wild , drunken . unrestrained fellow

who has DO control over his language or his habits . To compound everything , he had taken

flight and is unwilling to answer for his action s. While Linghu's superio r tries to gloss

over his transgre ssions to some degree , it is clear that this is an unworthy member of the

brotherhood. a man without honour who has flouted every tenet held by chivalrous society :

The Huashan disciples' hearts raced wildly and they all thought : "Learned Elde r
Brother brought the Heng shan nun to the wineshop to drink and ruined her
reputation. already a major infraction against the bouse rules . Wha t's more , he
keeps company with the likes of Tian Boguang, this is a complete and utter mess!"
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After some time. Lao Denu o [a master of the Huasban Lodg e) said: " Master
Uncte.ro- perhapsElder Brother Linghu Chong just met up with Tian Boguang by
accident. and the y aren't reall y associates. Eder Brother Linghu has been drinking
excessively lately, he is not thinking straight A drunk ' s actions don 't matter .••••

Lao Denuo replied: "Yes, yes . but we don 't know where he ' s gotte n to. Let the
disci ples find him and reprimand him, let him kowtow and apologize to Master
Uncle. then present himself before my Masterformore severe punishment" I05

However. it soo n becomes apparent that Linghu is a true hero after all. His action s

toward the young nun beco me clear in ber testimony, as do her feel ings for him. He

rescued her from the wic ked T ian and sustained injury in a battle for her sake . Though he

can certainly select and execute blasphemies with the same precision as he does moves and

counter-moves, even his obscene language and colourful insults against the novice 's lodge,

and especi ally the old nun who is her instructor. were a ruse intended to make her leave

durin g a lull in the combat so that she might get safely awa y. Ultimately restored in the eyes

of all for the moment . if so mewhat grud gingly perhaps, Linghu achieves status as a leade r

within his lodge. tho ugh be does not officially assume full comman d. Like a genuine

champion. he remains set apart, and often faces challenges alone . His relationshi p with the

young nun appears to be a stormy one, however it must also be remembered that they are .

to-Apparently , it is acceptable for older female adepts to be addre ssed in masculine
terms. This may have somethin g to do with their asexual status as nuns, or may be a fonn
of address reserved for fem ale fighte rs who are also nU DS. The Chinese word in the text is
"shu " (£i> whic h mean s " uncle." It is preceded by " shi " ( 1Ji1i) , which mean s " master,
teacher. or instructor."

IOSThis excerpt is my trans latio n. as is the one that follows . I have not read the
complete text of TheSmilin R. Proud Wanderer. however, several chapters are avai lable for
online reading . See Appendices A and 8-1 for further inform ation . To my knowledge. this
book has never been fully translated .
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first and foremost. fight ers fro m opposing schools. and Linghu is wary of romance in

general. and Dunsin particular. Elsewhere in the story , he presen ts himself as something of

a gam bler. Nuns. he says. set bim ofTbis stri de.

Later. in Chapter Eght, U nghu is meditating and antici pating a confrontation with the

YOUDg nun. but is met instead by a mysteri ous male opponen t. As we will see in a moment,

Linghu 's fighting style differs markedly from the (literally) underhan ded tactics employed

by the young Xiaobao in the earl y part. of his caree r as a knight-e rrant;

Tha t evening he bad trouble slee ping. and so he sat cross-legged on a large stone
practic ing a qigong technique. only he felt uneasy in his mind and practicing took
great effort. The slanting moonlight reflected the cliff clearl y. U ngbu Chong saw
ther e " Fresh wind blowing ," three large characters. Stretching out his finger he
traced the vestiges of the chara cters on the cliff face . finishing them in a single
stroke.

Suddenl y. before his eyes a shadow cov ered the cliff face . Lioghu Chong started
and smoothly brought his lon g sword to his side. but did not completely unsheathe
it. Ready to strike a backhanded blow. be called out gaily: " Li ttl e Sister Novice !"
But he could not steel his resol ve. Turning. he saw some distan ce from the mouth
of the cave a man, his long. lean form garbed in a green robe .

The moonlight shone behind him. his face veiled in a green cloth so that onJy a pair
of eyes Showed. Apparen tly be hadn 't yet seen him and Lingh u Cho ng shouted:
" Honoured emissary . who are yo u'!' and followed along up to the cave opening.
sword. drawn.

Readers may focu s on the hero' s qualities of detachment fro m the more mundane

conc erns of life. As a reader' s writt en comments suggested in the seco nd chapter. thi s

aloofness can be a compelling and admi rable quality in the hero . who is someone who is

"always lonely, con tent with ... com municati ng with the inne r self or the wilderne ss

(mostly be is not religious and most often he has to endure )." Speaking of Lingbu Chong,

one man remarked:
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Male Reader: In my favourite novel s, a typical male character is- Liughu
Chong ! <laughter, wife says: "You're thinking of ' Little Sister Novice' !"> No,
DO, 00, certainly it' s Linghu Chon g. ISK: Why?] <wife speaks , unclear> Right,
well, he doesn't make [gmg4l predictions; he doesn 't try to make things neat and
tidy. That is <pause> yes, those thin gs that are shallow or vain , those things all
belong to- that is to say, he separat es himself from these kinds of things.10 6

It may be easier for the archetypal conquering hero to endure loneliness and worldly

detachme nt, however, if his fortunes are as dependa ble as his fighting skills. Late r in the

interview, the same reader quoted above went on to say, with some admiratio n:

Male Read er: Sometimes you don ' t care about something - you don't care about
doing this or you don ' t care to stru ggle - they come [the things you want. ] And
some people do that, a lot of people do that, and they [the desired results ] didn't
come. And this Lingh u Chong, he never cared about anythiog. He just- doing his
own way and don't fight or follow other people for the right money 0 or something.
But everything came «l aughs> came to him!

The other "bero" most frequently mentioned by martial arts fiction enthusiasts was Wei

Xiacbao, bero of Jin Yong 's last novel. When we first meet up with him, he is a

troublemaker like Ling, but hardl y a gallant knight fallen, either in fact or rumcur , from the

way of honour. He lives in the brothel where his mother is a singsong girl. and though he

can also swear like a trooper. the words carry a much different sound and weight, coming

as they do from a small boy. Interest ingly, most people have strong opinions abou t

Xlaoba o, they either love or hate him. He is both an unpromising hero and a clever one,

accordi ng to Klapp' s categorizatio n (1949 , 20). a j uvenile Cinderella who breaks with

Chinese tradition insofar as oth er heroes of this type -readers cited Guo Jing ( ~m) of

I06Male respondent, interview. [2 Octo ber 1995. Tape T9 5XHZ- 25.
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The Eagle Shooting Heroes (She diaa yingxiong thuan, ( M"~1'J) )107 as an

example - usually com pensat e fo r any strategic disadvanta ges by strength. perseverance

and honesty, rather than trickery.

By contrast, Guo l ing can be thought of as occupying an interm ediate position between

the clever trickster and the decisive, stro ng hero. He is ce rtainly brave. loyal and stron g,

j ust a bit slow on the uptake . Still. he is an admirabl e hero who. according to Huiyuan,

exemp lifie s a particular kind of traditi onal Chinese hero, one who makes up in integrity

wha t he lacks in natural wit :

(Speaking about "stupid" heroe s and clever heroin es comparing Gu o Jino and
Huang Rong.! CRY: It' s quite strange. because Chinese stories often featu re a
cle ver woman who marries a stupid man, and she help s and looks after him.
<Unclear> [SK: "Is a stupid hero alright ?") Like Guo Jin g. right? <laughs> ( think
a stupid hero is okay because often he' s not really stupid, j ust slow. {in English:
He' s j ust a bit slow, you know! <la ughs> However, be does n' t have any negative
points. He doesn't have any negative features in his chara cter. He's j ust slow but
be' s very - } He' s very upright, very brave and steadfast. {in English: But he's
j ust a bit slow. It ' s like, e veryo ne can have shon comes [shortcoming s! in his
perso nality. So it ' s what it is . He' s not a bad person . He's a hero, he became a
hero after all and he's studied very hard for his gongfu . He's very hone st, and very
loyal to his friends and his wife. and his shifumen Imasterteacbers l you know, his
teac hers , and friends, and his pare nts- his mother as well . So be ' s a positive , l
would say he 's a positive hero . j roa

I07See Chapter Six for further discuss ion.

IOSThis excerpt is tak en from the sam e interview as the previous quote. In this
. segment, I have included Huiyuan ' s comments in English in the translatio n only, set off by

braces (0). In the Chi nese tex t, I have onl y indicate d where she switched to English to
explain or give examples.
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However. I think that in some ways. Xiaobao may represe nt a process which Caw elti

cal ls "stereotype vitalization." in which a charact er is made to embody traits that are

normally contrary to its type as an instrument of generic innova tion. such as can be seen .

for example. in the more unwholesome habits of Sherlock Holme s. in parti cular his

add iction (1976, 11). By fore grounding human weakn ess. such devices bring the hero

close r to the villainy he opposes, which makes for a narra tive with shadings of motivation.

ins tead of a black-and-white talc in which complete good triumphs over absolute evil 

even though this action may well move the generic goalposts and upset the basic formula of

the game in the opinion of so me readers. 109

The Deer and The Cauldron is set in the mid- to late-seve nteenth century. at th e

beginnin g of the Qing dynasty . Chi na is in the control of the barbarian Manch us. and the

story opens on two diffe rent fronts: the underworld that Xiaobao is part of. and the now

under ground life of a few intellectuals who are close friends and Ming partisans, and who

lamen t the passing of the Chin ese dynasty. As discussed in Chapte r One and earl ier in this

chapter . Jin Yong' s mastery of the vernacular idiom accom moda tes a variety of registe rs

and scenes of interaction. 10 these excerp ts from John Minford's transla tion of the openi ng

chapters. we move from scholars reciting poems with double meani ngs as veiled protest to

miscreants using double entendre and more obvious ins ults in order to stir up more

immediate confrontations. I have chosen rather lengthy selections in order to emphasize the

stark contrasts between the relat ivel y genteel dome sticity of disside nt scholars and the

l09See Minford (1913. 8) for excerpts from the postscrip t to his last book. in which lin
Yan g addresses readers ' obj ecti ons to the anti-heroic nature ofXiaobao.
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world of the "rivers and lakes." First. three scholarl y friends are gathered togeth er, and one

makes a toast: I 10

Gu Yanwu raised his winecup and. in ringing tones. recited the follow ing co uplet

The cool wind sways not me, howe' er it blow;
For me the bright moon still shines everywhere .

"T hat's a splendid couplet of yours , Liuliang," he said. "'Whenever I drink wine
now,l have to recite it. -And do it justice too," he added, with a ceremonious
flourish of his wine-cup .

In spite of LULiulieng' s patriotic unwillingness to serve. a local official, impressed
by what he had heard of La's reputati on, had once sought to recomm end him as a
" hidden talent " meriting a summons to the Court for suitable employment; but Lu
had made it clear that he would die rather than accept such a summons, and the
matte r had been dropped . Some time later, however, when another high-ranki ng
official sent forward his name as a "distinguished scholar of exceptional merit ," La
realised that his con tinued refusal would be construed by the Court as an open
slight. with fatal consequence s for himself and perhaps his family . Accordingly. he
bad himse lf tonsured (though not in fact with any intention of becoming a real
monk), whereupon the govern me nt official s were final ly conv inced of hi s
determination and ceased urging him to come out of his retirement.

Gu Yanwu ' s enthusiasm for Lu 's somewhat pedestri an couplet sprang from the fact
that it contained a hidden messag e. In Chinese the word for 'cool ' is qing (the
wo rd chosen by the Manchus for their new 'Chinese' Dynasty ) and the word fo r
'bri ght' is ming (the name of the old Chinese Dynasty they had supplan ted). So the
couplet Gu recited could be understood to mean:

The Qing wind sways not me, howe 'e r it blow;
For me the Ming moon still shin es everyw here (Minford 1993 , 19· 20).111

IIOSee the Appendix for a "Note on the Elecrrouic Texts." Minford's translation aptly
captures the very differe nt ambiance and intent of the two scenes. I highlight the sce ne in
which we are introduced to Xiaobao because it illustrates how far removed he is from any
sense of chival rous conduct. Readers emphasized that a real hero with proper trai ning
wo uld never resort to Xiaobao's tech niques. Th e excerpts ' orig inal orthography and
punctuation have been maintained.

I t rThispart of Minford 's transla tion seem s to be somewha t more explicit than in the
Chinese text, probably for the benefit of western readers. For Chinese reade rs, the
cool/bri ght, QinglMing association would not require much, if any , elaboration.
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Next, the second excerpt brings us to a pleasure bouse in Yangzhou. A group of salt

smugglers have stormed the establisbment. looki ng for a member of a rival triad among the

"decent" salt mercbants availing themselves of the brothe l's various ameniti es. The ruffian

they are looking for got drunk and insulted the ir illustrious compan y, an offense that

requires swift and painful reckoning. The y try to enter one room, and are violentl y - and

in one case fatally- resisted by a fellow with a bushy beard named "Whiskers" (wbo will

become young Trinket's travelling companion). The leade r of the smugglers confro nts him

and Trinke t arrive s on the scene to avenge an affront to his mother, demonstrating fighting

tactics that. though Dot elegant, are certainly effective:

At this point the ringleader (of the smugglers I stepped forward and peered into the
side-room: in the dim light be was just able to make out the form of a great
bewhiskered fellow sitting on the bed, his head wrapped in a white turban . There
did not seem to be any trace of a scar on his face, and he was most definit ely not
Triad (or was it turtle'?)Jia [the oer.;on the smugglers were looking for.J

"Tbat was no mean feat. sirl" exclaimed the older fellow . "Might I have the honour
of knowing your name'!'

"Your own father ' s name 'U do me fine!" barked the man. "Just call me dad! Why.
me young whippersnapper, have you even forgotten your own father' s name'?"

At this one of the singsong-girls in attendance could not help giggling. One of the
smuggle rs weigbed in and slapped her smartly twice across the face . The
unfortunate woman began sobbing and snivelli ng.

"What 's the big joke, you dirty slut!" snarled the smuggler. She was far too scared
to reply.

A lad of twelve or thirteen came running out from the side of the ball. cryi ng:

"You dare hit my mum, you rotten turtle! May you be struck by lightning and your
bands fa ll off, your tong ue rot, your belly fill with pus, your guts drop out,
your••:'

The sm uggler (who wasn 't going to stand for this) went for the boy, but he darted
behind one of the sal t-merchants . The smuggler ' s left hand smashed into the
merchant ins tead and sent him flying , while with his right he swung round and
began pounding away at the boy's back. The singsong-gi rl (whose giggling had
caused all the trouble) cried out in alarm;

"Spare the boy , sir!"
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But the boy was a crafty little blight er and had already ducked down betw een the
smug gler's le gs. On his way he reached up. grabbed hold of the man ' s bal ls and
squeezed them for all he was worth . Th e smuggler le t out a great how l of pain ; by
now the boy was well out of his reach (58).

Most readers who liked Xiaobao readil y admitted that he was not much of a hero : his

marti al skills are as unprepo ssessing as his shady background. Also. as Jad e sugges ted .

his reluctance to co me to the aid of Miog sympathizers may well stem from the fact tha t, as

the son of a prosti tu te, his own cultural heritage is so mewhat suspect, As the almost di rect

antithesis of the loyal, honest hero who con tends tirel essly against the enemi es of chival ry,

Xiaobao surviv es by cunning rather than courage. In the following excerpt. a male fan wh o

cited Xiaobao as his fav ourite character paints an unfl attering but acc urate portrait of this

picaresq ue anti- hero. Th e intervie w took place with a group of other studen ts. all of whom

were at least five years older than this reader . a graduate student in his mid- twenties fro m

Malaysia Th e small group of readers numbered about six people, I I! including me. and we

were all crowded into an over-furnished office. Whil e he was speaking, the only Chinese

woman reade r in the room sat listening intentl y. As I disc uss in Cha pter Six. thi s wom an

displayed interesting and co mplex tactics for claiming the floor from her more verbose

collea gues . Not only did she keep up a stead y stre am of quiet and exci ted co mmentary

througho ut the discussion, but she helped to make sure that more reticent speake rs. like the

Malaysia student. had their say. However. as this excbange shows . the way of the tric kster

is not confined to either masculine characters or co nversation and . it struck me then that if

Xiao bao had co me al ive for a momen t in their delighted cha t. he had most probably

I I2The wo man 's husband was also in the roo m, thou gh be did not parti ci pate in the
interview itself. He o bserved, and his laughter can be beard on the tape , alon g with that of
the other parti cipants. The total number of peopl e in the roo m at anyone time averaged
between fiv e and six.
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whispered in her ear since, with half a dozen well -timed words , she not only stole the

floor, but also had ifnot.the last laugh , then certainly one of the biggest;

~~~: ~~~-~~~• . ~~-~m~~~A~. ~~~ - -~~~~
~~~-~ - -A~~~~OO~• . &~~~~~~~~~~. -~~A.
< :9::~~: "l!i ;l,tJtllm . · > ~. ~i!~Atttl1tRI). !l<Hilitttl1~I!ltU <
... :9::~~il/.: "mm~. · >X1. J9f~%#~ •• • < Hf~ >

:!tll~»I.. >Hit..: "%~/J'3i. ~~e ! ' <A~~P€lP€l*". >

Male Reader: He ' s not exactly a hero , he 's a very common sort of charact er, not
suitable, you can- you can see how he doesn't really seem like a hero from his
behaviour. AJso his martial arts skills are pretty ordinary. <Female Reader. "'But he
presents himself pretty well-" [j.e. he 's basically educated sophi sticated]> No,
he 's the sort of person who is ingenious, his mind is clever and precocious.
<laughter. Female Read er says: "Ob, very clear: '> Yes , so you can see...<no ise,
pages turning . unclear>

Female Reader <teasi ng> : "'You 're Xiaobac, aren't you!" <lo ud laughter from
everyone- na

Although many k.ungfu novel fans said that they liked the way women were portrayed

in l in Yang's novels. a point I discuss in greate r detail in Chapter Six. they did not tend to

discuss heroines in as much detai l, or with the same relish . Th e same held for villains, only

perhaps to an even greater extent. Frequently. vill ain s were not actually named . though

readers did sometimes indicate that. although good and evil were sharp ly delineated in most

novels. sometimes with l in Yang it was haed to tell im media te ly, and ofte n it took a few

chap ters before a -knave ' s true co lours showed through his care fully man aged veneer:

(Writing about The Sm iling Proud Wanderer I: l in Yang has given a theme in that
the virtues of people can not be judged from wh ere the y co me. be it a iEfl
l:hengmen "(someo ne ) on the side of right" ] or a ~il [xiedao "(someo ne who)
has evil ways"]. The most disgusting character in this Dovel . ffi;r;;;n: (V ue Buqun ).
appeare d as a iEAtt=r [a man of honour a oentl eman ] at the first balf of the
novel.

I I3Group interview. 12 Oc tober 1995. TapeT95VAR-26 .
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la Jing Yong's novels . some of the f!;Af!I~ [vilwnsJ an: not very flUt [£!Ed.
Most interesting characters are between iEIlm!::i..dllJ and .$ Iwickedl.t t-t

Fictio nal heroines meri t a study of their own, and as such is a project beyond the scope

of the present work. One of the questions I would like to ex plore along these lines is

wheth er and to what degree both female and male reade rs perce ive a continuum of feminine

heroic action. Also, if such a continuum exists. what sorts of characters mark its limits ? I

sugges t tha t I would need to look at contemporary authors' innovations in femin ine

characterization . as well as the sorts of traditional heroine models which are availab le in

folklore and litera ture . Perhaps the ficti onal heroine in lcuogfu novel s. like traditional

romance fiction and the heroine of folklore. does not reall y form a sharply defined trad ition :

her gallant company bas been underground for so loog and assumed. so many guises that

she ba s mastered the element of surprise and jus t turns up in the f ray of the reader ' s

engaged attention . Perhaps her emot ions prevent her from realizin g her true martial

potential , and her ultimate concem for relationships over righteousness or some other

aspect of ber existence within a patriarchal story-world hinder-her progress toward higher

chivalric ideals. especially since those ideals. as they stand. are essenti ally masculine in

nature and purpose. In Chapter Six. I make a very preliminary investig ation of some of

these questions, however, they are definite ly worthy of further researc h. In the final section

of this chapte r. I attempt to survey the narrat ive sett ing and subculture that is so

fundamental ly important to the hero' s adventures. thejianghu.

I' "'Q~.
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4.4 The C hinese " G r eenwood": Landscapes of Escape and

Po ssibility

Landsca pes and the names by whic h peo ple navigate and reinforce their associated

boundaries and fronti ers arc fundamental sites of signification in any culture ' s worldview .

Place-names in ballads. for example. may evok e memories connected to actual places

known to listeners and singers. Conversely. they may metaphorically designate a

juxtaposition of larger conce rns, such as the displacement associated with death or with

losing one's way -thereby temporarily forfeiting a sense of rootedness in the

spatiaVgeographica1and tempora1Jmoral order oftbe community- orthe encroachment into

otherwo rldly or unkn own realms (Narv aez 1991b. 338. 354; Nico laisen 1973. 309-12;

Rieti 1991.~. Howe ver . the landscape and its Dames may also "fix" people both

spatially and spiritual ly, providing them with associations that transfer to other contexts.

triggering thoughts which may cause individuals to feel the need to remember their world

and restore themselves and their places in relation to it (Basso 1988).

Also . according to HaJI. attitudes toward landscape. distance and spac e and how they

change over time and across and within c ultures may be discerned by reading literature not

only as a system througb which an author structures particular conten t. but also "as a

source of data on man's use of his sense s" (1969, 94-100) . This way of reading literature

was illustrated in an earlie r chap ter in which a reader mentioned that he experienced delight

in reading and re-readin g Dream of the Red Chamber becaus e, among other things. he

could view its garden s and pavilion s agai n and again. As a student of arc hitecture whose

study included the analy sis of classical histori cal and lite rary documents in order to

understand ancie nt urban environm ents , his mind' s eye was finely attuned to particular
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issues of space and landscape . Likewise a woman reader descri bed bow reading is for her a

kind of landscape of possibility. a backdrop or scenario across which alternative historical

outcomes may be enacted.

Radway suggests that the women roman ce readers in her study identified not only with

the fictional heroine, but also with the setting:

...in a com plex process of world construction thro ugh whic h the reader actively
attri butes sense to the words on a page . In doing so, that read er adopts the text ' s
lang uage as her own and appears to gesture toward a world she in fac t crea tes .
Because the process must necessarily draw more or less On the language she uses to
refer to the real world. the fiction al world created in reading bears an importan t
relationship to the world the reader ordinarily inhabits (1987. 187).

ln other words. the meanings associated with the language of the novel and the world it

descri bes are more or less co ntemp orary with the readers ' ow n ex periences and

associations. In this way. Radway argues, the texts create a narra tive landsc ape by tellin g a

story abo ut it, or rather, the wom en brin g the world to life and chart its dimensions in the

act of reading ( 188). For readers of martial arts fictio n. I think the process of establishing a

vantage point in relation to the story-world is similar. but there are some important

differences. First, although the jiangJw. as many readers have remarked. is a fascinating

and colourful world -like the reverse side of an unlined tapestry where the ordered flower

gardens, temples and harm oniously placed animals belie any hint of the chaos beneath in

which the vibrant threads tangle and cross with a life all their own- it is a dangerous one

whose workin gs are distinct fro m the normal soci al order . As alrea dy noted . Zho ngni ng

remarked at the stan of our very first inte rview : ..Ren zai jianghu, shen bu yo u ji (A.tEil

~, ~~m Co>," that is, "a person within the ' rivers and lakes' cannot control himself."

He may have been referring to both the unrestrained dispositi ons of many of the characters

wbo inhabit the novels themselves. as well as to the addictive qualities of rea ding which
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temporari ly direct the reader away from family, friends- and sometimes even the most

basic conce rns of everyday existence. such as rest and food.l l5

Like the desirable but double-edged fee lings readers may experience in response to a

text's challenge to their (dis)belief systems as noted in the previous chapter.jianghu also

carries connotations that, though captivating, are not entirely positive. For exampl e, Yubin

said of kungfu fiction and its world:

HYB : What interests me is the emotional communication. I just fee l I share some
escapades <unclear> with the main character. When be fights , it seem s I am
fighting as well! <laughs> My sadness and happiness are totally dependent on his
fate . And of course a further feature should be the heroism. and heroi sm is
supported by other superficial things.Hke martial arts , high skill in martial arts . But
the opposite kind [of fiction ]. as I said, seem s to have left society or reality if you
like. so far. So the readers, the audience can easily think-think into a sort of
different dimension . A totally martial dimension. a supernatural dimension or -

[SK: So would you say that iianghu is more concerned with this type as a
concept?l Yes, but I think this one is a development from jianghu, because j ianghu
this word is really neutral . Even derogatory sometimes. If you say "clwan j ianghu "
[(@iItlV!) basically "to roam make one ' s way through the ' rivers and lake s' " I
":enme j ianghu " [possibly "(what/such) a tram p O$13 TlMDJ, you really don ' t
understand what colour it has ! Commendable or derogatory! <laughs>

rSK: Can you oive me a definition of that tenn ?] Jianghu ? <laughing> l think it
deserve s the space of a book ! Jianghu as a noun it can mean a society. a
communication. a special communication. It's certainly different from "bl ack
society" [hei shehui ( m U-€;) "the underworld " ] 116 because "black society " is
full of crime. but in jian ghu it can be filled with whatever. It is a blend of very
opposite things. can be criminal can be heroic. you know that son of thing
sometimes are blended) 17

115See Chapter Three for a discussion of addictive reading habits .

l16As a designation. " black society" does not carry any racial overtones to my
knowledge . Rather . it refers to instituti ons and behaviour which are outside the law. As
another example, he i shou dang (Jl¥ 1t. " party of the black hand") is a name for the
Mafia.

ll7Excerp t taken from the same interview as Yubin 's earlier quote.
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Secondly,jianghu as a spatial designation and a symbolic geography is a realm of

wonrlerthat is far removed from these readers' daily lives and normal language regi sters .

The world of the 'rivers and lakes ,' as the conv erse of the soci al tapestry , gives strength

and dis tinction to the interwoven signifi cance of face, politeness and co mmunicativ e

expecta tions. Alth ough these rules are suspended among close friends, for example , the

j ianghu is a world upside-down where reade rs are surro unded by frequentl y noble but

unrefined strangers who play out thei r most deadly feuds and closest friendships before

their very eyes.

I was interest ed to learn that chivalric fiction signifi ed more to readers than the stuff

with which it was ostensibly concerned. namel y. martial arts . Most readers emphasized that

a poor kungfu novel was a work that could be described as "all kungfu, no nove l." In fact,

relatively few had an interest in martial arts beyond the tales themselves, and many stressed

that they generally skipped over the fight sce nes . Of the people who could be described as

at least technical afi cionados of martial disciplin es, fewer still spoke of actively following

any kind of qigong regim en at any poi nt in their lives . though some migh t have fel t

embarrassed to di scu ss the more esoteric aspects of Chi nese physical culture with a

western er. The combat scenes are replete with shifting descriptions of stances and moves ,

with names that evoke poeti c yet deadly force. such as " Piercing the Stork in Right" ("'n

liao jiarJ bai guan shu chi, .. t1Hf.~J S~ffm.). Oth er name s express straightforward

technical strategies. like " Plunging to Lunge in Quick Succe ssion" I'' Jinhu /ian huan dao • ••

IlSThese are Mok ' s (1993. 161) renderings of l in Ya ng 's set move designations.
Readers have said that while they are highl y evocative of the names of actual movement
sequences in vario us martial disciplines, the descriptions differ slightly and many readers
feel that for the most part the ficti onal moves are . as Fan g ling put it: " perfectly
impossibl e."
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Besides providing readers with "ringside seats" from which to watch pitched battles

between the agents of good.and evil, martial arts fiction appears also to give them a place

from which to reflect on their own cultural values. as if beyond the ' rivers and lakes ' they

can see home. By speaking to the essential aspects of friendship and enmity, freedom and

obligation, for some readers. kungfu novels. like other forms of inversion. seem to

"remind us of the arbitrary condition of imposing an order on our environment and

experience. even while they enable us to see certain features of that order more clearly

simply because they have turned insight out." (Babcock 1978. 29).

From the foregoing discussion. it should be clear that jianghu is a pivotal concept in

martial arts fiction . Without it. several readers suggested. the genre could not exist in its

present form and would have evolved into something else . Almost without exception.

when I asked respondents in e-mail or taped interviews what they thought jianghu

signified they said that the subject merited a book or a thesis all on its own . ParaUeis can be

found in other spatially open-ended domains, notably ..the greenwood" or "the hills " of

balladry where fugitives found refuge and those that.made the laws -or a pretence of their

enforcement- feared to tread (Keen 1987.2), and the open road:

Jianghu U f41J. like xia, is a keyword in Martial Arts fiction . It signifies a whole
Chinese ' world,' with its own way of life. its own argot . To a certain extent where
the Chinese say "on the water" we would say "on the road:' It is the world of the
travellers. street performers (our circus folk). people who have to live by their wits,
outsiders. sometimes hermits, nearly alwa ys elements considered disreputable by
society .•.. Above all this 'brotherhood' exists in defiance of the stifling conventions
and hypocrisy of Confucian society, it brings together men and women wbose
quest for freedom has driven them outside society (Minford 1993.9-10).

In Chapter Six. I look at jianghu as a gendered construction from the perspective of

women readers. Although most women concur that the jianghu represents a space full of

potential in which "everything -anyrhing- can happen . And everyone can meet, you can
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meet anybody you lik.eor you don't like ," (1 9 a female character's potential may be subject

to constraints and trials that are different and more pervasive thanany her male compatriots

might encounter. Sti ll. as Meifang describes, wom cn and the feminine element are

importan t to the overall harmony of the outlaw society. a significan ce that is perhaps

heightened by the concern with the connection between cosmology and martial training:

CMF: Jian ghu -« <voice contemplative> it co uld be. a good people. they fancy for
solving the problem. unequal problem. by physical forces. but not by war . By war.
if they resort to war, I don't call it wuxia xiaoshuo. Th ey believe in. in trainin g
your will and break.the extent [push the boundari es}of your physical power. And a
kind also - I think.most importan t- the yinyang eleme nt is working in wuxia
siaoshuo. You should try to cooperate yin and yang . But certainly, it ' s like in li n
Ya ng' s xiaoshuo. some will just insist to promot c the yang and forget the yin.
they become a kind of twisted person....And so most yin and yang element come
to play in j ianghu. and so that ' s peoplc- And the most fascinati ng thing is there
should be somebody who is a master of medicine, some thing of Chinese medicine
comi ng into play.rae

In a similar vein , many readers said that they enjoyed kungfu novels. espe cially those

of Jin Yong. as much for the way they presented inform ation about Chinese philosophy.

beliefs abou t physical culture and world view as for the historical allusions and outright

adventure. Unfortu nately. these aspects were the most difficu lt for readers to elaborate on.

My understanding at this point is that the main heroes of the novels are usually not religious

themselves, although their mentor s may have closer religious ties. More frequentl y.

howev er. it appears that masters favour reclusive lifestyles. living in the mountains as

independ ent ascetic s sougbt out by prospective stude nts. Also. it is not uncommon for

villains and minor "shady" or potentially treacherou s characters to pass themselves off as

I I9CHUNG Huiyuan, interview . a Seprember 1995 . Tape T95CHYb-17 .

120CHEN Meifang. interview. 5 September 1995. Tape T95CMFb-20.
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fighting monks or priests. Martial clans themselves, as was demonstrated in The Smiling.

Proud Wanderer. are often organized around particular sects. In future studies . I would

like to explore these issues in greater depth. as well as the importance of the master

student/disciple relationship to readers' evaluations of the development and disposition of

the hero.

4.5 Conclusion

This cbapter has been concerned with an in-depth investigation of the diachronic and

synchronic analysis of an indigenous genre of Chinese popular fiction, properly called

wuxia xiaoshuo (itf*/J\~) or martial arts fiction. I have provided some historical

background which traces the development of the genre. as well explored the characteristics

of the Chinese chivalric hero and his environment and compared the Chinese knight-errant

and outlaw hero to characters from other cultural traditions. Because of readers '

overwhelming preference for his work , however. I have dealt almost exclusively with

characterizations and commentaries on the work of lin Yong. Future studies might examine

more closely audience responses to other writers such as Gu Long, Liang Yusheng and

Huanzhulouzhu. In the next chapter. I explore the history and development of two other

genres whose principal themes and motifs often find their way into the ' rivers and lakes '

even though they also stand as distinct genres in their own right. romance and detective or

mystery fiction.
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Chapter Five: Romance and Detective Fiction

5.1 lntrodnction

Thi s chapter prese nts an overview of the bistorical development and some of the central

themes in Chin ese rom ance and detective fiction . Readers in this study usual ly ref erred to

Chi nese romance ficti on as either yanqing xiaoshua ("~i11f/J '~). wenyi xiaoshuo C:>c1S

'l\~). or sometimes simpl y " love stories" (aiqing xiaoshu o, ~m'J\~). Readers from

Taiwan seemed to emplo y wenyi xiaoshuo slightly more frequently in their descriptions.

Also. "love stories" may represent a phonemic substitutio n. For example. Link cites a

subgenre of bitte rsweet or tragic roman ce fictio n popular especially in the earl y decades of

this century cal led aiqing xiaoshua ( R.1W/j \~) which disting uisbed romances wi th sad

endings from the nonnally bappier denouements fo und in the yanqing varie ty ( 1981. 62 -

64).

Readers gene rally call ed detecti ve fiction zheruanxiaoshuo (M"~/J\ast). althou gh some

also combined th is term with zhiguai xiaoshuo (;f:.f!) , which is rough ly ana logous to

" mystery" or "fantasy" fiction. 121In partic ular , readers spo ke of fic tion that involved both

detection and su pernatur al elements in thes e terms, usin g the label s "detective ' and

" mystery" almost interchangeably. It is possibl e that some readers felt that traditional

detective fic tion bad strong tie s to tales of the supernatural . a connection I explore in some

depth in a later sec tion of thi s chapter.

121See Ze itlin (1993. 4).
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It should be understood that the both the readers and the genres discussed in this

chapter do not comprise a clearly delineated audience or tradition to the same extent as is the

case for martial arts fiction and its readership . For one thing, only fifteen men and women

who participated in my field research indicated either romance or detective fiction as their

first or primary choice of genre, a combined figure that represents less than twenty percent

of the total number of readers polled. as compared with forty-eight percent who indicated a

primary interest in martial arts fiction . However , although they are in the minority in this

particular sample, they still constitute important audiences . As already stated, my treatment

of each genre reflects the emphases found in the ethnographic data I was able to gather .

Future studies focusing primarily on Chinese romance or detective fiction readers are

certainly called for, especially with regard to the influences of western trans lated fiction on

these two genres.

Interestingly , a total of forty-one readers, twenty -six men and fifteen women . stated

that they often read inclusively, and incorporated either detective or romance fiction (or

both) within the scope of their normal reading repertoire s. 122Overall then . in contrast to

the relativel y smal l number of exclusive fans of any genre. inclusive reading pattern s.

which included the consumption of detec tive and mystery fiction. were found in almo st

fifty-tw o percent of respondents. Thi s finding lends support to Cawelti's assertion that

certain generic themes or shadings. such as "mystery" may lend themselves to other genres

in order to advance the plot. and as such are borrowed into other formulaic pattern s quite

frequently (1976, 41) . It is possible that some readers detect a similar fluidit y of genetic

boundaries. and they derive considerable pleasure by negotiating them through the ir

everyda y reading selections.

122.See Chapter Six for a more detailed discussion of gendered reading preferences.
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In the previous chapt er. I mentioned that supernatural elements or a more mundane

mystery . such as a theft or the reason s behind a vendetta. might come to light in a kungfu

novel. Furthennore.1 also discussed readers "consensus that every good martial arts novel

included a certain degree of romance. and noted that even a tradi tional detective novel was

likely to unravel the threadsof some situation involving romantic tension or jealousy. and

the cen tral sleuth and moral authority might be surrounded by chivalrous knights or slightly

shadier members of the jian glw comm unity who do his bidding . Likewi se. traditional

roman ce novels might contain knight-erran t figures who. though generally fighters and not

lovers themselves. are instrum ental in uniting or reuniting star-crosse d couples (Liu 1967.

117).

The first section of this chapter concentrates on an analysis of romance fiction. while in

the second I explore tradi tional detecti ve and mystery formulas. Unfortunately. despite the

fact that some western protagonists and authors. notably Conan Doyle and his stories of

Sherlock Holmes (" Fu er rna si• .. "fi li.-wr")have greatly influenced both the shaping of

the genre and its patterns of reception, especially since the May Fourth era (Lee and Nathan

1985 , 386; Link 1985. 2S3},I23 a detailed treatment of the influence of western fiction is

beyond the scope of this ethnographic work. However. [ think that additional ethnographic

research among Chinese readers of western detective fiction represen ts a path of inquiry

that has .not been fully explo red. particu larly since figures such as Holmes -c-despite what

some might call his quintessentia l " Englishness" or perhaps "English eccent ricities " as

understood against a backdro p of Victorian middle-class culture - seem to have been so

successfully transposed into another cul tural mil ieu to the extent that some of the readers in

t23See also KinkIe y's (1985, 90, 94-95) compari son of Holmes and trad itio nal
detective characters like JUdge Bao.
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this study spoke of their surprise when they first learned that Holmes was not originally a

Chinese character. Nevertheless. I want to focus my attention at this point on a discussion

of some key aspects in the development of Chinese romance fiction as seen through the

eyes of a few of its many readers. Although some similarities can be drawn between

western and Chinese romantic novels and the preferences of their respective female

readerships in particular, I will also point out a number of important differences in reader

aesthetics.

5.2 Romance Fiction: A Dialectic of "Exceptional Feelings"

In contrast to the code of chivalric righteousness as it is expressed in martial arts

fiction, the ideals of qing (<4feelings, sensuality, love," M'> according to Ko traditionally

signified a far wider range of emotional responses than those normally associated with

romantic attachment. Furthermore, qing itself did not form "a unified body of doctrine"

that could be fixed along particular narrative lines: like a bittersweet ending, qing resisted

closure and remained open to interpreta tion. The increasing concern with qing from the

seventeenth century onwards emphasized women 's superior capacity to experience

emotions in all their subtle nuances. At the same time, it reinforced the concept of "separate

spheres" and the idea that women, as the inner-directed, emotionally-guided sex. were

unsuited to active lives in the outside world (1994, Ill).

This same divided sense of the place of romance exists to some extent between the fans

and non-fans of novels that could be classified as primaril y romantic. On the one side,

some readers dismissed romances as " books for ladies" and characterized the genre and its

imagined readership as "too emotional." On the other, readers who enjoyed romances

emphasized the genre's concern with people and relationships. not just love . Speaking
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particularly of novels by well-known HODgKong autbor Yi Shu (i!F!f). oue female reader

in her ear ly twe nties from Malaysia described the novels as reali st ic in their

characterization. a statement which stands in direc t refutation of non-fans ' most pointed

criticism . that the characters -especially the women - are too dreamlike and perfec t. In

her questionnaire responses, she described the most important features of a good bock, as

well as typical male and female charac ters in the following terms :

~!!it±JHI~ l!UUit.i:R,A~":fftf:fftt. tt~lllllJJ sl~Jl;P~. Ji'l£~.
~. < !Jt.t_ffJj'i\'. fI(j .A.~ 'll!ffiffllnJ!E. >

~ -:ffX~. :ff~!!. ~tt~&:ffm~~~

x - ttff '!'.A.. ~~. ~.Ml !l\ . J1.u:. ttJf]j( 'I'-lWiiOi. x1~ 1!ll,\l,l!;\< lW iiOi .
<!J<Xffl ff. >

I think that the most important factor is that the characters must al l have emotions
and personal ities. They should be able to strike a responsive chord. and make
people think. <In Engli sh. writes: " Every character must have life in it."> ...

Men (charac ters): culture d. thoughtful , percepti ve, and has permanent empl oyment

Women (characters): mediating temperament, emotional, outwardly cool and
inwardly warm , independent, educated , expensive tastes. <In English . writes:
"Both very typical city-bora person with exceptional feelings toward life."> 12.J

For crit ics of the genre , however . wheth er readers who are disinclined toward

romances in particu lar. or scholars who are dismissive of this type of cont emporary

popular fiction in general. works which exemplify the "lucrative ' pulp fiction' of love and

romance set against the middle-class commerc ialism of Taipei or Hong Kong" (Lee and

Nathan 1985,391) are generally given short shrift. However. it is just this profile of the

urban. educated. economically self-s ufficie nt, if not moderately well-off, sensitive

I24QRH - 17.
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character with which the genre seems most keenly conce rned, and which perhaps marks its

place within a larger roman tic tradition to the degree that such a continuum QUI be founded

on a basis as dynamic as that signifi ed by constructs such as "emotional sens ibili ty." In

order to understand the significance of "exceptional feelings" to a genre that is itself capable

of inspiring deeply positive or negative reactions in readers . it is necessary to look firs t at

an earl ier pop ular tradition as well as a novel that would become a universally beloved

class ic which both fulfilled and challenged the notio n of "romance" on a gran d scale.

Honglou meng ( ( j[lIllJ ) )or Dream ofthe Red Chamber.

5.2 .1 Scholars and Beauties, Symmetry and Qillg

By the seventeenth century a genre of popular romance called "scholar-bea uty" { coO

jiaren; ;;f"-rtE..AJ fiction had developed into a wel l-established literary fonn with

widespread audie nces. The label basically descri bes the occupation and appearance of its

princi pal charac ters . though as l discuss in this section, the heroine in such stories is

usually also quite scholarly and the hero is often as delicately beautif ul as his lady. In

con trast to the complementary but still largely asymmetrical romantic themes fo und in much

of martial arts fiction. which may be at least partially due to the genre ' s situation within a

worl d whose main signifiers -c-co urage, loyalty. fighting skill - are predominantly

physical rathe r than intellectual purs uits . the po pular romances of this pe riod are

characterized by the almost perfect symm etry of their protagonists' superio r physical .

emotional and intellectual attributes. as well their social standin g. In the sch olar-beau ty

configuration. each character completes the "corresponding image" (duiriang. !i fi{) of his

or her predestined mate. In particular. their emotional and poetic sensibilities are espec ially

we ll- refined. there by form ing a perfect meeting of minds and heart s despi te the
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machinations of an imperfect world, not unlike the classical concepti on of (male) literati

friendships or companionate marriages betwe en scholarly men and women (McMaho n

1995.99; Ko 1994. 183-85).

McMahon suggests that Weprovenance of we genre can be traced back.to stories of the

famous Han dynasty lovers Sima Xiangru and Zhue Wenju n.l 25as well as Yuan and Min g

dram as such as the Romance of the Western Chamber (Xixiang j i , ( l91fi12» and

Peony Pavilion (Mudan ting. <:tift. ) ). Furthe rmore. j ust as two distinct subgenres of

mart ial art s ficti on emer ged, one emphasizing martial succe ss through physical

development, the other through metaphysical cultivation and supernatu ral assistance which

tended to merge in many contemporary works. likew ise there are two traditions of

"SCholar-beauty" romances, the chaste and the erotic. whose generic distinct ions and

devices also intermingled in later novels. a point I will return to shortly. However. I want

to first outline the main diff~rences which obtain in chaste and erotic romance fiction.

Basically. the two traditions differ primari ly in three areas. First. the two subgenres

appear diametri call y opposed in their respectiv e handlin g of sexuality. both in manner and

frequency of expre ssion. In chaste romances. there is little or no explicit sexual description.

The lovers are more a "matching couplet" than a co uple. and their passion. though ardent,

is expressed thro ugh the restrain ed and discip lined mediu m of classical poetry. As

McMahon puts it: .....the interco urse of the lovers is verbal , modeled on the polite medi um

of the written word . through which the youth s pass the test of marriage by that tim e

honored means of establishing one' s worth. poetic expre ssion" (1995. 123)'

125Not surprisingly perhaps. this story also has a long-standing place in oral tradition.
See Hensman ( 197 1. 107-26) for one version of this well-known tale.
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By comparison. although the heroine of an erotic romance might be basically chaste

herself, and so ultimately rewarded for her relative virtue with the rank of "first wife" or at

leas t "most favoured concubine" in a polygamous household. the male protagonist of these

novel s not only indulges his appetites through many vividly described liaisons, but also

often plays his various women off against each other. This point relates to the second

difference between the two subgenres: the one affi rms any symmetrical equivalence that

may exist between the hero and heroine. while the other actively subverts domestic power

relation s. The deliberate introduction into the narrative of an asymmetrical relationship

betw een the man and his wives and between the wives themselves is not present in the

cha ste novels. In those narratives, evea in case s where the hero marries his capable

sweetheart and her faithful maid -often because the heroine does Dot want to be parted

from her devoted lady-in-waiti ng and wants to see her set up in a "good situation" - the

wom en do not succumb to feeling s of jealousy. The hero in a chaste romance likewis e

presents a complementary figure in the household. or may even appear subordinate to his

wives' harmonious administration of domestic affai rs. The central male characte r in an

erotic romance plays a pivotal rather than supporting eole. ras

As a brief aside, the motif of the hero marry ing the lady and her maid also exists in

folklore and popular drama. Again . however. it is necessary to point out that the plots and

characters found ~n man y of these popular tale s and performances might not be called

entirely "chas te" in the stricte st sense . In my earlier research. for example , a number of

Chine se respond en ts I interviewed mentioned "T he Sto ry of the White Snake" (" Bai she

126This essential binary oppo sit ion between chaste an d erotic as (exce sses) of
contai nme nt and cons umptio n is explored thro ugh the analysis of a range of nove ls and
gendered character-types in McMahon 's work. particularly in the fifth (99-125) and sixth
chapters ( 126-49) respecti vely.
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:huan." ( s !2f3» in whi ch the maid, who is often called "Xianqing" <-1'>1I')o, "l1 l1le

Green," comes to reside with her mistress after her ill-fated marriage to a mortal- although

the exact nature of her relationship to her mistress ' husband was usuall y unspecified in the

oral accounts I recorded. Similarly. in the eyes of some of the people I interviewed . the

maid from Romance of the Western Chamber provides another example. Clearly. the maid

does 0 01 let traditi onal morali ty stan d in the way of good sense . In this case. the servant's

scheming succeeds in securing a happy match with the hero for her mistress. and

simultaneously assures be r own future as ccucubine.t z?

Finally. there are important differences in the trea tme nt of cross -dressing . In the chaste

romance s. it is a device which demonstrates especial ly the hero ine ' s equal ity and pee rless

spirit in relation to her feminine contemporaries who themsel ves could never aspire to the

same level as a man . Her successful disguise. which may be further reinforced at some

point in the story with her beloved ' s temporary adoption of feminin e accoutrements or

mistaken female identity , serve s to erase or at least signifi can tly mitigate the social

constraints of gender by co nstituting the beroine not as the bero ' s helpmate , but as his

equal . if not his better. 128 Conversely. in a pattern not unlike comic ballads in western

tradition which feature men disgui sing themselves as women . cross-dres sing in the erotic

romances takes on very different connotations and goals: the bero usually adopts feminine

guise as. a ruse. his objective tess gender transcendence or effacement as subjuga tion

127See Kozar (1993 . 173-75 .281-93). For an overview of bow each story bas
changed refer to Lai (1992 ) and Lu (1976. 95-98. 162. 182.390).

128See also Chow 's ( l993 a. 112-14) discussion of duixiang as a correspondenc e that
intentionally transcends gender and displaces notions offeminine identity.
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through heterosexual andlor homosexual seduction (McMahon 1995.99, 113, 115; Duval

and Stephen son 1984• .>6).129

Concerning the chaste tradition specificall y, McMahon suggests that its development

may have been at least in part a political reaction designed to counter the degeneracy

associated with the end of the Ming Dynasty and emphasize the chastity of (Han) Chinese

women and literary men from the scholarly class in the newly founded Qiug ( 1995, 102 .

lOS). In addition. although a traditi on of erotic fiction was already finnly in place by the

end of the Ming. Lu also cites the existence of not only chaste variants on the scholar

beauty theme. but also , more specifically, works which explored a theme of virtuous.

superior love within a length of ten to twenty chapters. a feature which may have also

helped to popularize this style of romantic narrative in the Qing period (1976, 2324 1).

Inte restingl y, although a num ber of people described themselv es as romance and

detective fiction readers. most did not name a contemporary roman ce or detective novel as

their favourite or most memorable read. In fact. unlike kungfu novel fans, very few

discussed specific books and characters at all. More often than not, these distinctions went

to Dream of tne Red Chamber. which most readers cited as the forerunner of good modem

romances. Because of the rather amb iguous sexuality of its narciss istic hero Jia Baoyu ( Jl

ft.3i). McMahon places this novel in a position intermediate to the two traditions I have

already sketched above. That is. Dream is neither entirely chaste or erotic. but draws on

certai n conventions of each SUbtype (1995 . 177). In the company of his many female

cousins and the serving-maids who populate the gardens and pavilio ns around the declining

splendour of the Jia family estate . Baoyu - while hardly a profliga te scoundrel- is also

far from the model of a serious, noble-spiri ted scholar. True. he is sensiti ve enough,

12"See also Greenhill ( 1995, 167-70).
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indeed. many readers remarked. tha t he is overly so. However he is guil ty of loving not

just more than one woman. but the very co ncept of womanhood to the extent tha t he

actively seeks to redefine the soci al boundaries which his own masc ulini ty and position as

the only son in a family of wom en have enjoined upon him. By his reckoning. women are

supe rior crea tures. it may be said. by virtue of their gender . that is. by the puri ty inherent in

their essential natures.

Moreover, though certainly not homose xual -he is on intimat e tenus with his maid .

falls in love with one cousin but ends up partially dischargi ng his filial and conj ugal dutie s

by marrying anoth er cousin in accordance with famili al wishes , and finally leaves the

secular world of scholarshi p, service. fami ly and impendi ng fatherbood- Baoyu cu ltivates

an effeminacy that may be viewed. as a kind of protest against his IOL Baoyu ' s character

shares some common fea tures of disposition and behavio ur with mod em protagonists of

Chinese fiction and film. In the words of Rey Chow. Baoyu " partakes of a narcissistic

avoidance of the politics of sexuality and of gendered sociality tha t we wou ld. in spite of

the passive "feminine " fonn that it takes, call masculine " ( l993a, 114).

Conte mporary readers' reactions to the influence of this classical novel on charac ters in

mode rn popular fiction are mixed . Again. it brings up the idea that desi rable things may be

dou ble-sided in their cultural signifi can ce. Baoyu and his cous ins, especial ly perhaps , the

most con suming (and cons umptive'?) obj ect of his attentio ns. the physicall y delicate but

emo tional ly volatile Lin Daiy u (,*S.3i.l are mem orable charac ters to be sure, but not

necessarily thoroughly likeable. Despite their eccentricities. or perhaps because of them.

tbey conti nue to make lasting impressions on readers' imaginations . For exam ple, the

Malaysian read er. whos e ideas about what featu res were important to a good book and
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well -drawn male and female characters have been quoted. abov e, also stated. that in the

romances she preferred :

Th e male pro tago nists in Yi Shu ' s boo ks all treat wome n with respec t, m uch like
Dream of the Red Chamber's Jia Baoyu.

Similar ly . a Taiwanese woman who completed postgraduate study and wa s wo rking in

the United States responded to an electronic vers ion of m y questioonaire by saying that

al though her favo urite novel was Lin Yutang's Moment in Peking. the characterization bore

a stro ng resem blance to the earl ier classic:

In "Moment in Pekin g" . Mulan's [the heroin e 1cousin, Redjad e , is almos t an exact
copy of the character "Dai-yu" (BLackjade) in "The Dream of the Red Chamber"
(Classical lite ratu re}. Both ch aracters are hyper se nsitiv e. tale nted . inte ltigeut,
narro wmi nded, bea utiful. and prone to physical illnesse s. Both suffer the fate of
mistake nly believing that their love r has marri ed anoth er woman . and die aft erw ards
from shock + grie f .ta o

Likewise, a woman in her mid-twen ties working as a travel agent in London retu rned a

han dwri tten questionnai re by post in which she de scribed. amo ng other thin gs. he r criteria

for a good novel:

Must hav e a good plot , Dot only complica ted , but also attrac tive to readers . and it
should also have a social and humane meaning.

She also gave the reasons why Dream o/ the Red Chamber was her fa vourite. despite the

fac t that she considered herse lf primaril y a reade r of detecti ve novels:

13OQRE-20. Ori ginal ortho gra phy as present ed in que stionnai re respo nse .
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Dreamof the Red Chamber. full of significance <"abundan t connotations"> , stro ng
literary, cultural and social meaning.

Finally. in response to the question about typical male and femal e characters. her reply

again reflects the powerful effect that this novel and its main charact ers have in the shap ing

of readers ' assoc iations. Though not "typicall y likeable" perhaps. Baoyu and Daiyu are

certainly exemplars of a heigh tened. powerfully resonan t type of character:

Dream of the Red Chamber's main male character is Baoyu . but he is not a good
(example) of a typically likeable hero; the female character Daiyu is the same.r a !

However, it should also be understood that some readers who participated in this

study. mainly those who do not read contem porary romances. did not cons ider Dream0/

the Red Chambe r excl usive ly, or even primarily, a " romance" at all. Rathe r, the novel

represents a kind of epic account of the everyday life of a famil y in an era now passed :

LL: The love story in it is a very important part, but we cannot say that Dreamof
the Red Chamber is a roman ce, that 's not the same thing. It concerns an enti re
clan . or the lifestyle of an era. The love story is amon g its components .132

13lQRH_19.

132UU Li, interview. 26 October 1995. Tape T95LL- 28.
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In her interview. Peihoo g mentioned that she enjoyed reading writers such as Lin

Yutang (# r.l :1i1:l and Zhang Ailing (Eileen Chang , 'l!l:~~) whose stories , tho ugh sel

more recently than Dream. are also often situated in the domestic arena of large extended

famili es. I think that for man y readers of romance novels. whether cla ssical or

contemporary, the concern with family life and the tens ions between tradition and change .

an individual 's independence versus his or her place and connection within the shared

social network.of familial obligations and expectations, is a major attraction.:

ZPH: l Iike the fiction written by Lin Yutang, and another woman writer l like is
famous-Zhang Ailing . And their stories are ofte n about very large, traditi onal
families. families all live together, sort.of like the Honglou meng. But- their story
is more, not so long ago as Honglou meng' s hundreds of years. it ' s more recently.
<pause> When you read Honglou meng. I think you have a little diffic ulty to
understand the circumstance, the society at that time because it's so old. But in their
novels, in Lin Yutang's and Zhang Ailing's . it's usually 19305. 19205- it' s not so
old. and I think 1can understand better.T think:Chinese culture is embedded in the
famil y. By studying the family. by looking at the stories happening in a huge
family. you can learn a lot about Chinese eulrure. taa

In the next segment. 1 look at a popular romantic genre which has strong ties to the

earlier scholar-beauty tradition. a style and Cannula which came to be known derisively as

the "Mandarin Duck and Butterfly School" (Yuanyang hudie pai, E:1!>I;ljllll~) because of

the tendencies of many of its authors to rely on traditional symbolic representations of

mari tal harmony. From romance readers ' observa tion s. l surmised that the language .

themes and conventions of these earlier. urban romances which were popular during the

early decades of this century. had a significa nt effect on the development of modem

romance formulas. Although respondents stated that most modem writers use modem

expressions and styles. they also affirm that there is a certai n beauty or refinement present

133ZHU Peihoug, interview. 16 May 1994. Ta pe T94ZPH·05.
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in the descriptions which seems to recall the earl ier conventions of Chinese popular

romance narratives.

S.2.2 A Note on Language

In Chapter One. I described the ability of vernacular Chinese to encompass and express

a range of registers and language styles . Historicall y, vernacular fiction was often geared

toward a mixed or moderatel y educated audience who may not bave bad a grasp of the

various levels and nuances of the classical idiom. In his analysi s of Butterfly fiction and its

earl y audiences, Link desc ribe s how writers producing novel s - or, more frequentl y,

serialized instalm ents and short stories - which featured updated scholar-beauty themes

and characters consciously rejected the western influenced "plain speech" ( baihua. 8~)

and literary styles champi oned by the elite writers of the May Fourth era during the 1910s

and 1920s in favo ur of a co mbinatio n of storytelling conve ntions and literary sty les

modeled on earlier classical forms, such as the chuanqi (~tit) of the Tang Dynasty (1981 .

58-61).''''

Although popular styles and the lite ratures that emp loyed them have frequently been

crit ici zed as lacking sophistica tion and refinement relative to more polished wcrks.ta s

favouring verbos ity over virtuosity, for example , it appears that the styles adopted by

writers o~ popular fiction during this period not only appeale d to a moderately educated

readership eager for stories with a kind of traditional " ring" to them , but also suited and

134Cb' en describes these " tales of the marvellous and usual" as the elite counterpart to
the popular Tang bianwen discussed in Chapters One and Four ( 196 1. 46 1).

1355ee, for exam ple.J dema's comments on late Ming and Qing chap literature (1974 ,
liii-iv).
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could be adapte d to and exp loited by the technology of the time . Readers could access

materials whose tone. if not completely familiar . was at least not foreign . Furthermore,

writers in this new industry could in tum establish themselves by a kind of mass-mediated

literary piecewo rk in which every character might contrib ute to the autho r's long-term

reputation -and, more immediately, '0his pay (Chard 199 1, 10; Link 198 1, 12-13, 89 ).

Next. I investigate the different paths taken by western and Chinese heroines, as well as the

importance readers attach to the use of beautiful or poignant language to express stories that

are often sad, and which -for all their supposed "fictional unreality" - act like powerful

folkta les warning of the impossibility of total happiness if one ventures too far outside the

social order. And, like folktales, such narratives frequent ly echo larger truths or realities for

those actively engaged in their reception.

5.2.3 Butterfly Fiction and " Bod ice..Rippers" : Divergences of the Romantic

Roule

At this point in the discussion , I want 10 draw a comparison between certain aspects of

Chinese and western romance fiction . Although most western readers probably have a

certain level of knowledge abo ut "Harlequins" and other simi lar novel s, I think it is

necessary to delineate certain aspects of the history and key features of the "Mandarin Duck

and Butterfly" genre. which I will refer to hereafter simply as Butterfly fiction or novels. I

have purposely headed this section with reference to two essentially derogatory labels. one

standing. as I said earlie r. for a class of popular romantic fiction whose themes , language

and con tent stood in opposition to many of the western-influenced literary language

reforms of May Fourth writers, the other signifyi ng the stereotyp ical "steamy " romance

novel and/or its focal -and possibly violent- seduction scene.
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My deliberate choice of these terms is intended to reflect their "outsider" usage when

compared to common fan parlance. I have only eve r heard western romance readers use

graphic generic labels sparingly and in jest. and none of the Chinese readers in this study

referred to romances from the first half of this century as "Butterfly ficti on." even though

they might be well acquainted with the various generations of its authors , such as Zhang

Ailing and best-selling Taiwanese author Qiong Yao ( ~J£).I36 Interestingly. these labels

and their accompanying connotations suggest one of the rust important similariti es between

western and Chi nese romance reader aes theti cs: in accordance with Redway' s findings .

both groups seem to reject expli cit or over-emphasi zed sexual descri ption (1987 . 65. 73

74). In the case of Chine se read ers. this preference appears to hold for men as well as

women. For example. Zhengqi likes Qiong Yao 's romances because her descriptions are

refined and " bea utiful." incorporating lines from classical poetry 137 and avoiding direct

depiction of physical intimacy. while still emp loying contemporary language:

LZQ : She [OionoYaol writes LOTS of romance books. but her writing is very
beautiful. [5K: "Wh at do you mean by ' beautiful ' r ] I mean she uses lots of
Chines e ancient poems.••• Actually, she never describe sex or anything like that .
she only describe the how to say it? < laughs quietly> [51<: "Romance?" JYes
<pause> [SK asks about "'traditional style" as descripti ve conventions rather than

136Even readers who are critical or dismissive of romance fiction have observed that
"Qiong Yao is to love stories whatJin Yong is to martial arts fiction." Also . like l in Yang' s
works, many of her books have been made into films .

137Many readers noted that Qiong Yao ' s books make use af classical poetry. Although
poetry also appears in rather more limited quantiti es in some of lin Yang 's tales . a Dumber
of readers found it especially prevalent in Liang Yusheng's (~;pj~J martial arts fic tion.
Wbetberpoetry appeals to readers beyond their initial recognition of its inclusion in a novel
is a matter of personal taste. In general. I found that romance readers showed somewhat
more open "poe tic sensibilities" than leungfu novel fans. however, members ofbotb groups
felt that authors were well advised to refrain from summoning the ancien t muses too often .
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exact language used. UP confinns that Cioog Yao uses modem languaae.J but
actually she treats this very beautifully .rae

Similarly. the male professor of biochemistry and long-time fan of Qiong Yao's works

who commented on the beauty of her novels and the care with which she portrayed

romantic relationships in a previous chapter. wrote : "Girls in her books are ideal for a

romantic man." In his words:

I started reading novel s when I was about 10. At that time , I quite like the military
stories (not fairy stories), and even wanted to be a communist military commander
(DON"T LAUGH). A lot of boys around me shared the same interest. (Can you
find a psychological reason for this?) As I grew up. I gradually got bored with them
and my favorite reading was about romances at the unlvers ities.twbich was
reasonable) , and I am still in love with them. because I think feeling , particularly
between young male and female . is just beautiful than anything else . since it is
difficult to cultivate and fragile .ras

In contrast to Redway 's assertion that a western romance novel is "first and foremo st. a

story about a woman" (1987. 64), for the Chinese reade rs profiled here . a romance is a

novel about feeling s and relationships and the conflicts and displacements that may occur

when transcendent love runs up against the value s of a less-th an-perfect society. The

heroine of the western romance may bear some similarities to the hero ine of a Chine se

novel : she may be beautiful , independent. resourceful and dec isive in a va riety of

situations. Howe ver, readers' responses prompted me to consider that the focus of the

Chinese heroine' s trials and the final outcome of those efforts might be very different from

the actions and ultimate fate of a western romantic heroine. Again . I sense that this is

related, as in the heroine tradit ion in Chinese folklore. to the fact that the hero ic woman ' s

138LU Zhengqi. interview. 16 May 1994. Tape T94lZYM-04.

139QRE-13i.
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independence is defined and constrained within a much larger social arena than her western

analogue.

The typ ical "H arlequin heroin e" might be a high -spirited lass whose main object is

making the hero see her worth . while at the same time paradoxicall y recoveri ng her sense

of self (which the hero may have intentionally or unintentionally violated throu gh social.

emotional or sexual rejecti on. or even abuse ) and then adap ting that recov ered self-estee m

to fit within a circumscribed. but protected and cheri shed place at the hero 's side (Radway

ISO). In complete contrast to this pattern. the hero ine of a Chin ese romance also may be a

beauty who, despite her exemplary physical . intellectual and moral traits. is without her

scholar for most of the time. and ma y in fact be paned from him forever (Cho w 1993b .

476). Instead of the heroine having to put up with her man' s potentially croci mascul inity

until he sees the light, the lov ers ma y share. as in the earlier scho lar -bea uty tradition. a

chaste -or chastened - but attenuated symm etry that is temporally and spatially disrupted

by soci al pressures: their only indiscretion may be that they are not mean t for eac h other

accord ing to the forces which tak e precedence over indivi dual feeli ngs - howe ver

exceptional those feelings may be.

Link 's reading of Butterfly romances highlights the complementarity of the lovers as in

the scholar-bea uty tradition. however, the love rs ' remar kable natural end owme nts and their

he igbtened sensitiv ity foreshadow their bitt ersw eet courtship and ultimate decline, a

traj ectory he call s ...the Romantic Route" (1981 . 65- 76) . However, Chow find s that the

tales manifest an inherent asymmetry because not only is the heroine often bereft of her

dulxiang, but Chinese romances of this type are not just "about a woman" seeki ng love and

fulfilment through a relati onship which at once bind s her more firml y to patriarchal

struc tures and delivers a limited visio n of its promised comforts .
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Rather. Chinese roman ces are often about a woman's continual negotiation and self

negation of her place withi n her family, hcr chosen career, her romantic ideals versus the

domestic compromises and sacrifi ces that may be set out for ber (1991. 51). As onc

romance reader wrot e. a traditional Chin ese character is one who exhibits for bearance

without pride: " q.mi'iUJ'1!Vjij!lftt~l'!'J iI1Itt," that is, "Chinese traditional nature is to

bear hards hips in silence, without complaining."l40 She went on to wri te tha t this profile

was especially true of romantic heroines . From either anal ytical perspecti ve , it appears that

love does not general ly win out in the end. and the heroine co ntends with more than

convincing an individual man of her own "spunky" individ uality.

To my mind . the fun damental difference between some of the traditional Chine se

romances readers spoke of and the western varie ties with which [am. familiar may lie in the

fact that they are products of very different cultural worldviews. Indeed, a "Chinese"

romance which assumes a western perspec tive of individual agency and cho ice on the part

of the lovers, particularl y the woman whose actio ns and optio ns are overdetenni ned by

society. fami ly and gender. suggests a cultural ly impossi ble text. Speakin g of the image of

"woman" and the ove rridi ng con cern with "female" emotions and content in Butterfl y

fiction. Chow states that female characters (and. to a large extent, thei r readers ) confront:

...interlockings ocial as well as writte n texts : cus toms . roles, taboos , and a tightly 
stru ctured extended-family system in which one constantly runs up not against
"God ," but against other watching, listening human beings. The ubiqu itous nature
of Co nfucianism as a monitoring soc ial system that encompasses all aspects of
Chinese cultural life means that "individual" onto logical freedom. which remains to
this day a valid source of resistance against systematized ideology in the West. is
much more difficult to establ ish in China. Indi vidual "psychology ," together with
the rightful priori ty of one's own physical existence and personal int erests is,
strictly speaking , irrelevant. Accordingl y, when ideological syste ms (in the form of
soc ial pressure s one continu es to encounter within one ' s lifetime ) turn unbearably

I-4OQRH-15.
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oppressive . it is diffi cul t. ifnot impossib le. to use the notion of "individual truths"
to subvert or co unteract them. As a "well -bred" woman turns inside to "herself ,"
she runs strai ght into the two-tho usan d-year-old definitions. expectations. an d
cliches of what she always already "is" (1991 , 6 1).

As might be expected. most Chinese romance readers stated that their most memorable

stories did DOt end happily . an aesthetic point that also stands in contrast to the findi ngs of

other studies (Radway 1987.66; Heggli 1993, 13). A goo d story should be movi ng,

something that "sounds the heartstrings: ' (do ngrenxinxian, ig;Ij A.IC.~~). but it need not

end on a happy note . Readers ' observations add a new dimension to the assumptions that

romance fiction is necessarily "light reading " whic h reade rs tum to for entertainment or

escape , or, for that matter. that "women's fiction" is trivial or playful at all. Although this is

an area with many more questio ns than this brief anal ysis of romance fiction can hope to

answer. perhaps part of the "comfort" or "escape" for some readers lies in the fact tha t a

sad ending resists complete closure, opening a space for people to deliberate and speak

silently through the text and aloud through discussions with others.r -u

( consider the heroine' s case again in light of geud ered preferences and reading patterns

in Chapter Six. In the next and final section of this chapter. however, I take on a case of a

completely different kind and tum to a descripti on of certain aspects of trnditional detecti ve

fiction.

141See for example. Rofel' s ( 199 5) ethnographic study of the reception of a popular
soap opera in post-T ian anmen Beij ing by viewers from diffe rent occ upa tional
backgrounds, most of whom were young adults during the Cultural Revolution, the time
period in which the serial was set.
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5.3 Deep, Dark, Bright: Mystery and Jnstice in Detective

Fiction

I have alwa ys felt that every artful conversati on. every really connected interview, like

any signifi cant narra tive event, such as the sharin g of a ballad or a story. has a kind of

"e motional co re....For me , so me of the most signifi can t " ethnogra phic mom ents " occ ur in

those silences when . whi le trying to ju xtapo se and integrat e the parallel stories of what I

have asked with what the person 1 am talking to bas heard and answ ered , we together bit

upon the questi on or problem and its tale. One strikin g example of tha t occ urred durin g my

interv iew with Chen Meifan g in Edinburgh. A bright postgraduate whose travels and

studies had brought her int o co ntact with a wide range of Chinese and trans lated literature.

sbe was a woman possessed of strong aesthetic opinions 00 the subject of fic tion, and she

expressed tbem in an engaging. forthright conversational style. She bad litt le use fo r

modem Chinese poetry ("'It doesn't make any sense ! It 's like it 's another language!"), and

a roman ce, particularly one in the styl e of Qio ng Yao' s accustomed formul a. could be

summ ed up like this:

eMF «v oice deadpan>: It' s always in the earl y 205, 305, 405. or if it' s in Taiwan.
it must be in the early 405. And it's always, yo u know, a you th -to be han dso me.
ricb, gentleman from a very presti gious family - co ming from China because of the
Civ il War. And to Taiwan. co uldn' t find a decent job , and suff er a lot of his own
melancholy. Then he found. yo u know, a very pretty. graceful. but very poor,
"has-a-lot-of-miserable-stories- to-tell" 'young lady. And then fight the environm ent,
and figh t with the parents <laughter> and j ust to be together, and figure out it's
going to be frui tless! 1-42

142CHEN Meifang. in tervi ew . 5 Septembe r 1995. Tape T9SCMFa- l8.
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Before she got into a discuss ion of her clandestine experiences of reading martial arts

fiction in university , Meifang enumerated a list of "famous detectives" with whose stories

her boyfriend was well acquainted , such as Holmes and Poirot. I realized at this moment

that she equated "detective" or "detect ive fiction" with the logical. deductive personas of the

western genre. Having "exhausted all the possibilities .... or so 1thought , 1 began to ask her

whethe r she had seen any operas, plays or television prog rams about the ancient

investigator and administrator "Judge Bao" (Bao Zheng, tg:H;:), since most of the other

readers I had spoken to up to this point were familiar with this figure through other popular

media.r-u "Oh, I love that!" she said suddenly in Chinese and , switc hing back into

English. excitedly began to tell me why:

eMF: Well . you know, it' s really so weird beca use, I think it 's so- beca use
people at that age. when they want to justify justice , they resort Ito seekino out ] the
power of ghosts. and most of them are the, you know. dead people became ghosts.
They come back to you and report what happened to them. what you should have
done certai n things. It' s so interesting I think, and I try to compare it with the
English language literature I have read and I hardl y could find the equiva lent
element. I stan to wonder what's inside a Chinese mind. why do we treat a dead
person? It seems we show fear to a dead person or we believe in some way they
become a hierarchical (an authorityJ- <pause> and they could empower you. Also
de-power you. That 's the fascinating pan of it. And also I really like the wisdom
shown in judgment by Bao Gong . It' s like, once two women were fighting for
children. but at this time you know birth registration was not set up. The Bao Gong
j ust call the little kid of five or four, and have the two women pull one of his hairs.
rSK: "Like King Solomon."] And then he knows. And I think it's quite reasonab le.
you try to think what's the deep side , the dark side, the bright side of human
beings.

Although she first came into contact with this character through stories when she was a

young girl. and later saw television serials and plays, Meifang's curiosity as to whether this

!.BAlthough a number of readers cited Judge Bao stories as contributing to martial arts
fiction involving supernaturally -tinged revenge plots, as discussed in Chapters One and
Four. Meifang discussed the stories and the character of Judge Bao in the most detail.
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was "real ancient history. whether this real ly bappened" I44 1edher to read abo ut JUdge Bao

and similar figures in earlier pop ular literature when she went to university. and her delight

has evidently remained. As 1 demonstrate in this section. however. the goals and methods

of this traditional Chin ese detective figure would shock even Holmes as com pletely

irrational. Still . compared with this Song Dynasty magistrate. Holmes is really just a young

fellow - with a lot to learn.

Readers commonly referred to the stories of Judge Baa as Bao Gong an. « tg1}~ »

or The Cases ofJudge Baa. Thi s appears to be a shorthand title. since there are in fact, a

number of "cases" involving j udges or "academicians" as principal inv estigators. although

the mo st celebrated of these seems to be Bao . According to Hanan . "co urt case " stories date

from the Son g and Yuan Dynasti es. and took the form of puppet play s and late r oral

performances . The actual term gongan (" public case ") appears to be a late r appe llation

(Ha nan 1981.40). Add itionally. although several scholars attest to their widesp read

popu lari.ty.14S particularly during the Ming and to a lesser extent in the early Qing periods.

there are relatively few co mplete collections extan t. 146 Detai led attempts to date and

compare the con tent of the different co llecti ons and de termi ne th eir pro venan ce and

autho rship or compilation have been undertaken (Ma 1975: Hanan 1980). Furth ermore.

I-WEisewhere in the same intervi ew. Meifang describe s a story with what seem s to be a
variation of a "singing bone" motif. Thi s bone takes on a frightening life of its own afte r
people knead the bone . which has been ground into a powde r. into a ball ..tha t swallows
and spits thin gs." The Jud ge appare ntly has to solve the murder with which the bone is
associ ated. As ide from bon es. the J udge al so hears testimony fro m murdered revenant s.
whose revela tions assis t him in solving crimes .

I-aSSee. for example. Johnson ( 1985. 65).

I46Ho wever. I understa nd from readers that contemporary editions of selections of
tales are available. as are comic book adaptations for children .
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Waltner distinguish es betw een Mia g detective fiction and " legal casebooks" from the same

era. She states that the latter " represent a genre of admini strative writing," alth ough both

depict differe nt socially constructed and nuanced inte rpre tations of "a worl d vie w where

jus tice prevails" (1990 . 281. 284).

Western detecti ves and their fiction, whether from the old world or the new. originate

from very different place s and proceed along different lines of inquiry with mani festly

diff erent cultural ratio nales . According to Gre lla. the Briti sh-style whodunit " remains one

of the last outposts of the comedy of mann ers in fiction, " whereas the Am erican hard

boiled flatfoot is heir to : "a mixed tradition, enco mpassi ng folk tales. mediev al literature ,

Gothi c novels, and the wor ks of writers like Scott and Coope r" and where the fann er is

preoc cupied with class-rela ted concerns , the latt er. owi ng in part to a stro ng residual

Puri tan influence. is "obsessed with sin" (1980, 88 , 104 ).

By COntrast.Kinldey states that although som e contemporary Chinese detecti ve novels

emulate western models. and those models have themsel ves periodically come under fire

fo r the ir reflection of " bo urgeois values" : " China has known crime storie s for a

millennium. but what rem ain s alive today. in op eras. movies . and conv ersation. is the

gongan or "criminal case" tradition. in which a renowned wise j udge (such as Bao. Di or

Peng) solves a diffi cult cri me" (1985. 92) . He sug gests that the tradition em erged in Yuan

and Ming drama , and developed ~a ter in fiction and Peking opera . Where the logical

intrica cies of detection are the western sleuth 's main enterprise, the Chinese stories place

greate r emphasis on the restoration of the moral fabric of society. and just retribution

agai nst the partie s whose actions disturbed the harm ony of the cosmic orde r in the first

place. He may use disguise in order to entrap a guilty person or infiltrate a criminal 's space
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or sphere of activity. and he views torture - judiciously applied- as a reasonable means

of exacting a confession.

While both the western detective and the Chinese magistrate Me primarily concerned

with the discharge of justice, they differ greatly in the mean s they use to get there:

At bottom. the Chinese and Western traditions inhabit different epistemological
universes . Western whodunits take place in a positi vist, nineteenth century worl d
that is the sum total of an immense but calculable number of phenomena waiting to
be ap prehe nded as cl ues .•.. In Judge Bao ' s wo rld. there are demons. Moral
principles such as filial obligations take concrete expression as blood debts; revenge
takes preced ence over professional process in achieving j ustice. And spirits of the
deceased solve cases by entering the dreams of the Judge, wbo was once himself
reckoned the Stellar God of Literature (Kinkley 1985 . 94) .

The vivid supernatural elements in' Jud ge Bao stories cal l to mind other well- know n

collections. such as Pu Songling's Strange Tales , which I discussed earlier in relatio n to

readers' ideas about influences on martial arts fiction with a strong supernatural or magic

emphasis. Readers who were familiar with wes tern detective fiction also tended to mention

the work of Robe rt van Gulik (1910-67). Van Gul ik..a Dutch-born scholar and dip lomat

stationed in China. wrote a number of novels modell ed on courtcase fiction which featured

as the protagoni st a Tang magistra te named Judge Dee . In order to appeal to western tastes.

van Gulik made several important stylistic changes. He allowed for the solution of the

crime at a later point in the story than a traditional Chin ese tale , and while he included

strong underc urrents of sex and violence juxtaposed with the Judge 's unshakable probity

and belief in justice. he downp layed the Judge' s abso lute. almost omniscient confidence

and made the him less open to the discernment of supernatural portents (Lacb 1979 . 1~

II ). Despite these fo rma l cha nges. Chinese readers cite d his stories with admi ration ,

however. their comments placed his work squarel y outside their own indigenous detective
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tradition. As Yinong said of the stories by "that fellow from Holland ": "They're qui te

good. Pretty interesting, very Western !"

5.4 Conelusion

"Ibis chapter bas considered particular lines of traditional Chinese romance and detective

fiction. Specifi cally, Min g and Qin g scholar-beauty stories. Dream of the Red Chamber

and early twentieth century Butterfly fiction were discussed as they suggest a discontinuous

but endurin g tradition ordered around a set of themes and devices, such as a concern with

symmetry and the importance of emotional resonance, or qing. as well as the place and

displacement of love and lovers within the extended framework of family and society. A

discu ssion of detective fic tion centred on stories based on popular courtc ase literature

which feature d the decisions and investigative strategies of a wise j udge or magistrate.

Comparisons with western genres and reader responses revealed some similarities as well

as fundament al difference s in narrative content, structure and the worldviews which

underscore the different textual universes and their audiences.

Clearly. there appears to be a greater concern in the Chinese genre s with the social and

cultural implica tions of ei ther deliberate o r inadvertent individual tran sgre ssion of

esta blished nonns of be haviou r. This characteri stic was also emphasized by readers

fam ilia r with these genres . Although the study of the C hinese he roine is one of my

enduring interests . and one which I explore in the contex t of popular fiction in the next

chapter. my sense of romance and detective fiction readers differs from martial arts fiction

fans in that from the outset they are witnesses - and perhaps parti cipants- in a differe nt

kind of struggle. With no alternative world in which to challenge and confront the stricture s

of society -with perhaps even little chance to see the surro unding environment thro ugh
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other than the eyes of the long-suffering heroine or wrongly accused miscreant- these

readers make a different. but still profoundly importan t journey into the "deep. dark and

bright" spaces of Chinese tradition and character .

Undoubtedly. the precise paths taken by each individual reader into these questions and

the resonan ces that such an excursion could produce would lik.ely have something to do

with individual experiences of gender socialization . In the next chapter, I look at how genre

and gender interact to shape reader preferences. and the ways in which readers confront

gendered and "genred" assum ptions through their selection of texts and the practices by

which they actively construct and rework readings .
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Chapter Six: Gender, Genre and Chat

6.1 Introduction

In this chapter. I examine some of the different ways men and women construct

readings of their favourite genres, and bow they constitute gendered identities through

read ing . I look at the issue of "gendered genres ," traditionally masc uline or femini ne

varieties of fiction. for exam ple, and suggest that this focus. for some readers at least, may

act ual ly represe nt a misplaced empbasis. That is. perhaps - as Crane observ es of the

western medieval roman ce, a genre whose feminine name in many ways draws attention

away from the reality that its historical audiences were comprised of both women and

men- we should reformulate our questions abou t genres and audiences as well as the

assumptions they in tum engender ( 1994, 10) . Spea king in refere nce to Cha ucer's

CanterburyTales. she write s:

The paral lels between gender and genre move in two directi ons. One line of
conn ections to investigate would be bow historical men and women " pe rform"
romance - bow their behavior imitates or inspires romance's representatio n of
gender and how they receive , interpret. and circulate particular romance texts . My
question in this study is how romances " perform" gender rather than the reverse-s
how they construe masculini ty and feminini ty, bow they work out the parad igm of
diffe rence and the challenge of intimacy and bow they relate gender to other
expressions of social identity (Crane 12).

For a number of the readers in my study. it appears that the conceptual space between

biological sexuality and socialized gender is an unstable region open to a certain degree of

perso nal negotiation. especiall y when it com es to reading prefer ences . Historically,

masculi nity and femininity , in Chine se culture as in many western cultures. were largel y

n uid constructs, fixed to their respec tive moments by social mores and co nventio ns, bur

always threatenin g to shift (Cornwall and Lind isfam e 1994, 12; Penley and Willis 1993.
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xviii).ln short, concepts of gender are "fictions" - in the literal sense of something at once

made and invented- social texts that are not consumed "verbatim" by all readers, but

which are instead selectively edited in individual reade rs' reproductions of themselves and

their own definitions of readin g pleasure. Between typ ically " masculine" or "feminine"

literature and being a man or a woman, adven turous readers have cons istently found that

there is considerable lati tude for playf ul, subversive and compensatory reading s (Jenkins

1992; Radway 1987; Bacon -Smith 1992).

In order to begin to appreciate the worki ngs of the gender/genre dynamic among the

readers surveyed here , it is necessary first to co nsider some of the issues su rrou nding

gen dered communication more generally, and then to place those issues within a

specifically framed discourse of Chinese popular tradition. To accomplish this , I want to

focus my tentative theoretical assertions about gendered readin g styles around the pivotal

constru ction of space and social relations in Chinese culture, the concep ts of inne r and

o ute r sp her es and the ir parti cular and pervasive infl uence on the histori cal and

contemporary lives of Chinese women in general and literate women in particular.

Numerous importan t studies have appeared which analyzethe profound impli cations of

the inner/ou ter distinction across such diverse cultural and historical contexts as Son g

period (96()..1279 AD ) wome n's experiences of marriage and family life (Ebrey 1993),

women authors and audience s of the Ming (Ko 1994), as well as how traditional weste rn

notions of gender and place are challenged as a result of our engagement with new media

(Meyrowitz 1985.201-09).

Thi s dynamic and the concep ts of gender which individuals both main tain and subvert

in relation to it may al so be usefully applied to a discussion of co ntemporary reading. as

Gullestad has so co nvincingly demonstrated in he r discussion of another popular cultural
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practice- house decoration in Norway (1993). She suggests that home decoration and

improvement reflects a complex. ongoing negotiation of gender and class identities .

Although the successful performance of home renovation often requires. in many respects.

a separa tion of labour along gender lines. Gullestad sta tes that this take s place "in a

transformed traditional sense " (153). in which each partner contributes to the project

according to a qual itatively different sense of aesthetic pleasure . but with the same joint

goal in mind. Where men might actually carry out most of the improvements. women tend

to be the ones who carefully select the materials and budget for the private rituals of home

(re)making (143). Collectively, these expressive practices stand as couples ' personal acts

of renewal . and the ir home s become localized. shared inscriptions of resistance in eloquent

juxtaposition to the fragmentary social institutions writ large all around them.(135 . 149-51.

159).

In the aforementioned study, synchronic and diachronic ethnographic evidence pointed

to the fact that while the traditional spheres of male and female activity were certainly still

identifiable, they were fluid construc ts that were con tinuou sly negotiated and reworked

under different class and social conditions. In my opinion, the flexibility which underlies

the everyday. unofficial mediation of masculine and feminine domains of experience is an

important fea ture which ethnographers should bear in mind. Just as it is not sufficient to

say, for example. that male and female readers responded to me in the ways that they did

solely on the basis that they were reporting reading habits to a foreign female researcher. I

also do not think that a chara cterization of their responses as simply reflective of particular

genres or gendered effects provid es an adequate picture of the processes actin g on their

respective communicative competencies and performances.
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Thus, to say that one group 's talk about reading was framed by members of that group

as inform ation , while the other group's contributions were subject to the aesthetics

normally associated with gossip and a generally playful delivery -while descrip tive

does not necessarily fully articulate the range of expressive styles and purposes individuals

assume, especially across different cultural contexts. Women ' s spoken texts and creative

acts of popular production are often portrayed as non-serious. if somewhat subversive or

resistive, play (Bacon-Smith 1992, 290-91), especially in comparison to men's activities .

In fact, the latter are often explicitly depicted within the dominant cultu~ as having intrinsic

" instructional merit" (Bird 1992, 143-47) because they actively reproduce hegemoni c

disco urse values and strategies . It is important to point out, however, that in many other

women 's narrative traditions this emphasis is reversed. For exampl e, men may choose,

even within the private tradition of the domestic arena. to adopt a more "public" persona

and repertoire by performing "private" stories about particul arly amusing incidents or

people. whereas women are relied upon to fill in the details of what normally occurs - or

should occur-. during family observances and gatherings (Baldwin 1985. 153-55).

In each case, the separation of masculin e and feminine spheres of influenc e and

experience are present and discernib le in the presentati ons of both men and women.

However, the boundaries between inner and outer, public and private are not only more

permeable. but also more readi ly and frequently traversed than we might at first think.

Enlarging on the spatial and dramatic metaphors captured in Goffman ' s (1959) theory of

region-specific behaviours , Meyrowitz argues that while the home is simultaneously the

principal venue of female performance and male " rehearsal and relaxation," it is also a

transitional space through which women are spectators of the processes involved in the

scripting of masculine onstage behaviours, and as such the contrasts between men ' s 0 0 -
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and offstage personas prov ide a focus for femini ne parody and critique ( 1985, 206). In

other words , the pub lic behaviours of one indiv idual brought into a customarily privat e

context and temporarily disregarded, or even discarded. may become , in another person ' s

onstage domain, material for serious commentary or playful deconstructi on . possi bly in

that individual's own backs tage regio n. Indeed . if it is true, as Goffman asse rts, tha t: " A

regio n may be de fined as any plac e tha t is bounded to some degree by barriers to

perception'" (1959, 106). then it is important to understand that sometimes the barriers

separating certain regions and their associated behaviours may be red ra wn thro ugh

resistan ce to prevail ing perce ptions. Acc ordin g to Gal , women ' s talk can be general ly

understood as resi stance whi ch, she state s:

.•.occurs in two ways: first, whe n devalued linguistic fonns and practic es (such as
local vernaculars, slan g, women ' s interactional sty les or poetry, and min ori ty
languages) ar e pra cticed and celebrated despite widesp read denigration and
stigmatizatio n. Second , it occ urs because these devalued practices often propose or
embody alterna te models of the social world ( 199 5, 175).

Similarly, I sugges t that this kind of shifting, resisti ng and redefini ng of gendered regions

of ac tio n and preferen ce becomes even more pron ounced when genders, genres,

behaviours and responses transe ct each other in deliberately subversive ways that, though

certainl y pleasura ble, are not alwa ys co nstrued as play.

In this chapte r, I attempt to show how the compleme ntary domains of inner and outer

can beco me reversible narrative worlds for many reade rs, and how they adopt differen t

kinds of discourse strategies in order to navigate them . To accomplish this, I have div ided

this chapter into three sec tions . Th e firs t presents a summa ry of some of the research into

masculine and feminine speech styles and gossip in western scho larsh ip, and dra ws a

compari son with the meanin gs and importance attac hed to the conversa tional genre of chat

or gossip (liao tianl r], Jlx . ~1C)L) in Chine se culture. especial ly as an instrument of
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"oral literary criti cism ," (Dundes 1966) as it relate s to popular ficti on . Secondly, I look

specificall y at some of the patterns of reading behaviour exhib ited by men and women who

partici pated in this stud y, payin g parti cular atten tion to the ir perce ptions of traditional

" masc uline" and "feminine" genres and how they view the ir own places as readers both

within and without various popular traditions . Finally, I explore a traditi ooa lly masculine

narrati ve space, thej ianghu, or "rivers and lakes" of martial arts fictio n. from the viewpoint

of female readers. examining such issues as women ' s potentiali ty as characters, consumers

and produc ers in a world where, for chivalrous heroes at least. " anythin g can happen."

6.2 Chatting East and West: Some Thoughts 00 Style and Power

Throughout this work. I emphasize that ce rtain aspects of theory and practic e which

aptly describe the dynamics of spec ific western popular culture audiences may not

adequate ly capture the com plex processes at work within other cultural groups, whether the

proce sses in question concern an atte mpt to explain the dev elopm ental or psychosocial

. factors which underlie an explanation of the compensato ry nature of gendered reading. or

the forms of humour found in electronic communication. As Kaplan argues, while western

critical paradigms can be productively applied to the popular texts of a different culture - as

indeed, I m ust largely do in this ana lysis- a ce rtain degree of reflexivity is required in

order to prevent displacin g the texts from.their prima ry spheres of meaning ( 1993 . 9-10).

Conseq uently, I want to make a few preliminary remarks base d on my understanding of

conversa tional aesthetic s and speech genres as a folklorist in ligbt of recent soc iolinguistic

researc h into gender and language in order to frame the discussion of reade rs ' responses

which foll ows.
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First. as Hymes notes, discourse patterns within speech communitie s need to be

understood as the syntagmatic and paradigmatic integration of a "sequence of speech acts

and in terms of classes of speech acts among which choice has been made at specific

points" (1986, 57). With specific reference to male and female readers' ways of talking

about books , I would add that their choices of books as well as the conversational

strategies employed to explain and/or justify those generic selections do not necessarily fall

within what may be assumed to be the same kind of "gendered" norms that we may

associate with western audiences. For example, Tannen 's well-known contrast between

"report-talk" and "rapport-talk." that is, men's information-oriented venus women's

relationship-centered approaches to communication and her assertion of the potentially

ambiguous natureof the dynamic interaction between statu.J and connectio n (1990.3~37,

7~77) - or. powe r and solidarity , as described in some of her later work. (Tannen 1993.

166-68)- manifests a degree of gender as well as cultural bias.

As a case in point, scholars working in western and eastern speech communities have

noted that neither t'women's language" nor, by extension, its masculine counterpart. can be

taken as a single. unified communicative instrument. Rather. researchers acknowledge that

gendered language can have many dialects. and forces other than gender socialization may

help to shape notions of proper or effective speech for men or women . "Women' s

language" across cultures. for example. varies in response to factors such as age or the

desire to present a youthful or authoritative image (Okamoto 1995.3 13-14). the mutual

awareness of the construction and preservation of face as shown by both speakers'

adoption of standard speech forms or pronunciation (Deuchar 1988)1'+7 as well as the

J47f or further discussion of face. face-threatening acts and face-saving politeness
strategies in language, with particular emphasis on hedging. see Brown and Levinson
( 1987).
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deliberase use of hedging and tag-questions as a means to facilitate the flow of

conversation and to maintain face- a discu rsive device whose varied and pra ctised

employment seems to argue against earlier assertions that such questions were proof of

feminine uncertainty (Coates 1988. 113-14. 117-19 ).148 Certainl y. as Kal~ik's researc h

shows, unfinished. emerge nt "kernel stories" may represent a part icul arly powerful

discourse strategy that speakers may selectively choose to elaborate and exploit, dependi ng

on the "conve rsational reso urce" and direction of group talk at any given moment ( 1fTl5.4

5.8). As another side to this kind of stra tegy. Wach s points out in her study of crime

victim narratives that listeners may interject narrative asides to interrupt the course of talk as

a way of resetting or clari fying the contextual fram e. or dialogue may be used to give

listeners a closer perspective on an inciden t (1988, 46-48 ).

Final ly. with respect to gossip as a co nversational genre or a set of specific

communicative acts and goals itself , I want to put forward the point that, although women

may take pleasure in the subversive delight offered by sharing speculative or priv ate

info rmatio n (Bird 1992. 147-51; Brown 1994 . 19). gossip nevertheless does convey

informa tion, j ust as certain informational media. such as newspapers in Victorian England.

Ameri ca and tum of the cen tury China (Bird 1992 , 8-18; Lee and Nathan 1985. 394 ),

-c-which. furthermore. could be assumed with some confidence to cater to a predominantly

male reade rship. even if they were also read by women- contained their fai r share of

scandal. Also. as scholars of folklore and history have demonstrated. gossip is not only no t

l-+8See Crawford 's (1995) cri tiq ue of Lakoff (1975) and proponen ts of the " two
cultures" approach to masculine and feminine conversational interaction in general. She
asse rts that it is insufficient to locate the different strategies and outcomes of men's and
women's co mmunicatio n completely or even primari ly within a theore tical framework.of
either incomm ensurabl e styles or childhood socialization without also questionin g the
political and social structures which reinforce those communi cative patterns in men and
women (88- 101).
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gender-specific, but also it is not confined to particular social classe s or occupational

groups (Pocius 1988; Kodish 1980; Gustavsson 1979).

Although women's communication may make special use of the social properties of

gossip in order to further its own preferred ends and reinforce the types of interactions

most valued by female speech communities. ( avoid classifying the responses of the men

and women in my study in this way - especially since, as I show in a moment . women's

responses were as often "informational" as men 's were "gossipy." Essentially. (feel that to

do so runs the risk: of simply reifying the privileged place that informaJion holds in much

of western. or perhaps ( should say postmodern. culture, that is. as an unmarked.

essentially masculine category.

In addition. I suggest that while scholars are turning their attention to the social

implications of mass-me diated technology and the utopian promises it cannot fulfil because

any comprehensive understanding of it must be grounded in the real world (Robins 1996),

which in turn sugges ts other promis ing developments for this kind of research. our

everyda y lives are sti ll very much influenced by the preeminence of infonn ation and

society's need for it. in forms and modal ities that give it to us better. faster and more

accurately. As a final aside . if it is indeed true that gossip is the purposeful linking of at

least two possibly unrelated ideas in order to yield new information.t w then surely the

creation of webpages represents 8 kind of computer-mediated gossip. as do many of the

speculative leads and connections we make in the process of conducting research via the

Internet. Moreover. the fore grounding of information as perhap s our most valued resource

is seen in the fact that. unlike previous epochs, we name the present history of our age after

149See Poc ius ' (1988) treatment of furniture as masculine gossip for further
discussion .
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it. a distinction once reserved almost exclusively for monarchs, then later shared between

the often mutually profitable domains of royalty or government and industrial conquest and

invention. Finally, the primacy of information is demonstrated in the fact that. despite all of

the changes that have been observed in day-to-day communication with the advent of

electronic mail. hypenext and other communicative technologies and the texts and ephemera

we generate as a result. we have not collectively termed this era ..the Age of Gossip"

though such a designation might be singularly appropriate.

The issue of gendered language and power as it is understood in contemporary western

scholarship is also valuable to a discussion of Chinese women's communication. Returning

to Tannen's configuration of the shifting relationship between power and solidarity as a

primary site of gendered meanings. and ultimately, of communicative success or failure

between differentially powerful groups, she acknowledges that . on the one hand. in certain

instances the two goals need not be mutually exclusive -that is. that an expression of

solidarit y can also be an expression of power- and on the other. that there are many

cultural interpretations of the power-solidarity dynamic (1993 , 169). However, as noted

earlier , reduc ing the effects and .effectiveness of gender differences in language to

mismatched styles can serve to deny or gloss over the sociall y entrenched power structures

that are continually reproduced when female communicative strategies are read as

problematic or asthe result of underdevel oped communicative competency relative to male

analogues (Crawford 1995 . 38-40). As scholars such as Cameron (1995) and Edelsk y

(1993 ) point out , the " powerlessness" of so-called "women's speech" may be less a

function of any inherent lin guistic or paralinguistic features. and more a question of the

kinds of arenas women often find themselves trying to speak in (Cameron 205).
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Nevertheless. even Gal's position outl ined at the beginning of this chapter. tha t

women' s talk: can be seen as resistance (1995, 175). require s a certain amount of

circumspection since. as Ko notes . " resistance" and " passivity" were typicall y viewed by

historians and other commentators as thc two responses extensively adopted by Chinese

women. an assumed polarity whic h, while useful as a political metaphor for victi mized.

feudal China.ISO in fact contradicted the reality of many women 's live s (1994 . 1-2.8-11).

Furthermore, Ko finds that "Chi nese wome n" as a social cons truct -c-and, therefore, as

female agents of status and power as well as socializati on-must be unders tood in terms of

the intersection of class. age , geography and the regional practices which were connected to

particular places (7) . Aside from the choices of outright resignation or resistanc e. Ko states

that educa ted women in urban centres like seventeenth-century Jian gnan chose to work

withi n their "inner" boundaries. and to extend thei r experie nces into the "outer" world

through literary networks, readin g with and writing to women in other places. She stresses

the complementary natu re.of the " inner" and "outer" domains, particularly for women ' s

culture. noting a relationship characterized by degrees of domestic seclusion. but certainl y

not complete exclus ion from mascu line potential and influence. which in tum could be

channelled to help achieve feminine aims . such as the distributi on and/or publication of

works by women writers. or other texts that were popular with female audie nces:

In fact, while shared conce rns. routines. rituals and emotions distinguished the
female world from the male. the very construction of such routines and rituals was
a product of interactions with the prerogatives , networks and enterpri ses of men.
No single word such as "domination" or "subj ugation" can adequately describe the
nature of relationships betwee n these men and women. Since the borders between
inner and outer. or between pri vate and public. are ambivalent . shifting. and open
to negotiation. cases of women crossing boundari es are particularly revealin g of the
nature of those boundarie s and the terms of their negotiation (Ko 13-14).

lSOSee also Chow (199 1) and Cbu ng and McOellan ( 1994) for further discuss ion on
the literary treatment of women in the May Fourth era.
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Certainly. I do not intend the fore going observ ations as a universal refl ection of

Chinese female experience across historical periods and social demarcations. Rathe r. as the

aforementioned scholars of Chinese history and society and many of the ir contemporaries

maintain. I seek to provid e some insight into an alternative set of respon ses that might. in

many respects . be compatible with those provided by some of the educated. contemporary

readers . both male and female. who contributed to my survey: that within the dialectic of

resignation and resistance. the read er can find space for rene gotia tion and deliberation on

the way s in which popular genres and their multival en t readings shape. subvert and

tr an sform notions of gender. As Greenhi ll ' s analysis of cross-dressing ballads

demonstrates. even within "tradi tional" genres there may be a myria d of geuder ed voices.

some of which risk bein g inevitably and -perhaps inevoca bly - muted or silenced by

overly "centred" method ologies that are onl y geared toward univocal . or ce rtainly more or

less unequiv ocal. interpretatio ns (1995. 157 . 163-64).

6.2.1 Variorum Verbal Texts: Reading '''Chat''

In An Analysis of Junk. Fiction . Roberts asserts that ..the re is nothing to compare with

the variorum Object in an unle arned bookscape" (1990. 190) . Th at is. popu lar fiction

audie nces do not have tbe sam e resou rces that readers of clas sical lite rature do: the

reco rded, cod ified crit ical texts which comment upon and inte rpr et th e wo rks of

Shakespeare or Milton. for exam ple. and which often acquire a sort of cano nical status in

their own right . Yet. although as a folklorist I take issue with certain practices associ ated

with reader-response theory and lite rary criticism in the last decade as outl ined in an earlier

chapt er - namely. the lack of ethnographic findings which could richly and realistically

inform the constructio n of ..the read er" - literary theoris ts sucb as Stanl ey fi sh have
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looked specifically at variorum. interpretation and found it wanting. not only in the critical

assumptions which obtain in the handlin g of ambiguities. but also in its very exis tence as a

plausible object. or scholarly enterprise at all (1980 , 152. ISS. 162) . He views

interpretatio n as a process enacted by iraerpretive communiries "made up of those who

share interpretive strategies not for reading (in the conventional sense ) but for writing texts.

for constitu ting their properties and assigning their intentions" (171).

Returning to Roberts' statement, a student of folklore would probably counter with the

observation that the fact that the informal , popular interpretations of readin g experts are

ephemeral and unofficial does not mean that they do not exist. at least in the everyday

contexts of conversations about books . Moreover , Roberts ' use of the term "unlearned"

privileges elite literature over popular genres in the sense that his distinction overlooks the

reali ty -although be alludes to this point elsewhere>- that readers of genre fiction must

learn bow to read within a compl ex range of systems and formulas. and that often the

products of that learning do include written or artistical ly crafted commentary in the form of

parody . jo kes. fanzines and so on.

In his analysis of fictio n readership in Guangzhou in the late 19705. Link found a

number of close connections between "goss iping" or "chatting' and tbe consu mption of

fiction ( 1985. 222-23). Aside from the shared social functions of escape and entertainment

and the expression of everyday frustration s through the medium of storytelling, fiction and

gossip mutually reproduce eacb other in many ways: each feeds into the other 's network

such that chattin g constitutes and draws upon material that may contribute to various non

verbal -though not necessaril y officia lly print ed - texts. l SI and fiction provide s

substance for discussion and debate . Furthermore. both may borrow topical items from

(SISee L.ink 's (I989 ) discussion of handwritten literature.
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news of current events . According to Link: "The distinctions among fiction, news and

gossip are blurred on China's grapevine . Each feeds off the other two inside the one great

cornucopia of ' stuff to talk about ' .. (" Fiction" 223 ). While certain conditions may no

longer apply, for example, Link mentions the relatively limited access to popular media at

the time as a factor in the enduring popularity of chatting, 1agree with his assessment that

Chinese culture holds informal verbal artistry in generally high regard:

But, regardless of whether the items for gossip arc big or small , people who are
good at telling stories - embroidering and dramatizing them- become known as
skilled chatters and even a bit honored as such. In sum, the institution of charting is
partly recreation; partly a social grace, and part ly a supplement to the press
("Fiction" 223, italics added).

From my experience s talking with Chinese people in Canada and China, [ would say

that chat as a conve rsational genre merges, as Link suggests, "playful" gossip and

"serious" information . While there are certain gender- and regionally-based stereotypes

which also serve as sources of comic or ironic observation - Beijing men are Ic.nown to be

great talkers ,152 for example - I would have to say that both men and women engage in

the kinds of frequent informal discu ssions chara cteriz ed as "chat." thou gh the specific

content of their interactions is likely to be influenced, understandably . by such factors as

sett ing and audie nce composition. Certainly, chatting gives readers a medium for the

collective formulation of oral critiques of the genres and specific texts that hold meaning for

1521 saw a live cross-talk performance at a Beijing university that deliberatel y parodied
this regional characteri stic. a fondness for verbosity which some people attributed to the
fact that Beijing is the source of the "official" dialect . as well as a long-stand ing seat of
government. This particular scenario had to do with the way people from different regions
ask who is at the door. Responses ranged from the preferred. laconic "Wbo(' s there rr or
"Shei? " (&IE), to a loquacious Beij inger who came up with something on the order of:
"Who-is-tbat-come-to-visit-lI1e-aDd-knocking-on-my-door-so-Jate.-rousing-me-from-my 
slumber?" finally, the performer ended with the observation: "Surel y we know this was
someone from Beijing; where there is one good word. a Beijingerfinds nine."
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them. Of questionnaire respondents , sixty-three percent indicated that friends' suggestions

were an importan t. ifnot the primary. means through which they selected books , followed

by personal recognition of the author ' s Dameor reputation.

Additionally. discussing books with friends seems to function as a forum through

which to assess and reflect on the experi ence of reading in general . rather than merely as

opportunities to recount singularly vivid but possibly minor detail s , although these might

also be an impo rtan t and pleasurable face t of con vers ation for so me readers. ln my

research. most readers did not concentrate on specifi c particulars of characterization or even

plot as much as the y emphasized how they felt about certain books. character-types.

settings. and the associ ations these evoked.

Similarly, Nara yan found that layers of signification in certai n types of women' s songs

from Northern Indi a became clear in narrati ve elaboration about events. conflicts and

especially the emotions that unfolded within both the lyrics and the actual performances

themselves. Indeed. the women ' s understanding of their song traditi ons went far beyo nd,

and someti mes appeared to comp letely avoid. the identification of discrete symbol s. She

states: " Deal ing wit h Kangra song s. for example. I soo n foun d tha t asking about ' th e

meaning ' of constituent symbol s met with no response. Reframing my question to as k

what was happening in the song, however. usually ev oked a long narrativized

interpretation" (199 5, 259).

Although I was studying the consumption of popular fic tion by mixe d audiences and

not the transmission of women ' s tradit ional songs, my earlier research experi en ces

examining Chine se hero ine tales taught me a similar lesson . I quickly learned not to restrict

my queri es to "stories about heroic Chines e women," but to ask people to " tell me a

favouri te story you recall from your home town." Conseq uen tly , during my most recent
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field research, I did not focus my face-to-face and electronic discussions with readers on a

fixed set of popular genres . Instead, among other things, I asked people what they liked to

read , how they felt when they read the things they liked.and how their preferences might

have changed over the years. Through their spoken and written narrati ves, their oral

histories as readers. I was able to gain insight into a much more varied picture of audienc e

prac tices , including the importance of "chat." It appears tha t many readers ' early

experiences as students baclc home are close ly tied to fond reco llections of discussions

about popular novels in which the relative merits and shortcomings of certain books were

debated. sometimes well into the night:

[SK: Did you ever have evening s when you would get some classmates tooether
and talk about the novels '?] WZN: Sure ! Yeah. we you know that! <laughs>
We call , in Chinese we call the ye tan hut ( tEil~), that means ..talking ."
Odterally ..talking late into the evening ."] It's around I I o 'clock to 12 o' clock
p.m. Because after 11 o'clock , tots of students go back from li brary. and they
j ust go to bed. But haven 't sleep. fall asleep, so ther. just talk about things. Like
novels . like which book is good , and somethi ng like the soci al. or something
else . Most of that time we ju st exchange the opinion about the book, about
novel we like. So from that kind of situation, or the othe r situation. other
opportuni ty , we talk with each other about novel, I can KNOW that book is
welcomed by most people and it's very good, and lots of people like it. I can
know il l53

On another occas ion. after a particularly animated group interv iew with some

postgraduate students in Glasgow who collectiv ely answered my readership questionnaire

on tape by discussing each question in considerable detail, the tone female participant made

a striking comment in English: "Thi s was a GOOD TALK." I should perhaps mention that

this interv iew possibly most closely resemble s a spontaneous conversa tion of the sort that

Zhon gning refers to in the foreg oing quote. exc ept that this exchange took place in the

153WANG Zhongning , interview. 16 Octobe r 1993, 26 January 1994. Tape T94WZN 
03.
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afternoon. As with natural, multivocal cha ts of this sort generally, I found transcription

diffic ult. and at times impossible when all of the voices covered each other in a cacophony

of happily divergent opinion.

Howe ver. I did notice some interesting patterns , Specifically, the woman's voice is

heard in the background in a steady. persistent stream throughout the discussion. and she

faci litates interactio n by moving speake rs 00 to the next topic, countering their assertions or

spurring them on to grea ter elaboration. and generally getting her "two cents ' worth in."

which I confess, was more than I manag ed for the most part. Perhaps unintentionally , the

shape of the interview evolved to focus on the emphatic and sometimes comic musings of a

male reader . whose garruli ty was held in check. more or less, by the female reader. In fact,

at certain points the interview seems like a cross-talk performanc e about books. Although I

felt badly that I had been unsuccessful, or so I thought. as a moderator, the woman was in

high spirits at the end of the inte rview. saying later that she had not had such a pleasant chat

about literature in a long time. Without a doubt. I had witnessed an example of Chinese oral

literary critici sm first -band, and seen the unmistakab le delight and satisfacti on of experts at

work - and play.

Another point Nara yan makes in her study of Indian women ' s songs is that altho ugh

cultu ral metafclklore might be difficult for ethnographers to documen t - since by their very

nature such expressions may sub sume values and understand ings that are nonnally

unsp oken . either bec ause the y signify cultural elements that are ass umed and largely

unconscious or subversive- efforts of this kind are fundam ental to an appreciation of

"artistic producti ons like folklo re texts not just as cultural objects but as practices by

posit ioned subj ec ts" ( 1995. 260 ). Furth ermore. she maintains that a concern with

perceptions of "the folk" about their folklore :
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••.induces us to grant the people we work with respect as complex subjects who
know some things and Dot others , and also as agents who arc in a position to
actively embroider meanings around texts. It reminds us that " interpretation" as a
category may take different form s -based on cultural style , social identifica tion.
individual predilection and so on- and that it is often partially a product of a
relationship with a researcher (260).

In the next section. I explore some of the gendered patterns of response which emerge from

readers ' reflections. Although to some extent, these patterns can be attributed to individual

reactions to me as a foreign , female ethnographer. as well as perceptions of what people

thought I wanted. there are some interesting aspects of readers' expressive behaviours

which I believe deserve further investigation .

6.3 Within and Without Rom an ce and C hivalry: Mixed Readings

As noted in previous chapters, twice as many male readers parti cipated in this study,

however. female readers were more likely to respond to a variety of surve y techniques and

to agree to at least one follow -up electronic or face- to-fac e interview. Also. in general, I

found that women were more like ly to extrapo late and expan d their readings both within

and beyond the text in ways tha t men did net, I was especially impressed, as [ describe

later. by the women 's critical understanding of the possibilities and limit ations which

confronted female characters in martial arts fiction. Before I tum my attenti on to the specific

issues related to the dialec tic of opportunity and constraint which seems to underli e

feminine readings of that traditionall y masculine genre• • would like to touch on a few other

points .

In the pilot distribution of my questionnaire. I posed two que stions related to the

interaction between gender and genre. First, l asked respondents wh ether tbey tho ught

traditionally masculine or feminin e genres existed. Second, I asked them wbether men and



women could enjoy the same fictional form s. While all twelve respondents positively

answered the second question. replies to the first were far less clear-cut. Three readers. two

of whom were women. an swered yes . however. four responded negatively and the

remainder either sta ted that the y were not sure. or left the question blank.

Thinking that there could be a degree of ambiguity or repetition in the word ing of the

two queries. I modified my approach in the revised survey. Thi s time , I asked readers

whether they agreed that there were "contemporary forms of fiction which are intended for

a primarily male or female audience," and whethe r they would con cur with the foll owing

generalizati ons: " Kungfu novels. fantasy and science fictio n and detective nove ls are

basicall y ' male reader' ficti on, " and "Romances are basicall y 'female reader' fiction." Next.

I asked them to predict the preferred genres of male and female readers of varying ages

from adolescence to ..thirty-plus." 154 In thi s way, I hoped to find so me indication of

read ers' percepti ons regarding "tra ditionall y gendered" Chinese fiction . ISS as well as their

ideas about bow reading patterns might chan ge for men and women over time.

Taken together, twenty-three respondents out of a total of forty -seven who answe red

the revi sed electronic and handwritten questionnaires agreed with a trad itional breakd own

of popular genres along the line s I suggested. Nine people decl ined to answer the question

15·.lAltbougbthis might seem like a small interval. I shaped my question based on the
observations made by many readers that they began their independent readin g live s in
" middle school. " and that their preferences shifted after they gradu ated from universit y.
married and had children.

ISSAs discussed in Cha pte r Five. while traditional Chin ese de tective ficti on does not
appear to carry the sam e kinds of immediate associations with a femal e readership that say .
western authors like Ellis Peters . Agatha Christie and even Conan Doyle might . like martial
arts fic tion. the genre is certainly open to femal e readings. Lik e Star Trek and othe r
osten sibly masculine texts. so me feminine audience respon ses to detective fiction can
evolve into active and elaborate expressions of fan cultu re, such as the "Adventuresses of
Sherlock Holmes" group (Redmond. 1984,6~), See also Wachs (1988, 2),
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conclusively. usually leaving it out altogether . The remainder disagreed with me either

completely. stating that reading preferences depended on such factors as age. education and

cultural background. or in part. suggesting that these statements did not reflect a true

picture of gender and readership.

In this instance. six readers. both male and female stressed that "masculine" genres.

like martial arts and dete ctive fiction. were also widel y enjoyed by female readers. In

addition. two men and one woman conceded that romance fiction was probably almost

exclusively a feminine genre and. of these three. only the woman descri bed herself as a

romance reader. I should mention that many readers appeared to be in two minds with

respect to this question: of the two assertions. slightl y dissenting respondents were more

likely to allow the firs t, however. in a number of cases the y did so with qualificati ons.

writing specifically that many women enjoyed masculine fiction as much as men did. as can

be seen in this response. where the reader uses her own preference patterns as an example.

In response to the question of traditionally gendered popular fiction belonging exclusively

to male or female audiences. the woman who described herself in an earlier chapter as "an

engineer. now full-time mother" replied simply: "* £ '. ll(JjH(i'tll$!lJlIll!'«<B:~f'I

%:.].tj, \St. Not necessa rily. I' m a female reader and I reall y enjoy kungfu and science

fiction." I56

Notwithstanding the survey' s finding that five men stated they mainly read romances.

while six others affirmed that romances numbered. though not exclu sively. among the

genres they enjoy ed. no one made a similar case for male romance readers on the

questionnaires themselves. By contrast, although the content of the taped interviews largely

reflects. in many respects. similar trends - a result likely due in part to the fact that several

I56QRH-14 .
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of the m were con ducted, as I said, with respo nde nts who had a lready com pleted

questionnaires in an effort to allow readers to elaborate on particu lar aspects of their reading

behaviour in greater depth - some of these face-to-face exchange s were the site of some

rather amusing revelations. For example, during the group interv iew [ mentioned earlier .

which was comprised of a woman in her early thirties from Mainland China and three men.

two " Mainlanders" and a Malaysian whose ages ranged from twenty-six to forty. one of the

older men made a startling admissi on as to his decidedly unorthodox generic predilection

a source of personal enjoyment of which his astonished colleag ue had been apparently

com pletely unaware prior to the interview.

By way of sening the scene. I should perhaps mention that all of the participants in this

group interview gathered in a rather cramped graduate student office. From the beginning.

the fellow I refer to as " B" I57 below bas bee n holding forth on the relative merits of his

favourite genres. "C', the female postgraduate, is present, and her husband is seated at a

desk in the back. watching the proceedings with considerable amusement. though he does

not interject at this time. "A" and "B" are the oldes t participants , and after "B" states that be

prefers classical fiction. particularl y Roman ce of the Three Kingdoms. " A" interrupts with

the announcement that he subscribes to rather different generic propensities. preferring

"romances" of an altogether different sort:

l57(n this interview , responden ts did no t give me permission to quote them by name,
although they all expressed great interest in my study. and a willingness for their material to
be used. They also did not supply me with pse udonym s, therefore. l have assigned letters
in alp habetical order to help distinguish speakers.
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A: <Says suddenly> : "11ike romances!" {Uses English term for geare.}
B: <Lo ud, drawn-out "OH-HO!" and surprised laught er from other participan ts.>
fSK: "Wha t kinds of romances do you like?"')
A: <in English>: "Any kind."
{Others mention different authors, determine that A likes famous female romance
noveli st Qion g Yac. and .. ... that other one from Hong Kong ," which A fails to
name . He tak es suggested names from the rest of the group, but mostly
concentrates, musin g to himself, "And which others'!'}
A: <very affirmatively> "Oh yes, romances are:good reads !" <hi s choice of words
is a pun on " good-looking" in Chinese , and there is laughter from all> "But I don 't
like science fiction, all science fiction is low-level stuff."
B: <interjectin g> "That's right Science fictio n is too compl icated. But many peop le
like Jin Yan g' s martial ansfietion."
A: "Tha t' s right, I've read a little martial arts . Kon gfu."
B : <teas ing> " But ' A' doesn 't read kungf u nove ls . He reads romanc es! < C ' s
voice interrup ts quietly in background. unclear>
A: " It' s all rubbi sh. it's all fake! <laughter from all> The heroes are not handsome,
first-rate~ heroes lack <unclear> Th e heroes have no meat 10 them. no
substance. I think the heroe s have 00- <la ughs , then in English , says care fully>
errors." I S9

Clearl y, this exc hange exem plifies a certai n level of avers ion which seems 10 centre

primarily on the rom ance reader's idea of bow the central male protagonists are con structed

1581n the Chinese transc ription, I left background interaction detail s 10 a minimum, as I
felt it was difficult to explain in Chine se the ov erl apping simultane ity of communication
when others were contributing to "A' s" statements . Note that a phoneti call y simi lar word in
"A' s" descrip tion of kungfu heroes would signify that " . . .the heroes have no tenderness. ..
ln either case . the implica tion seems to be th at kungfu heroes are too perfect and too
perfectly mascul ine. In additio n to excellence , xiu (1.i') carries the additional connotation of
gentleness and refinem ent. Also , sayi ng that "c haracters bave no fles h" was a fairly
common way in whi ch questionnai re respondents express ed the idea that in orde r for a
novel to be good. the author must avoid flat or insi pid chara cterization.

IS9Group interv iew . 12October 1995. TapeT95VAR-26.
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in a traditional ly masculine genre like martial arts fiction. This reader' s statement of

rejection was uniqu e in two ways. firs t, relati ve to male reade rs generally . the antipathy

"A" feels toward most lcungfu ficti on is reversed : it was more usual for a kungfu fictio n fan

to unilaterally dismiss romances than vice versa. Furthermore a common point o f

comparison upon which such rej ection was predicated was the suggesti on. mainly put

forward by diehard mal e kungfu novel enthu siasts. that most women (except for educated

female readers who can see past the violence to uncover the historical and cultural meri ts of

exemplary chivalric fiction) do not read kungfu novel s beca use they are so vio lent. and .

similarly. men (in general, but especially ed ucated me n) do not read romances beca use

wome n do .

Addi tionally, lin Yan g' s martial arts fiction was not well or widely rece ived among

female readers due to the fact that Qiong Yeo's romances became available around the same

time, according to Zh on gning. Other readers fro m Mainland Ch ina made sim ila r

observa tio ns as to th e approximate time of introd uction of both authors ' novel s to

audie nces in w e People's Republic.reo Zhongning 's emphatic reje ction of " boo ks fo r

ladies" carri ed a ring of dismayed disbelief at the populari ty of such works. even women in

his own family were not immu ne to their inexplica ble appeal. They are, he stressed:

..• j ust like the bes tseller in Western co untry. And lots of women like to read it.
Even MY SISTER! After work. she don't do anything! She just read Qio og
Yeo's novel, abo ut thirty or forty or fifty books, I don 't know .

160Although I do not have precise dates, I suspect that the availability of Qio ng Yao''s
works followed a similar timeline to Jin Youg' s no vel s. According to the ge nera l
consensus of most Mainland respondents with an interes t in Chinese lan guage popular
fiction, most genres experienced an increasi ngly wide distribution in the P.R.c. in the earl y
to mid-l980s.
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Anoth er male reader spoke of gender as well as educational differen ces as factors in the

development of readi ng tastes . In an earlie r chapter, this respondent describedthe addictive

qualiti es of certain books for those read ers for wbom reading "is like a drug" and general ly

voic ed his rejection of escapist reading. a category of reading motivation and behaviour

fro m which Jin Ya ng's books were excluded -on account of their conce rn for history and

masterfu l literary style.ret When I mentioned that there is kind of a taci t cultural stigma in

many western soci etie s which discoura ges young men from openl y reading romances. he

had this to say:

!Il~.\1l" : )3:1-. )3:;li!: il!.RJl . il!.RJl'E;;(j(jIDi1fJlll1-", m/J' il!.:!01!J.:FM! :!01!J.:F
M! < ~ > '!' OOJlll1-",m/J'il!.:!0 1!J.M. < ~ > !Il (j(j :g"'-lf ! < ~. ~Til!.
6. :F~ > m~. ~~mm~. m~~~(j(jAm:g",~. m~. x~~JlIl

I -Al!~~A1l''''.l!J!tt!tj,il!. . ittr• • • [ gl~/tI!ll
l m~. ~~mff'!'OO. fl(j(jA. *

driver. .. ~JlIl.:jl-9l. )3:{''Ci1'f- ittr/J'il!.. {'~"' t"/J' ilI. . llII~E IJ
09.M history . culture - they nev er care.

Male reader: This. thi s is exp lained . explained by the fact that western romances
are badly writte n! Poorly writte n! <la ughs> Chin ese rom ances are well wri tten
<laughs> so men like to read them ! <laughs. wife talking. unclea r> Many, I kno w
many . man y men who read romance, man y young peopl e who like to , but the
grea ter part of readers are women . Most young peop le like to read detective novel s.
martial arts... (Discussion says that he thinks the re is a co nne ction betwee n
education leve l and readin o habits . I But, you know. in China. some people , thi s
with say, a driver. or an attendant or something - they will alm ost exclusively read
rom- mart ial arts no vels. exclu sively rea d romance ficti on. Oth er wo rks
concerning history. cultu re - they never care .162

Secondly. ""A ' s'" apparent generic exclusiv ity is unique in that most reade rs of both

sexes wbo enjoy roman ces and genre s containing elements of "the fantastic" in Todorov' s

sense - that is. mystery. fantasy. and to a lesse r degree sci-fi and traditiona l Chinese

161Several other read ers exp resse d simila r views . and many of those wbo. like ..A....
expre ssed an overall dislike of the genre . held lin Yong' s fiction in high regard eve n if they
bad only read a few of his works.

162Male respon de nt. interview. 12 Oc tober 1995. Tape T95XHZ-25.
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detective fiction in which readers mome ntarily hesitate over the unexplai ned - often read

across a wide range of genres. In my survey , ove r balf of all readers stated that the y

sampled from several types of fictio n, however, this figure was slightly higher for women

reade rs. Among female respon dents . multi-genre reception patterns accou nted for nearly

sixty percent of audience preferences .

In fact , Roberts suggests that most readers follow a pattern of broad rather than narrow

preference hierarchies. and that exclusive tastes may partly be a function of the reader ' s age

(1990 ,72-73). Overall. his premi se seems to acco rd with my own findings. which , in

some respects. makes ••A ' s" declaration that much more interesting as a statement of

enduring fanship , given that the reader was in his late thirties when the interv iew took

place . and would probably have bad fairly free access to romance fiction of various kinds

shortl y aft er the end of the Cultural Revolution when . as Louie note s. love them es

experienced a resurgenc e in popularity (1985, 63~). Furthermore . Cawe lti proposes that

mystery may be less a genre in its own right than an important component of other genres ,

and that me lodrama is a kind of super-genre which subsumes most form s. including

especially romance and adventure narratives (1976. 47 . 91) .

It is possible. then . that both martial arts fic tion and romance novels. as Chinese

popular entertainments. can be situated ou a continuum of melodrama wbich ranges from

themes that are primarily concerned with chivalro us adventure. to themes that are primarily

concerned with romance . As many readers acknowledged, romances can contain elements

of adventure - though these ma y have more to do with intri gue, my stery and even

supernatural events than ac tual mania! conquests - and kungfu novels often have a

romanti c sub-plot. Altb ou gb the dasb of love andlor war, as the case may be. is never

allowed to dominate the central and defining generic formulas , the reade rs wbo took part in
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the group interview . for example, agreed that romantic tension and a love interest for the

hero. however subordinated to the main business of combat. definitel y adds "special

spice."

In order to provide another frame of reference for the appreciation of the dynamic

between romance and chivalry in Chinese fiction as perceived by the readers in my study

and presented in tum to largely non-Chine se audience s. I would like to suggest that

western chivalric romances occupy an intermediate position with respect to their underlying

source of heroic motivation. but that they differ in several significant ways. While heroic

Chinese and western knights-errant shared a deep concern for ju stice and right eous

conduct . the fonner came together from many social classes and were outside not only the

accepted Confucian social order but also largely beyond the enforced jurisdi ction of even

Imperial authority, while the latter were historically bound to class, Crown and society (Liu

1967,196-97). Furthermore . chivalry as "courtly love" was not part of the code of conduct

for Chinese knights-errant. Therefore. courtship in martial arts fiction does not fonn the

same kind of natural complement and extension to the bonds of loyalty and affection that

connect the hero with his comrades- in-arms . or those of respect which bind him

honourably to his most worthy (masculine) opponents (Crane 17.39.54).163

Returning to the analysi s of audience responses . although the relative proportion of

male to female cross-genre readers is not really significant in itself perhaps, the ways in

which individual preference hierarchies define and influence interactions are interesting. All

of the women who read across genres seemed to do so in distinctly individual patterns.

163See also Davies' discussion of gender bias in the political thriller . in which he
argues that the hero' s real complement is the villain . and his ultimate connecti on with
another character the moment of "symbolic exchange" when the hero and his nemesis meet
in the final showdown (l989, 128).
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comb ining a favourite genre with most often one or sometimes two or three oth ers. One

woman said she read everything. By contrast. in sev en cases mal e rea ders sh owed a

strongly related. repeating pattern: an aesthetic co nfiguration which either revolved around

kungfu fictio n combined with classical li teratu re and history or with history and

con temporary biography. or around romance fictio n as a tripartit e integra tio n wi th martial

arts fiction and classical literature . or with classical literature and history.

Whil e these genres are al l cl early related in ce rtain traditions. such as the vernacular

military romance. it is interesting that men did not ex plicitly state that the y read withi n

martial arts and romance genres without some medi ating influence from the classics or

history . Wom en made thi s connection quite frequ entl y. often comb ining these two genres

with either detectiv e fictio n. fantasy or other genres. I would hazard a guess that there is

some thing more than " what genres of fictio n real men read" opera ting here. It is possible.

for example. that wom en may have foc used their responses on the question at band . largely

leaving out mo re elite selections beca use they sensed no particular need to ju stify or

j uxtapose the subjective canons they constru cted within the context of their experi ences of

readi ng against any " offi cial" or "obj ective" ext ernal standard . Co nverse ly. some men. at

least for the benefit of a female research er. may have opted for this strategy . and described

their prefe rences for popular fiction in terms of their experiences with "serious" literature.

especially perhaps when talki ng about the enj oymen t of a genre whose conte mporary form

is generally thought of as "feminine: '

Al so. women' s willin gnes s to com bine or read incl usively across ge nres appears

partially dependent upon bow adjunct generic form ulas measure up against the primary

obj ects which form a given reader's normal engagement with text, A woman accustomed to

the relatively strong portra yal of women in marti al arts fiction, for exam ple. may be less
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likely to accept what she views as the traditionally weak and generally passiv e heroine s

associated with conventional romance fiction. Likewise, a romance reader may eschew

martial arts fiction because of the violence. or a reader of travel literature the same genre

because the "rivers and lakes" do not referen ce a real locale.

Finally. meo were so mew hat more likely to connect kungfu fiction with detec tive and

science fiction. perhaps on the level that each type of nove l is concerned with the disco very

and mastery of the environment through the cultivation of strength and knowledge that is

either physical and spiritual or intell ectual andlor techno logical . According to Changloag.

the formati ve stages of modem martial arts and sci ence fiction manifest certai n simil arities

in thei r earl y con cern with techni cal. if occasion al ly implaus ib le or even downri ght

fanciful ,l64 descriptions over the treatment of emotions and relationship s:

NCL: I think that martial arts fictio n. the start of martial arts fiction. pro bab ly
happen ed aro und, maybe arou nd a hundred years ago . 10 the past, a writer cal led
Huanzhul ouzbu , be was the fi rst manial arts fiction writer, his main emph asis was
on martial techniqu es, rarel y did be explore peo ples ' thougb ts and emoti ons. Bu t
once lin Yong and Gu Long came along, and afterward, even as they dealt with
martial arts "scenes," <unclear> their main purpose was to explore character's ideas
and questi ons of the human conditio n itself <Unclear>. Scientific fiction was

164Here I am referrin g specifical ly to the novels of Huanzhul ouzhu..whose works are
categorized in Liu' s Chin ese Knight -Errant as ..tales of flying swordsme n" (1967, l30-34 ).
Huanzhu louzhu (J1:~.~. " Master of Pearl-Rimmed Tower," or possibly. "Master of the
Returned Pearl") was born Li Shanj i in 1902 . Alth ough he had some experience as a serial
ficti on writer prior to the end of the Sino-Japanese War , his writing career reall y beg an in
earn est after 1945 (Chard 199 1, 8-9).
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similar, with that French - {I can't remember his name} he wrote [Jules Verne
20000 uagues Under the Sea 1. His DOVel S were also concerned with
technological explana tion. not with the descri ption of ideas and emotions. Today 's
science fiction is conc erned with such things, and not only with [scientific or
techoologjCl11 explanation. I think.this reflects a trend. res

Only two women combined any of these genres , and their taste preferences also extended

to romance and. in ODe instance, nav el writings.

Because I deal with this subject to some exte nt in previous chapters in light of

processes of reader identificationfunplication as well as "heroes" and "heroines" of various

type s of genre fiction , my treatment of the infl uence of gender in cent ral chara cter

construction will be brief here. Howevervl want spec ifically to look.at some of the way s

men and women described "typical" male and femalc characters. and how these generic

depi ctions either accorded with or dive rged from their aesthetic formulations of how

admirable charact ers are, or should be, portrayed.

As with folktales about Chinese heroines, respondents -particularly womeo- have

stressed that although certai n authors. such as li n Ycn g, open the field to female

protagonists to a grea ter extent than do more traditionally-o riented write rs and genres,

women's potential is circ umscribed . to some degree, by their environments and by the

skills they can bring to bear on situations and confl icts. Female characte rs' mastery of

martial skills , for example . often focuses 0 0 a limi ted range of highly deve lope d

techniques, and women must often rely on intelligence and quickness of mind. movement

and speech to get themselves out of unequal confro ntations. One of the opening scenes of

Jin Yongs Fox Volant 01 the Snowy Mountain depic ts a male chieftain of the Horse

Spring banditry locked in fierce combat with a female member of the Northern Branch of

165NING Changlon g, interview. 30 August 1995. Tape T95NCL-14.
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the Dragon lodge. who is bent on exacting revenge for the death of her husband. Th ough

neither are principal heroes , this excerpt from Mok ' s translation shows one of the ways

female warriors redress inequali ty , at least temporarily:

Third [a skilled fi ghter wi th two knives ). being a woman, could oot withstand the
battl e any longer. Chi eftain Ma seized this good opportunity to ad van ce. and
charged at her , She swung ber left knife all of a sudden. rendering a siza ble part of
herself vulnerable to attack- Encouraged by thi s, be moved forward one step and
showered blow s [with twin macesJ on her . Sudde nly , the ground benea th his right
foot gave way and he found himself right on top of the hollow which Prim e I"'Chief
Escort of Overland Convo "I and the others bad been using as a bidin g
place not . Over half of the pit was stil l co vered by snow. so he had not
noticed it battl e raged . Third had laid a trap for him. Unable to plant his
foot on solid ground, he flun g himself forward flat on the ground . It was not his
day. admitted Chieftain Ma to himself. Jus t as he sprang up again. Third S[IUck him
a crue l stroke that bit deep and dislocated his left shoulder (1996 .22).

Although fem ale defenc e does Dot always take the form of stra tegic co mba t. [ think

certai n use ful parallel s can be drawn betw een certain type s of Chin ese heroine s. or of

Chin ese heroines in certain ge nres. and Stew art ' s anal ysis of femal e characters in the Chi ld

ballads. In both narrative worlds. women risk personal and/or cultural fail ure . are under

some degree of taci t or ove rt physical and/o r sexual threa t from their male counterparts. and

their " contro l o ve r situatio ns is invari ably d ue to the ir mental quickness. verbal or

otherwise " (1993 , 56- S7) . This understanding certa inly colours the responses of wom en

readers in their profil es of typical. or typical ly preferred. female characte rs , since sev eral

also menti oned that they did not always find what the y were looking fo r in terms of

character co nst ru ctio n. However, women mo st frequently noted the qu alities of

intelligence , virtue . the cap acity to experience and ex press emotions and abilities that allow

them to deal resourcefull y with situations (inclu ding agi lity rather than streng th) as the

feature s they most often look for in the women who inhabit the books they enjoy. Female

readers cited beau ty and gen tleness as impo rtant attri butes in heroines far less freq uently
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than men did. Even the characterizations of female kungfu novel fans as to the nature of

appealing male characters made at best passing reference to the tripartit e configuration of

strength. martial prowess and righteousness. Instead. men should possess intelligence and

an outlook which is open-minded and sensitive to the needs of others . The response of one

thirty-five year old instruc tor presents an illustrative summary:

A male character should have a multi-l ayered personality . He should be open 
minded. clever. intelligent. wise. and behave responsibly and fairly .
A female chara cter should be both cleve r and intelli gent. mode st and refined,
loving. self-determined. self-confident. tee

By contrast, men' s responses seem to reflect traditional narrati ve and social ideals more

clo sely. however. it may be argued that with martial arts fic tion. which is largely set "in

anci ent China" and often in the late Ming or early Qing periods. these ideals reciprocate and

reprod uce each other. By far. the most impo rtant properties of a female charact er were

..tale nt. virtue and beauty" - a collecti ve opinion which acco rds with the quintessential ly

tradi tional parad igm of ideal womanhood. reproduced (and not infrequently challenged or

subverted) in custom. ritual and espec ially fiction since the late Ming (Ko 1994. 143-76;

McMahon 1995. 99- 125). For the most part. fining qualities for male characters emphasize

a heroic and Doble temperam ent . stre ngth and martial skill. a deep sense of loyalty and

rig hteo usness . all tempered with wisdom. in that order. Somet imes. male readers

demonstra ted an awareness of parti cular stereotypes and expressed their attempts to deal

with them. to tweak the temp late of the haohan (ffiJ:. "true , brave hero" ) here and there .

As to "typ ical" male and female characters. one man stated:

I 66QRH-20.
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Perhaps I can say there is no stereotype therein . YetI like female characters to be
beautiful and caring and strong in personality and lucky in their life . As to male
characters. I relate to those who may be termed "real man". oat tha t they must be a
pile of muscles and some brains . but tha t they have to be able to contro l themselves
come hell or high waters. nev er qua ver about their responsibilities. al ways dare
challe nges of the severest type. and arc ready to help the weak: as well as to enjoy
life and love.l 67

Both men and women felt that characters of both sexes should be cultured or educated.

though this was seen as a slightly more desira ble priority for fe male chara cters.

Interesti ngly. a few male and female read ers thought tha t masc ul ine characters sho uld be

"flawed." that is, that they are more attractive and credible if the y do not suffe r from the

"excessive perfection" that "A" noted earl ie r as a comm on co nditi on among the gallant

knig hts-e rrant . No similar recommendation was put forward for female protagonists ,

however. and men generally described feminine emotional ca pacity in negative terms. In

the final section, I want to ex plore the sto ry-world of martial arts fiction through the

perceptions of women read ers. in order to get some idea of the narra tive boundaries of the

genre . and how these constraints are traversed and renegotiated by female audien ces.

167QRH-05 .
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6.4 Imposs ibility a nd Potential in Women ' s "Wor ld Upside

Down"

In her analysis of the topes of the unruly woman-on-top as a polysemic image of social

and sexual inversion in early modem Europe. Natalie Zemcn Davis suggests that this motif

presented an especial ly strong and fertile symbolic space in which members of pre

industrial societies. whose lives were still largely influenced by feudal ism. could engage in

subversive celebration and play . and ..that comic and festive inversion could undermine as

well as reinforce" extant hierarchies (1978. ISO. 152. 1~55). It strikes me that perhaps

one of the more attraeti ve elements of martial arts fiction for women readers Liesin the

multivalent readings that are possible . either from the van tage point of the fictional

characters or the actual audiences themselves.

First. the figure of the martial heroine . like the unruly woman of European tradition .

presents, as Da vis suggests in ber central thesis . both a challenge and a reaffirmation of the

prev ailin g soc ial system and separation of gendered identities and geadered spheres of

acti on. In the inner dime nsion of dom estic space, the hero ine can . like the soldier and

de voted daughter Hua Mulan ( 1£*=,)168of folk culture. or the tempestuous and deadly

beauty Huang Rong (:M~) in Jin Yong' s Eagle-Shooting Heroes (Shediao yingxiong

zhuan: «M-'9U1W» ),engage.herdomestic talents as successfully as her fighting skill

in order to achieve ber own strategic ends or, like Mulan, discharge a debt of filial du ty

after ber fighting days are over. Her abilit y to traverse the inner and o uter domains, thougb

168ln traditional script , Mulan's name is rendered :ffi*BI. Io terestingly perhap s. her
name is a partial inversion of words meaniog "orchid" Of "lily magno lia ."
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not always at moments of ber own cboosing,169 inscribes a compelling, open-ended text

in the min ds of spec tators of both sexes , real and narrated. Audienc es wonder. like the

astoni sbed commander or company 170 who escorted ber home after ber bono urable

discharge and see her emerge after changing into feminine attire in preparation to serve her

agedparents: ·fl\ltt-r=~. ~W*~:9::ft~ ! · "Twe lve years we were of the same

nature n .e. sexI, never knew Mulan was a maid!" 171

Or, like the presumably male lrungfu fictio n fan commenting on the peri ls of an alliance

with someone like Huang Rong in an online magazine, readers may as k bow anyone could

posse ss such darin g - or foolishness - as to choose a more intelli gent partn er. In the

nove l, she marries the principal hero, Guo l ing <n.iR), a good, stalwart fellow described

by most readers basically as "nice, but dumb ." The reader poses the questio n:

1691n folk literature and dramatic performances, for example, Hua Mulan is described
as serving in the Khan's army disguised as a man for twelve years before she returns to her
parent' s home as their daughter.

l70The exact compositi on of Mulan' s homeward entourage bas been the subject of
long-standing study and debate . See Hung (1975) forfunher discussion .

I71LIU Bin, interview. 13 February 1994. The text is transcribed from a taped
recitation of the "Ballad of Hua Mulan," Because I do Dothave an original copy of the text.
it is possible that the phrase meaning "of the same sex/nature" could also be "of the same
heart/united of purpose " ttongxin. ISI .C.~) , though I think. the first is more lik.ely. Also.
although I have collected a number of male and female interpretations of the Mulan story.
all of them were what I would call heterosexual readings. Th e only point of contention
see ms to be the ambiguity as to wheth er Mulan was returned borne by one or several
mem bers of her former battal ion and whether. if escorted by one man onl y, be was
romantically involved witb her . However, as Gree nhill (199 5) make s clear . alternate
readi ngs are always possible.
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..•whether anyone would dare to marry such an extremely intelligent and pretty
woman. I'm afraid no one would. no one except that fool Guo Jing . Thi s is of
course analogous to the fox who couldn't reach the grapes. To tell the truth . even if
you couldn 't stand Huang Rong's temper, might it be hard to know for sure if you
also couldn 't tolerate her wonderful cooking'?("'Dong Xie" 1995) .172

The heroine of the kungfu novel also holds her own in the outer, public realm . Though

physically weake r than most of her male comp atri ots and opponents, she can claim and

hold her ground, and think fast if that ground shifts away or is pulled out from under her,

in an overwhelmingly masc uline arena. It should also be remembered. howe ver. as I

described in Chapter Three, that the women in this study did not always side with the

heroine of their favourit e genres: some chose heroes. villains and even minor characters

with down-to-earth qualiti es and shortcomings as the objec ts of their narrative empathy.

This response strikes me as potentially different from either western romance readers'

vicarious identification with a beloved, emotionall y validated and sustained heroine

(Radway 1987, 113-14) , or the phenomenon of fan-writt en homoerotic fiction (Bacon

Smith 1992.219.247) because many readers seem to enjoy focusing on a chara cter who

resembles them . rather than someone that they would like to become. or someone that they

would necessaril y feel the need to rewrite into a more holistic or compassiona te figure .

Likewise, Klapp ' s conce pt of the "vicarious identity voyages" through which people

identify with heroes and celebrities in order to reinforce socially acceptable goals. violate

those rules and values. or completely transcend their previous social outlook ( 1969, 2 17

39 ) also differs in many important respects from the experiences described by readers in

this study.

112See the bibliography for the fult citation of this article, and the URL of the electronic
magazine . Because of its electronic format, pagination varies and therefore no page number
is given here. The author's name is probably a pseudonym.
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As I discussed in the last chapter, cultural connection and sociaJ networks seem to play

a more important role in Chinese romance and detective fiction thanwhat we might call the

emerging identity of the independent but beloved heroine. Interpersonal relations are also of

key importance in martial arts fiction , particularl y as they are set within a world especial ly

dedicated to their heightened expression. I never had the sense that Chinese women readers

complete ly transc end either the real or fictional worlds . as both frequentl y present situations

of ongoing personal negotiation. Within the inner space delineated by a bock's covers,

however, some women trungfu Dovel fans enter the " rivers and lakes" - itself a kind of

" inner," though certainly hardly domestic. landscape- by deliberately assuming either the

guise of a female chara cter, or the undisguised person a and unmediated "outer worldl y"

agency of one of the martial brotherhood 's finest, in orde r to challenge and j ust possib ly

upstage masculine champions at their own games:

CRY : I j ust found that, because everybody knows it's not true, it' s not true story,
and it's...because you can posit yourself as the main character, doesn't matter if the
main character is a man or a woman. You can be a man in a story like that. You can
be powerful. Even in the real world you are very weak and you <pause> you
haven 't got a strong mind and you are physicall y weak but you can posit yourself
as one of the physicall y strong charac ters. And you can beat other people. And you
can beat the target of the world, the men of the world, something like that. It's like
it givcs you a space , gives you room to be away from thc real world. And 1 think
that' s quite , especially for women I think it's very importaat.r t a

I developed a sense. however, that wom en readers of martia l arts fic tion had a

profound, unspok en perception that as far as the jianghu was concerned, the bounty and

shelter of the Chine se greenwood were not easily achie ved . 1 began to wonder whether the

genre was not in some respects bounded within and without , for female characters .

consumers and potential producers, by reflec tions and vestiges of traditions and tacit social

173CHUNG Huiyuan . interview. 4 September 1995. T95CHYb-17. Original segment
in English .
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conventions tha t were not completely transcended by the esse ntially masculine world

upside down that the genre inscribes. Earlie r in the same interview Huiyuan responded to

my question as to wheth er kungfu novels could ever be successfully written by women and

how they would differ from male authors' narratives with the foll owin g reflections:

CHY:Gongfu fiction is a very kind of yanggang [ l'aPJ~ , masculine) very , very,
yo u know , masculine. She [a prospective author) would also have to pretend and
learn how to use that kind of way to talk, to write . It 's got a certain kind
of way I think. [ K: "Th e themselves."
<pause, considering> A littl eH: <la ughs,
voice lower> Yes, possibly I think.. t s a

She went on to say that though romance was always present to some degree in a

kungfu novel , it was qual ita tively different fro m the larg ely woman-centred roman tic

themes of contemporary love stories . Furthermore . she added that she was not certain that a

female martial arts novelist who bad to eithe r subvert the generic system as it stands . or else

subj ect ber own autho rial voic e to the filter of the genre 's conventions -to speak as a

woman through the regis ter of masc ulioity - would be all that read ily welcomed by female

fans . Part of the pleasure of the genre for women seems to be gaining access to mascul ine

realms as desired, as well as the abil ity to speak.and act as male or female depending upon

the reader 's feelin gs or the exigencies of the narrative situation. Other wome n reade rs of

this genre concurred with Huiyuan 's perspec tive, and although this may not mean that there

are none currently publ ishing, none of the femal e readers could nam e a woman writer of

chivalric fiction. From their commentaries however, I surmised that while a woman kun gfu

autho r might be an impossible construction, the ongo ing femal e production of women's

talk abou t this masc uline genre as a co nstantly changing and updating variorum object

certainly was not. It was not only poss ible, but of critical importance to indiv idual women

and their informal fandom netw orks .
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Before concluding, I wan t to co nsider women's readings of femal e potential in the

genre. Althou gh men and women alike asse rted tha t the jianghu repre sented a subculture

outside the normal constraints and expecta tions of traditional soci ety, a " place where

anything could happen ," I wanted to try and understand whethe r this potential was still

more easily translated into a discourse of male power. In taped interviews and follow up

disc ussions, I asked a few women fans to predict the outco me or developm ent of certain

type s of characters based on their reading experiences. I then introduced a selec tion of

hypoth etical character profil es, varyin g them on dimensions such as gender. class and age.

Ove ral l. men who were tale nted in some way bad a better chance of success, regardless of

whether they were promi sing youths or seasoned mea. Also, men who were talen ted but

who unfortu nately possessed unsa voury dispo sitions bad a greater chanc e of reform and

conti nued or greater success than wom en who laboured under sim ilarl y defic ient moral

attitudes or personali ties.

If several negative or diffi cult dimensions meet in the same chara cter, such as youth.

femininity and poverty , her chances may be almost as bleak as in real life. The one possible

exce ption to such a chara cter ' s dismal prospects rests in the fact that she is a fictional

character, and more likely to esca pe her fate in a novel than in the real world. However, as

Fang l ing observed , eve n in na rra tives the chan ces fo r a happy ending with such a

chara cte r are rather slim , es pecial ly si nce even her possession of the oth er fem inine

attributes of virtue , talent and beauty are themselves likely to work.against her, threatenin g

her identity and turning her into a commod ity that is ultimately consu med. save perhaps for

the time ly but chance interven tion of some benefactor:



FJ: A very poor young girl is often very cleve r. Her future depends on her
circumstances, on the people she meets, if she meets bad people . Perhap s her
parents canno t look after her and perh aps they sell her and so on. Well . then it
depends on what sort of family she is sold into . and what kind of place (she ends
YItin.J. If she is not sold. but remains at home, she is probably a great help to her
paren ts. She looks after her parents. the y are ill or they have- some infirmity
which hinders their lives, somethin g like that. She looks after her paren ts and her
younger siblings. Often, I think that poor young women have very poor conditions ,
it 's these sorts of things that might allow her to be sold. The fami ly is the most
importan t force. The y often meet. most of the people they tend to meet are not
good. Especi ally men, most of the ones they encounter are bad. The y very rarely
meet someone who genuin ely wants to help them. Rarel y do they find great
happ iness in the end. Usually , after a childhood which was pretty much alrigh t.
they will inevitably meet with suffering and sorrow. Perhaps the occasional one
may meet a very good-hearted person. but in novels. this is fairly rare.rt-

By and large. the male kungfu readers I asked about these questions were noncommittal

in their responses. and I found the exercise on the whole less successful, in part because

men were at times openl y resistant to this kind of speculation. The ir "gossip" about the

genre. it seems. was firmly embedded within the texts themselve s, whether they took

positions as fans or critics of what the narra tive systems had to off er. Some were

noticea bly averse to the exerc ise. For example, I interviewed one young man in an

unrecorded session and part of the"way through he said suddenly: "Thi s is hard. I can' t do

this: ' and requested that we change topics. whic h I quickly did.

However. that does not mean that I have co me to the conclusion that men should not be

asked to respond to these issues. but I am sens itive to the knowledge that I may have to

174FANG Jing, interview. 8 September 1995 . Ta pe T95F~2 1.
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change my approach and that, as a female ethnographer, there are perhaps some questi on s

that will never be answ ered fully in my presence. Stil l. I think that these que stions are

worth purs uing , and in future , I would al so fiod way s of askin g male romance enthusiasts

whether part of their attra ction with traditionally feminine themes and stories co mes from

the fact that they, like female readers of kungfu novel s, gain momentary access to and

lastin g appreciation of the world of the gendered ..Oth er." Ccn versely.I think. would have

to also be prepared fo r the possib ili ty that some male reade rs, though clearl y active

co nsumers of romances, migh t feel at time s like some of the men io Gullestad ' s study of

home decoration, " not completely at home " in this aspect of his own activities, shaped and

centred as they are around women ' s spac es and decisions ( 1993, 141). Someh ow , throu gh

these discussions , I wo uld also try to find out whether, for these male readers, the

seemingly different goals of romance and chival ry are reflected in a certain cultural balance

that sees the actio ns and emotions of love and con que st as altern ative but compl ementary

enactments of essentially noble passions. At this poin t. my guess is that tbe two types of

stories diff er not so much in their funda mental concern s as the setti ngs, props and roles

thro ugh whi ch they play out those preoccupati ons on their pages and in the minds of their

aud iences. And that. I think , belps to explain wh y their respective publics, despite all the ir

apparent separation. have endured in essen tiall y co mplem entary jux taposi tion for SOlong.

6.5 Conclusion

In this cha pter, I have focused on a discuss ion of male and female readers ' discursive

stra tegies for talki ng about books . as well as outl ined a co mparison of some of the essential

similarities and diff erenc es in thei r actual respon ses . I have argu ed that "chat," as it is

und erst ood in Chinese cult ure, is used by both men and women for the mutually
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interrelated purposes of gossi p and info rmation. and I hav e described how some western

theoretical viewpoints diverge in this regard as to the gendered social uses of these kinds of

expressive behaviour . I have compared the desc ription s readers of both sexe s use to

portray "typical" male and female characters. and [ have explored female reading s of martial

arts fiction as to whether the subculture of the novel actual ly constitutes an "'equal

oppo rtunity " landscape in the opinion of female fans. and whether such an environment

would hold the same fascination.

I suspec t that I end this chapter having raised more questions than I answered. but as

Greenhill found in her analysis of cross-dressing ballads. such work "i s a first step

..•towa rd decen tering these folkso ng texts from a single . unified . discoverable. authentic

meaning" (1995.162). Just as many wom en I spoke to reso lve the twelve years oftextuaJ

silence in the Mulan ballad by saying that Mulan kept her identity as a woman secret from

her men because she shared that knowledge with one particular man. and then brought him

home to meet the folks , so too I think it important to ask about and listen to the stories

people tell between and beyond those the y read. even if those texts are ostensibly written

by and/or for a particular gende r.

In the Concl usion. I summ arize the major contribution s and findings of this work. and

identify areas - such as the foregoing - which wo uld benefit from additional research.

Finally, I reflect on some of the othe r stories I found betw een the lines of the one I have

presented here.
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Conclusion

But books are only words and the valuable part 0/words is the rhougJu therein
contained.

-Chuang T:u _ 175

In the fuller conte xt of this exc erpt from Chuang Tzu. he expresse s his disdain for the

misguid ed percep tions of a world that values books as a means to gras ping the Way o r Doo

HI> , and generall y dismisses whatever such a world could possibly deem valuable. I

think . however. that this quote provides a frame of reference for both the scope and

ultimate direction of thi s thesis. as well as my con cluding thoughts on i t - at least to the

ex tent tha t any boo k, like any read in g given form and fixi ty in wri ting, contains within it

all of the unspoken stories and unvoiced deli berations that might have come through in

other readings or for other readers . This the sis has examined deliberations both between

and beyond the covers that literally and metaphorically bind particular texts to their specific

places in ei ther popular tradition or consumptio n. It bas explored the tripartite process of

reading. thought and inscri ptio n - which incl udes such ephe me ral yet enduring trace s as

so litary memories of reading and the shared laughter of talking abo ut it. Indeed. as I have

tried to sho w. readers' thoughts and associations . thei r uses, aes thetics. gossi p. insights

and creati vity are as much a pa rt of the storied history of Ch ine se popu lar fic tion as the

novels them selve s.

msee Giles ( 1926 , 170 ),
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Contribntions of tbe Present Stndy

Clearly, the most important ethnographic contribution that this thesis makes to current

folklore and popular culture scholarship is the descri ption of audiences and texts that may

be little known to peopl e from Don-Chinesecultures who are not themselves fans of Asian

popu Lar media . Also . I have tried to demonstra te that some of our theoretical and

method ologic al assumptions about the construct of "audience" or " readership" - such as

evidence of active. ongoing consumption as a necessary (and sometimes almost sufficient)

preco ndition for random. the nature of " identification" with aspects of the narrative and

gendered reading panems- must be re-e valuated when we move into another language and

another cultural worldview . Finall y. I think this work. expre sses a measure of the intricate

weaving of history. language and resonance inherent in readers ' responses to Chinese

fict ion . whether " popular" or "cl assical." And, within this interwo ven multi vocal and

multifaceted totality. as with the creative reception of almost any aesthetic genre . whether a

story insc ribed in talk . on paper - or even on porcel ain or silk - there is refl ective

deliberation. but -as many of the readers to whom I spoke and wrote were care ful to point

out - there is also joy.

In addit ion. I feel that there is room for a great deal more work in Chinese popular

culture and folklore which combines contemp orary ethno gra phic . as well as historica l

and/or textual research. It would be interes ting . for exa mple. to exp lore the audie nce

respon ses to a genre or a text expressed through different media - to look in past and

recent history at episodes from Water Margin. performed as plays. by Iive storytellers. and

on radio broadca sts in both rural and urban settings.
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Similarly . a detai led study of martial arts film audiences or children's comic book

readership might help us to understand whether, and to what extent, images contribute to

audience enjoy ment. comprehension and elaboration of text s tha t are viewed or

read -whether there is a strong "visual memory" for many mem bers of Chinese popular

audiences which is prompted or enhanced by accompanying pictures. regardless of age or

education level. Conversely. such a study may also discover a correlation between such

factors as readers' ages and the changing nature of their responses to visual representations

and interpretatio ns of well-l oved works. As audience membe rs become expert readers.

some may experience growing discontent with the pictures on the screen or page and as

compared with those in the mind's eye, leading them to alter their patterns of consumption

to focus on popular forms which either leave more to the imagina tion, like books, or to

turn to narrat ive genres whose "visual effects" are less striking . Such a situation might

obtain in the case of a kungfu fiction fan dissatisfied with mainstream cinematic offerings

whose preferences in that genre are restricted to novels. but who also likes mystery serials

or romantic films.

Furthermore. I think that it is important to understand tha t Chinese folklore and popular

culture are not only the property of, on the one hand. the peasantry. and on the other. the

moderately educated working class. rt e In this study. I have tried to demonstrate that people

who belong to intellectual or elite levels of society also practice oral traditions, 177engage in

176See Tu ohy (199 1) and Tin g (19 87) for a discu ssion of some of the trends,
assumptions and practices which have shaped contemporary Chinese folklore scholarship.

I77And, it must be reme mbered that with in any "class" of any soci ety, including
Chinese society. there arc many gradations and shadings of class consciousness which may
be expressed by people both within a particular grouping (technical versus semi-skilled
factory workers. for example) , and from different social strata. See Johnson (1985) and
Brownell (1995. 15>209).
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performances and develop repert oires that are integrally related to their own personal.ras

well as lar ger Chinese cultural patterns of wcrldview. If elite, folk and popular elements

have enjoyed a long tradition of intermixing and borrowi ng withi n Chi nese culture . then

this must be partially attributed not only to the creators of texts , such as authors. and the

official organs of production and di ssemination. suc h as publishing houses an d

government departments. but also to the people who actual ly perform and recei ve these

texts . Although the site of exchange between folk:and literate culture cannot be assumed to

be completely reciprocal or equally permeable en both sides. due to such factors as literacy .

geography and their inevitab le influence on class relations. I think that this thesis helps to

show that narra tive world s may provi de a certai n commo n ground for peo ple from a range

of social backgrounds and - tho ugh their experie nces will certainly yie ld different

perceptual emphases - the landsca pe of popular stories is potentially comprehensible to a

wide range of readers. seasoned and novice alike .

Conclnding Th oughts on th is Ethnography of Reading

Ethnograph y is the greate st unfinished book of all. To put down my final thoughts on

this experie nce is difficult, as I do not think my impressions at the end of thi s process are

fixed or conc lusively decided. It wi ll suffice. for now, if I presen t my reflections as they

have chang ed up to this mome nt. I have written a book and in so doi ng I have read many

others and. of these espec ially, the ephemeral works I have been privileged to exami ne

have been rare indeed. Taken together. I have certainl y learned something. and formulated

some questi ons as to where I woul d nex t like to exp lore.

At the start of my research. I had no idea of what I would find . I did not even know

whether I would find anyone who wou ld be will ing to talk to me. Perhaps Zhongning. his
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older colleague the unabas hed romance fan and "the secret women's discussion group"

were rariti es in Chinese popular culture . Perhaps everyone else. confronting me in a

differen t country , would dismiss me as an overly inquisitive stranger who liked nothing

more than to pry into the spare time habits of other people. Perhaps . by tell ing me that

fiction reading was an important activity all too infrequently indulged. Chinese readers

would be afraid that my research would somehow tarnish the conception of many outsiders

as to the unceasing industry of this group as a whole. That some were trading text books

for nove ls in the wee hours. and furthermore, that they put them down with greater

reluctance than their more scholarly tomes. was perhaps a dangerous bit of cultural

description that should remain largely unknown.

My fears were certainly unfounded. Not only were readers willing and happy to

participate, very often they suggeste d others I could contact . I did not expect Chinese

reading habits to fit entirely within western analytical models, as indeed they do not. I did

not expect to find such interesting interactions between gender and traditional ly masculine

or feminine fiction. I admire many male romance readers, for example , for the innovative

ways in which they approached the typical range of generic options and made other

choices . because now the y could . I adm ire female readers of mart ial arts fiction for

somewhat different, though equally important reasons. At the mome nt, I am writing a

paper which puts some of these reasons together. and tells some of their stories.

I did not realize reading was such a cherished activity for these peop le. I am an adult

second language learner who learned Chinese almost literally "on the streets" of Beijing.

There were often times early in my first summer there when I was hungry and could not

buy the kind of food I wanted, times when I was lost and could not find my way back to

my donni tory. While it may be true that "for every household there is a road to Chang 'An"
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-all families can hope to attain honour ( i.e•• through the success of their sons in civil

examinations) - l know from personal experience that ifyou ride your bicycle the wrong

way down the Avenue of Everlasting Peace. you go even farther and it gets dark.

Still. each day held new opportunities for me to learn more characters. to get my

bearings and to read. I could go to the Beijing Public Library more easi ly than ordinary

citizens . I could read English language journals there. or go to the library at the British

Embassy with no trouble. At one point, the cultural section of the Canadian Embassy gave

me two boxes of Canadian novels from the National Libraryof Canada. which I ultimately

gave to the college where I taught . If I could shift them. I was told . the y were mine.

Margaret Atwood. Mordecai Richter , Stephen Leacock and others got me through that hot

summer, and helped me to forge t that. though the occurrenc es were definitely on the

decline. f was still hungry and lost sometimes, and that occasionally I still bought thousand

year-old eggs by mistake.

As I have already said. I could read almost before I could walk properl y and I do not

know what I would do if reading ceased to be a part of my life. I think the pain and

loneliness would be almost unimaginable, I would be bereft of one of my greatest sources

of joy. This seems to have been largely the case for many of the Mainland Chinese readers

in this study at some point in their lives. By the end of my research, l came to understand

that the silences on my tapes, the abrupt shift of topic to particular books and their clusters

of memories are as eloquent as the stream of excited talk which ens ues after those

transitions are made.

Chinese often speak: of a "qu iet heart " as important to the ability to weigh the

significance of one 's actions and experiences, to delibe rate on the choices and directions

which shape the paths of one ' s life. While in such a mood, I thought to myself: "What was
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this like?" I remembered the outline of a story told to me once by a Chinese friend . He

related it as a comment on an observation I had made regarding the distances Chinese

families and friends bad to endure. So far away, and sometimes for so many years, I

marvelled, and yet they still stayed close. I cannot annotate this tale with any printed

versions at this time , and I know that my outline will be but a pale replica of his tale , which

was itself told as an aside. In the moment of my quiet heart. I knew that this tale

summarized my place in this research, the significance of what I bad learned. and the

ethnographic commitment entailed by the questions I bad asked :

There were two scholars. one a poet , the other a musician who played a traditional
stringed instrument. They met by chance on their travels and struck up an
acquaintance. They spent an enjoyable evening on the bank of a river, drinking
wine in the moonlight and sharing poetry and music. By the end of the evening.
both promised to meet at the same place in one year 's time to pass the evening just
as they bad done . And so for many years they met in this way, and the friendship
deepened. One year , the musician came to the bank early, and waited for his friend.
Night fell, the moon rose and still there was no sign of the poet . The musician grew
angry: "Surely he cannot throwaway our friendship after so many years!" At that
moment, a ferryman sailed past on his raft . He knew of the two distinguished
friends and their loyalty to each other. He said: "Your friend died earlier in the year,
and is buried on the opposite shore . almost immediately across from where you are
now." The musician began to play .

Undoubtedl y. some western scholars will not see how this story fits. The pair met over

many years , and more importantly, the poet died. The connection, it seems, is inunutably

severed. I can only say that I have come to understand the Chinese conception of time as

elastic and synchronous, not linear. Time continues because people have the patience to and

fortitude to wait and to remember. The nature of connections may change. but in some

way, they endure . The musician played because his friend honoured the time and place of

their rendezvous. Likewise. the readers in this study met me to share something that they

thought was delightful and worthy of commemoration, though many may have reached the

bank years ago. They did a multitude of other things while they waited for me to catch up.
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and to understand, The point is, they kept the appointment, Now. to the best of my abi lity.

so have I.

Direetion s for F uture Researcb

As I have noted elsewhere throughout the preceding chapters. my researc h bas foc used

on a smal l cross sec tion of readership and my analysis has focused mai nly on specific

popular printed gen res, even though man y of the se genr es - perhaps most no tably

romance and martial arts fictio n - are found (and avidly consume d) in a variety of other

mass-mediated form s. such as film , television and comics. I think. therefore. that a more

complete picture of each of the genres and their audiences should include a consideration of

some of these oth er med ia. perhaps initiall y concentrating OD particular genres and

ultimatel y making cross-generi c compari sons which take into account viewers and readers

from different genera tions and differe nt social backgroun ds.

On a similar note , just as this thesis bas explored the historical traditions which underli e

particular contemporary genres , I also feel that more stu dy into the influence s brou ght to

bear on C hinese popular culture through past and contemporary popular traditions from

other cultures is required. For example , the rece ption of western translated detective fiction

in relation to both traditi onal and western-inspired Chinese mode ls. science fic tion and the

j uxtaposition and points of conve rgence between fantasy and technology as seen from

different cultural perspecti ves. and the influ ence of Japanese animation on the visual

representation of martial arts ficti on -which is perhaps of particul ar significan ce most

immediately in Tai wan and Hon g Kong- are all topics worthy of additional investigatio n.

Generic tradi tions. as we have seen . Dot only have the capaci ty for signi fican t exchange

with other genre s fro m the same culture . but also for cross -cultural borrowing as well .
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Although a number of the readers I surveyed expressed an interest in western and/or

Japanese fiction. I think that some of those stories and connections could be fruitfully

explored in future studies.

Concerning the actual genres themselves. I found that my research raised several

questions that could be explored in more detail . Given my enduring interest in the Chinese

heroine in folklore. further study of heroines in martial arts fiction presents an obvious line

of inquiry. Also. a greater understanding of the underlying premises of physical and

metaphysical culture expressed in this genre, as well as the central place occupied by the

student-mentor relation ship in both martial arts culture and its fiction would add to a

comprehensive ethnographic analysi s, especially when looking at readers who may focus

on the technical descriptions of moves. or the preparation leading up to combat . or to an

impending conflict central to the protagonist ' s development or emergence as a master of

some particular discipline.

Additionally . I think that the responses of male readers who read romances could

potentially contribute a fascinating angle to the extant scholarly discourse surrounding the

consumption of such traditionall y feminine genres as western romance fiction and soap

operas. Although I realize that there are a variety of reasons why it seems easie r for me to

find out why women read kungfu novels. I think. that the stories that may be found within

differently socially constructed groups and the reading they create and rework can teach us

a great deal about our own stories and deliberation s. what is contained within and beyond

the covers of a text.

Moreover. I would like to explore the nuanc es and rules governing this and related

forms of Chinese verbal art within the conte xt of established communities of Chinese

popular cultural consumers over longer period s of time: a group of roommat es reading
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through college. a group of factory workers meeti ng at lunch to chat abo ut soaps or the

current novel featured in a newspaper literary sup plement. I realize that some of these

questions may require that I return to China.. or go to Hong Kong or Taiwan. but I believe

that these issues have not been adequately explored within Chinese Canadian expatriate

culture . I may need to learn Cantonese. but I am.certai n that cultural scenes of this kind

unfold in markets . offices and living rooms across the country on a daily basis .

Finally, I am interested in martial arts role-playing games and particularly how chivalry

is scripted and played out online Specifically. des pite the cross ing and reworking of real 

life gender identities that is not only possible. but likely in fantasy scenarios. I would like

to know how male virtual haohan handle such challenges as romance and combat with

martial heroines . and whether any of them eve r play female characters themselves .

Likewise , although I suspect that the numbers will be much fewer , I would like to talk to

women garners about their ethereal heroics as well . These directions signify the exciting

possibilities of questions that I have yet to fonnulate and ask, and stories I have yet to hear.

However . I think that . although some of these tales may be ephemeral or difficult to find .

they are not impossi bly - or even necessari ly very deepl y- hidden . And, the tellers,

readers and pla yers who create these stories may be initially surprised but ultimately

pleased to find someone outside their immediate circles of fan culture interested in their

narrative adventu res. This projec t. as I have sa id. began when a book Slipped out of a

shoppi ng bag and I heard the words of a reader's hurried explanation -and listened to the

thoughts and profound delight behind it.
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Appendix A: Participatory Culture and the Internet

Introdnction

This discussion is intended as Dot only a summary of the ethnographic researc h I have

unde rtaken to date in the area of Chi nese IJ?-ternet communities an d performances, but also

as a kind of practical application of some of the directions for future research outlined in the

Conclusion . As sucb, this Append ix remains very much a wo rk in progress as well as an

overview of the topics I have already explored. and is presented also in place of copi es of

publi shed and forthcom ing papers. The Chinese Intern et is as varied as regional sty les of

cui sine . I inten d here to provide a taste of some of the interes ting and unusual delights that

arc out there . keepi ng in mind that . like regional cooking styles. there is a kind of

overriding cultural philosoph y whi ch governs what is possible an d " tasty" and what is not .

Aside from that. I will provide a detailed. if somewhat technical , syno psis of the kinds of

too ls required to approac h some of the k.inds of Chi ne se te xts available for onl ine

consumption .

Initiall y. I was drawn to an examination of electronic communities beca use it seemed to

me that Chi nese fans of popu lar ficti on did not seem to participate in fan cultu res to the

extent that studies by western scholars (Bacon-Smith 1992; Jenki ns 1992) had shown to be

the case .with other media fa ns from other cultural backgrounds. I am awa re. however. of

the exi ste nce of such thing s as fic tion and animation fan clubs. especially among young

people in T aiw an and Hong Kong. and even of a form al ized acad em ic disc ipline . "Jin

Yon g Studies" tJlnxue, ~~). dev oted to the sys tematic study and inte rp retation of the

writin gs. fiction and non-fi ction . of the ce lebrated auth or of marti al arts novels.
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Neverthe less. none of the readers I surveyed seemed to extend their partici pation with

favou rite texts by these rather public means. Consequently, I was curious to find out the

creative ways through which some of them, as well as other Chinese readers beyond those

comprising my very limited sample. might choose to enhance their experiences of narrative

pleasure . either individually or collecti vely. beyond the original disco very of a particular

text. Pertaining to the subject of this discussion specifically. some readers told me about

anonymous ftp (file I ransfer fro toco l) sites where excerpts of Chinese popular and

classical novels could be downloaded, while others mentioned the prevalence of humorous

performances on newsgroups , such as users nicknaming themselves after well-known

fictional characters from literature and folklore . At first. it was difficult for me to identify

clearly genuine examples of the kinds of creative acts people were describ ing. While I

located the various sites and resources with little difficulty. I initially failed to understand

the importance of certain publicly acce ssible texts to an anonymous audience whose

" readings" generally left little or no discernible trace of personal involvement.

At the outset , I accep t the basic premise that reading is. by and large. an activity

pursued in solitude. and therefore the formation of distinctive. informal group networks

whose aim is the playful reworking of a set of cultural products is probably facilitat ed by

media that adapt more readily to communal reception. such as a videotaped television

seri es. However. as Brown observes . even very socially constructed fanships manifest

differing degrees of network presence and interaction (1994. 82). Moreove r, as with many

of the genres, character-types. settings and aesthetic patterns I explore throughout this

work. I recognize that these expressio ns of elaborated textual interactio ns could also be

cultural ly-specific. That is. just because I could not find demonstrations of fan participation
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in the forms that my own cultural and scholarly background had equipped me to recognize.

did not mean that such performances were nonexistent.

I think that this challenge that I faced in my research is. in some ways . an epitome of

the larger challenges now faced by folklore 's practice and epistemology. According to

Kirsheablatt-Gimblett, folklorists need to tum themselves to: "fundamentally rethinking

what we have long defended as our disciplinary subject by discovering the topic in the

tool....and that a simple shift of the analytic methodologies we traditionally applied to the

study of oral materials is insufficient as it would: "reinstate folklore 's canonical subject. not

challenge it. which requires taking seriously the condition of disembodied presence and

immateriality of place. fluid membership and ephemeral existence " (1995. 73). Indeed. the

very texts with which these electronic communities are concerned often proved to be

"topics in the tool." acts of collective inscription and communal distribution that were

"hiding in plain sight" untilileamed a different way of seeing (Bacon-Smith 1992.224

26) .

In the first section. I discuss the concept of "rhetorical communities" as understood in

the context of Chinese Internet communication. Also. 1 recap some of the particulars of the

Chinese language and the technicalities of its online display which were introduced in

Chapter Two . In addition. I provide a sample encoded text in order to emulate the

appearance on the screen before and after interpretation by decoding software. as well as a

translat ion of the humorous piece- a brief joke that was part of a collection posted to a

Chinese language newsgroup. In the second section. I look at websites and other resources

which are specifically concerned with martial arts fiction. while in the final segment of the

present discussion I explore more general Chinese online resources. including some of the

various kinds of creative and humorous performances that can be found on newsgroups
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and the content and scope ofelectronic magazines. with particular emphas is on publication s

based in Canada.

Rhetorical Characters: Commooities and Texts

or Rhetorical Comm un ities and Folk Gronps

For ethnogra phers of computerized co mmunica tion. and particularl y of online

exchan ges that take place in another cultural milieu. the question of whether an electronic

comm unity constitutes a folk group can prove a cont entious and challengin g issue . In her

analys is of the commu nica tive tra di tio ns and perfo rmance genr es of a soap ope ra

newsgroup, Baym prese nted comp elli ng reasoni ng to suggest that a mutual frame of

refe rence. as well as a shared grasp of the requisite technology and the discourse styles

favoured by the group to deconstruc t the conten t of the origi nal tele vised medium: "are

enough to crea te distinct ways of speaking, and hence distinctive folic. groups and folkloric

tradi tions" (1993. 144 ). For reasons which [ suggest are similar, at leas t in spi rit if not

political connotatio n. to researchers who prefe r to speak of vernacular rather than j olk

song traditions. I have chose n to refrain from describ ing netw orks of Chinese users who

post their creative performances on the Net in these terms. Instead. I have adop ted the idea

of " rhetorical communities" to describe such phenomena as newsgroup contributors who

use joke s and nicknames to shape and traditionalize speech play.178 In this work . I sugge st

that one of the features of electronic rhetorical communities is an interacti ve co-prescience.

which I define essentially as: "an understanding of the potentialities of a sha red cultu ral

I78""Performances in Character: Hum or and Nicknamin g on the Chinese Net" (Kozar .
in press ).
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repertoire-s- which helps to estab lish a rhetorical community where co-presence is not only

impossibl e. but also ultimate ly unnecessary,"

The concept of rhetorical communities, developed by Narvaez in his study of the

influence of a popular Newfoundland radio broadcast, aptly describes how people who are

widel y dispersed over a considerable geographic area form : "groups united by sensory

perceptions rather than by contiguity in physical space ," which are given coherence and

identity through a skilled performer 's care ful fusion of public and private information that

would normally be available as cues in different social contexts ( 1991a, 192) . Furthermore.

Narvaez maintains that the establishment of mass-mediated rhetorical communities such as

the one he describes which evo lved in response to the broadcasting geni us of the late Ted

Russell - the originator of the ficti tious outport of "Pigeo n Inlet" and its characters,

including his signature persona, the well-informed but somewhat lovelorn " Uncle Mose" 

can help indiv iduals deal with rapid technological and social change by prov idin g vital

information and humour in a way that reinforces existin g cultural values (192 -93. 198

204 ).

Similarly, I suggest that individuals who partic ipate in ongoing, topical , electronic

interchange constitu te communities according to this defin ition. Thi s includ es regular

part ici patio n thro ugh media spaces (Decembe r 1996, 26) whic h allow sim ultan eous

dialogue. such as IRe ( Internet Re lay ~at) channels . or which can be conceived of as

falling along a continuum of dialogic potential that is inversely proportional to the temporal

disco ntinuity inherent in thei r respective formats . For example. consider the diff erences

betwee n a newsgroup and a high traffic, frequen tly updated marti al arts fictio n website.

The one is most often used as a forum for the exchan ge of ideas. the other as a resource fo r

texts which may in tum provide ideas and performances for newsgroup postings.
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As with the rhetorical community engendered through the radio broadcast. Internet

users may also have acce ss to both private. small group knowledge as well as cultural

information of a more wide -ranging nature . As a case in point. former classmates may

initiate an ongoing debate on a newsgroup around a particular topic. While it is not unlike ly

that at leas t some of the content of the arguments will refer to their mutual histories as

friends - specific background informa tion which most outside readers will be unable to

comprehend completely- the content of these postings will probably describe experiences

recogniza ble to most Chinese readers because of a more universal shared ex perie nce of

student life in their homeland. By locating and accessing resources, forming opinions and

then makin g their opinions and ideas availabl e to oth ers. users create a means of

confron ting some of the difficult issues which affect their lives both at home and abroad .

Besides dealing with the profound changes they may have to face everyday. my research

suggests that participation in rhetorical electroni c co mmunities may help peopl e maintain

existing ties that might otherw ise become attenuated through geographical distan ce, as well

as make new conne ction s. As Parks and floyd point out. despite the supposed contextual

poverty of the text-based social environment which cha racterizes much of computer

mediated communica tion. a condition that is becoming less and less restrictive thanks to

rapid cha nges in techn ology which make possible the tran smission of st ill pictures.

animations and sound along with text. people use the Net as a place to meet and. in some

cases. to form lasting relati onships that continue "offli ne" as well (1996, 93-94 ).

At this point, I want to return briefly to a consideratio n of the appropriat ene ss of the

term "folk gro up" as a desc riptor for Chinese users who are connected by co mputer

media ted communication. In the first place. separation s between urban life and ..the

countryside" and the different spheres of experience they connote. have always existed in



China . Of equal -or perhaps even greater- significance. are the separati ons between

tradi tional and modem wcridviews and the fact that these boundaries have often been the

site of the creation of works of powerful literary and folkloric importance and widespread

popularity)79

In contemporary Chinese political history, however. the ideological practice of marking

and unmarking "authentic" categories of people in order to distinguish between membe rs of

desirable and "dangerous" classes and the actions which invariably accompanied the public

declaration of such designations. have also become deeply etched in people' s memories. If

they did not themsel ves spend. as many of the people I interviewed about heroi ne stories

put it: "wasted yean in the countryside" - an aphorism that glosses over ten years of

cultural upheaval - many of the readers in my study were probably separated from close

famil y members , as well as denied access to certain kinds of experience s that I took for

granted: the right to fall in love. the right to read as much and as widely as I could .

As a folklorist interested in cross-cultural research, I have established certain guidelines

which inform my practice. The first of these is that I do not change the names of people I

interview. If a person does not want to be quoted by name, I request tha t they supply a

pseudonym in writing . If they do Dot wish to do this, or cannot come up with a suitable

alias . then I quote them anonymously, providin g that they have permitted me to use their

interview material. Although some of the traditions associated with name giving may have

fallen into disuse , careful consideration is often given to the choice of a child 's name .

Charac ters are chosen which combine to total an auspicious number of strokes, or which

are thought to augur well for the individual's future happiness (Eberhard 1986. 2(4). Wi th

179See for example Link's ( 1984) discussion of revolutionary cross-talk (xiang sheng,
til f"i) performances .
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this knowledge. I have never felt comfortable changing names because I do not think that a

simple act of substitution can suffice for words that are chosen because of their combined

architectonic of sound. form.and significance.

Secondly. I have had to rethink my use of the word "folk" to modify the group or

groups whose traditions I have been privileged to explore for the last several yean. Modify

means both "to specify or describe" and "to alter." Far from a way of more securely

establishin g the identity of a referent, I fear that "folk" applied in this context would tend to

change the essence of the group I was trying to name . I am not arguing here that the use of

the term "folk group" be dropped from the discipline. however. I fmd that the concept of

" rhetorical communities" is more specifically suited to the description of the kinds of

interactions with which my research is concerned. primarily because it locates indi viduals

in shared cultural spaces that are not necessarily bounded by time or geography . Also . as I

discuss above . while "folk" is not a taboo word in Chinese language and culture, it carries

political and historical connotations of which folklorists unfamiliar with China or Chinese

intellectuals may be unaware. Much like arbitrarily renaming responde nts. l have to take

care that my choice of words . influenced by the naming conventions with which I am

culturall y and professionall y most familiar . do not acquire unintended shades of meaning in

translation.

Textual Palimpsests: ASCII, Cbine~e.Style

In Chapter Two. I gave an overvi ew of some of the major points of interaction between

the presen t-day written Chin ese language and the electronic presentation of Chine se text .

Briefly restated. Chinese characters refer to words or ideas rather than to an "alphabet" as

we know it. and though there are over 50.000 characters. only a few thousand are used to
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meet everyday requirements. Also. though there are man y Chin ese dial ects . the wri tten

lan guage is commo n to all . with the possible excep tion of certai n characters which may be

used more frequ ently in one dial ect than in another. as happens occasi onall y. for exam ple.

in wri tten adap tations of the Cantonese dial ect. or in the representatio n of the Taiwane se

language (raiyu. a~) which some times occurs in romance no vels.

A female postgrad uate fro m Taiw an who reads se rial ized romantic fiction and short

stories. explained thi s litera ry convention to me . She sai d that she enjoyed such cod e

switching in books beca use the inclusion of Taiwanese dial ogue made her fee l very close or

"warml y disposed " (qinqie, tllljj l Iowan! the characters in the story . A Mandarin speake r.

she knows a littl e T aiwanese. and so finds this kin d of device amusing. Renderings in the

Taiwanese languag e use the same characters as stan dard Chinese. but the meaning is

different beca use the words are trans litera tions of ano ther language. Sh e asse rted tha t,

desp ite the different meanings which are temporaril y attached to the familiar characters tha t

have been syntactically reo rdered into taiyu phrase s. the meaning is reveal ed in the pboni c

simili tude: "You can guess the sound- the pronunciation is simi lar to Taiwanese ."l80

Mor eove r. altho ugh a Mandarin-only speaker from Beijin g might be hard pre ssed to

understand a monolingual perso n from Guangzhou (Ca nton). especially if that pers on ' s

preferre d to ngue was Cantonese rather tha n th e offi cial Mandari n. the y could still

co mm unica te in writing. However . it should be noted tha t a person born in southern Chin a

after 1949 . would proba bly speak Canto nese or a close variation in most dai ly situations.

I also poin ted out an impo rtan t dis tinction with respect to the different scripts of the

written language tha t are used. as these have a direct beari ng on the conversion and displa y

of Chin ese el ectronic text . As I stated earli er. after Liberation on the Chinese Mai nland and

180UN. Mei-hsing, interview. 23 Au gust 1995 . Tape T95LMH-08 .
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the establishment of the People's Republic in 1949. literacy reforms were introduced which

simplified the form. of many -but certainly not all- Chinese characters . Most commonly.

there was a reduction in the num ber of strokes comprising certain characters . For example ,

bian; meaning "to change or transform" underwent considerable streamlinin g. from ( !!) to

(~). The "cut-down," simp lified version is comprised of approximatel y two-thirds fewer

strokes compared to its full -form counte rpart . However. some simplifications were based

on shorthand ada ptations alrea dy extant within the full-form script system. Also. many

charact ers did not undergo any process of simplification or other altera tion. The simplified

system is used in Mainland China. Singapore and . increasingly, Hong Kong. while the

traditional . full-form script is used in Taiwan and in many Overseas Chinese communities

whose earliest inhabitants settl ed in cities and tow ns in the west prior to the literacy

reform s.

In order to accommodate the different scrip ts. there are different decoding system s

which interpre t either simplified or full-form Chine se characters. though some shareware

package s handle both. as long as the user selects the appropriate decoding environment for

a given text. As mentioned in the second chapter. simplified Chine se uses either b7JzW or

GB encoding. and full-form characters require the "8 10 -5" protocol. Each system works

in a similar fashi on . thou gh the ir environme nts are defined slightly differ entl y. For

example. hZlzW encoding transfo rms fixed . two-bi t units of ASCII code into Chinese

characters providing that they are delimited by fixed notati on at the beginning and end of

each line. (-{) and (-}) respectively.

Except in cases where file s may bave to be encrypted for cross -platfo rm transmissio n.

for examp le. for transmission s between a OOS and a Unix machine . these systems enable

users to send and receive. upload and download Chi nese materials as ordinary text files.
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Most of these encoding and decoding programs arc available as shareware or freeware from

Chinese ftp sites such as cnd.org, whose public software directories are further subdivided

by platform operating syste m -Macintosh. DOS. Window s. X-Windows and so on- and

software function . Users can search for viewers. editors . news read ers. specialized foots

and conversion utilities. as well as othe r Chinese text-com patible appl ications. While the

simplest program s only display. or display and print, more sophisticate d applications also

allow text editing .

Several input methods are availabl e for editing programs. Perha ps the most common

requires that the user ent er the pinyin, or phonemic spelling. and tone val ue of a word. In

some cases. the tone , rep resented as a number from one to four, is optio nal . Without the

delimiting variable. the software will simply come up with more possibilities. The program

then generates a set of characters with the same pronunciati on , and the correct one is

selected by means of a specifi ed keystroke or sequence.

When understood as an interpreting environment which looks for particular delimiting

or defining sequences. tbe transform ations necessary to display the ASCII codes as

Chinese text become quite strai ghtforward. As with now more or less obsolete DOS-based

word proc essi ng programs. the softw are looks for a particular sequence of control or

functio n codes which indicate the beginni ng and ending of an actio o or attribute that the

softwa re is designed to apply . However, instead of creating a para graph indent. or

underlining a beading. the only acti on that these Chinese shareware packa ges perform is the

interpre tation of correctly defined lines of code into recognizabl e Chi nese characters .

lt follows then. that if an indivi dual does DOl have a decodi ng program installed on his

or her terminal. or if it is inac tive when the user is logged on to an encoded newsgro up or

other site. the postings are displayed in code only. As I have said . the various encoding
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protocols are ASCU-based. but -as the exam ple in bZJzW whic h follows clearly sbows

it is Dot particularly "legible" as a script i.nitself. If the decoding software is runni ng, the

encoded message is presented on screen in Chinese. Also . j ust like the hazards of 005

word processing when an attribute is mistakenly left "'0 0" - resul tin g in a paragraph of

unwan ted boldface text in the hard copy. for exam ple - if a line of Chinese text is missing

the required delimiting notati on. whether at the beginning or at the end. the line may Dot be

interpreted correc tly. The resulting ideo graphs may be nonsense characters. or characters

interspersed with untransfonned ASOI. In this respect. the actual display of characters. as

a technological event. may be tho ught of as an electronic palimpsest ove rlaying the ASO I

code . but a palimpsest whose compre hensibl e meanin g is only contained in its top layer.

The following example, from a collection posted by " Bai mao nil" (B '€.1l:. "White

Haire d Girl." the main character in a well -known Revolutionary opera) on 5 Marc h 1996.

is shown below in correctly defined bZ encodi ng. as can be seen from the (-{) and (-})

delimiters at the beginning and end of ea ch line:

-{!!!!P!I(5!!-}
-{ !!>+lq2!T:@D#,SPA=N:TZ=;L8I:!ONRSDP!KSruC4Qy#?! I-}
-{!02;4ml.>MJG3v3!HKJ}L+6' !#! l-}
-{ !!4KJ 1:Sm eK{CGHBS@I :!O:YI ,DcCGA)?IOQSg:02>7E ;XH%!I! I- }

This joke. along with the o the rs in the coll ection, would bave bee n displayed in

Chinese ODthe, screen during input because the respondent who posted it to the Net

would have been operating a Chinese decodin g program which could interpret this type

of code . To readers running simi larly compatible decod ing sys tems . the joke would

have appeared in sim plified Chine se:
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The OS and Big-S protocols work in a similar fashi on. however. they use differe nt

paramete rs to define their interpretive environments. Since the decoding programs do not

render texts into other languages. I have provided a transl ation:

The Novel

In a psychiatric clinic. two people were en gaged in conversatio n: "'Wha t do you
thinkof my novel?"
"'Not bad. though the re are too many chara cters,"
Just then, a nurse cam e upon them and yelled: "Hey. you two, quick! Put the phon e
book back!"

Next, I explore sites that are specifi cally co ncerned with martial arts ficti on. including

web pages , gopher sites. and role-playing games that draw on classical and contem porary

aspects of the genre . Unfortunately. I have not found any elect ronic resources pertainin g

specifically to Chine se romance and detective fiction fandom to date. however. I expect that

if I am able to follow- up wi th future investigations into related areas . suc h as Japa nese

animation and comics . I wil l be able to identify some pertinent material. Perhaps the generic

predominance of kungfu fiction in this context is at leas t part ly acco unted for by a

prevai ling male gender bias . Although I am not certain that this holds for online gaming.

since as Turkle notes. bo th male and female players can script their identities as opposite or

alternatively gendered perso nas ( 1995. 2 12- 13 ). I would wager that a grea ter number of

male kungfu fiction fans would tend to see the nece ssity of makin g texts avail able for

distribu tion. and that many of these same fans would have the computer fac ilities to do so

at their disposal on a dai ly basis, as part of their ongoing study and/or work.

Also, I sensed that male readers were somewhat more likely to use the computers they

worked on for relaxation . By cont rast. female readers . perbaps becau se of family
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respons ibiliti es whicb required them to divide their time between diffe rent locales

depending on their roles as researchers. wives and mothers. seemed.more inclined to make

a more distinct separation between the environments associated with work:versus those

identified with play . One electronic questionnaire respondent stated that he was an avid

reader of online texts, especially historical material s. A thirty-four year old electrical

engineer studying at Leeds and a frequent visitor to the "s unrise" gopher site, which I

discuss in greater detail shortly. he replied that he read "anytime. ONUNE." and that his

preferred place for reading was "in front of computer,"181For others. the computer is not

only a source of texts. but also a site of playful readin g and spectacle which can transfer

readily into other participatory contexts. such as role-playing. Although my research in this

area is only in its initial stages. the next section describes some of these interactive online

resources.

Sites of Chivalry: Texts, Weh pages and Games

There are numerous references to Chinese popular culture on the Internet, especially to

martial arts fiction and films. My intent here is not to provide an exhaustive guide to these

materials and . as [ have already stated. a thorough study of cinematic interpretations of the

Chinese chivalric genre is beyond the scope of this thesis . However , I want to present a

representative sample of electronic texts and displays of fan culture. To this end. I examine

sources and applic ations of narrat ives. that is. I provide the locations of some important

collections of Chine se popular and classical texts. and I explore a number of sites which

provide materials forface-to-Iace interactive Role-f.laying Q.ames (RPGs or FRP. fantasy

Rolc-flaying) and online MUD (MuIti-!,!scr Qoma.insJI:!ungeons). Although I do not know

18IQRE_15.
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of any kungfu fiction campaigns being conducted in this way at the moment. I also briefly

mention alternative strategies of electronic gaming format and delivery. such as f.laying fu

ill-) Mail (PBEM and PBM), and indica te some detai led sites wbicb I think an: good

starting points for fu rther ethnographic study of these types of interaction. To avoid

overuse of unwieldy site addre sses. only certain URL.s will be listed within the text . A

more complete listing is provided in the Appendix.

Textual Performances and Performative Tests I: Interten.ality on the Web

According to Ong, the conce ptual possibility that not only oral . but also print cultures

could be influenced by intertexruality - that "new" texts referred back to and were shaped

by preceding ones. such that "newness" itself referred perhaps as much to novel method s

of packagi ng and selective arrangement as genuine inve ntion- presen ted a radical

chall enge to received notions of authorial creation and ori ginali ty (1982. 133-34).

Although I agree with Kirshe nblatt-Gimblett 's ca ution that electronic culture cannot be

compared adequately with either oral or literate analogues (1995. 73). there is considerable

intertextual borrowing and reworking on the Chinese Internet, Indeed, althou gh in some

cases large Chinese documents can be scanned and converted into electronic text - which

in effec t locates the act of inscription as the optional by-product of an alm ost purely

technological event- many articles and excerpts are typed in manually using eithe r the

input methods I described in the preceding sectio n. or similar techniq ues. In many respects.

therefore. these performances that are at once essential ly anonymous and yet communal in a

very real sense for other readers recall earlier. unofficial distribu tion networks such as the

hand-copied fiction prevalent during the Cultural Revolution (Link, 1989).
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Perhaps the most important ftp site for reading and downloading all kinds of Chinese

texts, from popular fiction to classical works. poetry, short stories. and even children's

lite rat ure. is "S un rise. " a gop her site loca ted a t McGill University~

sunnse.cc.mcgiU.ca). Thi s site is also one of the easiest to access in Chinese: all that is

needed is a very basic encoding and decoding program and a text-capable browser. Over

the course of my research. I found that a number of other webpages appear to incorporate

links and pages with text files that were originally posted to the Sunrise site. Aside from

any implications this may have for issues of electronic copyright and reproduction. such

practices mean that texts are distributed across a range of locations. which also facilitates

readers' access. Also. many Chinese students provide links to favourite texts through their

personal webpages, which creates a myriad "variorum" testame nt to kungfu fiction fandom

in itself.

Some good places to begin a search for electronic texts of Chinese martial arts fiction

- or, indeed, for Chinese cultural and literary resources more general ly- include the

following com prehe nsive list of "Good Resources Related to Jin Yong's Novels."

(http://cs.nvu.edulphd studentslyingxulHnyong). and the "China the Beauti ful " si te

(www.cbinapage.com>.This latter site includes information and links dealing with Chinese

language. history. geograp hy, religion. art and many other topics .

Returning specifically to the martial arts fiction of Jin Youg.f discovered an online fan

club and other resources ( http://www.aaen.comJshendiao.htm) based around the novel

Shen diao xia lu (The Giani Eagle andIrsCompanion. ( JllI IIll~18) I, as well as a trivia

page with graphics. rea This site. "The Novels of Gum Yung ," though demonstrating the

fan 's profound knowled ge and familiari ty with the author 's works. both major and minor.

182See the Appendix for a complete reference of this page.
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may be somewbat confusi ng for western readers famil iar with standard Mandarinpinyin 'as

the compiler uses Cantonese phonetics.

Although certai nly not as plentiful as Chin ese texts. "webbed" translations of works

and commentari es are becoming mOR:prevalent. Among these are "Book and Sword"

(hnp:l /village.ios.coml-earnshawlB&S.htm>. a tran slation of Jin Yong's Shujian enchou

tu, ( ~.~.1tt.il ) . This work is further listed as background material for the

develop ment of one of the role- playing sites I discuss in a moment, Eric Yin ' s world of

RiverJake from "Once Upon a Time in Chi na," Additionally, a translation of Jin Yo ng 's

short story. "The Maiden of Yueh" (bttp:l/www2.besLcoml-zhuge!vueh.hbnl> is also

available. Together. these wo rks may be seen as electronic comp lements to the translated

cbivalric fiction currently extant in print (Chard 1991; Minto n 1993: Mok 1993).

TertoaJ. Performances and Pedormative Texts D : Role-playing Worlds

Recent cri tical scholarship on the soc io-cultu ral effects and implica tions of

"cyberculture" have emphasized a turning awa y from the attributi on of utopian prospects or

ideal s to the medium in favou r of a critical apparatus grounded, as it must be . in a real

world discourse that considers issues of differen ce , differential access and the signifi cance

of indiv iduals ' everyda y uses of the technology (Robins 1996: Parks and Aoyd 1996,93

94 ; Morri s and Ogan 1996.43-44..47). I suggest tha t folklo rists are in a unique position to

show that, constraints of so-called "lean-bandwidth" aside , the Internet is an ideal meeting

place for the richnes s of traditio n in the creation of artistic works that are at once tex t and

spectacle. communication and performance. We must develop an understanding of what we

are looking for that keeps pace, as much as possible, with both technological innovation

and the processes of adaptation, and we must develop a vocabulary that reflects the social.
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cultural and historical implications of our findings (Morris and Ogan 40: Kirshenblatt

Gimblen 1995. 72 -73 ).

Perhaps some of the most fertil e domains for the stu dy of the inte racti on betw ee n

traditi on , popular narra tive and creative play both on- and offline are found in role-pla yin g

games.t ea As Moody observe s, inte ractiv e medi a is : " a consumer durable wbich is

understood through its representation rather than its actuality" in that an y interacti on must

follow established paths preprogrammed by the game de veloper (1996 , 59). Furthermore,

she cites the importance of the medieval forest al legori cal se tting to many role-playi ng

games, regardless of the specific med ium or platform. and the endurin g power of allegory

to take familiar objects and settings and 'render them neutral or detached from their Donna!

symbo lic conn ota tions. wbich in tum makes them stran ge or potentially threat ening- a

chall enge to be confro nted. interpreted and finall y overcome (Moody 60-64). The metaphor

of the forest and its importance to role- playing games is especially relevant to a discussion

of marti al arts ficti on. where the world of the "rivers and lake s" can be compared to the

"greenwood " of bal lads and stories in the westernoutJaw tradi tion. l84

In the remainder of this sectio n. I concentrate primarily on four sites which fallon a

mul ti-dimensional continuum rangin g from spontaneo usly engendered. text-based "worlds"

intended for onli ne play. to sites which provide resourc es in tended for use in face-to-face

scenarios. Between these. there are al so other . inte rmedi ate form s of de livery and

feedback. such as play-by- mail cam paigns. newsgroups devoted to discussion or the actu al

creation of interwoven sto rylines . as well as mailing lists . Furthermore, these sites vary

183See also Fine (1983 ).

ra-Compare . for exam ple Minford (1993. 9- 10) and Keen (1987 . 141).
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from ones supporting an almost entirely Chinese language-centred interactive style to oth ers

that incorporate and adapt western playing conventions and parame ters to oriental content.

In addition to a general introduction of these four main sites . I also briefly summarize

some more general role-pla ying resources on the Web . especially given the co mplex.

creative interchang e be tween eastern and western cul tures that seems active in this area of

contemporary popular culture. Specifi call y. I think that these more general si tes and

collections of links may pertain to the study of future martial arts-o riented games which are

either electronically delivered and monitored, or which have important online supplemental

components intended for use in live gaming sess ions. Again. an Appendix of URLs

provides a more complete guide to specific sites of interest and pote ntial ethnographi c

research tools.

1) Xiake xing (f!/<1?i-IT)lThe Way a/Chivalry MUD

According to T urkle, there are two forms of text-based MUDs: adven ture and "open" or

soc ial MUD s. Built around virtual phy sical spaces. such as a room. an inn or a fore st

cleari ng. for example. each is concerned primarily with the soci al relationships that develop

between characters. and each may contain scripted " objects" tha t are sensible to player

chara cters ' perceptions and available for their use ( 1995. 181-82 ). Howeve r. as with man y

other aspects of electronic communication. the boundaries between fiction -based adventure

and "purely" soc ia l MUDs are shifting and unstab le. While many adventure MUDs may

centre on fighti ng. as many face-to-face role-playing games do -depending on the rappo rt

of the characters and the parameter s of the cam paigo- newer site s are not necessaril y

co mpletely focused on a "back.and slash " gami ng aesthetic (Davis 1994.42-43). Still. the

text-based structure of most MUD s tend to foster a dual sense of anonymity with in
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community through which participants can subvert normall y fixed ideas o( what processes

and content constitute identity and literature, and how these conce pts can be viewed as

mutual fictions constructed and reworked through play (Turkle 12).

The Way 01 Chiva lry site (http://www.networm.mI.orgl xJcx/) is a graphical "fro nt

end'" for a martial arts MUD which . according to the introductory webpage , is influenced or

inspired by chara cters and events (rom Jin Ycng's wuxia xtaosbuo. but makes no direct

links with any particular plots and does not seek to recreate speci fic narra tives. The

homepage features a large chara cter image of the site 's Chin ese name and the freq uently

cited parallel couplet comprise d of characters from each of Jin Yoag ' s majo r novels. With

the exception of the images themselves, the site is scripted in simplified (GS code)

Chinese . This page contains links to an introduction as mentioned, as well as an outline of

roles and netiquette, a description of the various schools of mart ial phil osophy and

technique , a help direct ory for ..newbies....subdirectories of characters and a "wizlist'" of

top scores. a guest book for visitors to the site and a page with the MUD address and telnet

settings.

I should explain that, according to the "roles of engagement " established for this online

community, it appears that - other than system commands that cannot be translated-c. all

comm unication occurs in Chinese. I am aware of IRC and teln et clients that are available

for use in conjunction with the Chinese language encod ing technology described abov e .

Based on earlier ethnographic research, for example Zhongning told me that he enjoyed

partic ipating in Chinese IRC exchang es, often assumin g the electronic nickname " Lao Da"

(~:X). or " Number One : ' l85 I suggest that the knights-errant who contend within the

IllSfhis nicknam e also carrie s connotatio ns of a venerable elder, or the eldest child in a
family.
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"rivers and lakes" of this Chinese MUD communicate by similar means. In the future. I

hope to observe some actual playing sessions, and to document some of the patterns of

improm ptu speech play found in player-characters' performances . [f my Chinese. modem

connection and virtual kungfu are up to speed. I may even play.

2) Paul Mason's "Outlaws of the Water Margin"

This site (bttp:/lwww.tc~ip.or.jp/-panurge/outlaws.htm). borrows from films such as

"A Chinese Ghost Story .. and television series like the jo int BBClNTV adaptation of the

vernacular classic Shuihu zhuan , The original production . ..Wat~r Margin," was first

broadcast in Britain (dubbed) and in Japan (in Japanese) in the 19705. The electronic

version of the Outlaws RPG . as well as the printed materials from which the HfML

edition was taken, represents a long-term project undertaken by game author and publisher

Paul Mason, and is designed for use in face-to-face role-playing games.

Although still described as "under construction ," the various chapters of explanatory

text are detailed and interspersed with Chinese line drawings and sketches. As with the next

two sites I outline , all of the variou s systems of character genera tion. possible actions,

magic objects, spells, special abili ties and their separate and combined effects are

integrated. One of the main. but certainl y understandable . differences in many oriental

RPGs appears to involve the modifica tion of scoring indices to fit Chinese and/or Japanese

style weaponry, fighting methods . characte r classes and so on. Additionally. the opening

pages contain a background timeline and a pronunciation key, as well as a conversion table

of weights and measure s used in ancient China. Also , the introdu ction provides an

explanation of the "core rule" whereb y the success or failure of a character 's actions is

determined by rolling dice and calcu lating the total relative to the character ' s personal
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Although his system. like Outlaws. is designed for offline play. Eric incorporated

ideas gleaned from online descriptions of the efforts and opinions of lilce-minded gamers :

In any event. I badbeen a big fan of the Pendragon RPG system for a long time .
and decided to use this as a skeleton for my own game. and created the first version
of my rules. Pretty soon after this. the Dragons of the East mailing list
[Dragon@monosys.coml came into existence. This list was for people interested in
Far Eastern RPGs . although it was (and still is) primarily dedicated to feudal
Japanese RPG games . Within a year . I saw the first posts by Leonard Hung about
his Cathay Arts of Role Playing system. and took.a look at them. I liked them so
much. that I asked him iff could graft some of the roles onto my own system. This
lead to the development of my system as it is now••_ it is my opinion that many
people rum to Far Eastern role playing because they are bored with the conventional
Medieval European flavor of most RPGs. The Far East is exotic. so this is one area
where people can try something new.

Eric' s system also contains numerous charts to assist prospective players with character

development. including legends outlining the possibilities for a given character' s home

region . cultural group and religion. A "Table of Father's Class " helps to determine

characters' personal and occupational attribute s and social standing. In addition. there are

discussion s on such top ics as Chinese cosmology. naming traditions. as well as

compara tive charts detailing religious creeds and astrological signs. Statistics related to

personal attributes are further divided into soft/yin and hard/yan g categories. and there are

systematicall y correlated table s associating the relative offensive and defensive potential of

various martial techniques and weapons and the severity of any wounds resulting from

their successful strategic use. depending on which way the dice roll.

4)Leonard Hung's The Magic TheatresCOJhay Amof Role Playing

In his description of the formative infl uences tbat shaped his own sys tem . Eric

mentioned the importance of Leonard Hung' s innovativ e oriental game-world designs. His
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worldsl 89 are Dol only the most detailed in terms of the scope and conten t of the role

playing systems described. they are also the most diverse in terms of the cultural . literary

and historical background they contain, as well as the modes of transmission and delivery

potentially available for play . In addition to the specifically Chinese live-action "Cathay

Arts of Role Playing," rules and guidelines , he also deve loped several western-style

games . including a play-by-e-mail game that is currently suspended. Another work in

progress is an online adventure called "Seven Heroes and Five Righteous." So far. this

hyperlinked game features a navigable map which. in response to the selection of certain

locations with the aid of the mouse. reveals clues pointing to sinister intrigues and plots

hatching at the city gates and within the inner precincts of the Imperial capital.

At first glance, the Catha y Arts system resembles in many ways the other RPG designs

I have already described . The site developer bas incorporated information about martial

disciplines. character c lasses. cosmology and belief systems. weapons and techniques into

charts and keys to assist game masters and prospecti ve player-characters with persona

development and even t sequencing. However, there is also a discernibly different quality. a

sweeping . multi-layered com plexity of literal ly epic proponi ons combined with clearly

defmed domains of publ ic and private information. His storylines borrow from sucb varied

classical and popular sources as the Roman ce ofThe Thr ee Kingdoms . Journ ey TO The WesT

(Xi yo u ji, ( iffiM~ ».and tales relating to Judge Bao, an ancient magistrate whose

sense of justice and acumen for solving crimes were celebrated in popular works of the late

Miag and early Qiog dynasties. and whose wider influence on Chinese detective fiction

fonns one of the central subjects ofCbapter Five.

189See the Appeodix for the complete site address.
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Furthermore, Leonard Hung's conception of martial chronology and tradition is an

extensive vision that extends from a consideration of the arts of legendary times to the

techniques of more contemporary practitioners. such as the late Bruce Lee. Users who

belong. by means of a special usemame and password. to the secured Members" Quarter

also have access to a list of the e-mail addresses of other players. as well as other

information relating to character types, kungfu styles and so on. Leonard 's site is also

distinguished by several examples of his original artwork depicting a gallery of characters

of his own creation . Recently, I joined the Cathay Arts membership and wrote to most of

the active members in order to gather information from regular players about their

experiences and particularly memorable gaming narratives. I hope to present my findings in

a future paper dealing with the influence of martial arts fiction on the narrative traditions

and conventions of electronic and face-to-face gaming communities .

Before closing. I will briefly detail some other RPG-related resources on the Internet ,

even though not all of these are specifically concerned with kungfu fiction or other popular

genres. As the preceding discussion shows, there is considerable exchange between East

and West in this area of participatory popular culture. Therefore, I suggest that the

following resources may prove useful points of comparison and reference for future

ethnographic investigation, especially since some -like the RPG Library and the PBEM

Newslenerrso-; not only provide lists of current games across a wide range of categories.

but also often state which games are looking for new players and which permit "lurkers" to

observe before deciding whether they would like to join or not. These and similar pages

190Tbese sites can be accessed at: bttp:llwww .webmg .coml?link=rogliblindex.htmland
http://www.pbern.com respectively . See the Appendix for the Riverwortd UR.L.
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can provide researchers with the site addresses of active games and prospective contacts , an

online resource which has potentially significant benefits for fieldwork.

In addition to the Library and Newsletter, which also provide many links to other sites

for people interested in onlin e RPGsand PBEMs, there is also a comprehensive page of

play-by-e-mai l resources available from a site in Manitoba. as welt as the "Play by Mail

Homepage." It should be unders tood that these reso urces refer to two different gaming

modalities. one uses electronic mai l. while the other nonnally relies on the conventional

post. ts i For fans of the Riverworld series, there is a Riverw orld PBEM which. though

closed to new members at present. provides an interesting coun terpoint to other similarly

constructed games. such as Leon ard ' s now disbanded PBEM descri bed in the "Magic

Theatre." Aside from advising players to send mail only to the players in their group - a

copy of which is general ly forwarded to the "Dungeon Master" to aid in controlling the

direction of the game - and thereby avoid exposin g secrets to opposing teams. Leonard's

scenario lists the dramarispersonaeand bears the followi ng opening instructio n and darkl y

humorous caveat:

Players reply messages every week on a specified weekday decided by themselves .
DM may control any chara cter who responds late . or even send anyone who does
not reply over a month to the Hungry Dragon. Reasonable complaints are welcome.

Finally , on a more general subjec t of fantasy role-playing and parti cipatory writing. I

cite two textual sources which differ in target audience and intent, but which nonethele ss

may provide additional electronic "objects to think with" (Turkle 1995.259-(0) that would

prove va luab le to an e thnographer. The fir st is the Fantasy Realms Journal

191Besides the different methods of delivery and distribution, the genre s of play by
mail games I have encountered tend to include more conventional games of strategy. sucb
as chess. and military-type campaigns.



(http ://www .tiac.netluserslfrilfr.htm>.anAmateurPressAssociationpublication .ln

addition to article s, the Journal contains many links to othe r useful RPG sites and

materials. including fanzines , Dew campaigns and a recently developed Internet garners '

network directory.

Secondl y. al though it means -perhaps fittingly- a return to the setting of the

medieval forest where the fore going explorations largely beg an. the " Dragon' s Inn"

(bttp:l/dragon.io.com) presents a graphical introduction to the basic narra tive premises,

core charac ters and the boundaries of poetic licence underlying the newsgroup alt.dragons

inn. an interactive fiction group where participants create characte rs and post to continuing

story ..threads ." Th ese threads. muc h like the vario us classes of soap opera discourse

identified by 8 aym (1993. 151-57) . are designated by single-word descriptors enclosed in

square brackets ( [.D in the Subjec t header. followe d by a brief synopsis of the narrative

events descri bed in the body of the posting. Often. several ..threads " are both mini-stories

in themselves, and part of a larger. interwoven narrative universe . Accordin g to Jenkins

(1994. 466) and Bacon-Smith ( 1992. 57-58, 66-67) . such interconnectedness is one of the

hallmarks of fan writing.

Although there do not appear to be any particularl y Chinese chivalric thread s spinning

at the moment. I think that the episodi c nature of kungfu fiction could lend itself to this sort

of interaction as well . if not specifical ly Onthis newsgroup , then certainly on one dedicated

to the purpose. It should be understood, however, that the "Dragon' s Inn" newsgroup and

website are different from the "Dragons of the East" mailing list, (Dra gon@monosys.com) .

As Eric sta ted, this list is devoted to ongoing discussions of topi cs relat ed to oriental

RPGs. although the primary emphasis at the moment does appear to lean more toward

Japanese-based games and issues. I have also contacted many of the people who subscribe
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to that list. To date . several have responded with character descriptions and narrati ve

scenarios which will contribute to the research project outlined earlier in this section. Next.

1 conclude with a look at some additional sources of Chinese electronic inscrip tion in a

variety of contexts . such as seasonal greeting s. newsgroups and serial publication s.

Electronic Ephemera: Greetings, Jokes, Naming and Serials

The final section comprises a discussion of other types of Chinese-language resources.

texts and performances on the Internet. however . these are not specifically concerned with

popular fiction. Basically. 1 summarize my recent research into such phenomena as

computer-mediated Chinese New Year greetin gs. humorous performances and nicknames

00 a Chinese newsgroup, and Chinese ele ctronic magazines. with particular emphasis on

Canadian-based publications. Because these topics refer to articles that are either published.

forthcoming or in progress. my intent is to provide a review of some of the main points of

my findings. rather than discuss the principal content in detail.

Spring Festival Meets the SimpsODS: Electronic Greetings

My earliest encounter with Chinese computerized texts took the form of elec tronic New

Year or Spring Festival tchunj ie, fFiIi) ASCII an greeti ngs sent to me by ESL students

who attended my tutorials at Memorial. 1received my first "cards" over the winter of 1991 ~

92. I began keepin g a collection of all of the greetings students sent. In that first year. of

twelve distinct images. only four manifested influence from western holidays and popular

cult ure. The se included a snow scene which feat ured a row of houses bedecked in

Christmas wreath s. a flower. and a family portrai t of the Simpsons followed by "Happy

Chinese New Year" in English. The other eight motifs were all traditional Chinese images
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associated with the New Year ce lebration. includi ng lar ge-character " calfigrapby"

expressing good wishes for the future. as well as lanterns and other festive symbols. Thi s

depiction of three lantern s is a fairly representative exampl e:

?
,.", ._. ,.",
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Fig. I.N~ Year laruems from 1992 greetingscollection.

At first glance . it is evident that these images are created using ASCII text and carefull y

placed spacing . Chi nese ASCII art. and indeed. ASCII art in general. can contain

surprisingly intricate motifs despite the apparent limitation of the "brush strokes" which are

pre-determined by the possi ble input sequences ava ila ble through the med ium of the

average keyboard. Alth ough there are arguably far more ASC II characters than there are

individua l types of stro kes whichcomprise written Chinese charac ters. however. unlike

painted call igra phy or cursive writing. ASCIi symbols can not jo in. overlay. or othe rwise

combi ne in the same linear space. As the lanterns demo nstra te. it is not possibl e to jo in a

vertical and horizontal line in an ASCIl·generated ideogra ph. even though the tines may

have to touch according to the definitions of correc t form applied to the handwritten

Chinese word . In ASCII art . cohesion is achieved thro ugh the precise j uxtaposition of
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filled and empty space , and the effect is one of at least an elementary visual unity. The

above characters are in simplified script. and render a legible declaration of "Happy Spring

Festival" - even though the English words at the top of each lantern do not correspond to

the characters beneath. rsa

After subsequent research. I discerned from Chinese "ASOI artists" that this initial

composition was by far the most challenging aspect of making a New Year 's greeting.

Indeed . it was a facet of this creative process that many senders of holiday texts never

bothered with. Copies of different pictorial greetings proliferate on anonymous ftp and

gopher sites. Also. some crea tive experts make their work available as links to their

personal homepage s. So metimes. New Year greetings appear on Chine se language

newsgroups..providing tha t they are seasonally approp riate . In these cases. the subject

header usually identifies the file as a graphic rather than a Chinese text article . Senders can

simply cut and paste the image o·r images they prefer. affix personalized salutations and

clos ings if they choose. and post electronic greetings to receivers far and wide. In addition.

popular images are ofte n recycled from year to year . In the greetings I received personal ly.

- as well as many that were forwarded to me by other recipients who were interested in my

research - the following motif. a cursive representation of the character fu (m>meaning

"fortune," recurred regularly , either alone orin combination with otber designs:

19Zfhe syntax of the greeti ngs differs. as might be expected . With the ideographs, the
word for "happy" (hao , ff) is in the final position. This greeting is read from left to right.
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F;g.2. Cursive rendition a/character meaning "fortune . "

It is certainl y true that j ust as users who create compos ite Spring Festival gree tings can

pick and choose from seasonal designs that are trad itio nally Chinese. they can also select

holida y motifs from othe r cultures as well. The most obvious sourc es for such borrowings

are Christmas and wes tern New Year . Also . as the initi al design of the images is the most

technical ly challenging aspect, it is also possible to borrow from collect ions and motifs that

have been modified to appear as something more tha o a set of still frames. That is. users

can sometimes find and d istribute "animated cards" - a series of motifs which have been

co mp iled together with simple commands, such as 6merican rfationaJ. £tandards Insti tute

(ANSI) tools installed as an ANSI.SYS file into the standard PC CONAG .SYS startup

file. Thi s command file. wbicb includes ESC @Cape £equcnce ~ode) commands can be

used to control the console di splay. ESC commands can even incorpo rate mot ion and

sound into the display output . Othe r platforms, such as VAXNMS. have similar tool s.

Consequently. the "animation" users see when they run a file containing these codes.
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usually by means of the typt! command followed by the filename, is actually produced as a

result of the automatically controlled cursor movement reading over the file of discret e.

sequential . text-based images. This is not entirely unlike "flip book" animation. except that

the control codes handle the "flipping" and the user does not perform any operations on the

file through keyboard input while the "movie" is playing.

The following year I received an animated Chinese New Year card which employed the

control code sequences described above. Comparing the content of greetings received in

each of the two years . I noticed a marked increase in the incorporation of western motifs.

With the animated card.. this change was strikin g: of the card's sixteen animated scenes.

fourteen dealt with western material, while the remaining two embodied traditional Chinese

sentiments and designs. Thi s compares with the still images received the previous year.

which contained eight Chinese images and four designs of western influence or origin. The

non-Chinese motifs in the animated greeting included a toy train. Christmas trees. a card

with Santa on it, a roariog fire in a hearth compl ete with stockings hung from the mantel.

the lyrics to the first verse of a well-known carol. a champagne glass and even a glowing

menorah. However . with this greeting, as with all the others (re ceived that year, at least

one tradi tional Chinese design appeared. most commonly in the fonn of large characters

somewhere near the end. intended as an expression of good wishes and prosperity in the

coming year.

The next year. 1994. l saw a separation between Christmas and Chinese New Year in

terms of the transmi ssion of electronic greetings. Where previously Chinese students had

used Christmas as a convenient, fixed winter holiday with which to play and - literally

import traditionally Chinese holiday symbols in the creation of collages of good will to

send to distant friends. some students also began sending greetings whose themes were
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entirely concerned with the Yuletide season, even though many of these people did not

celebrate Christmas themselves. For example . I received one card comprised of four

designs. "Merry Christmas" in large letters. a tree constituted from Christmas greetings in a

variety of langu ages . a hearth scene which contained the senders' names. and this

representation of Santa in his sleigh:

One of tbe most striking features of traditional Chinese greetings is the multi-layering of

symbolism which is made possible by the exploitat ion and . it may be argued. playful

subversion of the expressive space occupied by the visual and phonic signifiers and their

signified referents. The abstract concepts of goodwill. luck, prosperity, longevity. and a

harmonious household are made concrete in the repetition and reinforcement of a lexicon of

signs which have become commonplaces in Chinese tradition . Commonplaces in traditional

culture and performance, acco rding to Renwick, deserve more serious scholarly
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consideration beyond dismissal as evidence of limited memory and a general "lack of

artistic sophistication on the folk's part" (1980,3 7). Furthermore. he cautions that:

... if these commonplaces also have symbolic qualities. then a further explanation
can be added to the somewhat mechanistic ones we cust omarily offer, since
symbols are among the most value-laden , culturally important, expressively
marked, and concep tually abstract representations of a cultu re's knowledge and
ethic, they possess a high degree of longevity , of semanti c load, of mnemonic
strength. perhaps even of "ritualistic" significance (Renwick 37).

Consider the following New Year "banner" commonly fOUDd as domestic decorations

in homes around that time of year. The motifs which decorate the border around the main

message are similar to those that would be found on paper greeting cards. except that cards

would also likely feature a representation of the zodiac animal for tbe coming year. and the

other symbols would appear selectively. rather than in the visual profusion shown here.

The central message expresses a wish for success and prosperity, and is read from top to

bottom. The original banner from which I made this image bad a red background, itself

certainlya symbolically weighted colour.Similarly. the characters wereoriginally a metallic

gold. Briefly. the pronunciations of many of the images shown are homophonic with the

words expressing the blessings which they represent. For example. the word for "bat" is

very similar in sound to "fortune," "deer" sounds like "salary " (signifying a wish for a

successful career) and the word for "flSb" resembles that fcr "riches."1 93

Reading some of the other symbols around the border. it is clear that this is a wish for

conjugal harmony. prosperity and longevity. Images connoting domestic contentment

include a (female) phoenix matched on the opposite side by a (male) dragon. plums. paired

193A full-colour rendition of the banner. as well as a more detailed discussion of the
issues summarized here can be found in my articl e: "Enduring Traditions. Ethereal
Transmissions: Recreat ing Chinese New Year Celebrations on the Internet" (Kozar.
1995b). Sec the bibliography for the complete citation and URL
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birds. and several happily playing children. Prosperity and good fortune are representedby

such objects as a bat atop two coins which have the inscripti on fa cai, ( ~Rt) or "strike it

rich ," paired fish. oranges, roses in full bloom. and a ship in full sail with an inscript ion

that basically means: "Smooth sailing:' Th ough somewhat less conspicuous. a wish for

long life is expre ssed by the presence of the God of Lon gevity, peache s and herons:
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Of course , this kind of multiple stra tification of meaning through colour. imagery and

text is not easily achieved in electro nic greetings . at least on those platforms that are not

designed to bandle complex. full-co lour image files, Although orna te Chin ese New Year

pictorial greetings are available to We b users. the senders an d receive rs I profiled were

most often students with access to the Internet only or primarily through VAXlVMS or

Unix acco unts . However . the traditional wish for prospe rit y persists. eve n in this

ep hemera l. and ofte n text-bo und. monochromati c contex t. as ca n be seen from the

following large character des ign. Note the character chosen to inscribe the text, and the

additional "pecuniary" modifications made to the form of the characterfa (It). meaning "to

send out. utter or become/achi eve ." This greeting reads . fro m left to right. "Hope your

Spring Festival is all you could wish foriWi sb you prosperi ty" :
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Fig.5. Large character elec tronic greeting.
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I should perhaps mention before moving on to consider uewsgroup s and electronic

serials that, since I published the article upon which the preceding discussion is based.

many other western motifs have found their way into this form of seasonal play on the

Chinese Internet, While it is relative ly easy to see why the Simpsons might appear -Bart

is, after all . the quint essential lively . Firstborn son, provi ding that his talent for

"underachievement" is politely overlooked"- or Simba the lion Prince for that matter.} can

Dot quite figure out the rationale behin d. for example, inclusions of motifs from The X

Files. However. I'm certain that, with concentrated ethnographic effort. I will undoubtedly

find that some reasonable and intriguing explanation. if not "the Truth.. - .....Is Out

There."

Newsgroops: A World of "Face" and Identity Turned Upside-down

In my forthcoming article . "Performances in Character.r rs- I exp lore humorous

performances on the bZJzW encod ed Chinese language newsgroup, alt.chinesesext, with

particu lar emphasis on joking stra tegies, patte rns of nicknamin g, use of emoticons or

"smilies," and the dialogic nature of some of the bumour that appears in its postings. I

argue that participants in this electronic context intentionally subvert traditional notions of

"face" ( mian. [ij and tian: !d) in order to create new sites fo r play and reinforce

Interperscaal connections within the largerrbetorical community of the newsgroup.

Accord ing to Eberhard: "The Chinese word mian means not only ' face ' but also

' persona' : !ian covers in addi tion 'character : ' reputation.' Bo th word s subsume.

therefore. the behaviour expected of a person in keeping with his or her social standing"

(1986.98). The preservation of /OI:e. furthermore, is a reciprocal obligation. In daily

I94See the bibliography for a full citation.
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encounters between peopl e of like positi on who arc unfamiliar with each other - or who

are of unequal status. such as would be the case . for example. when a speaker make s a

requ est of a respected elder - as much care should be taken to safeguard the integrity of a

listener'sjQce as the speak er norm ally devotes to the main te nance of his or her own. A

loss of faa is. to a large extent, felt 0 0 both sides. as it repre sents the disruption and

temporary suspe nsio n of the ac cepted rule s of poli teness whi ch govern soci al

comm unication.

In this articl e. I loo k at a se lectio n of jokes and exami ne the vari ous ways their

so metimes culturally "unspeaka ble" themes are playfully expressed. for exam ple. jokes

deal in g with topics of sex and marital discord with English punch lines. or a piece written

by an author who deliberately exploits the formal structure and balance of classical. fixed 

form poetry in order to talk about nonsense , In addi tion . [ examine the role of tradition and

world view in the contemporary inscri ptio n of three types of performances, the c ulturally

specific use of the typographic signi fie r " :-)" commo nly cal led the smiley . the choice of

nicknames by newsgroup parti cipan ts, and the practice of single user "quo tation," or the

insertion of humorous or ironic comm entary between the lines of a previ ous posting in

orde r to create a comic dialogue. Many of these texts are . I feel , reminiscent in both

structure and content of a long-standing popular entertainmen t known as xian gsheng (.m
F ), or "cross-talk" in English (Link 1984), a fonn with whic h the majorit y of reade rs

frequen tiog all .chinese.lext would have almost certainly been well acquainted.

First , as Kirshenblatt-Gimblett poin ts out with regard to the prevalence of emoticon

collections 0 0 the Interne t, users ofte n crea te and distribute, or arc at least aware of. a much

wide r range of designs than they ac tual ly employ in regular discourse (1995. 74-76).

Based on my observations of postings on ali .chinese .text, I found that the onl y types of
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emoticons extensively used were the rather ..straight -faced" prototype ..:-).. and its facially

fore shonened cousi n, the " glee p," Thi s smi ley came in two vari atio ns, ..:)""and ..:I"

respectively . although the rust sty le appeared with greater freque ncy.

Interestingl y, two varia tions comm only used in western contexts, the "winkin g smiley"

and the "devil" (represented usually by " ;-)" or '" '- )" and " :->" or sometimes more rakishly

as " ;->"). were absent from participants' texts. I tentative ly posited some Culturally and

historically grounded reasons whic h might acco unt for this scarcity . Simpl y stated. a

repr ese nta tion of winking might be avoided because the gesture is perhaps itself less

familiar and, more importantly, may not carry the same lcinaesthetic significance in Chinese

cul ture - at least not within an audience comprised primarily of men . Addi tionall y,

male volent spirits. whether devils. ghosts or other appari tions. occup y an im portant but

hard ly che rished place in Chi nese folklo re. In contemporary ideology. belief in such

"feudal superstitions" is soundly dismi ssed . Depe ndin g on the ag es and back grounds of

individual users , eithe r reason might help explain the emoticon ' s general disuse, not to

mentio n the fact that , as with winki ng . the physiognomy of the devil as presented in this

western typographic convention may make no cultural sense.

Besides the quan titative differences in emoticon selection. there were also qualitative

differences in use. It is genera lly accepted by most people I know , for example. who

regularly use electronic mail or post to newsgroups and who are Engli sh speak ers from a

western cultu ral milieu. that smi lies can be used to mark as non-seriou s observatio ns or

asse rtions that might otherwise be taken as offe nsive or inflamm atory. Used in place of

gestures and vocal inflections. the smi ley is supposed to signify the playful spirit in which

the tran smi ssion was origi nally intended. or, if the message was composed as a

deliberately provocative state ment, that it was Dot directed at the receiver personally. On the
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earlier. is the long-suffering female protagonist in a well-known opera officially sanctioned

as suitable popular entertainment during the Cultural Revolution .

I refer to a third cate gory of nicknames as those: .....which invo ke a sense of

coll ective- or self-referential ity," By this . I mean nickn ames which not only recall or

summon a sense of "Everyman," but which play with the processes involved in traditional

Chine se onomas tics . so that a person ' s identi ty may seem familiar amon g strangers

through. for exam ple. the manipul ation oCfamil ial diminutives such as "Little" or "Young"

(xtao. Jj,). or infonnal honorifics such as "Old" or t'Elder" ( lao. ~).I 9S Conversely. some

users may select a nickname which is so commonly used in other contexts as to efface or

comment ironi call y upon any identifyi ng function that the nickname migh t serv e. To

illustrate. one user signs messa ges "A Certai n Person Named Wang." Thi s user . whom I

surmise is probably male and whose surname . acc ording to the address header . is also

Wan g. has based his electronic name on his real one, changi ng the characters that would

normall y express his given name. As "Wang Somebody ." he has established an ethereal

identity such that he is himself, but is also potentially anyone with that common surname .

Finally, I was struck.by the dialogic nature of many postings. It seemed that. even in an

ongoing debate. contributors either posted a single reply under the same header. or replied

individually either to the origin al message. or to one of the more recent responses it

evoked. In this way , messa ges on the same topic were comprised of usually not more than

two or three respondents presenting their respective positions to the larger readin g audience

at anyone time, and each response formed a distinctive " tum."

The re are some practical reasons which might account for a general lack.of -cascades"

on this newsgroup- the embedded replies denoted by characters such as "c-" added

195fo some extent, this kind of play cuts across the other naming categories as well.
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successively to the left-hand side of any new insertion in a cumulative "quotation" of all

preceding messages on the same topic. For one thing , it is possible that a string of insertion

characters would force a line of Chinese encoded text to wrap. which would in nun cause

the delimiting protocols in the following line to shift. thereby rendering part of the line as

unreadable code. as I have already explained. Also . in my research into Chinese folklore

generally. I have found that. with respect to oral ma terials. the storyteller's original ity is

highly valued. Although electronically generated texts are admittedl y transitional in many

respects. occupying a communicative position " between speec h and writing "

(Kirshenblatt-Gimblett 1995,73), newsgroup respondents may perceive that a certain

fluidi ty of style is a more fitting aesthetic to apply to Chinese online communi cation. as

opposed.to a scholarly , classical mode that relies heavily on quotation - except. of course ,

in cases where users choose deliberately to parody those formal styles and registers.

Structurall y and substan tially . I found that many quoted replies resembled scripts of

"cross-talk" performances. Acc ording to Link. trad itional xiangwng format requires

minimall y a "j oke-sette r" and a straight-man. Humour obtains in one of two modes.

depending on whether the audience develops any omniscient sense of the conversation as it

unfolds. Sometimes. the audience is made aware of the dual nature of a misapprehension

between the setter and his foil. Not infrequently. however, a de liberate ly staged

misconception is ~Iayed out upon the unsuspecting spec tators until the final punch line

reveal s all (1984 . 87-88. 92). Underlying the enduring popularity of this enterta inment

fonn is its ability to fuse. as with popular cultural forms in general. aspects of the oral and

literate worlds. and therefore combine facets of the worldviews inherent to both elite and

folk cultures. In so doing. cross-talk simultaneously juxtaposes and critically comments

upon traditional and modem ideologies. often with sufficient ambiguity as to create
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unofficial political and social satire that is both powerful and largely beyond the nonnaJ

scope of official censorship and control (Link,~ 100-01, 110). Similarly. I found

examples of replies in which a late r poster used the comments made by an earlier

contributor as material for comic refutation. often turning the tables 00 the apparently

progressive humour expressed by the first respondent.

One such exam ple . in which the initiai poster lamented the overly direct approach of

modern wome n with an anecdo te about a wife who repo rted to her husban d. upon

conferring with the doctor. that he was not long for this world . was refuted by a second

respondent who made the argument that men may not onl y be scared off by women who

follow ..the (obviously mal e ) doctor ' s orders " regarding forthright disc losure. but by

women exhibiting more traditional deportment and mann ers as well . At the closing. the

second speaker adds a furth er twist in this debate about tradition al values by saying:

A basic translation of this. which I clarify in a momen t. would be:

Spotless ice:-" a solid refutation of "Black Carp 's" [one of the nicknames of the
previous contributor) rightis t-deviational style of overturning a verdict : )

Interestingly . the second speak er fram es the comments made by the initial respondent in

terms that might have onc e been used to decryeither position , depend ing on the prevailing

direction of the political winds. a device widely exploi ted by cross -talk performers (Link .

Genie 8>87. 104-08). in the final part of this section. I want to look at another medium

through which often contentious political and social views may be expressed. electronic

magazin es.
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Leaves £rom the "Web in Hea ven" : Electroni c Magazines

In the foregoing discussion . I outlined some of the main formats used to transmit

Chinese text electronically. These text conversion protocols. along with other file types.

such as PostScript and Qraphic Interchange format (Glf1 . constitute the basic range of

options for uploadi ng and downl oading computer-mediated Chinese texts. For many

senders and receivers however. the text-based conversions are preferred over GIF and PS

files due to the much greater size and occasional difficulties associated with either display

and/or printing of graphic and PostScrip t rues. For onl ine display. most sites make use of

either guo biao (GB) or BIG-5 encoding.r ss and many have links to GIF conversions of

individual files. Occasionally. these links point to complete archives. Accordingly. this

final segment presents a synopsis of some current worlc. in progress which looks mainly at

Chinese electronic magazines. or e-zines, at websites in Canada.191 These publications can

either be read online or by downloaded display in the form of e-mailed subscriptions.

Before I address specific publ ications, I want to briefly explain certain references in the

subheading which prefaces this section. Although "leaves" can be understood in Chinese as

ye (~) in much the same way as it can in English of French. as both a leaf and a page

-especial ly in light of the electr onic surface of inscription which is also a metaphor of

hyperlinked space. the webpag e- the "Web in Heaven" may require a little more

explication.

1965ee the Appendix for more detailed Information on the different types of Chinese
encoding software configurati ons required for various platforms.

19'Tfhe full working title of this study is: "Leaves Gleaned from the Ten-Thousand
Dimensional Web in Heaven: Chinese On-line Publications at Websites inCanada ."
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Basically. one of the names for the World Wide Web in Chinese is: JJ!tX~.ftk~ .

The rather grand-sounding translation obtains as: "Teu-Thcusand-Dimeasional Web in

Heaven and Net on Earth...which in abbreviated form. JJ $ Jijj. contains phonemes that all

begin with "W." This condensatio n more or less maintains - especially given the

difficulties inherent in the translation of technical tenns - the accep ted shortened fonn of

WWW .This defi nition appears in the opening statement of the CND Web serve r

Cbttp:l/www.cnd.org:800I> and was chosen. according to the pream ble. to reflect the

global nature of the Internet and the satelli te and terrestrial communications networks

needed to make it worle.

Realities of infras tructure aside. however. I suggest that this way of naming this

technology accomplishes anothe r very important function from the perspective of the

folklore and worldview of this culture . Initially. Internet users from western backgrounds

might find the decidedly Chine se cosmological tones in this label for the Web quite

striking. ln short. Chinese cosmological myths. like those in many other traditions. posit

an ordered relationship between the heavenly and mortal realms (Eberhard 1986.89-90:

141-42: Meletinskij ICfl3. 251. 257-59). while folktal es often tell of the transgression of

boundaries and the disruption of order through excess or weakness. It is interesting to note

that a Chinese label for a reso urce that has bee n both lauded and decried for its

unstructured. anarchic exi stence and potential should recall a tradi tional correspondence

reflecting order. hierarchy and customs of deportment within a larger belief system.

Whether this aspect of Chinese tradition is acknowledged or rejected by contemporary

"Net-surfers" from the man y diverse Chinese cultural background s is less important. I

think. than the fact that. as with the telling of jokes. some Chinese users are actively

engaged in mapping out paths on the Net through naming and narra tives. that is. through
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the creation and elaboration of operational metap hors that. on some level . make c ultural

sense to the rhetorical and real communities of which they are a part. 198

Probably the most we ll-known and widely distributed Chinese e-ziu es are Hua Kia

WenZhai «ij;Ji x lJf» and New Threads (Xin Yu Si , «l<[i/f~» ) which, for the sake

of brevi ty. are hereafter shortened to HXWZ and XYS respectively. HXWZ is a news and

literature digest publi shed under the auspices of the China News Digest (C ND) .199 XYS is

a late r publicatio n. and regu lar readers have described it as a publicat ion with a more

specialized literary na ture than its establi shed predecessor. Some of the regular contributors

to HXWZ also submit pieces to XYS. One reader. a male stu dent of engineering at the

Univers ity of Ottawa who se taste s and available texts encompassed an eclectic mix of

English and Chinese classi cs. other foreign fiction in trans lation and Chinese e-zin es, stated

that he now prefers XYS . On the whole. he wrote:

Thismaggzine is more difficult than HXWZ. I like it very much . Actually. it is of
higher qual ity than HXWZ. Tuya is my favouri te among some much liked authors .
There are many other on-line Chinese maggzine s, sometimes you can find good
articles in tbem. aoo .

How ever . desp ite its larg e circ ulatio n for a publ ica tion of its kind, and its place as a

form ative influence on the format and content ofI ater publications, HXWZ was not the firs t

Chine se electronic magazine to receive formal ISSN classification. According to Ji Zhan g.

a forme r founding edi tor and technical consultan t who maintai ns the websites for a num ber

1985ee Glas sie (1982, 69-71 ) and Nicolaisen ( 1CfT3 , 307 -12 ) for further discu ssion on
the possible cultural functions of naming in different narrative genres.

I99HXWZ can be obtained from a variety of sources . including ftpfrom cnd.org. The
e-zine's URL is: bttp :/Iwww .cnd.org:8029IHXWZJ. and links to XYS. as well as many
other Chinese e-zines publ ished in the United Sta tes , Canada , Europe and elsewh ere , are
contained in a comprehensive listing at: http://uwalpha.uwinnipeg.ca:800lIe-mags .btml .

200QRE- I4i .
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of Canadian-based Chinese e-zines, that distinction belong s to Uan Yi Tong Xun «.QX1[

;mil\» (LYTX), an electro nic magazine originally estab lished before 1993 hy the Ottawa

Chinese Students and Scholars Associarion.ao I LYTX recently amalgamated with another

Canadian e-zine, Chi nese Maple Garden . which is more commonly known as Feng Hua

Yuan «~$ti!l» (FHY ). FHY ' s inaugural issue appeared OD the Web OD 20 September

1993 and it is published thrice monthly . Its website contains an extensive archi ve of hack.

issues in several form ats, as well as a variety of othe r links . both related to the magazin e

and Chinese culture general ly. Recently . the home page featured a retrospectiv e 00 the late

Deog Xiaoping.202

In addition to these two magazi nes. I also examine the electronic co unterpart to The

Canada;China News or Zhong Hua Dao Baa «tp$~» (ZHD B) - a bi-monthly news

magazine which is also published in Ottawa.aca Essentially. the three magazines reflect

different emphases and audienc es. ZHDBmost closely resemble s an electronic newspaper.

however. in addition to news. there are often arti cles deal ing with issues of health and

famil y. Pieces that are geared espe cially for a yo unger audience. eithe r as readers or

listene rs. appear in all three e-zines. According to Ji Zhang. LYTX. unlike HXWZ. was

20lElectronic mail correspondence. 13 November 1996. Because LYTX ' s monthly
publication schedule doe s not appear to have standardized before 1993. when FHYfirst
appeared. it was difficult to de termi ne the exact age of the publication . and Ji Zhang did not
provide a firm date . Based on avai lable back issues. I can reasona bly surmise that LYTX
was probably first published between late 1991 and early 1992. This suggestion is further
sup port ed by Ji Zha ng ' s assertion that an entry for LYT X app eared in The Internet
Directory published by Fawcett/Random in 1993. which would have likely necessitated its
prior establishmen t through continuous publication over a period of time.

202fHY ' s URI.... is: http://uwalpha.uwinnioeo.ca:800I /fbyl.

203ZHDB'5 homepage is located at http://www .china-news -zhdb.com.



inscriptions, information and everyday concerns which reflect a certain comprehensible

order, at least in their style of presentation. If Parks and Floyd are correct in their assertion

that "The ultimate social impact of cyberspace will not flow from its exotic capabilities. but

rather from the fact that people are putting it to ordinary , even mundan e, social uses-

(1996. 94). then perhaps for many Chinese users the main purpose of the "Web in

Heaven" -like the cosmological covariati~D suggested by the metaphor - is to reflect and

strengthen the intricate connections of real-world social networks .

Conclusion

In this investiga tion. I have attempted to provide a detailed picture of certain technical

and social aspects of the Chinese lntemet. My analysis has explored and widene d the

concept of rhetorical communities in the electronic medium , and I have provided several

exam ples of resou rce sites and performance texts. both related directl y to Ch inese

vernacular - and especially martial arts- fiction. as well as inscriptions that reflect other

aspects of Chinese culture and popular tradi tions. Even though the majority of the readers

who participated in my study did not necessarily participate regularly in all of the electronic

and face-to-face cuirural scenes discussed here, many of them alerted me to the humorous

and imaginative ways that Chinese fiction could be extended beyond the printed page.

As a .closing thought. it seems clear that participatory fan culture s on the Chinese

Internet and. more generally, Internet communities influenced by Chinese history, literature

and philosophy. present a contin uous deliberation betwee n tradition and innova tion that

cannot be contai ned wit hin discrete cove rs - or on websites, for that ma tte r.

Unquestionably, their real arenas move beyond fixed texts o~ specific site addresses -and

the often unstable or transitory technological artifacts they generate- into the shifting
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landscapes of imagi nation. Sometimes. the lines marking the processes of borrowing.

reworking and reinvention become blurred; it is difficult to always remember what shaping

influences came from where . As with a role-playing narrative however. fans who have

Learned how Co identify and read a good story continually negotiate a path between

invention and convention . Their particular choice of landmarks and individual perceptions

of what is famil iar and what is strange is less importan t than the many and different

adventures bad along the way.
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Appendix 8-1: Chinese Computing Resources

A Note on Compatibility and Encoding Protocols

While graphic brow sers such as Netsca pe (ve rsion 20 or highe r) support GB or BIG-5

document encodin g. bZJzW is apparently DOt as well supported. Consequently. I have

found that relati vely few sites use this encoding protocol. tbe main exceptions are

newsgroups like alt.chinesesea and the "sunrise" gopher site. These sites can be viewed

by other means. for examp le thro ugh an applica tion such as TurboGopher on a Macintosh

running the Chinese Language Kit, or on a PC using a gopher utility or LYNX thr ou gh a

Unix connectio n with an application such as :.w-DOS in "Ierminate ~rayResident" (fSR)

mode. Several MS Wind ows-based applications are also availa ble. Simi larly. any bZJzW

encoded site can be viewed on a Unix machine with X- Windows using an ap plication sucb

as the latest vers ion of e X-TERM which include s an interpret er for bZJzW code . T hese

applications are widely availa ble for anonymous ftpatsitessuchas ifcss .org. cnd .org and

several mirrors. A FAQ detailing the differe nt programs and their funct io ns an d

compatibilities can be obtained from a variety of so urces . including posting to the

newsgroup alt .chinese rext .

A useful site which covers many topics related to Chin ese computing. including WWW

display and how to configure different platforms to work with Chinese text applications is:

http://infoweb.magi.coml-ehineseicomplsys_oth.hJmJ205

20SAII URLs giv en in Appendices were co rrect and act ive at the time of final
preparation of this work . If a site has moved and the upda te links are outdated. I suggest
that interested user s try a mu ltiple sea rch e ng ine tool such as "SavvySearc h"
Chttp://ouaraldi.cs.colostate.edu:2COl1fonn ).
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Appendix B-2: Chinese Text Resources

A Note Concern ing the Electronic Excerpts or Th e Deer and the

Cauldron, and The Smiling, Proud Wanderer (Cha pter Four):

While I am.unable to determine the identity of the original contributor. the text at the

Sunrise site appean: to be identical to the one l excerpted. and was posted to the newsgroup

alt.chinesesext on 13 Aug 1996. Altho ugh somewhat less like ly, it is also possible that it

may have existed as a kind oC"electro nic flying book." scot from e-mail account to e-mail

acco unt before so meone decided to post it for wide r distribution. I recognize that there are

several contentious iss ues surrounding the electronic conversion and posting of previously

published material. however•• wanted to examine a Chinese comparison text of Minford's

translation, and to provide a few excerpts to give an idea of the hero's charac ter and conte xt

in The Smiling . Proud Wanderer as a comparison with the trickster. Wei Xiao bao.

As I did nOI hav e a pri nted copy at my disposal, I felt that it was important to mention

that I consulted el ectronic sources . For tbe Minford texts, this was mere ly for my own

personal interest in the "co lour" and style of the selected passa ges in the original. In the

case of my own translations from Wanderer. it is possible that there are some "typos" in the

Chinese electroni c texts which may have either ori ginated as human error during input, or

may exist in the ac tual pri nted copy that the contributor used . These in tum may have

influenc ed my own translations. though I tried to render my interpretati on as accura tely as

possi ble. For tran slations of mart ial techn iques and move s. I have taken examples

exclusively from Olivia Mok 's ( 1993) translation of Fox Volant of the Snowy Mounta in.
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Chinese Fiction Links

"GoodResources Related to lin Yang's Novels":
hItp:llcsAyu.edulphd_studentslyingruljirryongl

"Chinathe Beautiful"
hrrp:l!www.chinapage.com

Shendiao XiaJu ( JlI!IIIl (lt.!jg) Homepage (With FanClub}
hrrp://www.agen.comlshendiaoJrrm

"The Novels of GumYung" Page
hrrp:/Iwww.phy.cuhk.edu.hkl-kmJeelgylgy.htmJ

Englisb translation of "Boo k And Sword" (Shujian enchou tu. ( 1!fQ1l.'i::'.itt.i'k »
hnp :llvillage.ios.coml-eamshawIB&S.htm

Englishtranslationof "The MaidenofV ueh":
hrrp:/Iwww2.besr.coml-:Jwgelyueh.htmJ

Chinese E-zines

HuaXia WenZhai «i/!8Lxm»
hrrp:llwww.cnd .org:8029IHXWZJ

U an Yi Tong Xun «~1l:i!il\ »
(see Feng Hua Yuansi te)

lJrongHua DaoBao (TheCanada-ChinaNews. «'!' i/!.\MlI.» )
hrrp:/Iwww.china-news-:)uib.com

Feng Hua Yuan «lI", i/!l!Q »
hrrp:lluwaJpha.uwinnipeg.ca:800Jlfhyl

Comprehensive Chinese E-Zinc'Links Page:
hJrp:/IuwaJpha..uwinnipeg.ca:800J/e-magsJllml
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Appendi x B-3: Role-Playing Resources

C hines e MUD and Related Sit es

xt« Xe Xing (Way of Chivairy, {it'8=fi'l
hnp: /Iwww.nerwonn .ml .orglxkx/

Outlawsof the WaterMargin(Paul Mason)
hrtp:/IwwwJ cp -ip .or jp/-panurgeloutklws.htm

Imazine(Role-Playing Eczine, PaulMason)
httpJtwww.tcp-ipo rJpl-panurgelima::..htm

Magic Theatre/Cathay Arts of Role-Playing (Leonard Hung)
hnp:/Iwww-:eusm sy.de/-hungbhy/rpg.html

Rive rleke: Once Upona TlII1e in China (Eric Yin)
htrp:/Iwww-hsc.usc.edu/-eyin/ouatic .html

Other RPG Resource s

RPG Library :
http ://www .webrpg.coml ?link=rpgliblindex.html

PBeMNewsletter.
http :// www.p bem.com

FantasyRealmJournal(APA)
hllp:/Iwww.tiac.netluser s/frjlfr ·htm

Dragon's Inn:
Jutp:/IdragonJo.com

Riv erw orld PBeM
hrrp:/Ipenmush:rinymush.orgl-alans:Jrw-pbem/index.htm/
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Appendix C-2: Translation of Pilot Questionnaire

~:

At the time of distribution of the pilot questionnaire. I bad reliable Chinesecharacter display
and print capability on my home compute r only. and therefore I had to save Chi nese
encoded files to disk if received on campus and take them home. By the time the revised
questionnai re was ready for electroni c circulation. I could perform these opera tions from
any machine at Edinburgh University that I bad access to , whether Mac. PC or UNIX . It
should be Doted. howeve r. that all responses to the pilot questionnaire were handwritten
and no reader requested an electro nic rather than printed copy,

Doyou like to read kungfu novels. romances. or other kinds of popular fiction?

I am a Ph.D. research stud ent hoping to find out about readers ' preferences. If you have
some spare time, I would be very grateful ifyou would comple te my questionnaire.

You could post a reply on the newsgroup, or send it to my electronic mail address (please
use either sean a@festi val .ed.ac. uk OR EASSKP@srvO.art s.ed.ac .uk).

Because the system 1 have at hand doesn 't handl e C hinese ail that readily. you can aIso
reply (electronically) in English .

Your questionnaire replies will be anonymo us, but if yo u agree. I would be happy to kee p
your respo nses in my research archive .THANK YOU!

SeanaKozar
d o East Asian Stud ies. University of Edin burgh

8 Buccleuch Place. Edioburgb. SCOTIAND
EH8 9LW

I. Novels:

1. What is your fa vourite type of novel?

2. A good novel contai ns what characteristics'?

3. 1s there a parti cular Dovel which is your fav ourite? Please describe the main fea ture s
of tbi s story in as muc h detai l as possib le .

4. Do you think that these novel s have influ ence s [or "sbades/shadows" ] from folklo re
or classical literature ?

5. Do you think tha t some genresare writte n for male and some for female reade rs?

6. Do you think that male and female readers can enjoy the same genres?

7. In your favo urite novel. what is a typical male chara cter like? A typical fem ale
character?
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8. Please tell me, using as much detail as possible. whether the heroes, heroines,
villains and other characters in these novels have clearly defined characteristics.

9. [f you are a lrungfu novel fan, how important is the author's treatment of aspects of
martial arts (wugong ) to your enjoyment of the story?

II. Authors:

I. Who is your favourite author?

2. Please describe what you know about the writing caree r of this person.

III. Choosing a Novel:

When you cboose a novel, what sorts of things influence your decision'?

(a) your friends' recommendation?

(b) the author 's reputation , hislher name or pen-name?

(e) the tide of the boo k?

(d) the cover design?

IV. Reading Habits:

I. Doyou have a particular time that you like to read'?When?

2. Doyou have a particular place that you like to read? Where?

3. Onaverage, how many hours per week do you spend reading?

4 . When you are reading a really interesting book, do you read it straight through, or
pick it up only in your spare time'?

5. If you don't have time to read, or if you' ve read all of the books that you have on
band, do you feel that something is "missing" and your everyday life is less enjoyable?

• Please also tell me yo ur age.. sex, current occupation, where you are presently
workin g/studying and any other infonnation that you feel is relevant. If you live in the
Edinburgh-Lothian or so me other reasonably close area and you would like to be
interviewed in order to discuss this topic further , please tell me bow best to get in touch
with you so that we can arran ge a convenient time.
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(d).'S-!i(l\!!l, .'S- ]F)
(elf'!-i:J
(f);ll;{t!!, _

Appendix C-3: Revised Ques tionnaire

~j,ltt,B':~'NiI., 1ftif/J'iiI.~;ll;{t!!l'!'~f!<J~llt/J'iil.P!O ?

il!~-1-IlJ±JJI$!:;E, ;fdl!1lIl~U!l!JI!$'.A.f!<JBlJlIi;.3J1!J! . ~O*~'1f2, il!mj1!j ~f$'1f
l!f!IID!lfil!f!<JiDIf:'.

~f!<JiDIf:'~~~rr~n~ff~, ~*~~f!<J~, il!mj1!j~1lIl~~f!<J~~~.A.il!f!<J~
rJ;(i;'1' .

~*~f!<JiDIf:'1lIl~'1'x~~* -~~m~~, ~M*~w~*f!<Jil!~~ -1-~*f!<J
1il1J. ilIilI!

SeanaKozar, c/o Departm ent of EastAsianStudies
(University of Edinburgh , 8 Buccleuch PI., Edinburgh, SCOTLAND EH8 91.W)

I.tNiI.:

UJlI -l'!'~llt/NII.~~Jilj,l~f!<J ?

(a),B':{*
(bl1ftl\'(X!:>
(c)i!Jr~

(al~..6t:\Wj - 1-!J\lftf!<J1rlf5~<Jj4~ ~{ji1rlf5i£1T;;IJ. "if~~1-i'H.flI
JU lf!<J P!\?
(b)!J\lft/NII.'1'~e1it'\\!'».tIf. ~llX~iti,Hi!I!ilf),,:iKt!:J*f!<Jx~? ~O*~
1lIl1$!.iUIJ*iil'l'f§tJ.
(C)i!~/J'lII.~e!!l Ti]I1f(~O "1: -~. il!{n..." )~!!: lj\ tIf .li! f!<J n~(~O
"w.: J:il iftlI, rn'\\!'rX~Pit..." l

(dliffl;ll;{t!!~ liJ~!.l!!IJf!<J{,i!Jt.H'IillP!\ ?
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(a)j£~. ~ff. fH:]. ~ll!lHll.iili-.rIiilT!Jlttil'lf.

(b)",tiTttZ::~1f),j'll1.JiilT3tttil'lf.

6.~R:1g'J'llHl9il'lfflif'~f!'JIK~IJ II!l ? It<~ f!'J~~:m,:

(al!lltt. 15-20!/l!i:;£;. DJfm 1f1l:!Bl - !I>f!'J,J' ll1.?
tctt. 15-20!/l!i:;£;. iiTfmfl:1l:!Bl-!I>f!'J 'J'll1. ?
(b)!Ill't• .2Q-30!/l !i:;£;. DJfm!l1l:I!l-!I>f!'J,j,ll1.?
tctt. 2Q-30!/l!i:;£;. iiTfmfl:1l:I!l -!I>f!'J,J'll1. ?
(e)!Ill't. 30 !/I I;.{ J:. DJfm 1f1l:PJ: - !I>(fJ;J,ll1. ?
tcl't. 30 ~.:.l J:. iiTfmfl:!A:I!l -!I>f!'J;J,ll1. ?

(a) lU:~ -il!11tt1;1tf1'~X1Jit~f!'J!IQ~ .

(b) T~1lt~-il!:l\tllHF~X1j£J.lJf!'J~l1J!.:tfjtf!ll't{1!l t!1 l\'f!'J!IQ~-fF

m:~.

(e);r-lltm:~ -il!iili-.r~*ilt<IJt/lJl::f!ltT ll-*iliff!'Jll~~.

II.f1'lil: ·

l.~ll:fHkf!'J{'FlilJi[;$ ?

2. iRfl.iiTfm;ti~it-Ni )iDmi.! w.f1'liI: f!'J 'E 'I" .

IIl.ii<n;J'll1.:

1. ~~ii<il -*,j'll1.U1. ft2,¥.f .,';:lI~(.j~; f!'J /R; lE?
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(alll!l£ ff]fI(J!l#?
(Cl1; fI(J~ l!Ii ?

(blf!'iil fI(J~~?

(dl!foofI(J ilHt?

(al:ktl1 J1l
(bJlF!&B1
(cf F i'l!,I'j

(dlr 'F
(elll¥!itr
(j),Il;fti: _

2.~"l\::(£ jjjl 1'fl(J Jt!!1Jil/J' ilI. ? (£~1Il ?

(al6f[ij] (dlJ;\:J:
(b)~6f (e)011!l

(clOO~tlr (oU1JUIIf~1f

fg),Il;ltk _

(al lO/j' B1";; IO/I'B1~1 J: (c)4-7/j' B1
(b)7-101j' B1 (dl4lj,B1";;JI!1'"

4.~ ~; iE:(£il-*11l'l'f@8'J /I' ilI.B1. ~;~ -D"i:JE'E:ilJE? ";; tf ii]"~:l1C :jlf 'E:Jil: 1: .
'il'IHr':28'J B1f1J<!l¥.tiil JE?

(al- D4:il'if. 'l' 1lZ tP. 'I'II¥.
(bll'ttEllZ!&B1f11 tIHf<:.fJ. - F .
(c)'l'f':2;l"il.

5.~~; ill.ffB1rBTI'j-~";;'fJllill'l'f* .ffi1f1(J ~B1. ~;~S:ll!:~~'t;@jN:'B~ ? ~~:ll!:
~'.E tIi '!'I.!IJlt~1-'1"I<JJ<B~ ?

(al~ 8'J . f!. !ltB1rB]il~. 'I'~~:ll!:~. _
(bl'l'fB1f1J<~&'« .ff~ . ~JIHtJll'l'fM 1; !PHUI.
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f&~:il!;li,-- ,
(c)~~. ~1il";!;rlIHt. f!!~lI'~B;j". ~tlli ,

-iIlit.1P.15-iIi'~it-(j(j.fll*IJl'f'f: lI'At. rUI. JlJ!fr. ~;(j(j"l'=&~ ItF(j(jJl!!Jj. flJ
~~~~~I~R~~WI~~~~w~~~~~~~n~Jl!!Jj . ~~~~~~
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(c) oot very important- I usually ignore the descriptions of martial arts skill and
skim over the fight scenes.

10 . Doyou som etimes read a novel the first time "for the story," and a seco nd time "for
the deeper meaning," that is. to learn somethin g about Chinese philo soph y or ancient
thought?

II.~:

1. Who is your favourite author?

2. Please describe what you know about the writing career of this person.

111. Choosing a Novel:

Wh en you choose a novel , what sorts oftbings influence your decision?

(a) your friend s' recommendation?

(b) the author's reputation. bislhername or pen-name?

(e) the title of the book ?

(d) the cover design?

IV. ReadinG' Habits :

1. Do you have a particular time that you like to read? Wh en ?

(a) early mo rning

(b) durin g your lunch break

(e) after work/ classes

(d) in the eve ning s

<el before bed

(f) other (please specify): _

2. Doyou have a particular place that you like to read? Whe re?

(a) in yo ur room

(b) reading room/den

(e) in the library

(d) in bed
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